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FOREWORD

The Three Mile Island (TMI) Unit 2 accident on March 28, 1979 was and

is of great concern to the nuclear industry; electric power generating

companies and their customers, regulatory and other government agencies,

the entire nuclear community, and to the country as a whole. While the

accident resulted in only limited external plant radiation exposure, the

plant itself suffered extensive damage with high radiation contamination

within the reactor and auxiliary system facilities. TMI Unit 2 currently

represents opportunities to provide information for the enhancement of the

nuclear power industry safety and reliability of generic benefit to nuclear

po*vr technology. Having a common interest in assuring that this

information is obtained during the TMI Unit 2 cleanup, four organizations

have combined efforts to obtain this goal. They are: General Public

Utilities (GPU), Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the Nuclear

Regulatory J^tmission (NRC), and the Department of Energy (DOE). Hence the

acronym GEND. Planning Groups have been formed to determine the scope of

research activities to be performed to recover this valuable information.

The "GEND" Planning Report covers the areas of: instrumentation and

electrical equipment survivability; fission product transport;

decontamination/radiation dose reduction technology; data bank organization

and sample archive facility; characterization of primary system pressure

boundary and mechanical components; core damage assessment; and fuel

handling, removal, examination and disposal. Through the efforts of these

groups, a list or "menu" of tasks which could be performed during the

cleanup and recovery has been developed in each of the areas. Many of

tnov tasks will torm the basis for the implementation phase of the

program, the results of which will be used throughout the U.S. nuclear

commun ity.
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I. Introduction

The Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment Survivability

Planning Group (IEPG) was appointed to develop the planning

guidance needed for the orderly recovery of data pertaining to

the survivability of instrumentation and electrical equipment

contained within the TMI Unit 2 reactor building.

During an accident, the safety of a nuclear reactor depends

upon the proper functioning of certain items of instrumentation

and electrical equipment; other items will be called on during

post-accident recovery operations. Hence, a knowledge of the

response of such equipment to accident conditions is crucial to

an assessment of the safety of a nuclear plant under accident

conditions. The TMI-2 accident subjected the in-containment

electrical equipment and instrumentation to the effects of an

accident environment which, while not one usually treated in

accident scenarios, is clearly possible. Thus, the data obtained

from an analysis of the accident response of the TMI-2 equipment

will be valuable in: 1) developing improved and more comprehensive

standards for equipment qualification; 2) understanding how equip

ment designed under existing standards performed; 3) identifying

equipment failure modes; and 4) assessing the safety of existing

plants which use similar equipment. It should be noted that the

TMI accident provides two time frames for equipment study in

accomplishing these goals: a) the first few days of the accident
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in which much of the equipment was subjected to high heat, steam,

chemical sprays, and explosion and high radiation levels; and b)

the long period since the accident where long term degradation

occurs.

One difficulty faced by the IEPG has been to devise a TMI-2

reentry program which strikes a reasonable balance between the

needs of the nuclear industry and various government agencies on

the one hand and the needs of the operating utility on the other.

The industry/government group is concerned with the need to

understand the effects on in-containraent instrumentation and

electrical equipment of prolonged exposure to significant levels

of radial ion and to various other hostile environments. The

operating utility is concerned with the need to restore the plant

to service with minimum delay.

A thorough analysis of all reactor building instrumentation

and electrical equipment could be very costly in itself and is

likely to be incompatible with the schedules one would employ in

a minimum time decontamination and reentry strategy. There has

been cons i Jerable concern expressed that the decontamination

procedures will be sufficiently damaging to the items within con

tainment that much of the potential for assessing damage mechanisms

will be lost. On the other hand, one must not lose sight of the

fact that, without decontamination, "hands-on" examination and

recovery of any equipment might not be practical. Again, these
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observations merely highlight the fact that the approach chosen

necessarily involves balance and compromise.

Having made the point that consideration was given to

striking a balance between the benefits of increased knowledge

and the increased costs (monetary, personnel exposure, etc.) to

be paid for these benefits, we will now turn to the purely tech

nical goals of the IEPG.

Objectives
- The objectives of this planning study were to:

1) Specify particular instrumentation and electrical

equipment to be studied. The equipment might be

simply tested in place or it might be removed and

thoroughly analyzed .

2) Define test objectives and methods for each component

selected.

3) Develop a list of components and samples for archival

storage.

Scope
- The scope of this planning study includes all instru

mentation and electrical equipment within the TMI-2 containment

building. Certain items within this broad class are required for

core recovery operations (for example, in-core reactor instruments)

and may not be available for removal until the core is removed.

However, the fact that their cables and connectors were exposed

to the in-containment environment suggests that it would be unwise

to eliminate them from our consideration.

This report lists some 228 pieces of equipment as candidates

for further study and possible recovery and analysis. This list

of candidates represents a broad sampling of equipment types
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generally with samples of a given type taken from several

different locations in the containment building. Many of the

items are presently under water. Some of the selections were

chosen because they are representative of generic classes, while

others were chosen because they have unique qualities or were

known to behave in an unusual way during some stage of the accident .

It is expected that as more information becomes available the study

list will be further refined.

The Planning group was divided on the questions of the depth

of analysis required, the types of equipment to be analyzed, and

the number of items required for analysis. The cost vs. benefit

was the issue. The feeling of the group, however, was that as

more thorough equipment status surveys, in situ tests and actual

analyses of some representative instruments are made, answers to

these questions will become more apparent. It was agreed that

the longer the equipment remains in the containment building exposed

to the degrading environments there the less useful the analysis

information will be.
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II. Approach

The IEPG has done the following to accomplish the objectives

previously given: First, information was gathered from the following

persons and/or organizations:

1. Planning Group Members

2. Subcommittee Two (Qualification), Nuclear Power

Engineering Committee, Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) .

3. Industry Experts

4. National Laboratory Experts

Secondly, various reference documents were reviewed by the Planning

Group, including the following:

1. TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Status Report

and Short-Term Recommendations, NUREG-0578, July 1979-

2. TMI-2 Lessons Learned Task Force Final Report,

NUREG-0585, October, 1979.

3. Investigation into the March 28, 1979, Three Mile Island

Accident by Office of Inspection and Enforcement,

NUREG-0600, August 1979.

4. Analysis of Three Mile Island - Unit 2 Accident,

NSAC-1, July 1979.

5. Supplement to Analysis of Three Mile Island-Unit 2

Accident, NSAC-1 Supplement, October 1979.

6. A list of in-containment instrumentation and electrical

equipment dated June 19, 1979 (B&R-GPU-R-008) and
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supplied to the planning group by GPU Service Corporation,

October 2, 19 79-

7. A list of Bailey instruments and associated drawings

supplied by the Babcock & Wilcox Company, October 15, 1979

8. Relevant Architect and Engineer design drawings (i.e.,

P&ID's, general arrangement drawings, etc.).

Finally, the selection of instruments and electrical equipment was

made with the thought that the resulting data can serve several

purposes:

1. A comparison of the actual performance of L0CA qualified

equipment with its expected performance should lead to

the development of improved qualification standards.

These improvements can be expected to involve (a) what

is required for proof of qualification, (b) changes in

test type and level, and (c) testing against accident

scenarios which are derived from the TMI-2 experience.

2. Related to the question of improved qualification stan

dards is the assessment of the adequacy of existing

standards. Operating data from TMI-2, when compared

with the qualification standards in effect today, will

allow evaluation of the extent to which present standards

apply to this "real world" accident. That is, do the

present qualification standards assure that key items of

instrumentation and equipment can withstand this specific

event .
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Analysis of equipment failure modes will provide im

portant guidelines for design improvements. The failure

of equipment that, by current understanding, should not

have failed provides a fruitful area for study as does

the survival of items predicted to fail. In general,

failures that can be predicted on the basis of the

environmental exposures are unlikely to advance our

understanding although a few confirmation samples will

be required.

An important outcome of the analysis of TMI-2 data will

be an assessment of the vulnerability of the many existing

plants which have equipment identical to that in TMI-2.

Note that vulnerability has two important aspects: the

first involves accident management, and the second involves

post-accident monitoring and recovery. As the lessons of

this accident are assimilated, it is becoming clear that

many other items beyond the normal (present standards)

complement of IE equipment may be of crucial importance

in an accident situation. TMI-2 thus provides an op

portunity for assessing the response of typical equip

ment to an actual accident .

To the above list of general uses for the data, one must

add a use which is specific to understanding the TMI-2

accident. This category includes calibration of instru

ment readings recorded during the accident and the
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determination of fission product transport and disposition.

Operator actions might also be more clearly evaluated.

Certainly, the items which yield information specific to the

accident (Item 5 above) should be recovered, as should Class IE

items that failed and other items which failed but should not have.

Beyond this, it is difficult to argue that only recovery of items

from the THt-2 containment will answer the important general questions

of nuclear safety. In this regard, at least two thoughts should be

kept in mind. First, we cannot predict at this time what accuracies

will be attained in the environmental maps which are being developed.

Second, the radiation qualification requirements (approximately

2 x 104 rads total dose) for the TMI-2 instruments were not particu

larly severe by modern standards.

This document provides a list of items whose study will po

tentially serve one or more of the five purposes given above. The

list can be reasonably decomposed into five different categories

(discussed below) , and a priority assessment has been provided for

each item on the list.

It is not expected that all of the items on this study list

will actually be recovered from within the TMI-2 containment or

that other items will not eventually be selected for recovery.

Rather, this list can be adopted as a reasonable subset of all the

items within the containment building. As data becomes available

on these candidates for selection , choices can be made as to the

need for recovery and analysis. Whether or not laboratory simulation
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is needed to provide additional information is a question that

should be addressed on an item-by-item basis.

The study candidates may be associated with one or more of

the following five categories. The letters S,I,D,E and A are

abbreviations of the general categories used in the computer

listing of candidate selections.

Safety Equipment (S)

This category includes both items currently designed as

safety equipment and those items expected to receive this desig

nation in future revisions of the appropriate regulatory guides.

Incident-Related Equipment (I)

In this category we have included equipment which deserves

particular attention as a result of its special relationship to

the accident. For example, equipment whose output data was used

in calculations of the accident development might well require

recalibration to assess the likelihood that the conclusions drawn

are correct. Also, equipment used by the operators as the accident

developed should be particularly scrutinized to see if the data

provided was correct or, at least, within the expected performance

envelope given the accident conditions.

Equipment Yielding Equipment Design Data (D)

Analysis of equipment in this category can potentially contri

bute to improved equipment design. In particular, all failed equip

ment should be carefully considered. In addition, one must be
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alert to opportunities to assess operational margins and to explore

actual performance versus expected performance.

Equipment Useful in the Determination of the Radiation Environ

ment (C)

A variety of material properties undergo changes in response

to radiation exposure. Particular materials whose radiation response

make them possible "dosimeter" candidates include semiconductors,

glass, plastics, elastomers, and plastomers. The equipment in this

category has been chosen because it includes one or more of the

items listed above. Naturally, most of the items chosen under the

ether categories will also include various samples of the "dosimeter"

materials. In only a few cases do study candidates have only

"dosimeter" utility.

Equipment Designated for Archive Storage (A)

Certain items have been selected for archive storage before

any analysis has been attempted to preclude the loss of data which

future investigations might prove to be useful. In addition, some

items will be stored after analysis .

Having discussed the logic leading to the five categories of

equipment, there only remains the need to define the priority

assignments and the description of the entire selection process

will be complete.

Priority one is assigned to equipment of the following kinds:

1. IE or potential IE equipment.

2. Reactor control equipment.
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3. Equipment needed to understand the accident.

4. Equipment thought to be especially sensitive to

the environments and therefore useful for estab

lishing margins.

5. Equipment having properties especially useful in

assessing damage or representative of important

generic features .

Priority two includes duplicates of priority one items as well

as items judged to have lower (relative to priority one) potential

for information .

Priority three items are those which have some chance of

adding to our store of knowledge but which are judged not to be of

the same urgency as priority one or two.

Along with a discussion of our overall selection and priority

assignment logic, it is worthwhile to state the principal impedi

ment to proceeding to a firm selection list. This is the virtually

complete unavailability of information pertaining to the performance

of the equipment which is the object of our study. The principal

material available to the IEPG has been other investigatory reports

and plant general arrangement drawings.

For example, all failed equipment should be the object of

special attention. This would certainly include equipment which

failed or had anomalous readings during the first few days of the

accident and probably should include equipment failing later. To

the best of our knowledge, no such list exists. Thus, in most

instances, we were forced to make specific instrument selections

and general recommendations without the necessary material to

justify in detail a particular selection.
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III. Preliminary Recovery List

Tablo I contains a listing of candidate items to be recovered.

A brief statement of the rational and selection basis for the

various items is given in Table II. The primary identification

for each item is the tag number and the lists throughout this docu

ment are in tag number sequence. Additional information is provided

as indicated by the various column headings. Table III provides an

explanation of the various codes used; it is worthwhile, however,

to supply a few additional comments about the computer listing.

The information category column (INFO) shows the various information

categories (see Section II) to which the items belong. The status

(ST) column will be used to indicate the present operating condi

tion and readout capability of each instrument. This information

is essential in establishing a pre-recovery test program and, as

stated earlier, is unknown to us at this time. The work code column

will contain information regarding sample recovery plans. For

example, the entry ABXX means that in situ testing is required prior

to recovery and that sample recovery cannot be performed until after

core removal. The notation AB means that in situ testing is required

and that there are no restrictions on removal of the sample. Note

that items coded A must have priority in the development of detailed

testing procedures. The work code can be completed after the status

of instruments is known. The special sealing program (SSP) column

identifies those items which were subject to various additional

sealing procedures to upgrade their resistance to water damage, etc.
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TABLE I

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
lE£Xw^4U--a5^B=BQ~PA£E 1

■

—wwrri
—

r~wn
—

**»r

1

7 TAG NO.

-**

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV

LOCATION FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK

ST CODE

SSP»

IE ♦ PR

A AH-EP-5037 ASCO 8331A45 3-WAY SOLENOID PURGE VALVE R12- 305 2041 S 00 + 1

7 AH-EP-5039 asco B331A45 3-WAY SOLENOID PURGE VALVE R12- 305 2041 S 00 + 1

_L AH-EP-5040 ASCO 8331A45 3-WAY SOLENOID PURGE VALVE R13- 305 2041 S 00 + 1

7 AH-KS-3000 AH-E-11A AIR COOLER LIMIT SWITCH. R19- 331 2041 s 00 + 1

i£ AH-KS-5002A A-B 802T-ATPW3 AH-E-11C AIR COOLER LIMIT SWITCH R20- 331 2041 s 00 + 2

7 AH-KS-5002B AH-E-11C AIR COOLER LIMIT SWITCH R20- 331 2041 SA 00 + 1

ii AH-KS-5037 AH-V2B VALVE LIMIT SWITCH R12- 305 2041 s 00 + 2

7 AH-K5-5039 AH-V2A VALVE LIMIT SWITCH R12- 305 2041 s 00 ■¥ 2

ii AH-KS-5040 AH-V3A VALVE LIMIT SWITCH R13- 303 2041 SA 00 + 1

7 AH-LS-5005 GEMS LS-1950 AIR COOLER PLENUM LEVEL SWITCH R19- 306 2041 DA 00 2

12 AH-LS-3006 GEMS LS-1950 AIR COOLER PLENUM LEVEL SWITCH R20- 306 2041 D 00 2

7 AH-LS-3008 GEMS LS-1930 AIR COOLER PLENUM LEVEL 3WITCH Rl- 306 2041 D 00 2

11 AH-TE-5020 REC TEMP ELEMENT 0-200F RTD 353 2041 ID 00 1

~

AH-TE-5021 R B TOP CEILING 0-200F RTD R7 353 2041 IDA 00 1

E AH-TE-5022 R B ELEVATION 330 FT. 0-200F RTD R16A 330 2041 ID 00 1

7 AH-TE-5023 R B ELEVATION 330 FT. 0-200F RTD CC-C50 330 2041 ID 00 1

£1 AH-TS-5024 PENN A25CN-1 RB AMBIENT TEMP SWITCH 23-21 5F R3- 305 2041 D 00 2

7 AH-TS-5084 PENN T-22 EQUIPMENT HATCH TEMP SWITCH 50-90F 305 2041 D 00 2

ii AH-TS-3083 PENN A-25 ELEVATOR MACHINE ROOM TEMP SWITCH 25-21 5F R16A 347 2041 DA 00 2

7 CF-l-PTl FOX E110M-SAD1 CF-T-1A CORE FLDNG TNK PRESS 0-800 PSIG 324 2034 DE 00 1

** CF-1-PT3 FOX E11GM-5AD1 CF-T-iq CORE FLDNO TNK PRESS 0-800 PSIG 324 2034 DE 00 1

7 CF-1-PT4 FOX EUGM-SAD1 CF-T-1B CORE FLDNG TNK PRESS 0-800 PSIG 324 2034 DEA 00 1

ii CF-2-LT1 BMC BY823X-X-A CF-T-1A CORE FLDNO TNK LEVEL 0-1 4FT 324 2034 DEA 00 * 1

7 CF-2-LT3 BMC BY8231-X-A CF-T-1B CORE FLDNO TNK LEVEL 0-1 4FT 324 2034 DE 00 * 1

tl HP-RT-0209 VICO 857-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER <GM) FH BR (N)347 2062 EA 00 2

7 HP-RT-0210 VICO 837-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (GM> FH BR (S)347 2062 DE 00 2

it HP-RT-0213 VICO 857-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (GM) R6 347 2062 DE 00 1

7] HP-RT-0214 VICO 847-1 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (ION) DOME 372 2062 IDE 00 1
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TABLE I (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

SO«T f-O** 1N*-U
Ifc_PO~HWw 03-20 OO f-A(#i

TAG NO

IC-i-TEl

MFR

CODE

BMC

MODEL

PYROTRON

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
LOCATION

RTD PIPING

ELV FLOW

FT DIAO

327 2029

INFO

D

WQftK

ST CODE

OO

5SP»

IE ♦ pp

1

RC-P-1A INJ WTR RECRC FLOW * PUMP JKT 0-200F
2

r IC-10-DPT DMC BY8230XA CRD OUTLET HDR FLOW 0-200 IN H20 R6 331 2029 DE OO
»..„.

1

IC-FI-7566 BART 227 RC-P-1A SEAL FlOW D-P 0-100 IN H20 23N-43W 2029 DE 00 2

\7\ IC-FI-7367 BART 227 RC-P-1B SEAL FLOW D-P O-lOO IN H20 37N-37E 2029 DEA 00 2

$ IC-PT-1092 VICO 843-20 ICW LETDOWN CLR 1A 80KEV-2MEV (SCINTILLATOR) 32N-18E 282 2060 A 00 2

r -

ICD- 03

16

BMC

BMC

• - -

INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC E-9 330 NA ID

ID

00

00
. t

ICD- INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC M-9 330 NA

i 4

k ,

1
.1 1CD- 17 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC M-10 330 NA ID oo 1

1*
ICD- 30 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC B-B 330 NA ID 00

17

ICD- 37 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC H-l 330 NA

330 NA

ID oo 1
_____

1*
ICI>- 43 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC R-7 ID oo

M

M ICD- 49 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC M-14 330 NA ID oo

rr
1CD- 32 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC C-13 330 NA ID OO

MU-10-FTl

MU-10-FT2

BRK

BRK

8-3630

8-3630

RC-P-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-2CPM LOCAL 2024 DA 00 3

L RC_P_1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-2GPM LOCAL 2024 D 00 3

;4

MU-10-FT4 BRK 8-3630 RC-P-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-20PM LOCAL 2024 D

ISEA

oo

00 ♦

3

2%
NI-AMP-1 BMC PT6623140N PREAMP RC-T-1 310

3%

NI-ArtP-2 BMC PT6623140N PREAMP RC-T-1 310 ISEA

ISEA

00

j .

NI-ND-1 W WL23682A PROP COUNTER RC-T-1 310 00

j j NI-ND-2 U WL23662A PROP COUNTER RC-T-1 310 ISEA 00

00
Nl-ND-3 u WL23633A COMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA

NI-ND-4 u WL23633A COMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322

322

ISEA

ISEA

00

oo ♦■ ?

NI-ND-5 w WL23638B UNCOMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1

-

N I -ND-6

NI-ND-7

w

w

WL23636B

WL23636B

UNCOMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 ♦

r
■-

UNCOMPJION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 ♦

r*
NI-ND-B u WL23636B UNCOMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322

349 2036

ISEA

DA

00

oo

♦

W )
NM-PS-1454\ SOR N2 GAS TO RB» 10-273 PSI DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH IR 432 3

Er NM-PB-4174 60R N2 GAS TO RBj 0. 2-6. 0 PSI DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH IR 432 349 2036 D 00 3



TABLE I (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

1

—SORT FOR INFO

ELV FLOW WORK SSP»

1
TAG NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
LOCATION FT DIAG INFO ST CODE IE + PR

3—

4 NM-PS-4175 SOR N2 GAS TO RB; 10-275 PSI DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH IR 432 349 2036 D 00

5

NS-FS-3977 MAG 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH 0-100GPM
34N-23W 337 2030 DA

D

00 3

3
7 NS-FS-3978 MAG 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH 0-100GPM

19N-22E 336 2030 00

8

NS-FS-4023 BRK 3601 -10DZ ROTAMETER 0-15GPM
21N-23E 334 2030 D 00 3

-.

10 NS-FS-4024 BRK 3601- 10DZ ROTAMETER 0-15GPM
35N-24W 334 2030 DA 00 3

1 '.

NS-FS-4026 BRK 3601 -10DZ ROTAMETER 0-15GPM
1 3N-24W 334 2030 D 00 3

13 NS-FS-4027 MAG 3-F303-T-F FLOW SWITCH 0-100GPM
23N-22E 343 2030 D oo 3

RC- -LSI BORG RC-P-1A SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE PIPING 340 2601 DA 00 a 3

16
RC- -LS2 BORG RC-_.p_2A SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE PIPING 340 2601 D 00 3

17

RC- -LS4 BORG RC-P-2B SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE PIPING 340 2601 D 00 3

19 RC-1-LT1 BMC BY3B40X-A PRESSURIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20 IR424 286 2024 IDEA 00 *

20

RC-1-LT2 BMC BY3B40X-A PRESSURIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20 IR424 286 2024 IDEA 00 *

22 RC-1-LT3 BMC BY3B40X-A PRESSURIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20 IR426 286 2024 IDEA 00 *

23

RC-14A-DPT1 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEO (A)) 0-818. 12IN H20 IR425 286 2024 SEA 00 # +

25 RC-14A-DPT2 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG (A)) 0-818. 12IN H20 1R427 286 2024 SE 00 #+

26

?7
RC-13A-TE1 REC 104AFP-2 RC HOT LEG (A) TEMP 0-BOOF RTD WELL 333 2024 SA 00 *

2§ RC-15A-TE2 REC 104AFP-2 RC-P-1A COLD LEO TEMP 0-800F RTD WELL 310 2024 S 00 *

2*

10
RC-13A-TE3 REC 104AFP-2 RC-P-2A COLD LEO TEMP 0-BOOF RTD WELL 310 2024 S 00 *

31 RC-2-TE1 REC 104AFP-2 PRESSURIZER WATER TEMP 0-700F DUAL RTD WELL 322 2024 D 00 * 2

32

11
RC-2-TE2 REC 104AFP-2 PRESSURIZER WATER TEMP 0-700F DUAL RTD WELL 322 2024 D 00 * 2

34 RC-3A-PT1 REC 11320P9A RC HOT LEO(A) PRESS-NARROW RANGE 1700-2500 PSIG IR423 286 2024 ISEA 00 +

35

16
RC-3A-PT2 REC 1 1 52GP9A RC HOT LEG<A) PRESS-NARROW RANGE 1700-2500 PSIG IR427 286 2024 ISE 00 +

37 RC-3A-PT3 FOX E110H-INM2 RC HOT LEO(A) PRESS-WIDE RANGE 0-2500 PSIG IR42S 287 2024 SEA 00 4-

38

19
RC-3A-PT4 FOX EU0H-INM2 RC HOT LEG(A) PRESS-WIDE RANGE 0-2500 PSIG IR427 287 2024 SE 00 ■f

40 RC-3B-PT1 REC U52GP9A RC HOT iLEO (B) PRESS NARROW RANGE 17O0-250O PSIG IR429 287 2024 SE 00 +

* 1

RC-4A-TE1 REC 1 77HW-2 RC HOT LEG (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024

352 2024

5A 00 *♦

43 RC-4A-TE2 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING SA 00 *+

44

RC-4A-TE3 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEG (A) TEMP 320-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 S 00 » +

J\
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TABLE I (Con! M)

——

SOftT-FOR-iN* o

Vi TAG NO

MF Ft

CODE MODEL

tr-:

RC-4A-TE4

RC-4B-TE1

RC-4B-TE2

RC-4B-TE3

REC

REC

REC

REC

177HW-2

1 77HW-2

177HU-2

177HW-2

•", RC-4B-TE4

rr RC-36-PS1

L RC-36-PS14

RC-36-PS20

MI RC-37-FS1

RC-38-FS2

MltM

mvm

FS4-3

FS4-3

RC-3B-FS8

RC-39-FS1

M*M

M4.M

FS4-3

FBI

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDINO INSTRUMENT LISTING

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

RC HOT LEG (A) TEMP 320-620F DUAL RTD

RC HOT LEG (B) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD

RC HOT LEG (B) TEMP 320-620F DUAL RTD

RC HOT LEO <B> TEW 320-620F DUAL RTD

RC-P-1A THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND

RC-P-1A OIL FLOW THRU COOLER

RC-P-1B OIL FLOW THRU COOLER

RC-P-1A BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL

IEP^-KWW 03-28-80 PAGE 4

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

PIP INC

PIPING

PIPING

PIPING

332 2024

332 2024

332 2024

332 2024

INFO

S

SA

SA

S

WORK

ST CODE

00

00

00

00

SSP»
E ♦ PR

REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (B> TEMP 320-620F DUAL RTD PIPING

BRK 9048-4 RC-P-1A OIL LIFT DISCHO PRESS 240*3000 PSIG AT

BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B LIFT SYS MANIFOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG P2

BRK 9048*4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT SYS MANIFOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG P3

332 2024 S

DA

D

D

OO

OO

00

00

FI

F6

F6

F3

DA

D

D

DA

00

OO

OO

00

til

RC-39-FS4

RC-39-FSB

M&M

MJVM

FS1

FS1

RC-P-2A BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL

RC-P-IB BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL

F4

F4

00

00

H RC-5A-TE 1 REC 1 77HW

RC-3A-TE2 REC 1 77HW

RC-P-1A SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

RC-P-1A SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

PIPING

PIPING

310 2024

310 2024

DA

DA

00

00

RC-3A-TE3

RC-3A-TE4

REC

REC

177HW

177HW

RC-P-2A SUCT TEMP 30-650F DUAL RTD

RC-P-2A SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

PIPING

PIPING

310 2024

310 2024

RC-3B-TE1 REC 177HW RC-P-IB SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

RC-3B-TE2 REC 1 77HW RC-P-IB SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

PIPING

PIPING

310 2024

310 2024

DA

DA

RC-3B-TE3

RC-3B-TE4

REC

REC

177HW

177HW

RC-P-2B SUCT TEMP 30-630F DUAL RTD

RC-P-2B SUCT TEMP 50-650F DUAL RTD

RC-60-LS1 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-1A UPPER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL

RC-60-LS2 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-1A UPPER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL

PIPING

PIPING

Rl*R2

L1VL2

310 2024

310 2024

RC-fcO-LSS SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IB UPPER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL

RC-62-LS1 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-1A MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LF AKAGL I;L T

RC-62-LS2 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-2A MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LEAKAOE DET

RC-62-LS4 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-IB MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LEAKAGE DET

L11L2

LOCAL

LOCAL

LOCAL

D

D

DA

D

D

DA

D

D

00

OO

00

OO

00

00

00

oo

oo

00

00

00



TABLE I (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
EPC-KWW-05*38-80 RAGE 5

1

3

.
—6QRT FOR INFO

MFR.

TAG NO. CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
LOCATION

ELV
FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

DA

WORK SSP*

ST CODE IE * PR

4

RC-65-PCV1 TEK VA-B RC-P-1A OIL LIFT SYS PRESS CONT VALVE
00 ___

5

6
RC-65-PCV2 TEK va-s RC-P-2A OIL LIFT SYS PRESS CONT VALVE

OIL LIFT SYS PRESS CONT VALVE

D 00

00

2

2D
7

RC-65-PCV3 TEK VA-B RC-P-2B
8

9 RC-66-PI1 ASCH 0-5000 RC-P-1A OIL LIFT SYS PRESSURE LOCAL EA 00 3

to
RC-66-PI2 ASCH 0-5000 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT SYS PRESSURE LOCAL E 00 3

1 1

12
RC-66-PI3 ASCH 0-5000 RC-P-2B OIL LIFT SYS PRESSURE LOCAL E 00 3

13
RC-67-VS1 RS 366 RC-P-1A VIBRATION LOCAL D 00 3

14

15
RC-67-VS3 RS 366 RC-P-2B VIBRATION LOCAL D 00 3

16
RC-67-VS4 RS 366 RC-P-IB VIBRATION LOCAL DA oo 3

17

la
RC-UI-7907 IRD VIBRATION IND PNL 10 A 00 3

19
RC-UI-7908 IRD VIBRATION IND PNL 10 A 00 3

20

21
RC-VE-7889 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-1A RC-P-1A 328 D 00 3

22 RC-VE-7890 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-1A RC-P-1A 328 D 00 3

23

24
RC-VE-7891 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-1A RC-P-1A 328 D 00 3

25 RC-VE-7899 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3

26

27
RC-VE-7900 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3

29 RC-VE-7901 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3

29

30
RC-VE-7904 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D 00 3

31 RC-VE-7905 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D oo 3

J?

3i
RC-VE-7906 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D 00 3

34 RR-FT-1027 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLING COIL "C" 0-100 IN H20 IR 428 287 2033 DE 00 2

35

36
RR-FT-1028 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLING COIL "D" 0-100 IN H20 MTG-R1 285 2033

2033

DE

DEA

00 2

37
RR-FT-1029 FOX E13DM-8AM2 COOLING COIL "£•• 0-100 IN H20 MTG-R1 283 oo 2

JU

J9
SP-1A-LT1 BMC BY8241X -A STM GEN RC-H-1A FULL RNOE LEVEL 0-600 IN H20 IR426 287 2005 DE 00 2

40 SP-1A-LT2 BMC BYBB41X--A STM OEM RC-H-1A OPTG RANGE LEVEL 0-291.51 IN H20 IR426 286 2005 DE 00 * 1

41

SP-1B-LT1 BMC BY8241X--A STM GEN RC-H-1B FULL RNG LEVEL 0-600 IN H20 IR428 286

287

2003

~2002~

DE 00 2

14 1 SP-6A-PT1 FOX E11GM-SAE1 STM GEN RC-H-1A OUT PRESS 0-1200 PSIG IR426 DE 00

ri SP-6A-PT2 FOX E11GM-SAE1 STM GEN RC-H-1A OUT PRESS 0-1200 PSIG IR424 28B 2002 DE 00 1

\
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TABLE I (Cont 'd)

SORT -FOR- i>+ O

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
Ifcpfc *ww 03-28-8O PA*9E 6 -

TAG NO

MF'R

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV
FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK

ST CODE

SSP»

IE ♦ PR

a

WDL-LG-1203 JERG UNA IN TANK LEVEL GLASS GAUGE 0-96 IN H20 L' y'.^- 4QW 282 2632 A 00 3

**—

WDL-LS-1206 MAG

MAO

731

731

HIGH LEVEL SWITCH

LOW LEVEL SWITCH

27S-40W

27S-40W

291

291

2632

2632

LA

D

00

00

3

wOL-LS-1208 3

. WDL-LT-1316 DREX 308 -13-6 RB SUMP LEVEL 0-34 IN H20 SUMP 282 2043 DEA

DA

oo

oo

2

i -.

(— j
WDL-PS-1261 SOR 12N -AA4CSS PRESSURE SWITCH 2-6 PS 10 289 2027 3

"f! WDL-PS 1203-1 SOR 9N-AA3

T3-C

DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 100-1000 PSIG

DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 4-100 P5IC

IR 433

IR 433

288

286

2632

2632

DA oo 3

. i

. WDL-PS1203-2 SOR 6N- D oo 3

'—

WDL-P81203-3 SOR 4N-AA2 DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 1-6 PSIG IR 433 286

2B6

2632

2632

D

DE

00

oo

3

: *

• WDL-PT-1202 FOX El 10M-SAD2 DRAIN TANK BELLOWS 0-730 PSIG 323-36W 1

i YM-ArtP-7022 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP DE

DEA

00

oo

1

u »

YM-AMP-7023 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP 1

bT YM-AMP-7024 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP DE OO 2

[?f YM-AMP-7023 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP DE 00 2

If* YW-AMP-7026 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP
- _

DE

DEA

00

oo

I

ft YM-AMP-7027 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP 1

YM-AMP-702B VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP DE oo 2

r
—' YM-AMP-7029 VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP DE 00 2

:»o YM-VE-7018 SOR VIBRATION ELEMENT LOWER VESSEL IN CORE

ELEMENT LOWER VESSEL IN CORE

TUBES CH 1 ON-OW 28B

288

D

D

00

oo

3

73
YM-VE-7019 SOR VIBRATION TUBES CH 2 ON-OW 3

YM-VE-7020 SOR VIBRATION ELEMENT UPPER VESSEL SHROUD ON-OW 323 D oo

oo

3

14

J5

YM-VE-7021 SOR VIBRATION ELEMENT UPPER VESSEL SHROUD ON-OW 323 D 3

YM-VE-7022 RM VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN A UPPER TUBE SHEET

SHEET

ON-OW

ON-OW

346

346

DE

DEA

oo

oo

1

J/

YM-VE-7023 RM VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN B UPPER TUBE
,

1

\1 YM-VE-7024 RM VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN A UPPER TUBE SHEET

SHEET

ON-OW 346 E 00 2

• ■J

YM-VE-7023 RM V1BRATJ0N ELEMENT STM OEN B UPPER TUBE ON-OW 346 E 00 2

-« YM-VE-7026 SOR VIBRATION

VIBRATION

ELEMENT STM OEN A LOWER TUBE

ELEMENT STM OEN B LOWER TUBE

SHEET

SHEET

ON -OW

ON-OW

286

286

- -

DE

DEA

00

oo

1

r. YM-VE-7027 SOR 1

YM-VE-7028 SOR VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN A LOWER TUBE SHEET ON-OW 288 E 00 2



TABLE I (.Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

1

2

1

—SORT FOR INFO

MFR.

TAG NO. CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
LOCATION

ELV

FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO ST

WORK SSP*

CODE IE + PR

4

5

YM-VE-7029 SOR

YM-VR-3961 MERC

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN B LOWER TUBE SHEET

PEAK REC. ACCELERATOMETER

ON-OW

16N-0

288

2060

E

A

00

00

00

2

3

7

a

9

YM-VR-3962 MERC PEAK REC. ACCELERATOMETER

END END END

1BS-1W 2061 A 3

10

11

1?

■

V

13

14

I s

«

16

17

1 ft

19

20

71

?2

23

24

25

26

27

2a

29

30

31

J2

J3

34

t
—,

— ■ ■

iV-

.1 x

■

—

40

4 1

4.'

i

i

- --
- - —

1 J

J j

■1 _,
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TABLE I (Com 'd)

-I SOR* FOR INFO

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELfdRlCAL EQUIPMENT LISTING
IEPG-KWW O^-r'B-SO PAWE I

b_
TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCAT ION

ELV

FT

322

FL OW

DIAG

2024

INFO

D

work c;sp»

ST CODE IE ♦

OO

PR

3

1.
2-lA-i LUBE PP

2-1B-1 t UBE PP 322 2024 D OO 3

\i AH-E-1 IA AAF RB AIR COOLING FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY A 31S-18E 331 2041 S 00 ♦ 1

AH-E-11C AAF RB AIR COOLINO FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY C 31S-IW 331 2041 B 00 ♦ 1

rc .

AH-E-32A REAC. VESSEL CAVITY SUPPLY AIR FAN A ON-OW 283 2041 D 00 3

AM-E-32B REAC VESSEL CAVITY SUPPLY AIR FAN B ON-OW 283

343

2041

2062

D 00 3

2
fr

CRDM- -STOl DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV DA OO

CRDM- -8T33 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 343 2062 D OO 2

2
14

CRDM- -ST30 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 343 2062 D oo

ia CRDM- -APIOl DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA SA OO 1

1
1 CRDM- -API 33 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA S OO

CRDM API30 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA s OO 1

22
EE -ELPR-1A W LIGHTING PANEL LPR-1A I7S-38W 3142 D OO 1

.?4 EE -EPDP-3A w POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL PDP-3A 19S-39W 3177 D oo \

2
- •

EE -CPDP-3B w POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL PDP-3B 1 4N-60E 3177 D 00

^t
EE -ERPR-1A w 30 KVA TRANSFORMER RPR-1A 19S-39W 3142 D oo 1

* EE -€RPR-3D w 30 KVA TRANSFORMER RPR-3D 41S-51E 3144 D oo 2

JO EE -FLPR-3D w LIGHTING PANEL LPR-3D 20S-UW 3142 D 00

oo

2

1
JI

EE -FRPR-1A w RECEPTACLE PANEL RPR-1A 198- saw 3142 D

J) EE -FRPR-3D w RECEPTACLE PANEL RPR-3D 41S-31E 3144 D

IS

00 2

1
34

RC-P-1A REACTOR COOLANT PUMP 28N-26W 322 2024 00

Ji RC-P-2B REACTOR COOLANT PUMP 3N-27E 322 2024

2060

IS

D

00

00

2

3
j;

SD-P-13A CRNE TENDON ACCESS GALLERY SUMP PUMP A 10N-64E

39 SV-P-1 CRNE 6TEAM GEN SECONDARY SIDE DRAIN PUMP 44N-28E 284 2060 A oo 3

—i WDL-P-2A CRNE REACTOR BUILD I NO SUMP PUMP A 2BN-3E 283 2060 D 00 2

*? WDL-P-9A CRNE LEAKAGE TRANSFER PUMP 38S-39W 286 2060 A 00 3

• J

• 4

END END END



TABLE I (Cont'd)

IL
23

24

25

26

27

?a

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING VALVE LISTING

90RT TOR INTO

TAG NO.

AH-V2A

AH-V2B

AH-V6

AH-V74

CA-V1

CF-V1A

DH-V1

DH-V2

MU-V1B

MU-V2A

RC-R2

RC-V1

RC-V2

WDL-V1118

WDL-V271

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

HNPR 36" B'FLY

HNPR 36" B 'FLY

RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED)

RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED)

VLCR 1" SOLND RB PURGE AIR

VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB VENTILATION DAMPER (3-WAY)

VLAN 1/2" GATE

VLAN 14" GATE

PRESSURIZER STEAM SPACE SAMPLER (MOV)

CORE FLOOD TANK TO REACTOR (MOV)

VLAN 12" GATE

VLAN 12" GATE

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL (MOV)

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL (MOV)

VLAN 2" GATE

VLAN 2" GATE

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

DRES

VLAN 2" GLOBE

PORV

PRESSURIZER SPRAY LINE (MOV)

VLAN 2" GATE

CRNE 4"

PRESSURIZER TO RC (MOV)

RC DRAIN HEADER TO DRAIN TANK (MOV)

VLAN 4" GATE RB SUMP DISCHARGE

END END END

*EPG-KWW-05-2B-eO PAGE 1

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE + PR

PIPING

PIPING

PIPING

PIPING

337 2041

343 204 1

322 2041

322 2041

PIPING

PIPING

324 2031

308 2034

PIPING

PIPING

292 2026

289 2026

PIPING

PIPING

289 2024

289 2024

PIPING

PIPING

339 2024

2024

PIPING

PIPING

336 2024

286 2632

S

SA

SA

S

00

00

00

00

00

00

D

SA

00

00

SA

s

00

00

IDA

s

PIPING 318 2045 S

00

00

A OO

00

00

4. j

I?

44

4 5

_#*_ 4 k

t
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TABLE I (Cont'd)

tf

Mm

r7

0

31

32

33

34*

SOR-T FUR INFO

TAG NO

R-400

R-402

R-405

R-406

11- R-407

R-300

R-304

R-306

R-309

R-314

R-608

R-612

MFR

CODE MODEL

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING PENETRATION LIFTING

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

BOP CONTROL

RPS t SFAS

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

CONTROL

CONTROL

CONTROL

R B COOLANT FANS ETC.

L V POWER BOP

\ 1

y
R-313 BOP CONTROL

U-

R-396 INCORE MONITOR I NO INSTM.

27
R-601 CRD INSTR

24 R-607 BOP INSTR

RC-P-2B FEEDER

SPARE

LOCATION

ELV

FT

fl rjw

DIAG INFO

r m\*t: I

WORK

ST CODE

SSP»

IE ♦ PR

OUT LINR 291 20 ID OO 1

OUT LINR 291 21 ID 00 1

OUT LINR 291 23 D 00 1

OUT LINR 291 16A D oo 1

OUT LINR 291 22 ID oo 1

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

299

323

28A

23

D 00 2

D 00 2

OUT LINR 323 26 D 00 2

OUT LINR 319 30A D 00 1

OUT LINR

LINR

299 31A D 00 2

OUT 293 27A A OO 2

OUT LINR 331 12 D OO 1

OUT LINR 291 7 D OO 2

OUT LINR

LINR

291

299

36

33

A oo 2

OUT D oo 1

OUT LINR 292 35 D oo 2

END END END

N

__.



TABLE II

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

AMPLIFIERS

ro

ex.

NI-AMP-1

N I -AMP-2

ELEV

(FT)

310

310

INFO PR

ISEA

ISEA

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

Of all the electronics packages in the containment building,

amplifiers are potentially the most sensitive to environ

mental and radiation effects and thus are of general
interest. The degree of circuit complexity and high input

impedances as well as the variety of electronic components

used make them good candidates for environmental effects

analysis. Air or waterborne contaminants may have entered

the housings to come into direct contact with printed wiring

boards, terminal blocks, transistors and diodes, resistors and

capacitors. In addition to semiconductors , amplif iers contain

plastics, elastomers and glass which also may be useful in

estimating radiation profiles inside the containment building.
Data obtained during the evaluation of these paraticular instru

ments, in conjunction with the operating histories during

the accident, could be used as the basis for qualification

level extensions. That is, since certain items of equipment

remained operational during and after the accident. This

fact could be used as evidence of accident monitoring

instrumentation qualification.

These preamplifiers amplify the source range detector signals

prior to transmission to the count rate amplifier . They are

located above water at 310'. A double box arrangement

( 10"xl2,,x5" ) houses the complete electronic package and

thus should afford some protection against the decontami

nation process . All control room ind i cat ions of source

range count rate came through these amplifiers, and they

were used in con j unction with the ion chambers to mon i tor

core behavior dur ing the incident . Some records do exist

and should be examined to determine if any unusual outputs

occurred as a result of abnormal env ironmonts . 14 1 -AMP- 2

is presently not operational.

d k ___A m...
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TABLE II (Cont'd)

FUNCTION/

TAC NUMBER

YM-AMP-7022

YM-AMP-7023

Y.M-AMP-7024

YM-AMP-7025

o
i

ro

YM-AMP-7026

YM-AMP-7027

YM-AMP-7028

YM-AMP-7029

CONTROL ROD

DRIVE MECli

TMI UNIT ? CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

ELEV

(FT)

CNK

[INK

MNK

UNK

INFO

DE

DEA

DE

DE

UNK DE

UNK DEA

UNK DE

UNK DE

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

These v ibr it ion mo

transmission out o

s ignals generated
elements. The amp

sensing elements w

the steam generato

are well above wat

are unknown at thi

interconnect cable

their impedance ch

nitor preamplifiers amplify, for

f the eonta inment building , the low level

by the Rockwell crystal sensing
lifiers are located remotely from the

hich are mounted on the upper portions of

rs. It is likely that these amplifiers

er, although their precise locations

s time. The sensor to preamplifier
s should be removed also to determine

aracter istics.

Vibrations of the lower portions of the steam generators

are monitored by Static-O-Ring crystal sensors attached

to the lower tube sheets. The preampli f iers are mounted

remotely from the sensors. Since the crystal element s are

near the water line , these amplif iers may be under water.

It is des irable to obtain as a un i t the sensing element,

cable, and amplifier. These amplifiers can be compared
with those located higher up in the building.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/

TAG NUMBER

CRDM- -API01

CRDM- -API 35

CRDM- -API 50

ELECTRICAL

POWER DIST.

EE-ELPR-1A

EE-EPDP-3A

EE-EPDP-3B

EE-ERPR-1A

EE-ERPR-3D

EE-FLPR-3D

EE-FRPR-1A

EE-F3PR-3D

/mm

ELEV

(FT)

345

345

345

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

INFO

SA

S

S

PR

D 1

D 1

D 2

D 1

D 2

D 2

D 1

D 2

SSP

IE
SELECTION BASIS

These are control rod position indicators and are

composed of a string of approximately 70 reed switches

They are not Class IE at the present but may be

designated IE in future systems to assist in post

accident monitoring. They will be examined for

evidence of corrosion and contact isolation which
>

may have resulted from the spray/steam environment.

This list contains two of each of the following categories

of electrical equipment: lighting panels, power

distribution panels, 30 KVA transformers, and receptacle

panels. These samples are meant to be representative

of in-containment 110 V, 480 V, etc. power distribution

equipment. It is believed to be important to analyze ac

least some samples on a Priority 1 basis. This equip

ment will be at least visually examined for degradation

caused by the in-containment environment.

dm



TABLE 1 1 (Cont 'd)

FUNCTION
'

TAG NUMBER

INCORE

DETECTORS

ICD- -05

ICD 16

ICD- -17

ICD- -30

ICD- -37

ICD- -45

H^ ICD 49

o ICD 52

ro

ELEV

(FT)

350

350

350

350

350

350

350

350

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION DAf.IS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

INFO SELrCTION BASIS

These particular incore detectors represent a

good temperature sampling of the core. Numbers 30,

37, 45, 49, and 52 are located on the outer zones

of the core where the maximum calculated core

temperature was on the order of 300°F. Number 5

registered the maximum core temperature of 2580 F

(near the melting point of stainless steel). Numbers 16

and 17 are adjacent and near the core center but for some

as yet unexpla ined reason reg istered tempera

tures of 2 327 and 34 8°F respectively. Incore

detectors have seen wide use as temperature sensors

in modeling the core behavior during the incident,

and recovery of these if poss ible would be useful . Due to

the special handling procedures which would be necessary to

analyze each in detail, it is proposed to attempt th is only
on numbers 16 and 17. The other un i ts would be visually
examined for me 1 ting and other degradation. Unfortunately,
if the core damage is as great as expected, the centrally
located detectors will be imposs ible to recover.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

LEVEL AND

DIFFERENTIAL

PRESSURE

TRANSMITTERS

CF-2-LT1

CF-2-LT3

IC-10-DPT

RC-1-LT1

RC-1-LT2

RC-1-LT3

RC-14A-DPT1

RC-14A-DPT2

SP-1A-LT1

SP-1A-LT2

SP-1B-LT1

o

i

OJ

o

ELEV

(FT)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

324 DEA

324 DE

351 DE

286 IDEA

286 IDEA

286 IDEA

286 SEA

286 SE

287 DE

286 DE

286 DE

INFO PR

SSP

IE

1 S

1 S

1

1 s

1 s

1 s

1 SE

1 SE

2

1 s

2

SELECTION BASIS

These level and differential pressure transmitters are

manufactured by Bailey Controls. Transmitters provide a

good representation of the various technologies used in

other instruments in that they contain gaskets and seals,

terminal blocks, printed circuit boards, conformal coating
and reasonably complex electronics. Analysis of environ

mental effects on this class of instruments can provide

insight into effects on other instrument types. In

addition , electronic components in each could be used to

determine the total radiation dose seen at specific locations .

The Bailey transmitters are similar to Rosemont and Foxboro

transmitters.

These particular Bailey transmitters are very similar in

both electrical and mechanical design. The CF, IC, and

SP-1A-LT1 and SP-1B-LT1 transmitters have standard NEMA 4

housings which are not qualified for steam or spray environ

ments, although they are specified for use in nuclear power

plants. The RC and SP-1A-LT2 transmitters have LOCA

qual i f ied hous ings . This qualif icat ion, although good for

a steam environment, does not apply to extended submersion.

All these transmitters underwent the special sealing program

(SSP) except SP-1A-LT1, SP-1B-LT1 and IC-10-DPT (note that

these units have the NEMA 4 housing also). Comparison of

these units could provide insight into housing and

seal ing des igns . The CF and IC units located above water can

d k
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TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/

TAG NUMBER

LEVEL AND

DIFFERENTIAL

PRESSURE

7 TRANSMITTERS

(Cont'd)

o
i

ELEV

(FT) INFO PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

be compared against the SP units which are below water.

The LOCA qualified RC
*
s can be compared with the others.

Comparisons can also be made between the Class IE and non-

IE instruments. Air or waterborne contaminants should have

been excluded from inside the IE housings, preventing

direct contact with the materials of interest. In addition,

the three RC level transmitters were used during the

incident to measure pressurizer level. Operators did not

believe the pressurizer level readings in the early stages

of the incident, although now the level readings are

thought to be accurate indications of the collapsed water

level in the pressurizer. The level readings do not

indicate the true level of the two-phase froth present

when flashing is occurring in the pressurizer. These and

other transmitters (Foxboro and Rosemont) began to degrade
as the accident progressed, presumably due to high radiation

levels. How the deqradation progressed and which trans

mitters were affected the most has not been determined at

this time. The IC-10-DPT is located near R6 where one of

the best efforts can be made to determine radiation level

history. R6 is near Penetration-626 at the 347' level,

the initial "peep" show entry point. Radiation monitor

fIP-RT-0213 is also located nearby. Survival of the units

having the special NEMA 4 housing might suggest that

similar units in other plants are adequately protected.
RC-14A-DPT1 or RC-14A-DPT2, one of the three pressurizer
3 ovel transmit tors , and SP-1A-LT2 are recorded On the

B&W i eactimoter .



TABLE II (Cont'd)

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

PRESSURE AND

FLOW

TRANSMITTERS

CF-l-PTl

CF-1-PT3

CF-1-PT4

RC-3A-PT3

RC-3A-PT4

RR-FT-1027

RR-FT-1028

RR-FT-10 29

SP-6A-PT1

SP-6A-PT2

WDL-PT-1202

RC-3A-PT1

RC-3A-PT2

RC-3B-PT1

ELEV

(FT)

324

324

324

287

287

287

285

285

287

288

286

286

286

287

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

INFO

DE

DE

DEA

SEA

SE

DE

DE

DE£

DE

DE

DE

ISEA

ISE

SE

PR

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

The following Foxboro and Rosemont Pressure and Flow

transmitters are similar to the Bailey level and

differential pressure transmitters discussed earlier

and therefore, the measurement objectives stated for

the 'Bailey instruments apply also to these instruments.

Foxboro pressure transmitters are used in most nuclear

tad therefore any information obtained ^om

analysis
of these applies to other plants. Two of the selections

are Class IE equipment. Both the Ell and E13 Foxboro

instrument types are represented; however, the primary

difference between the types is mechanical and not

electrical. The CF transmitters are above containment

flood level while the RC transmitters are below. CF units

3 and 4 are on the same core flood tank, and one will be

placed in archive storage while the other two are analyzed.

The below water units will be analyzed in the same manner

as those above water and the results compared. The WDL

transmitter and either SP-6A-PT1 or SP-6A-PT2 are

recorded on the B&W reactimeter. All these Foxboro

instruments will be used to evaluate their radiation

hardness, ability to withstand immersion and very humid

conditions, and to compare to similar Bailey and Rosemont

designs .

Rosemont manufactures these pressure transmitters, all of

which are below water2 They are all Class IE and of the

same model. The 1152 model is similar in function to the

Foxboro and Bailey transmitters except that this model is

of a new design which has recently been qualified to more

strinqent environmental levels.
As a consequence, this



table 1 1 (Cont'd)

tmi pnit -} containment n^ir^imLJ12!lIPMENT SELECTI0N BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION
y

A' NL'MPER

PRESSURE AND

FLO.;

transmitters

(Cont'd)

o
I

OJ

OJ

LIMIT

SWITCHES

AH-KS-5000

/■H-f S-5002A

AH-KS-5002B

:.!!-:;s -30 37

AH-KS-503^

M1--Kf-"0<10

ELEV

(FT)

331

331

331

305

305

30r;

INFO

S

SA

S

S

SA

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

instrument is widely called out in new reactor designs .

All are of specific interest for possible calibration

because of their use during the incident to monitor steam/

water pressures. Numbers 3A-PT2 and 3B-PT1 will be

analysed first and 3A-PT1 will be held in reserve.

RC-3B-PT1 is recorded on the B&W reactimeter.

The 1152 transmitters are intended to meet the following

conditions: (1) qualified to IEEE 323/344 Standards,

(2) gamma radiation integrated dose qualification to

5x10° rads, (3) 3g seismic qualification, and steam-

pressure-chemical spray testing. It is possible to compare

the transmitter performance before, during, and after the

accident to published specifications and qualification

reports. In the comparison, it may be possible to deter

mine if there are any performance distinctions
between the

separate effects testing allowed by IEEE 323 and the

combined effects imposed on the transmitter during the

various accident phases.

Operating experience data obtained on these transmitters

during the accident for such service conditions as

submersion or high radiation levels may be used to aid

in an extension of the qualification.

These switches wore chorion as representations of Class IE

limit switches. AH-5000, 5002a and 5002B will be rerr/etf

with fans AM-llA and lie AH-5037 an 1 5039 *ill be

removed with AH-V2A aiul V2B. Spares and archive samples

have been :.e 1 -^
■

t ed



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/

TAG NUMBER

MOTORS ,
FAN

AH-E-11A

AH-E-11C

AH-E-52A

AH-E-52B

MOTORS, REACTOR

COOLANT

RC-P-1A

RC-P-IB

ELEV

(FT)

331

331

283

283

322

322

INFO

IS

IS

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

These four large reactor building and vessel cavity air

cSoUng fans a?e representative samples of others in the

containment building. The two located at 331 feet are

Class IE equipment. The effects of radiation, humidity

and building spray can be evaluated on these motors

The corresponding limit switches have been selected for

analysis also. ?he two units at 283 feet can be compared,

however probably little information can be obtained

since they are underwater.

During the accident, all four reactor coolant pumps were

operated during abnormal coolant phase conditions.

Approximately 6 minutes into the accident RCS conditions

were at saturation temperature and pressure. The four

pumps operated with a steam/water mixture until
at 73

and 100 minutes into the accident the two B loop and

two A loop pumps, respectively,
were turned off. During

this operating time all experienced abnormal vibration

and probably cavitation. RC-P-2B was run for 18 minutes

later in the sequence and again vibrated badly. RC f ift

was finally restarted, and forced circulation was

achieved. RC-P-1A was used then to bring the plant to

a stabilized decay heat removal condition. These two

pumps should be examined for both electrical and

mechanical degradation resulting from the aforementioned

abnormal conditions as well as the high radiation levels

and building spray. The scope of this examination has

not boon defined at this time.



TAP! i: I I (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PR TOP ITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/

TAG Nt'MHFP

MOTORS, PlM

SD-P-13A

SV-P-1

WDL-P-2A

WDL-P-9A

NEUTRON

DETECTOPS

NI-ND-1

NI-ND-2

NI-ND-3

NI-ND-4

NI-ND-5

NI-ND-6

NI-ND-7

NI-ND-8

ELEV

(FT)

UNK

284

283

28^

310

310

322

322

322

322

322

322

INFO

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

ISEA

PR

SSP

IR SELECTION BASIS

These pump motors will be examined to determine their

general condition. Three, and possibly all four, are

under water, t ms making the discovery of any important

information unlikely. Unfortunately no pumps are known

to be located above water. However, until at least one

unit is examined it is difficult to predict the potential

benefits of such an analysis.

The out of core neutron detectors provide core leakage

neutron flux measurements over the full range of reactor

operation. There are eight detectors divided into three

ranges: Source Range (NI-ND-1, 2), Intermediate Range

(NI-ND-3, 4) and Power Range (NI-ND-5, 6, 7,8) . The three

ranges overlap to give measurements from below startup

to 125% Full Power or about ten decades of flux measure

ments. During and since the accident the core behavior

has been studied using primarily the source range

detectors and associated preamplifiers and, therefore,

they may be of interest for calibration. The NI-ND-5

output was recorded on the B&W reactimeter and thus

records do exist. In addition, all these instruments

are Class IE and should be studied for this reason.

Care should be taken to include the int erconncct cables

and connectors dm* to the possibility of leakage paths

resul tinq from the steam/ spray environment in these

extremely low current output devices.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

PENETRATIONS

R-400

R-402

R-405

R-406

R-407

R-500

R-504

R-50 6

R-50 9

R-514

R-515

R-59 6

R-601

R-607

R-608

R-612

ELEV

(FT)

291

291

291

291

291

299

323

323

319

299

295

351

291

291

299

292

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

INFO

ID

ID

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

A

D

D

A

D

D

PR

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

Examination of penetrations is important to determine how

well they maintain their integrity, primarily with respect

to isolation impedances, during and following an accident.

Penetrations generally fall into one of the following

categories based on what type of signal they carry: signal,

control or power. Signal penetrations carry very low' power

"monitor" lines. Control penetrations are used to control

valves, motors, etc. and can have substantial power handling

requirements. Power penetrations normally have high voltage

(4160V) requirements in addition to the requirement to

carry large currents. Possibly all "signal" line penetrations

should be at least visually examined since generally higher

isolation impedances must be maintained; however, to limit

the scope of this task visual examinations are proposed for

signal penetrations R-406 and R-596. R-596 will be analyzed
to the greatest possible extent. R-400, R-402 and R-407

are high power penetrations through which pressurizer

heated power is supplied. Since several of the pressurizer
heaters were lost during the incident, failure analysis
is necessary. R-509 and R-608 are medium and high power

penetrations respectively. R-405 is a control penetration.
All these penetrations should be at least visually and

resistively checked. All are above the water level.

___Li-
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TA13LE II (Cont'd)

FIN TI v;

TAG NTVPf-R

RADIATION

MONITORS

IiP-RT-0209
HP-RT-0210

HP-RT-0213

IIP-aT-0214

i

GLENOIDS

AL-EP-5037

AH-EP-5039

AH-EP-5040

TM I UNIT .' CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

ELEV

( FT ) INFO

347

347

347

372

305

305

305

EA

IT

DE

IDE

S

S

SA

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

SELECTION BASIS

Containment building radiation monitor:: are of value

throughout an accident sequence. These four units are

representative of this class of instruments, and their

ability to function accurately in high radiation and

humidity environments are of particular interest due to

the highly sensitive electronics used. Number 0213 is

near the point of initial entry through P-626 at 3471.

It is hoped that this unit can be used to diagnose the

radiation level in this area accurately. Number 0214 is

the Dome Monitor and has been used extensively since the

accident to determine containment radiation levels.

Calibration of this unit is a necessity. At this point,

it is unclear as to whether the usual lead shields are

in place around 0214 or whether they were removed during

maintenance and not replaced. Number 0209 will be held

in reserve while analysis is made of the other units.

These valve control solenoids are representative of Class IE

solenoids. HA-5037 and 50 3^ will he removed with AH-V2A

and V2B.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

TEMPERATURE

ELEMENTS

AH-TE-5020

AH-TE-5021

AH-TE-5022

AH-TE-5023

o
i

OJ

oo

IC-1-TE1

ELEV

(FT)

353

353

330

330

327

INFO

IC

ID?

ID

IC

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS

These temperature elements are used to monitor containment

building ambient temperature. Although of only limited

value from a generic standpoint, the prime importance is

incident related. During the incident all recorded

temperature monitors except Number 50 20 spiked upward

following the trip of the reactor building spray pumps .

initiated by the Hydrogen burn. Number 5020 dropped

abruptly to 97°F and later recovered somewhat. It appears

that the hydrogen burn damaged this monitor Number 5021

is located on the opposite side of the building and will

be used for comparison. The reading from Number 5023

followed other monitor trends but fluctuated wildly on

several occasions. This unit is located near column R5

at 330' elevation. Since this is approximately overhead

from the drain tank (but 30' and two floors higher), it

is possible that steam may have caused these erratic

readings. Both 5020 and 5023 should be given failure

analyses. Number 5022 will be used for comparison.

This is one of seven Bailey platinum RTD's. They are

located in piping above water. The assembly includes a

100-ohm platinum resistance element packed in a sheatn

which is sealed with solder glass and epoxy. This is

inserted in a well in the piping which is topped with a

connection head containing a ceramic terminal block. Tne

assembly should be examined for signs of deterioration.

Measurement of insulation resistance to ground and an ice

point check should expose any major faults. It should be

retained for possible future examination of the condition

of mat o rials.



TABLE I I (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT cm jTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION, ELEV

TAG NUMB; P (FT) INFO

TEMPERATURE

ELEMENTS

(Cont'd)
•

RC-15A-TE1 355 SA

RC-15A-TE2 310 S

RC-15A-TE3 310 S

RC-J-TE1 322 D

RC-2-TE2 322 D

•

o

u>

\*v

RC-4A-TE1 352 SA

RC-4A-TE2 352 SA

RC-4A-TE3 352 S

PC-4A-TE4 352 s

P.G-4B-TE1 352 SA

PC-4B-TE2 352 SA

RC-4B-TE3 352 S

PV-4B-TE4 352 S

PC-5A-TE1 310 DA

RC—,A-TE2 310 DA

RC-5A-TE3 310 D

PC-5A-TE4 310 D

: 3-5B-TE1 310 DA

P.C-5B-TE2 310 DA

°/'-5B-TE3 3^0 r

KC-5*-TE4 310 r

SE

SE

SE

SE

SE

SE

SE

SE

S

s

s

s

s

s

s

s

SELECTION BASIS

The Rosemont RTD's are all model 104 AFP. Various studies

are currently being conducted on this generic instrument
to investigate platinum wire resistance changes, ceramic

insulation and dry well sealing methods. Temperature

events Performing the function of the RC-15A's (reactor

wide range hot and cold leg temperatures) are being up

graded to Class IE in NRC 1.97. Due to the ease o f removal

several samples are being taken. One unit will be held in

archive storage. The ISA's are normally recorded. All

units were sealed under the special sealing program and the

effects of this can be analyzed.

These are all Rosemont 177HW DUAL RTD's. The 4A's and 4B's

measure hot leg temperatures and the 5A's and 5B's measure

cold leg temperatures. The hot leg RTS's are all Class IE

while the cold leg ones are not. At present, daily

recordings of both hot and cold leg temperatures are

being made using some of these instruments to aid in plant

decay heat removal monitoring. As such, they have been

required to operate in the abnormal environment for months,

and output records exist over this long period of time.

The 4 A and 4B TEl
'
s , as well as the 5A and 5B TEl

'

s , are

recorded on the B&W reactimeter. One dual RTD from each

lcn is to be held in archive storage pendina analysis of

the others. Many of the comment1' regariing interest

in these instruments are the same as given for the Rosemont

Model 104 AFP. All those units underwent the special

son i i ni proqt ^ .



TABLE II (Cont'd)

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

VALVES

AH-V2A

AH-V2B

AH-V6

AH-V74

CA-V1

CF-V1A

DH-V1

DH-V2

MU-V1B

MU-V2A

RC-V1

WDL-V2 71

o
i

O

ELEV

(FT)

337

343

322

322

324

308

292

289

289

239

UNK

313

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

INFO

S

SA

SA

S

s

s

D

SA

SA

S

S

s

PR

SSP

IE

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

E

SELECTION BASIS

nrobablv desirable to remove the valve

has been m!de with Task Group 6.0 recommendations coverxng

mechanical components.

This list contains valves manufactured by Velan, Valcor and

Henry Pratt. Velan has supplied the large majority of the

TMI-2 in-containment valves. These selections are all

Class IE except for DH-V1. AH-V2A and V2B are 36" Henry

Pratt butterfly valves. AH-V6 and AH-V74 are Valcor

solenoid actuated valves while the others are motor

operated Velan gate valves which range from 1/2" to 14"

in capacity. Selections have been made of valves in

different reactor building areas and elevations. The

position of the pressurizer spray valve, RC-Vl ,
is

recorded on the B&W reactimeter. Of interest are the

effects of NaOH spray and high moisture conditions as well

as radiation effects on solenoids and motors. The control

circuits for DH-V1 have been checked resistively at least

weekly over the past months in order to determine the

effects of a rising containment building water level

(although DH-V1 is situated just above water, the motor

power lines may not be) . These data would be useful in

an analysis of the behavior of the motor actuator.

DH-V2 is the same model, is Class IE and is 3' lower in

the building. Valves of this type could be called on to

operate in various stages of decay heat removal following

an accident .



TMI UNIT 2 CONTA I NMi:NT_ nnn.nniflj
oiUPMF.NT SELECTION BASIS

Ann PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

VALVES

(Cont'd)

PC-R2

RC-V2

o
i

VIBRATION

elements

YM-VE-70 26

YM- YE- 70 27

VM-VE-7028

YM-VE-70 29

359

356

IDA

IA

288

288

288

288

DE

DEA

E

E

SELECTKA' BASIS

The TMI-2 incident was caused in part because this P PV

manufactured by Dresser failed to close upon a drop in

pressurizer pressure. It was possibly leaking before the

accident. It is typical of PORV's used in many reactors

and failure analysis of both the solenoid actuator and

mechanical assembly is mandatory.

This is the motor operated block valve upstream from the

PORV It was cycled many times under high pressure diring

plant recovery operations; and, although it functioned

properly, it may have been degraded. It would be desirable

to determine the extent of degradation by failure analysis.

It is not Class IE.

These crystal element vibration and loose parts monitors

are manufactured by Static-O-Rinq . The crystal elements

could possibly be used to determine local total radiation

dose levels by examining crystal lattice properties changes

The units are located on the steam generator lower tube

sheets. Since these are in close proximity to the water

(they nay be just under water) they should be good monitors

of water shine-off. Due t.--> the ease of removal all will he

taken. Thi'ii- associated pre impli f iers nnd interconnect

cables will b<- removed t<>_ analysis also.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

FUNCTION/^

TAG NUMBER

VIBRATION

ELEMENTS

(Cont'd)

YM-VE-702 2

YM-VE-7023

YM-VE-70 24

YM-VE-7025

o
i

SELECTION BASIS

These Rockwell vibration
monitors "^^^"wtll'lbove

to the SOR models; however,
^ese

units are

water on the upper portions
of thesteam g

f

SSi-.^.^i.SSS'SrS: oo^eSti^h thosye made on

the lower tube sheets.
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TMI UNIT 2 C

o
i

UJ

fu^:ti^n

tac; number

MISCELLANEOUS

GENERIC

EQUIPMENT

ELEV

(FT) info PR

SSr

IK

tap.!/: 1 1 (Cont'd)

INMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT : ELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

SELECTION BASIS

Miscellaneous Generic Equipment

The TMI-2 incident provides an opportunity to acquire

accident-tested equipment for systematic evaluation, at

minimal cost -

The TMI-2 equipment is generically similar to equipment

in all equivalent-aged plants (between 30 to 50 plants

operating in the US). The TMI-2 equipment evaluation will

supply information which is directly applicable to these

US plants.

It is imperative to select a broad sampling of equipment
to achieve maximum coverage and to discover any "surprises"
in equipment degradation. Also, the NRC is particularly
interested in the analysis of samples of all Class IE

equipment in order to verify the adequacy of existing
environmental qualification methodology. Analysis of

Class IE and Non-Class IE equipment required for post

accident monitoring and control in operating nuclear plants
is of interest. The TMI-2 data could be used in the near

term to determine whether certain instrumentation and

electrical equipment would be capable of surviving an

accident environment for the length of time its function

is required . Based on these considerations , the following
additions 1 equipment selections have been made . Generally,
throe instruments of a qiven type have been chosen. Two

for analys is r\n^\ one for archive storage pending the

analysis ol the other two.



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

o
i

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

CONTROL ROD

DRIVE

MECHANISMS

CRDM- -ST01

CRDM ST3 5

CRDM- -ST50

FLOW

INDICATORS

IC-FI-7566

IC-FI-7567

FLOW

SWITCHES

NS-FS-3977

NS-FS-3978

NS-FS-4023

NS-FS-4024

NS-FS-4026

NS-FS-4027

RC-57-FS1

RC-58-FS2

RC-58-FS8

RC-59-FS1

RC-59-FS4

RC-59-FS8

ELEV

(FT)

345

345

345

UNK

UNK

337

336

334

334

334

343

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

INFO

DA

D

D

DE

DEA

DA

D

D

DA

D

D

DA

D

D

DA

D

D

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS



TABLE I I 'Con' 'd)

FUNCTION/

TAG NUMMEP

FLOW

T PAN SMI XTEPS

MU-10-FT1
"

-10-FT2

V -10-FT4

LEVEL GAUGE

WDL-LG-1205

LEVEL

SWITCHES

AH-LS-

AU-LS-

AH-LS-

RC- -

RC- -

RC- -

RC-60-

RC-60-

PC-60-

PC-62-

RC-62-

PC-62-

N'DL-LS

NDL-LS

5005

5006

5008

LSI

LS2

LS4

LSI

LS2

LS8

LSI

LS2

LS4

-120*

-120^

LEVEL

T^.YiSNITTER

WDL-: T-13U

™ l UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT _BU I LD I NG_ EQl
i 1 PMENT SELECTION BASIS

AMP PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

ELEV

(FT)

UNK

UNK

I'NK

282

232

DA

D

D

306 DA

306 D

306 D

340 DA

350 D

340 D

UNK DA

UNK D

UNK D

UNK DA

UNK D

UNK D

291 DA

201 D

OCA

SELECT I Or: BASIS



TABLE II (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

o
i

CT\

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

PRESSURE

CONTROL

VALVES

RC-65-PCV1

RC-65-PCV2

RC-65-PCV3

PRESSURE

INDICATORS

RC-66-PI1

RC-66-PI2

RC-66-PI3

PRESSURE

SWITCHES

NM-PS-1454

NM-PS-4174

NM-PS-4175

RC-56-PS1

RC-56-PS14

RC-56-PS20

ELEV

(FT)

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

UNK

349

349

349

UNK

UNK

UNK

INFO

DA

D

D

EA

E

E

DA

D

D

DA

D

D

PR

SSP

IE SELECTION BASIS



tamlp: n (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT PNILDINC EQUIPMENT SELF
f "

,I_ON_P/ SIS

AND r^IOFlTY ASSrr""'ENT

r _
*

__. l _.
SSP

TAG N-'-'^TP (TT) I'TC PR u:

PRESSURE

SWITCHES (Cont'd)

*I L-PS-1261 289 DA 3

..TL-PS-1203-1 288 DA 3

WDL-PS-120 3-2 28r, D 3

WDL-P5-1203-3 286 D 3

PI MPS

2-lA-l 322 D 3

2-lB-l 322 D 3

RADIATION

MONITORS

IC-RT-1092 282 A 2

tevpemature

SWITCHES

AH-TS-502; 30 3 D 2

AH-TS-5084 305 D 2

AH-TS-5085 347 DA 2



TABLE II (Cont'd)

£

FUNCTION/
TAG NUMBER

VALVES

WDL-V1118

VIBRATION

ELEMENTS

YM-VE-7018

YM-VE-7019

YM-VE-7020

YM-VE-7021

VIBRATION

MONITORS

RC-67-

RC-67-

RC-67-

RC-UI-

RC-UI-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

RC-VE-

YM-VR-

YM-VR-

VS1

VS3

•VS4

•7907

•7908

•7889

•7890

■7891

•7899

■7900

■7901

•7904

-7905

•7906

•3961

-39C2

ELEV

(FT)

286

288

288

325

325

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SELECTION BASIS

AND PRIORITY ASSIGNMENT

INFO

D

UNK D 3

UNK D 3

UNK DA 3

UNK A 3

UNK A 3

328 D 3

328 D 3

328 D 3

328 DA 3

328 DA 3

328 DA 3

328 D 3

328 D 3

328 D 3

u;i:; A 3

UNK A 3

PR

SSP

IE
SELECTION BASIS

g^k



TABLE III

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT

LISTING CODES

Tag Number

First Two Letters in Tag No:

Symbol System

AH Air Handling Equipment
CF Core Flooding
HP Health Physics
IC Intermediate Closed Cooling Water

LR Leak Rate Test

MS Main Stream

MU Make-up & Purification

NM Nuclear Plant Nitrogen Manifold

NI Nuclear Instrument

NS Nuclear Services
- Closed Cooling Water

RB Reactor Building Normal Cooling

RC Reactor Coolant

RR Reactor Bldg. Emergency Cooling
-

River Water

SP Secondary Plant

WDL Waste Disposal
-

Liquid
Y M Misc. Instrumentation

Second Two Letters in Tag No:

Symbol Function

CV Control Valve

DPT Differential Pressure Transmitter

EP Electric Positioner

FE Flow Element

FS Flow Switch

FT Flow Transmitter

HE Humidity Element

KS Position Switch

LG Level Gauge
LS Level Switch

LT Level Transmitter

ND Nuclear Detector

PI Pressure Indicator

PS Pressure Switch

PT Pressure Transmitter

RA Radiation Alarm

1.0-49



TABLE III (Cont'd)

Second Two Letters in Tag No: (Cont'd)

Symbol Function

RI Radiation Indicator

RT Radiation Transmitter

SS Speed Switch

ST Speed Transmitter

TE Temperature Element

TI Temperature Indicator

TS Temperature Switch

UI Multivariable Indicator

VE Vibration Element

VS Vibration Switch

Manufacturer Code

Symbol Manufacturer

A-B Allen-Bradley
AMI Aminco

ASCO Automatic Switch Co.

BDV Barksdale

BMC Bailey
BING Bingham Pump
BRK Brooks

B&W Babcock & Wilcox

DREX Drexel Brooks

ELPR Electro Products

FOX Foxboro

DRES Dresser Valves

GEMS GEMS Sensor Div. De Laval T

IRD IRD

JERG Jerguson Gage & Valve

M&M McDonnell & Miller

MNCO Minco Products

MAG Magnatrol
PENN Penn Controls

REC Rosemont Engineering Co.

RM Rockwell

SOR Static-O-Ring
TEC Thermo Electric

TEK Taktro (Applied Power Ind.)

VICO Victoreen Instrument Div.

VLAN Velan

VLCR Valcor

WARR Warrick

W Westinghouse
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TABLE III (Cont'd)

Information (INFO) Category Code

Each instrument selected for information retrieval or

storage will have a code containing one or more of the

five information categories shown below-

s Safety
I Incident

D Design
E Environment

A Archive

Example: SIEA

Status (ST) Code

Operating

Yes Y

NO N

Unknown ?

Example: YC

Work Code

Readout

C Continuous

D On Demand

N Neither

B

Insitu Testing A

Removal B

XX Needed for Core Removal

Example: ABXX
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IV. General Findings and Recommendations

Findings

The facts, observations, etc. given below have had varying

degrees of impact on our work and are presented with the idea of

providing the reader with some additional perspective on the

task at hand. No particular significance is attached to the

order in which the items are presented.

1. A coordinated list of instrumentation and electrical

equipment within the reactor building was not readily

available. We have compiled what we believe to be

the most comprehensive list available. It is included

in Appendix 5.

2. An up-to-date account of the operational status of

the instrumentation and electrical equipment within

the reactor building does not exist.

3. As of August 19 80, the water level in the reactor

building had reached roughly the 290.7 ft. elevation;

therefore, much of the equipment of interest is under

water (for reference, the elevation of the lower level

of the reactor building is 282.5 feet).

4. A particularly important activity is to obtain a docu

mented history of selected instruments. This includes

manufacturing details and qualification procedures, as

well as performance during the accident.
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5. The value of the information obtained as a result

of analysis of the recovered samples is strongly

dependent on the accuracy of the environmental history

(including radiation exposure) which results from

TWG Task 2 and upon the timely recovery of the

equipment.

6. It is possible that a materials analysis of selected

components (i.e. , cables, glass seals, semiconductors)

can provide another source of data for estimating

the radiation environment (this clearly interfaces

with the efforts of the Task 2 planning group) .

7. A definitive working arrangement between the various

study groups and GPU/Met Ed must be developed.

8. The decontamination plan adopted could have a severe

impact on the usefulness of this equipment study.

Recommendations

The general recommendations resulting from this study are

given below. General guidance for sample analysis is contained

in Appendix 2 .

1. As soon as possible, a remote test program (i.e.,

testing from the Cable or control room) for instruments,

electrical equipment, etc., should be established.
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The operational status for all instruments and

electrical equipment within the reactor building

should be determined. A diagnosis of out-of-spec

equipment should be attempted. This work should be

done prior to decontamination and without disturbing

the equipment.

The predicted behavior of class IE electrical equip

ment should be correlated with actual performance.

If significant discrepancies exist, further analysis

would be warranted. A similar correlation should be

attempted for selected items of non-IE electrical

equipment.

An instrumentation and electrical equipment data book

should be compiled to document, in readily available

form, all pertinent pre and post accident information.

Items 1 through 4 should be accomplished as soon as

possible. Items 1 through 3 are obviously time urgent;

the urgency of item 4 is simply that much of the data

needed for accurate planning would be contained in

such a compilation.

The IEPG, or a similar group, should be tasked to

continue in the role of technical monitor and inter

face between the community of users and the various

groups under contract to implement the instrument and

electrical equipment recovery plan. In addition, the
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IEPG should be tasked to continue the development

and refinement of this recovery plan as new infor

mation becomes available .

7. Obviously, budgets need to be established and funding

managers appointed for the various tasks required to

execute this plan.

8. Written and approved procedures must be developed

for the removal and testing of all items. If possible,

the recovery procedure for each type of equipment

should be reviewed by the equipment manufacturer, or

an equivalent expert, prior to any physical contact

(including decontamination) with the equipment .

9. Plans need to be developed for temporary and permanent

storage sites for recovered material.

10. Photographs and/or TV videotape recordings of equipment

should be used (a) to assist in preparing for equipment

retrieval, and (b) to provide a part of the historical

record for removed equipment (this effort may inter

face with the work of Task Group 4.0).

11. An attempt should be made to identify and store those

items of equipment not initially selected to be part of

the survivability study. Final disposal of any item

should be done only after approval by the TWG.

12. A representative of the IEPG should be present at TMI

at least during the early phase of the recovery operation.
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A plan for the disposition of the electrical equipment

which is removed for study needs to be developed. The

plan would specify a procedure for designating a

company or agency to perform the physical analysis

and summarize the results.

Immediate coordination needs to begin with the plant

decontamination team to arrive at an acceptable plan.
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Appendix 1

Summary of Reactor Building Instrumentation

and Electrical Equipment

The summary data given in this Appendix is based on the

master list given in Appendix 5. The purpose of this list is

to show the different kinds of equipment in the containment

building and their elevations.
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Appendix 1

TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SUMMARY

CONTAINMENT

DESCRIPTION NO. REACTOR SYSTEM LEVEL (FT)

Di ff . Pressure 1 Intermediate Closed 351

Transmitter Cooling
8 Reactor Coolant 284, 286

Flow Sensor 5 Reactor Big. Emergency 282

Cool ing, River Water

5 Waste Disposal Liquid 284, --

Flow Switch 16 Nuclear Services, 334, 343

River Water

Flow Transmitters 4 Make-up
5 Reactor Big. Emergency 286

Cooling, River Water

1 Waste Disposal Liquid 284

Humidity Element 2 Air Handling 305

Incore Detectors 52 Reactor Core 350

Level Gage 1 Waste Disposal Liquid 282

Level Switch 5 Air Handling 306
1 OTSG Cleaning System 346

3 Waste Disposal Liquid 283, 291

Level Transmitter 4 Core Flood 324

3 Reactor Coolant 285
10 Secondary Plant 286
2 Waste Disposal Liquid 283

Limit Switch 13 Air Handling 305 33]
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TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SUMMARY (CONT.)

DESCRIPTION

Miscel laneous

Equ i pment

NO REACTOR SYSTEM

Not Listed

CONTAINMENT

LEVEL (FT)

Movable Incore

Detector Drives

2 Reactor Core 350

Nuclear Detectors

Out-of-core

8 Nuclear Instrumentation 310, 322

Penetrations 10

3

5

4

3

1

2

2

2

Not Applicable 291

295

299

319

323

348

351

355

359

Press ure Swi tch

Pressure

Transmi tter

3 Nuclear Plant Nitrogen
2 Reactor Coolant

6 Waste Disposal Liquid

4 Core Flood

16 Reactor Coolant

4 Secondary Plant

5 Waste Disposal Liquid

349

282, 286, 289

324

287

284, 288

285

Pumps/Fan Motors 35 "Several Systems1' "Several Level s'

Radi ati on Koni tors 12 Health Physics
2 In termedi ate Closed

Cool i ng

--, 347, 372

282
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TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SUMMARY (CONT.)

«

CONTAINMENT

DESCRIPTION NO, REACTOR SYSTEM LEVEL (FT)

Reactor Coolant 4 Reactor Coolant

Pumps

Flow Switch 16

Level Switch 24 340

Pressure Cont. 4

Valve

Pressure 4

Indi cator

Pressure Switch 19

RTD 80 340

Shaft Speed 22

Sensor

Temperature 4 340

El emen t

Velocity Sensor 20 328, 331

Vibration 4

Switch

Solenoid 3 Air Handling 305

Temperature Sensors

Dew Point 10 Leak Rate Test 288, 311, 347

355, 370

Indicator 3 Air Handling 282

6 Intermediate Closed 290, 325

Cool i ng

RTD 15 Air Handling 282, 305, 310,
319, 330, 353

7 Intermediate Closed 290, 325, 348
Cool i ng

24 Leak Rate Test 288, 311
, 353

370, 426
4 Main Stream 330
3 Make-up 298
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TMI UNIT 2 CONTAINMENT BUILDING EQUIPMENT SUMMARY (CONT.)

DESCRIPTION

RTD (Cont.)

Swi tch

T/C

Temp. Element

NO

16

45

24

4

3

5

10

5

8

REACTOR SYSTEM

Nuclear Services,

Ri ver Water

Reactor Building Normal

Cool i ng

Reactor Coolant

Secondary Plant

Waste Disposal Liquid

Ai r Handl ing

Reactor Coolant

Secondary Plant

Waste Disposal Liquid

Reactor Coolant

CONTAINMENT

LEVEL (FT)

334, 388

291 , 298

318. 322

347

310

295

285

305

357

322

289

347

305,

341 ,

355

309, 354

302. 311, 320,

329, 371

Val ves 72 "All Systems" "All Levels"

Vibration Indicator 2 Reactor Coolant

Vibration Sensors 12 Mi seel 1 aneous 288, 325, 346
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Appendix 2

Instrument Analysis Procedure

Introduction

All samples which are removed from the containment building,

except perhaps some of those destined for archive storage, will

eventually undergo an analysis to determine their functionality
and degradation, if any. Consequently, a specific handling and

analysis procedure must be generated for each sample type. While

these detailed procedures may be quite involved for some, for

others the procedure might be reasonably simple. In addition,

background data packages must be assembled which may include (a)

data traces during and after the event, (b) equipment histories,

and (c) qualification data. It is recognized that only a portion
of these data may exist for a given sample since not all are Class IE

and data traces either may not have been recorded during the incident

or such data may have been lost.

Typical Instrument Analysis Procedure

The tasks shown below outline what might be necessary in the

analysis of an instrument such as pressure transmitter. Many pressure

transmitters are safety related IE instruments and possess electrical,

electronic, mechanical and materials properties characteristic of

many of the in-containment instruments. Information obtained from

such a device might be of incident related, generic and/or environ

ment analysis interest.

1. Records Retrieval (Data Package)

A. Manufacturer
'
s specifications

B. Manufacturer's test data

C. Plant data traces

1. Control room, alarm computer and

reactimeter sources

D. Babcock and Wilcox "noise team" data

E. Detailed information on where the instrument

was installed

F. Determine environmental history and levels

1. From environment study group
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Test in Place

A. Electrical measurements

1. DC resistance, output current or voltage,

capacitance , time domain ref lectometry ,

power spectral density, calibration

characteristics

B. Operate in Place

1. Is it possible?

2. Will degradation occur?

3. Record data

C Photograph before removal

D. Expert examination before disturbance

Remove and Ship

A. Cable and piping disconnects and mounting procedures
and removal

B. Handling procedures and packaging

C. Shipment

Decontaminate

A. Determine proper procedure for external and

internal components

B. Is water dry-out necessary?

Bench Tests Before Disassembly

A. Record measurable parameters and compare to

manufacturer specifications

Disassemble

Test After Disassembly

A. Functionality of electronic circuits

1. Failure analysis of electronic components

B. Examination and analysis of gaskets and seals

C. Insulation resistance measurements of inter

connect wires, lugs and terminal blocks

D. Mechanical examination of functionality and

to detect corrosion and stress points

E. Analyze external cables
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8. Determine Disposition of Components

A. For in-containment environment determination

B. Archive storage

C. Disposal

9. Simulate Environments on "New" Devices and "New"

Subcomponents

A. Determine environment exposure type and levels

B. Compare degradation differences after exposures

10. Report Results

A. Should contain information relating to:

1. Operability

2 . Causes of degradation or failure if

applicable

3. Adequacy of qualification testing

4. Calibration of incident recorded data
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Appendix 3

Selected Plant Drawings

This Appendix contains plan views of the 282.5, 305, and

347.5 ft. levels and, also, a side view of the reactor and

containment structure. These are the main plant drawings used

in the sample selection process.
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Appendix 4

Piping and Instrumentation Diagram

This Appendix provides a schematic of the TMI-2 plant
which shows the locations of many of the samples selected.

In some cases the notation will apply only to the function

since the location of the transmitter is often separate from

the sample point. Instruments are indicated by circles or

squares. Those items selected as analysis candidates are

designated by partially blackening the appropriate circle or

square. Valves which have been selected also have partially
blackened circles or squares appended. Partially blackened

triangles have another meaning (see symbol sheet below) .
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Appendix 5

Master List of TMT-2 In-Contai nment Instruments

and El oct r iea 1 Kqui [ >nu *n 1

This Appendix contains the complete list of Instruments

and Electrical Equipment contained within the TMI-2 containment

building. It is complete in the sense that a considerable effort

has been expended to create a data base which incorporates the

various other lists which exist. It is certainly complete in

the sense that all items which have been considered for inclusion

in the sample recovery plan are given here whether or not they
were ultimately selected. It is unlikely to be complete if

judged against the standard that no errors exist or that no

omissions have been made.
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/

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
IEEC-KWW Q5-

INFO ST

;£ a

1

2

—MASTER

TAG NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV

FT

FLOW

DIAG

WORK SSP«

CODE IE ♦ PR "

____

4
AH-TE-5013 REC 78-0065 IMPING BARRIER AREA 0-200F RTD I MP -AREA 282 2041 OOOO 00

'

5

6
AH-TE-5014 REC 78-0095- IMPING BARRIER AREA 0-200F RTD R4- 310

319

2041

204 1~

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

. i- -

7
AH-TE-5015 REC 78-0095- R B DUCTWORK 0-200F RTD R19- r

y

8

9
AH-TE-5016 REC 78-1B5-40 PRIMARY SHIELD 0-200F RTD 282 2041 OOOO 00

E
10 AH-TE-5017 PRIMARY SHIELD 0-200F RTD 282 2041 OOOO 00 U-.

11

1?
AH-TE-5018 REC SERIES 78 PRIMARY SHIELD 0-200F RTD 282 2041 OOOO 00

j
—

13 AH-TE-5019 PRIMARY SHIELD 0-200F RTD 282 2041 OOOO 00

■

y

14

15
AH-TE-5020 REC TEMP ELEMENT 0-200F RTD 353 2041 ID 00 1

1
1
—

■

16
AH-TE-5021 R B TOP CEILING O-200F RTD R7 353 2041 IDA 00

1/

18
AH-TE-5022 R B ELEVATION 330 FT. 0-200F RTD R16A 330 2041 ID 00 1

j

1
19 AH-TE-5023 R B ELEVATION 330 FT. 0-200F RTD CC-C50 330 2041 ID 00 1

2 b

20

21
AH-TE-5027 REC 78-0005 R B PLENUM 0-200F RTD Rl- 305 2041 OOOO oo

22 AH-TE-5088 REC 7B AMBIENT AIR ELEV. 305 FT. 0-200F RTD Rl BA 310 2041 OOOO 00 c
23

,2*
AH-TI-5025 JC T-2100 R B PLENUM AREA 40-170F RB PLENM 2041 OOOO 00

_
- — 1

J —

25 AH-TI-5026 JC T-2100 R B PLENUM AREA 40-170F RB PLENM 2041 OOOO 00

2b

. 27
AH-TI-5028 JC T-2100 IMPINGEMENT AREA 4O-170F PMP ROOM 282 2041 OOOO oo

r —

28 AH-TI-5029 JC T-2100 R B SUMP PUMP AREA 40-170F PMP ROOM 282 2041 OOOO 00

29

i
30

AH-TI-5030 JC T-2100 LETDOWN AREA 40-1 70F CLR ROOM 282 2041 OOOO 00

1 —
31 AH-TI-5031 JC T-2100 RC DRAIN TANK AREA 40-170F 282 2041 OOOO 00

J 1

-i.

32

33
AH-TB-5024 PENN A25CM-1 RB AMBIENT TEMP SWITCH 25-215F R5- 305 2041 D 00 2

4

i —

34 AH-TS-50B4 PENN T-22 EQUIPMENT HATCH TEMP SWITCH 5O-90F 305 2041 D 00 2
a

a.

35

36
AH-TS-5085 PENN A-25 ELEVATOR MACHINE ROOM TEMP SWITCH 25-21 5F R16A 347 2041 DA 00 2

4

9 —
37

CF-l-PTI FOX E110M-SAD1 CF-T-1A CORE FLDNG TNK PRESS 0-BOO PSIG 324 2034 DE 00 1 I
•i

38

39
CF-1-FT2 FOX E11GM-SAD1 CF-T-1A CORE FLDNO TNK PRESS 0-800 PSIG 324 2034) OOOO 00

1 —

40 CF-1-PT3 FOX EUOtt-SADl CF-T-1B CORE FLDNO TNK PRESS 0-800 PSIG 324 2034 DE 00 1

«1

4?
CF-1-PT4 FOX E11GM-SAD1 CF-T-1B CORE FLDNO TNK PRESS 0-800 PS 10 324 2034 DEA 00 I

#
—

«3 CF-2-LT1 BMC BYB231-X-A CF-T-1A CORE FLDNO TNK LEVEL 0-14FT 324 2034 DEA 00 * 1 r-

[
•4

• 5
CF-2-LT2 BMC BYB231-X-A CF-T-1A CORE FLDNO TNK LEVEL 0-1 4FT 324 2034 OOOO 00

1 L

o
I

_.___



Appendix 5 (Cont 'd)

««*£*£*

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
IEP«-KWW OB- 20 OO PAGE 3

■i^
TA© NO

CF-2-LT3

MFR

CODE MODEL

BMC BY8231-X-

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
-

LOCATION

ELV

FT

324

FLOW

DIAO

2034

INFO

DE

WORK

8T CODE

00

SSP*

IE ♦ PR

• 1

—S-t
1

■A CF-T-1B CORE FLDNO TNK LEVEL 0-1 4FT k9

* C^-2-LTA BMC BY8231-X-

pcrc

-A CF-T-1B CORE FLDNO TNK 0-14FT

LEAKAGE COOLER WDL-C-1A INLET TEMPERATURE 508-26W

324 2034

2196

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

•

i
■

. DC-TX-2011
.

. "_ DC-TX-2012 rCRC LEAKAGE COOLER WDL-C-1A OUTLET TEMPERATURE 5C8-26W 2196 OOOO OO
—

|

^ DC-TX-2013 rcRC LEAKAOe COOLER WDL-C-1B INLET TEMPERATURE 508-26W 2196 OOOO OO

^ DG-TX-2014

!« t*-«A-O209

WERC

VICO

LEAKAGE COOLER WDL-C-1B OUTLET TEMPERATURE

RADIATION ALARM

._

508-26W

FH BR

2196 OOOO 00

00

,~~"

__

OOOO
a

"

**-RA-7S66-l RB EVACUATION HORN RB

RB

281

281

OOOO

OOOO

oo

oo

:_

J

A ►#»-RA-7586-2 RB EVACUATION HORN

~? H»-RA-7566~3 RB EVACUATION HORN
— - -

RB 281 OOOO

OOOO

oo

00

-- ■V|
-!< HP-RI-O209 VICO 656-2 RADIATION IND/W-BISTABLEB FH BR (N)

HP-RI-0210 VICO 656-9 RADIATION IND/W-BI8TABLES FH BR (8) OOOO 00
Z±i

_ HP-RI-A0211 VICO 856-3 RADIATION ALARM/METER UNIT PER HTCH OOOO 00
-- 4

.
4

"

HP-RI-A0212 VICO 856-3 RADIATION ALARM/METER UNIT
- ■

EOP HTCH OOOO

OOOO

oo
-

<
.".

-, HP-RI-A0213
j

VICO 856-3 RADIATION ALARM/METER UNIT INST PNL oo
-1*.

?1j HP-flT-0209 VICO 857-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER <GH) FH BR (N)347 2062 EA oo 2 —

£*! HP-RT-0210

H{ HP-WT-0211

VICO 657-2

VICO 857-2

RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (GM)

RADIATION DET/X-MITTER <OM)
-

FH BR (8)347

309

2062 DE

OOOO

OOOO

oo

00

oo

2

+

*->

it

\ *-«T-02l2 VICO 857-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (GM) 309

^ *>-*T-0213 VICO 657-2 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (ON) R6 347 2062 DE 00 1
*1

i^ HP-flT-0214 VICO 847-1 RADIATION DET/X-MITTER (ION) DOME 372 2062 IDE 00 X -±.?J

t IC-1-TEI BMC PYROTRON RC-P-1A INJ WTR RECRC FLOW t< PUMP JKT 0-2O0F RTD PIPING 327

327

2029

2029

D

OOOO

00

00

2
t

'

j?

IC-1-TE2 BMC PYROTRON RC-4»-lA INJ WTR RECRC FLOW It PUMP JKT 0-2OOF RTD PIPING
**•

j» IC-1-TE3 BMC PYROTRON RC-P-1A INJ WTR RECRC FLOW * PUMP JKT 0-200F RTD PIPING 327 2029 OOOO 00

■»0
IC-1-TE4 BMC PYROTRON RC-P-1A INJ WTR RECRC FLOW *. PUMP JKT 0-200F RTD PIPING 325 2029 OOOO 00

,0

41

•_•
IC-1O-0PT BMC BY8230XA CRD OUTLET HDR FLOW 0-200 IN H20

LETDOWN CLR MU-C-1B OUT IC FLOW TEMP 0-250F *TD

R6

PIPING

351

290

2029

2029

DE

OOOO

00

00

I
.5

4 J

IC-7-TE1 BMC PYROTRON *

14 IC-7-TE2 BMC PYROTRON LETDOWN CLR MU-C-1A OUT IC FLOW TEMP 0-250F RTD PIPING 290 2029 OOOO 00
•» .



/ Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

MAQTrQ

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
^ ?C~KI

ELV

FT

"348

4W 05-aB-BO-PAGS 4

FLOW WORK SSP*

DIAG INFO ST CODE IE + PR

±
2

3
TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION
+- '-

4
IC-9-TE BMC PYROTRON CRD OUTLET HDR TEMP 0-200F RTD 2029 OOOO 00

p-
5

6
IC-FE-7566 DAN ORIFICE 0-100 GPM 39N-40W 2029

2029

OOOO 00 ■i-

OOOO 00
•

7

IC-FE-7567 DAN ORIFICE 0-100 GPM 41N-26E
-

i ll

8

9 IC-FE-7568 DAN ORIFICE 0-100 OPM 40N-21E 2029 OOOO 00

10
IC-FE-7569 DAN ORIFICE 0-100 GPM 41N-21E 2029 OOOO 00 2

11

12
IC-FI-7566 BART 227 RC-P-1A SEAL FLOW D-P 0-100 IN H20 25N-43W 2029

2029

DE 00 2
It

r
—

13
IC-FI-7567 BART 227 RC-P-IB SEAL FLOW D-P 0-100 IN H20 37N-37E DEA 00 2

^
14

15
IC-FI-7568 BART 227 RC-P-2A SEAL FLOW D-P 0-100 IN H20 35N-43W 2029 OOOO 00

t '-

16
IC-FI-7569 BART 227 RC-P-2B SEAL FLOW D-P O-lOO IN H20 37N-37E 2029 OOOO 00

r17

18
IC-RT-1091 VICO 843-20 ICW LETDOWN CLR IB 80KEV-2MEV (SCINTILLATOR) 282 2060 OOOO 00

19 IC-RT-1092 VICO 843-20 ICW LETDOWN CLR 1A B0KEV-2MEV (SCINTILLATOR) 32N-1BE 282 2060 A 00 2 ;,,
20

21
IC-TC-2024 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 46N-5W 2413 OOOO OO

22 IC-TI-2002 RCH»-2A INJ WTR RECRC FLWIrPHP JKT CLG WTR OLT TEMP LOCAL 327 2029 OOOO 00

2J

24
1C-TI-2003 RC-P-1A INJ WTR RECRC FLW4VPHP JKT CLG WTR OLT TEMP LOCAL 327 2029 OOOO 00

25 IC-TI-2004 RC-P-2B INJ WTR RECRC FLWfcPMP JKT CLG WTR OLT TEMP LOCAL 325 2029 OOOO 00
.

2fc

27
IC-TI-2005 RC-P-2A JACKET CW OUTLET TEMP LOCAL 325 2029 OOOO oo

J

26 IC-TI-2006 RC-P-IB INJ WTR RECRC FLWfcPHP JKT CLG WTR OLT TEMP LOCAL 290 2029 0000 00

29

30
IC-TI-2007 LETDOWN CLR MU-C-1B OUTLET IC FLOW TEMP LOCAL 290 2029 OOOO 00

,

31 IC-TX-2001 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOL INO 49 -19W 2167 OOOO oo
4

4

J2

33
1C-TX-2002 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 31N-19W 2167 OOOO 00

4

4

34 IC-TX-2003 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 2N-19E 2167 OOOO 00
4

4

35

36
IC-TX-2004 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 28N-19E 2167 OOOO 00

4

4

37
IC-TX-2005 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING SN-26W 2161 OOOO 00

38

39
IC-TX-2013 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 42N-36W 2169 OOOO 00

tj

•0 IC-TX-2014 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 42N-21E 2169 OOOO 00 7

42
IC-TX-2021 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING S2N-5W 2413 OOOO 00

43 IC-TX-2022 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 43N-5W 2413 OOOO 00

■4

•5
IC-TX-2023 MERC INTERMEDIATE COOLING 52N-5W 2413 OOOO oo r,

tfc i_k
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r- **AST€«-

TA43 NO

THI UNIT 2 R|:ACTO« BUILDING lNSTRuri£fs T LISTING

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIP'

INTERMEDIATE C0<

riON LOCATION

ELV FLOW

FT DIAG

2413

INFO

OOOO

r

WORK SSP»

8T CODE IE ♦ PR

A IC-TX-2024 MERC XING 46N-5W OO
-*"2

*
»

4

ICD-
.*

j ICD-

ICD-

-OI BMC

-02 BMC

-03 BMC

INCORE DET ABLY

INCORE DET ABLY

INCORE DET ABLY

7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

H-8

H-9

0-9

350 NA

350 NA

350 NA

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

00
. ... .. . .

, .-

j ^f

00

^ ICD- -04 BMC INCORE' DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC F-e 350 NA OOOO oo ^.:
,

] ICO-

-05 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-IB-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

E-9

F-7

350 NA

350 NA

ID OO 1
S*

-06 BMC INCORE DET ABLY OOOO

00. . ICD- -07 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LO-1B-1TC E-7

0-6

350 NA OOOO

- ICD- -oe BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC 350 NA OOOO 00
.'1

. < 1CD-

« ICD-

-09 BMC

-10 BMC

INCORE DET ABLY

INCORE DET ABLY

7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

0-5

H-5

350 NA

350 NA

OOOO 00 5

.. *

OOOO 00
.
*

r*
ICD- -11 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-IB-1TC K-5 350 NA OOOO 00

."•

P£I ICD- -12 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC L-6 350 NA OOOO oo
.- •

ICD- -13 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC M-7 350 NA OOOO 00
.

•
'

i ICD- -14 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC N-B 350 NA OOOO OO
J,

^ j ICD- -15 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-IB-1TC N-9 350 NA OOOO 00
^*m\

5 ICD- -16 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC M-9 350 NA ID OO 1

j
—

tc ICD- -17 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

M-10

L-il

350 NA

350 NA

ID

OOOO

OO 1

00
31

1
ICD- -18 BMC INCORE DET ABLY

—,

ICD- -19 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC K-ll

K-12

H-13

350 NA OOOO 00

1 ICD-

ICD-

-20 BMC

-21 BMC

INCORE DET ABLY

INCORE DET ABLY

INCORE DET ABLY

7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

7LD-1B-1TC

350 NA

350 NA

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OO

OO
i
■A

ICD- -22 BMC G-13 350 NA OO
•*«_rt

ICD- -23 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LO-1B-1TC F-13 350 NA OOOO 00
-

—

< ICD- -24 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC F-12 350 NA OOOO 00

-;-*;
4 2[

ICD- -25 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC 0-11

E-ll

350 NA

350 NA

OOOO

OOOO

oo

oo
AjT

ICD- -26 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

•»[ ICD- -27 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-IB-ITC D-10 390 NA OOOO oo
y

o
I



ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

Pi
30

ICD-

ICD-

ICD-

ico-

Append ix 5

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT

MA6TER

TAG NO CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ICD- -28 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

ICD- -29 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-30 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-31 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-32 BMC INCORE OET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-33 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

•34 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

.33 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

JCD1 -36 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

ICD- -37 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-38 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-39 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

J^Z -40 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

ICD- -41 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

Sj
—

ICD1 -42 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-43 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

7351 -44 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

ICD- -45 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-46 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-47 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LP-1B-1TC

-48 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-49 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

It]
—

{^ -M) BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

-

ICD- -51 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LP-1B-1TC

J^Z -92 BMC INCORE DET ABLY 7LD-1B-1TC

LR-TE-4130 REC 78-170-18W CONT. LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F_RTD

LR-TE-4131 REC 78-170-1BW CONT. LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD

LR-TE-4132 REC 78-170-1BW CONT. LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD

O
1

00

l.Jk _t

(Cont'd)

LISTING *2B-B0 PAGF ^—
- '

1 ] I

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

c-10 350 NA OOOO 00
■71

C-9 350 NA

350 NA

0000 00

ID 00 1

-r

B-8 +->\

B-7 350 NA 0000 00

C-6 350 NA OOOO 00 1 4'

~y

D-5 350 NA 0000 00
-1

u_

E-4 350 NA 0000 00
— ■

1 J

F-3 350 NA 0000 00
'

22

0-2 350 NA 0000 00 --J

H-l 350 NA ID 00 1
-"-i.

L-2 350 NA 0000 00 s

L-3 350 NA 0000 00 /a

M-3 350 NA 0000 00
-'?.

N-4 350 NA OOOO 00
i3-

0-5 350 NA OOOO 00 y

0-6 350 NA OOOO 00
-

y
P-6 350 NA OOOO 00 y
R-7 350 NA ID 00 1 yi:

R-10 350 NA OOOO 00
j.;

0-10 350 NA 0000 00
4 »l

0-12 350 NA 0000 00
-4~\

M-14 350 NA ID OO 1 ±7I
4b

L-13 350 NA OOOO 00
"i

D-14 350 NA OOOO 00
•"1
a.'

.—1

C-13

LOCAL

350 NA

288

ID 00

0000 00

1
. 3 4

rr-'

f-33

LOCAL 288 OOOO 00
_

LOCAL 288 OOOO 00
.

_

22
'



I

Append 1 x 5 (Con t
'

d )

■"Uk*". TCA
TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

28-BO PAGE 7

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

OOOO 00

1
•—1

l> -

TAO NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

CONT LEAK RATE TEST

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

LOCAL 288

J
4

LR-TE-4133 REC 76-170-1BW 0-250F RTD V[

* LR-TE-4134 REC

REC

76-170-18

76-170-18

CONT

CONT

LEAK RATE TEST

LEAK RATE TEST

0-25OF RTD

0-250F RTD

LOCAL

LOCAL

311

311

OOOO 00

OOOO 00
- t

►- -

1

LR-TE-4135

uR-TE-4136 REC 76-170-18 CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 311

311

OOOO 00
-

.0

LR-TE-4137 REC 76-170-18 CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL OOOO 00

Lfl-TE-4138

LR-TE-4139

REC 78-170-1BW CONT

CONT

LEAK RATE TEST

LEAK RATE TEST

0-250F RTD

0-250F RTD

LOCAL

LOCAL

353

353

OOOO oo

OOOO oo
. 1

REC 76-I70-16W .

LA-TE-4140 REC 7B-170-1BW CONT LEAK RATE TE8T 0-250F RTD

0-250F RTD

LOCAL 353 OOOO 00

f;7
LR-TE-4141 REC 78-170-18W CONT LEAK RATE TEST LOCAL 353 OOOO OO

.1 LR-TE-4142

LH-TE-4143

REC

REC

79-170-1BW

79-170-18W

CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD

0-250F RTD

LOCAL 370 OOOO 00
J4

ii_L CONT LEAK RATE TEST LOCAL 370 OOOO 00
-H.

LK-TE-4144 REC 79-170-1BW CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-25OF RTD LOCAL 370 OOOO OO
-a

-"" !

LR-TE-4145 REC 79-170-1BW CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 370 OOOO OO
Ml

.>« LR-TE-4146 REC 78-170-18W CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 371 OOOO 00
1 .

J.'

_'!>

LR-TE-4147 REC 78-170-18W CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 371 OOOO oo
il

7T LR-TE-4146 REC 76-170-16W CONT. LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 371 OOOO 00

,.
i

LR-TE-4149 REC 76-170-18W CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 371 OOOO 00 r

h
LR-TE-4150 REC 78-170-18W CONT

CONT

LEAK RATE TEST

LEAK RATE TEST

0-250F RTD LOCAL 371 OOOO oo

OOOO oo

-

37

LR-TE-4151 REC 7B-170-18W 0-25OF RTD LOCAL 371
1

J! LR-TE-4152 REC 76-170-1BW CONT LEAK RATE TE8T 0-250F RTD LOCAL 426 OOOO 00
4

m:

LR-TE-4153 REC 78-170-1BW CONT LEAK RATE TEST 0-250F RTD LOCAL 426 OOOO oo
i*

LR-TE-4164

LR-TE-4165

FOX

FOX

27U-AG

2711-AG

CONT L R TEST DEW POINT O-IOOF LOCAL 288 OOOO 00

OOOO oo

L
CONT L R TEST DEW POINT O-IOOF LOCAL 288

'

4v

,j* i LR-TE-4166 FOX 2711AG CONT L R. TEST DEW POINT 0-1OOF LOCAL 311 OOOO oo

LR-TE-4167 FOX 2711 AG CONT L R TEST DEW POINT O-IOOF LOCAL 311 OOOO 00
. 1

LR-TE-4166

LR-TE-4169

FOX

FOX

2711AG

2711AG

CONT L R TEST DEW POINT 0-1 OOF

L R TEST DEW POINT 0-1 OOF

LOCAL

LOCAL

347 OOOO 00
•*,

^ CONT 355 OOOO oo
Fm

^1 LR-TE-4170 FOX 2711 AG CONT L R. TEST DEW POINT CHI OOF LOCAL 395 OOOO 00 %



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

MASTER

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDINO INSTRUMENT LISTING
.EPQ-KWW 05-20-00 PACE S

TAO NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

1
4

'I
LR-TE-4171 FOX 2711 AG CONT. L. R. TEST DEW POINT 0-1OOF LOCAL 370 OOOO 00

6 LR-TE-4172 FOX 271 1AG CONT L R TEST DEW P03

R. TEST DEW P03

NT 0-1OOF LOCAL

LOCAL

371

371

— ....

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

■--■

7
LR-TE-4173 FOX 2711 AG CONT. L. [NT 0-1 OOF

9 MID- -DR B*W MOVABLE INCORE DETECTOR DRIVE PIPING 350 NA OOOO 00

10
MID- -ND BMC MOVABLE INCORE DETECTOR PIPING 350 NA OOOO 00

12
MS-TE-103 REC 2555-1-38 STM OEN RC-H-1B OUTLET TEMP 0-600F

TEMP 0-600F

RTD PIPING 330 2002 OOOO 00
— __ -

13
MS-TE-104 REC 2555-1-38 STM OEN RC-H-1B OUTLET RTD PIPING 330 2002 OOOO 00

15
MS-TE-109 REC 2555-1-38 STM GEN RC-H-1A OUTLET TEMP 0-600F RTD PIPING 330 2002 OOOO 00

16
MS-TE-UO REC 2555-1-38 STM OEN RC-H-1A OUTLET TEMP 0-600F RTD PIPING 330 2002 OOOO 00

18 MU-10-FT1 BRK 8-3630 RC-P-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-20PM LOCAL 2024 DA 00 3

19
MU-10-FT2 BRK 8-3630 RC-P-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-20PM LOCAL 2024 D 00 3

21 MU-10-FT3 BRK 8-3630 RCH»-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-2GPM LOCAL 2024 OOOO 00

22
MU-10-FT4 BRK 8-3630 RC-P-1A SEAL WTR BLEED OFF 0-20PM LOCAL 2024 D 00 3

24 MU-TE-739 HU-C-1A LETDOWN OUTLET TEMP COOLER IN LINE 285 2024 OOOO 00

25
MU-TE-740 MU-C-1B LETDOWN OUTLET TEMP COOLER IN LINE 285 2024 OOOO 00

27
Ml>-TE-741 2555-1-42 LETDOWN COOLER INLET 0--650F DUAL RTD IN LINE 298 2024 OOOO 00

28
NI-AMP-1 BMC PT6623140N PREAMP RC-T-1 310 ISEA 00 -f

30
NI-AMP-2 BMC PT6623140N PREAMP RC-T-1 310

310

ISEA 00 ♦

31 NI-ND-1 W WL23682A PROP COUNTER RC-T-1 ISEA 00 ♦

33
NI-ND-2 W WL23682A PROP COUNTER RC-T-1 310 I8EA 00 ♦

34
NI-ND-3 w WL23635A COMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 +

36
NI-ND-4 w WL23635A COMP ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322

322

ISEA

ISEA

00

00 ♦
37

NI-ND-5 w WL23638B UNCOMP (ON CHAMBER RC-T-1

39
NI-ND-6 w WL23636B UNCOMP .ION CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 ♦

40 NI-ND-7 w WL23636B UNCOMP .[ON CHAMBER RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 ♦

4J_

42
NI-ND-8 u WL23636B UNCOMP [ON CHAMBER

ii DIAPHRAGM

RC-T-1 322 ISEA 00 +

13

rr1
NK-PS-1454 SOR N2 GAS TO RBi 10-275 PS PRESSURE SWITCH IR 432 349 2036 DA 00 3

•5i
NM-P8-4174 SOR N2 GAS TO RB* 0.2-6.0 P8I DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH IR 432 349 2036 D 00 3

o
I

00

o

km i.k



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TAG NO

TMI UNIT 2 WE AC TOH BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
t£PG ttWH 05 aO OO PAGE 9

f —

mct d

CODE MODEL

NM-#S-4175

NS-F3-3977

NS-FS-3978

NS-FS-3979

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

SOR N2 CAS TO RB. 10-275 PSI DIAPHRAGM PRESSURE SWITCH

MAC 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-IOOGPM

MAO 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

MAG 3-F503-T-F FLOW 8WITCH O-lOOGPM

NB-FB-3980

NS-FS-4023

N8-F9-4024

NB-F8-4025

MAG 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

BRK 36O1-10DZ ROTAMETER 0-150PM

BRK 3601-10DZ ROTAMETER 0-15GPM

BRK 3601-10020 ROTAMETER 0-15GPM

N8-FS-4026

NS-FS-4027

NS-F9-4028

NS-FB-4029

BRK

MAG

MAO

3601 -10DZ ROTAMETER 0-15GPM

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH 0-1000PM

NS-FR-4030 MAG 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

NS-FS-4031 MAO 3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

NS-F8-4032

N8-FS-4033

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-lOOGPM

i
NS-FB-4034

NS-TE-1415 REC

3-F503-T-F FLOW SWITCH O-IOOOPM

104WC26BX 0-120F DUAL RTD

B NB-TE-1416

NB-TE-1417

REC

REC

104WC26BX

104WC26BX

0-120F DUAL RTD

0-120F DUAL RTD

^ N8-TE-1418 REC

\?. N8-TE-1419 REC

104WC26BX

104WC26BX

0-120F DUAL RTD

0-120F DUAL RTD

B N8-TE-1420

NB-TE-142I

REC

REC

104WC26BI

104WC26BX

0-120F DUAL RTD

0-120F DUAL RTD

^ NS-TE-1422

NS-TE-1423

REC

REC

104WC26BX

104WC26BX

0-120F DUAL RTD

0-120F DUAL RTD

ii N8-TE-1424 REC 104WC26BX
0*

17\ NB-TE- 1 425 REC 1Q4*C2**BX

0-120F DUAL RTD

0-120F DUAL RTD

LOCATION

IR 432

34N-23W

19N-22E

13N-21W

ELV

FT

349

337

336

336

FLOW
DIAG INFO

2036 D

2030 DA

2030 D

2030 OOOO

WOtfK SSP«

ST CODE IE ♦

00

00

00

00

I1S-22E

21N-23E

35N-24W

38 -24E

336

334

334

334

2030 OOOO

2030 D

2030 DA

2030 OOOO

00

00

00

00

1 3N-24W

25N-22E

25N-26W

1N-22E

334

343

343

343

2030 D

2030 D

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

00

00

00

00

2N-26W

30N-26E

31N-22W

7N-26E

343

343

343

343

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

00

00

00

oo

7N-22W

58 -20E

28 -19E

1N-18E

343

335

335

388

2030 OOOO

2O30 OOOO

203O OOOO

2030 OOOO

00

00

00

00

18N-20E

22N-19E

24N-18E

388

335

335

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

00

oo

00

00

31N-18E

5S-17W

2N-17W

I1N-19W

388

337

337

334

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

2030 OOOO

00

oo

00

00

o
I

00



. . Appendix 5 (Cont'd)/

M ACTCO

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
IERQ-KWW OS-28-80 PACE lO

1

2

3
TAG NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV

FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK SSP*

ST CODE IE ♦ PR .-

—

4
NS-TE-1426 REC 104WC26BX 0-1 20F DUAL RTD 14N-20W 335 2030 OOOO 00

NS-TE-1427 REC

REC

104WC26BX 0-120
"

DUAL

*

DUAL

RTD

RTD

--- . . .. _„___

24N-17W

"SINMTW

336

336

2030

2030

OOOO

OOOO

00

007
NS-TE-1428 104WC26BX 0-1201

8

9 NB-TE-1429 REC 104WC26BX 0-120F DUAL RTD 34N-20W 334 2409 OOOO 00
-

10
NS-TE-1430 REC 104WC26BX 0-1 20P DUAL RTD 37N-19W 334 2030 OOOO 00

-

1 1

12
NS-TI-2037 NUCL SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 1BN-20E 2409 OOOO 00 -'

* NS-TI-2038 NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 5S-21E 2109 OOOO 00 "

i4

15

16

NS-T 1-2039 NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 37N-19W 2409 OOOO 00 -

NB-TI-2040 NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 14N-21W 2409 OOOO 00 -

1 i

18
NS-T I -2041 NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 22N-19E 2409 OOOO 00

19 NS-TI-2042 NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 2S-19E 2409 OOOO 00

SO

21
N8-TI-2043 MERC NUCL. BERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 35N-22W 2409 OOOO 00

22
N8-TI-2044 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 11N-19W 2409 OOOO 00

24
NS-TI-2045 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 24N-1BE 2409 OOOO 00

25 NS-T I -2046 MERC NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER 31N-18E 2409 OOOO 00

27
NS-TI-2047 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 1N-18E 2409 OOOO 00 *--

28
NS-T I -2048 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 8N-1BE 2409 OOOO 00 r

30
NS-T I -2050 MERC NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER 31N-17W 2409 OOOO 00

31 N8-TI-2051 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 1N-17W 2409 OOOO 00

32

33 N8-TX-2033 MERC NUCL. BERV. CLOSED COOLINO WATER 20N-21E 2409 OOOO 00

34 NS-T X -2034 MERC NUCL. SERV. CLOSED COOLING WATER 2S-22E 2409 OOOO 00

J5

36
NS-TX-2035 MERC NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 35N-22W 2409 OOOO 00

37
N8-TX-2036 MERC NUCL SERV. CLOSED COOLINO WATER 12N-21W 2409 OOOO 00

39 N8-TX-2037 MERC NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 21N-23E 2409 OOOO 00

40 NS-TX-2038 MERC NUCL. BERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 28-23E 2409 OOOO 00

IL

42
NS-T X -2039 MERC NUCL. SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER 2BN-24W 2409 OOOO 00

• J NS-TX-2040 MERC NUCL. BERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER 11N-23W 2409 OOOO 00

»
N8-TX-2041 MERC NUCL. BERV. CLOSED COOLINO WATER 25N-18E 2409 OOOO 00

o
I

00



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

frASftn

TAG NO

NB-TX-2042

NS-TX-204J

NS-TX-2044

NB-TX-2045

CODE MODEL

MERC

r«RC

MERC

IC

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

NUCL SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER

NUCL SERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER__
NUCL SERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER

NUCL BERV CL06ED COOLING WATER

IE*0-*ww 09-26-00 PA*>fc t I

MS-

NS

RB

TX-204*

TX-2Q47

TX-2048

TE-3267

RB

RB

-TE-3269

-TE-3271

l-CRC

"tRC

TEC

TEC

TEC

NUCL 9ERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER

NUCL SERV CLOSED COOLING WATER

NUCL BERV CLOSED COOLINO WATER

RB PENETRATION 6O-200F RTD

RB

RB

TE-3273

TE-3275

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

6O-20OF

60-200F

60-200F

60-200F

RTD

RTD

RTD

RTD

RB

RB

TE-3279

TE-3261

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

6O-200F

60-200F

RTD

RTD

RB

RB

TE-3285

TE-3287

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

6O-20OF

60-200F

RTD

RTD

RB-

RB-

TE-3289

TE-3293

TEC

TEC

RB

RB

TE-3297

TE-3305

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

60-200F

6O-2O0F

60-200F

6O-2O0F

RTD

RTD

RTD

RTD

^ RB

>• RB

TE-3307

TE-3309

TEC

TEC

RB

RB

TE-3313

TE-3315

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

60-200F

6O-200F

RTD

RTD

60-200F

6O-2O0F

RTD

RTD

RB

RB

TE-3317

TE-3319

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

?M RB
1*4 !

TE-3321

TE-3323

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION

RB PENETRATION

60-200F

60-200F

60-200F

60-200F

RTD

RTD

RTD

RTD

LOCATION

ELV FLOW

FT DIAO INFO

WORK Sb

ST CODE IE

Pw

♦ PR

30N-18E 2409 OOOO 00

2N-18E 2409 OOOO 00

BN-18E 2409 OOOO 00

2SN-26W 2409 OOOO 00

30W-23W 2409 OOOO 00

1N-25W 2409 OOOO 00

UN-22W 2409 OOOO oo

305 OOOO 00

291 OOOO oo

291 OOOO oo

291 OOOO 00

291 OOOO 00

291 OOOO 00

298

298

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

298 OOOO 00

298 OOOO 00

299 OOOO oo

299 OOOO 00

299 OOOO 00

295 OOOO 00

295 OOOO

OOOO

00

00295

298 OOOO 00

295 OOOO oo

296 OOOO oo

295 OOOO 00

298 OOOO oo



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

MASTER

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
IfcEG-KWW Q5- afl-BO PACE 12

TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

RB-TE-3325

RB-TE-3327

TEC

TEC

A! RB-TE-3351 TEC

^B -TE-3353 TEC

£I| RB-TE-3357 TEC

RB-TE-3361 TEC

ii RB-TE-3363 TEC

771 RB-TE-3365 TEC

RB-TE-3367

RB-TE-3369

TEC

TEC

±1 RB-TE-3371 TEC

RB-TE-3373 TEC

^ RB-TE-3375 TEC

$ RB-TE-3377 TEC

iilj RB-TE-3379

J9l
RB-TE-3381

TEC

TEC

RB PENETRATION 6O-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

7
RB-TE-3329 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

9 RB-TE-3331 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

10
RB-TE-3333 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

1 1

1?
RB-TE-3337 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

13 RB-TE-3339 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

14

15
RB-TE-3341 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

lt> RB-TE-3345 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB-TE-3347 TEC RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-20OF RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 60-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 6O-200F RTD

RB PENETRATION 6O-200F RTD

295

291

295

292

295

295

295

298

291

298

322

318

318

318

322

318

341

291

347

347

349

357

353

349

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

0000 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

0000 00

OOOO 00

0000 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

0000 00

0000 00

OOOO 00

0000 00

0000 00

0000 00

0000 00

0000 00

RC

RC

-LSI BORG

-LS2 BORG

RC-

RC-

-LS3 BORG

-LS4 BORG

RC-P-1A SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE

RC-P-2A SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE

RC-P-IB SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE

RC-P-2B SEAL LEAKAGE LVL SWITCH ELECTRODE

PIPING 340 2601 DA OO

PIPING 340 2601 D 00

PIPINQ^ 340 2601 OOOO 00

PIPING 340 2601 D 00

O

1

00

J*



\*i

Ki,

TAG NO

MFR

CODE

RC-

RC-

RC-

RC-

-TE1

-TE2

-TE3

-TE4

BING

BING

BING

BING

MODEL

TC

TC

TC

TC

Appendix 5 (Cont 'd)

TMI UNIT 2 RfcACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

— i£PG-*WW OS 20 OO f>A4>fc 13

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

RC-P-1A LOWER SEAL CHAMBER TEMP

RC-P-2A LOWER SEAL CHAMBER TEMP

RC-P-IB LOWER SEAL CHAMBER TEMP

RC-P-2B LOWER SEAL CHAMBER TEMP

PIPING 340 2062

PIPING 340 2062

PIPING 340 2062

PIPING 340 2062

WORK SSP*

INFO 8T CODE IE ♦ PR

OOOO 00

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

RC-1-LT1

l|C-l-LT2

RC-1-LT3

RC-lO-TEl

BMC

BMC

BMC

TEC

BY3B40X-A

BY3B40X-A

BY3B40X-A

121A

PRESSURIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20

PRESSUWIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20

PRESSURIZER LEVEL 0-400 IN H20

PRESSURIZER RELIEF OUT TEMP 0-70OF T/C PORV

IR424 286 2024 IDEA 00

IR424 286 2024 IDEA 00

IR426 286 2024 IDEA 00

CLAMP ON 359 2024 OOOO 00

RC-10-TE2

RC-10-TE3

RC-U-TE

RC-14A-DPT1

TEC 2E2121A PRESSURIZER RELIEF OUT TEMP 0-700F T/C CODE SAFE

TEC 2E2121A PRESSURIZER RELIEF OUT TEMP 0-700F T/C CODE SAFE

TEC 2E2121A PRESSURIZER 8PRAY LINE TEMP 0-700F T/C

BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG <A>) 0-616. 12IN H20

RC-14A-DPT2 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG (A>> 0-818 12IN H20

RC-14A-DPT3 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG (A)) 0-818 12IN H20

RC-14A-DPT4 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG (A)) 0-816 12IN H20

RC-14B-0PT1 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEO <B>) 0-616. 12IN H20

RC-14B-DPT2 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEO (B>> 0-618 12IN H20

RC-14B-DPT3 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG <B>) 0-816 12IN H20

RC-14B-DPT4 BMC BY3X41X-A RC FLOW (HOT LEG (B)) 0-818 12IN H20

RC-15A-TE1 REC 104AFP-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP O-BOOF RTD

RC-15A-TE2

RC-15A-TE3

REC

REC

104A_FP-2

104AFP-2

RC-P-1A COLD LEO TEMP 0-800F RTD

RC-P-2A COLD LEO TEMP 0-BOOF RTD

RC-15B-TE1 REC 104AFP-2 RC HOT LEG (8) TEMP 0-600F RTD

RC-15B-TE2 REC 104AFP-2 RC-P-IB COLD LEO TEMP 0-BOOF RTD

RC-15B-TE3

RC-2-TE1

REC

REC

104AFP -2

104AFP-2

RC-P-2B COLD LEO TEMP 0-BOOF RTD

PRE89URIZER WATER TEMP 0-700F DUAL RTD

RC-2-TE2

RC-20-TE1

REC 104AFP-2 PRESSURIZER WATER TEMP 0-700F DUAL RTD

RC-f>-lA INJECTION WTR RECIR FLO T

CLAMP ON 354 2024 OOOO 00

CLAMP ON 354 2024 OOOO 00

PIPING 354 2024 OOOO 00

IR425 266 2024 SEA 00

IR427 266 2024 SE 00

IR429 284 2024 OOOO 00

IR430 2B4 2024 OOOO OO

IR425 284 2024 OOOO 00

IR427

IR429

IR430

WELL

284 2024 OOOO 00

286 2024 OOOO 00

286 2024

355 2024

WELL

WELL

310 2024

310 2024

WELL

WELL

355 2024

310 2024

WELL 310 2024 OOOO 00

WELL 322 2024 D 00

WELL 322 2024 D 00

PIPING 2601 OOOO 00

o
I

00



TMI UNIT

Appendix _5 (Cont
'

2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

dJ _

4W ON ^©-©O PAGfc 14

N

^^^TCB

i

3 TAG NO.

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV
FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK

ST CODE

SSP*

IE + PR

4

RC-20-TE2 RC--P-2A INJECTION WTR REC I R FLO T PIPING 2601 OOOO 00 "• i

RC-20-TE3 RC--P-1B INJECT I ON Wl

DN Wl

FR. RECIR FLO T PIPING

PIPING

2601

2601

OOOO

OOOO

00

?

RC-20-TE4 RC--P-2B INJECT I rR. RECIR FLO T 00

9 RC-21-TE1 RC--P-1A INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR OT PIPING 2601 OOOO 00

lij
0

RC-21-TE2 RC -P-2A
4
INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR OT PIPING 2601 OOOO 00

[

RC-21-TE3 RC--P-1B INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR OT PIPING 2601 OOOO 00

3
RC-21-TE4 RC -P-2B INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR OT PIPING 2601 OOOO 00

-' 2
. 3

■

5.
RC-22-PT1 FOX E110H-INM2 RC-P-1A INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR IN 0-25OO PSIG IR426 287 2024 OOOO 00

,_..-' J

6
RC-22-PT2 FOX EUGH-INM2 RC--P-2A INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR IN 0-2500 PSIG IR426 287 2024 OOOO 00 - i

B
RC-22-PT3 FOX E11GH-INM2 RC--P-1B INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR IN 0-2500 PSIG IR428 287 2024 OOOO 00

-

9
RC-22-PT4 FOX EU0H-INJ12 RC-P-2B INJ WTR FLO UP SL CHBR IN 0-2500 PSIG IR428 287 2024 OOOO 00

-H

1
RC-22-PT5 FOX E110H-8AE1 RC-P-1A INJ WTR FLO MID SL IN PRE 0-2500 PSIG IR424 286 2024 OOOO 00

."■3

2
RC-22-PT6 FOX EU0H-BAE1 RC -P-2A INJ WTR FLO MID SL IN PRE 0-2500 PSIG IR425 287 2024 OOOO 00 M

.>'-.'

'4
RC-22-PT7 FOX E110H-SAE1 RC-P-IB INJ WTR FLO MID SL IN PRE 0-2500 PSIG IR429 286 2024 OOOO 00 -;■-

'5
RC-22-PT8 FOX EU0H-8AE1 RC-P-2B INJ WTR FLO MID 8L IN PRE 0-2500 PSIG IR430 288 2024 OOOO 00

_,_;

'7 RC-3A-PT1 REC 11520P9A RC HOT LEG (A) PRESS--NARROW RANGE , L 700-2500 PSIG IR425 286 2024 ISEA 00 ♦ 1

8
RC-3A-PT2 REC 11520P9A RC HOT LEO (A) PRESS--NARROW RANGE L 700-2500 PSIG IR427 286 2024 ISE 00 ♦ 1 j 7

JO

(0
RC-3A-PT3 FOX E110H-INM2 RC HOT LEG(A) PRESS--WIDE RANGE 0-2500 PSIG IR425 287 2024 SEA 00 + 1

i .

11 RC-3A-PT4 FOX E110H-INM2 RC HOT LEO(A) PRESS-WIDE RANGE 0-2500 PSIG IR427 287 2024 SE 00 + 1
J.

"

)2

13
RC-3A-PT5 FOX E11GH-INM2 RC HOT LEO(A) PRESS-LOW RANGE 0-500 PSIG IR429 287 2024 OOOO 00

4 j

*J4

14 RC-3B-PT1 REC 11520P9A RC HOT LEO (B) PRESS NARROW RANGE 1700-2500 PSIG IR429 287 2024 SE 00 ♦ 1
■1.

(5

lb
RC-3B-PT2 REC 1 1 520P9A RC HOT LEG (B) PRESS NARROW RANGE 1700-2500 PSIG IR430 286 2024 OOOO 00

00

""

■*■

,7
RC-3B-PT3 FOX EUGH-INM2 RC HOT LEO (B) PRESS WIDE RANGE 0--2500 PSIO IR429 2B7 2024 OOOO +

1 _-.

19
RC-4A-TE1 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 SA 00 •+ 1

.0 RC-4A-TE2 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 SA 00 *+ 1
. J

i i

12
RC-4A-TE3 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 S oo *-*• 1

.
.

1

13 RC-4A-TE4 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (A) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 S 00 »+ 1
\c!

14

t5
RC-4B-TE1 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEO (B) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD PIPING 352 2024 SA 00 »*• 1

o
I

00
CT)



Appendix 5 (Cont 'd)

*TA5rrtn

TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

IfcPG-KWW OS- «?b-BO **A0£ 15

RC-4B-TE2 REC 1 77HW-2 RC HOT LEO (B) TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD

RC-4B-TE3 REC 177HW-2 RC HOT LEG (B> TEMP 520-620F DUAL RTD

RC-4B-TE4 REC 1 77HW-2 RC HOT LEO (B) TEMP 520-62OF DUAL RTD

RC-50-TE1 MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-1A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-5O-TE10 MNCO NA-8PECIAL RC-*-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-SO-TEll MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE12 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-2O0C RTD

RC-50-TE13 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-2B MOTOR STATOR TEMP O-20OC RTD

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

PIPING 352 2024

PIPING 352 2024

PIPING 352 2024

SLOT 13 340

WORK SSP*

INFO 8T CODE IE ♦ PR

5A

S

S

00

00

00

•♦ 1

•♦ 1

*+ 1

OOOO 00

SLOT 85 340

SLOT 101 340

SLOT 117 340

SLOT 13 340

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

RC-50-TE14 MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-2B MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TEX5 MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-2B MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

BLOT 29

SLOT 45

RC-50-TE16 »*C0 NA-SPECIAL RC-F-2B MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE17 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-28 MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

340

340

slot e- 340

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

BLOT 101 340

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

RC-50-TE18 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-28 MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE19 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-2O0C RTD

RC-50-TE2 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-1A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-5O-TE*20 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

BLOT 117 340

SLOT 13 340

340

340

BLOT 29

BLOT 29

RC-50-TE21 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE22 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE23 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-5Q-TE24 MT+CO NA-BPECIAL RC-f-lB MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE3 MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-1A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-2OOC RTD

RC-50-TE4 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-IA MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-2OOC RTD

SLOT 45 340

SLOT 85 340

BLOT 101 340

BLOT 117 340

340

340

BLOT 45

SLOT 85

RC-SO-TE5 MNCO NA-8PECIAL RC-P-IA MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE6 MNCO NA-SPECIAL RC-P-IA MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

BLOT 101 340

BLOT 117 340

RC-50-TE7 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE8 MNCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-50-TE9 WtCO NA-BPECIAL RC-P-2A MOTOR STATOR TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-51-TE1A MNCO 651 RC-^-lA MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP 0-100C DUAL RTD

SLOT 13 340

SLOT 29 340

BLOT 45 340

LOCAL 340

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO oo

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

o
I

00



Appendix 5 [ContJJJ

MASTER

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILD I NO INSTRUMENT LISTING

TAO NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

.±1 RC-51-TE1B

RC-51-TE2A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-51-TE2B

RC-51-TE3A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-51-TE3B

RC-51-TE4A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-51-TE4B

RC-52-TE1A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-52-TE1B

RC-52-TE2A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-52-TE2B

RC-52-TE3A

MNCO S51

MNCO SSI

RC-52-TE3B

RC-52-TE4A

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

RC-52-TE4B

RC-53-TE1A

MNCO SSI

MNCO SSI

11 RC-53-TE1B

Y0 RC-53-TE2A

MNCO SSI

MNCO SSI

ii RC-53-TE2B

^ RC-S3-TE3A

MNCO S51

MNCO SSI

RC-53-TE3B

•£ RC-53-TE4A

MNCO SSI

MNCO SSI

ii *C-53-TE*3

RC-S4-TE1A

MNCO S51

MNCO 851

RC-54-TE1B

RC-54-TE2A

MNCO SSI

MNCO SSI

RC-54-TE2B

RC-54-TE3A

MNCO S51

MNCO 851

RC-P-IA MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-2B MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-2B* MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-IB MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-P-IB MOTOR AIR INLET TEMP O-IOOC DUAL RTD

RC-F-1A MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-IA MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

IERQ-KWW 05-3B--B0 PACE XU

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE + PR

LOCAL

LOCAL

LOCAL

LOCAL

340

340

340

340

LOCAL

LOCAL

340

340

LOCAL

LO

LG

LG

RC-P-2A MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD LO

RC-P-28 MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD LG

RC-P-2B MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD LO

RC-P-IB MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD LO

RC-P-IB MOTOR LOWER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD LO

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD UO

UO

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD UO

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-2OOC RTD UO

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD UO

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD UO

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER RADIAL BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD UG

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD Ul

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD Ul

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD U2

RC-P-IA MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD U2

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD Ul

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

0000 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

oooo OO

0000 00

OOOO 00

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00 i

o
I

00

00



Appendix 5 (Cont *d

TMI UNIT .: REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

TAG NO

RC-54-TE3B

RC-54-TE4A

RC-54-TE4B

RC-54-TE5A

MFR

CODE_ MODEL

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

MNCO S51

H*CO 851

SERVICE /DESCRIPTION

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-2OOC RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-2A MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RX

54-TE5S

54-TE6A

RC

RC

54-TE6B

54-TE7A

MNCO

MNCO

mnco

MNCO

851

S51

S51

BS1

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEW 0-2OOC RTD

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-20DC RTD

RC-P-2B MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC

RC

-54-TE7B

-54-TE8A

MNCO

MNCO

S51

S51

RC

RC

-54-TEBB

-55-TE1A

MJNCO

MNCO

S51

SSI

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER THRU8T BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-20OC RTD

RC-P-IB MOTOR UPPER THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-P-IA MOTOR DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC

RC

-SS-TEIB

-55-TE2A

MNCO

MNCO

SSI

S51

RC-P-IA

RC-P-IA

•A RC

77 RC

5S-TE28

S5-TE3A

MNCO

MNCO

S51

SSI

RC-P-IA

RC-P-2A

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-2OOC RTD

DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-2O0C RTD

DOWN THRU8T BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC-

55-TE3B

55-TE4A

MNCO

MNCO

SSI

SSI

RC-P-2A

RC-P-2A

RC

RC

5S-TE4B

S5-TE5A

«NCO

MNCO

651

851

RC-P-2A

RC-P-2B

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

DOWN THRUST BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD

DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

DOWN THRUST BRG TEMP 0-200C RTD

DOWN THRUST BRO TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC

RC

55-TE5B

SS-TE6A

MNCO

MNCO

S51

SSI

RC

RC

55-TE6B

5S-TE7A

MNCO

MNCO

851

851

RC-P-2B

RC-P-2B

RC-P-2B

RC-P-IB

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

MOTOR

DOWN THRUST BRO

DOWN THRUST BRO

DOWN THRUST BRG

DOWN THRUST BRG

TEMP 0-200C RTD

TEMP 0-200C RTD

TEMP 0-200C RTD

TEMP 0-200C RTD

RC

RC

55-TE7B

55-TE8A

MNCO

MNCO

SSI

S51

RC

RC

5S-TE8B

56-PS1

MNCO

BRK

SSI

904B-4

RC-P-IB MOTOR DOWN THRUST BRG

RC-P-IB MOTOR DOWN THRUST BRO

RC-P-IB MOTOR DOWN THRUST BRO

RC-P-IA OIL LIFT DISCHO PREB8

TEMP 0-2O0C RTD

TEMP 0-2OOC RTD

TEMP 0-2O0C RTD

240-3000 P6I0

O
i

00
If.

IEPG KWW 05~2e-B0 PAOC 17

ELV FLOW WORK SSP*

LOCATION FT DIAG INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

Ul 340 OOOO 00

U2 340 OOOO OO

U2 340 OOOO 00

Ul 340 OOOO 00

Ul 340 OOOO 00

U2 340 OOOO 00

U2 340 OOOO 00

Ul 340 OOOO 00

Ul 340 OOOO 00

U2 340 OOOO OO

U2 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO 00

B2 340 OOOO 00

B2 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO OO

Dl 340 OOOO 00

D2 340 OOOO 00

D2 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO OO

U

Dl 340 OOOO 00

D2 340 OOOO 00

D2 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO 00

Dl 340 OOOO 00

D2 340 OOOO OO

02 340 OOOO 00

AT DA 00



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

MASTER
TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

TCDO-ULILI n«i-.28*80 PACE +e

WORK

ST CODE

SSP*

IE ♦ PR

T 3

2.
2

3
TAG NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG INFO

1

;,!

1

4
RC-S6-PS10 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT SYS 1IAN I FOLD PRESS 24O-30O0 PSIG P3 OOOO oo

i>

o
RC-56-PS11 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B OIL

OIL

LIFT

"lift"

PUMP

PUMP

DISCHG r

DISCHG .

>RESS 240-3000 PSIG AT OOOO 00 '

»
'

7
RC-56-PS12 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B >RESS 240-3000 PSIG DT OOOO 00

9 RC-56-PS13 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B LIFT SYS MANIFOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG PI OOOO 00

10
RC-56-PS14 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B LIFT SYS MANIFOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG P2 D 00 3 ta

12
RC-56-PS15 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2B OIL LIFT MANIFOLD PRESS 240-3OO0 PSIG P3 OOOO 00

ii.!

13
RC-56-PS16 BRK 904B-4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT PUMP DISCHG PRESS 24O-3O00 PSIG AT OOOO 00

3
15 RC-S6-PB17 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT PUMP DISCHG PRESS 240-3000 PSIG DT OOOO 00

1 t!

16
RC-S6-PS18 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT SYS 1IAN I FOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG PI OOOO 00 "■"' !

18
RC-S6-PS19 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT SYS 1IAN IFOLD PRESS 24O-3O00 PSIG P2 OOOO 00 i

;v

19
RC-S6-PS2 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IA OIL LIFT PUMP DISCHG PRESS 240-3000 PSIG DT OOOO oo "~l ,t

'

21
RC-56-PS20 BRK 904B-4 RC-P-IB OIL LIFT 8Y8 1IAN I FOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG P3 D 00 3

. ,1

22 RC-56-PS3 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IA OIL LIFT SYS tIAN I FOLD PRESS 24O-3O00 PSIG PI OOOO oo b
24

RC-56-PS4 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-IA OIL LIFT SYS 1IANIFOLD PRESS 240-3000 PSIG P2 OOOO 00
1
'■

25 RC-56-PB6 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT PUMP DISCHO PRESS 24O-3OO0 PSIG AT OOOO 00

27
RC-56-PS7 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT PUMP DISCHO PRESS 24O-3OO0 PSIG DT OOOO oo

j

.

'

28 RC-S6-PS8 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT SYS 1IANI FOLD PRESS 24O-3000 PS 10 PI OOOO oo

30
RC-56-PS9 BRK 9048-4 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT SYS 1IAN I FOLD PRESS 24O-3O00 PSIG P2 oooo 00 -

4

31 RC-57-FS1 M*M FS4-3 RC-P-IA THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. FI DA oo 3 1 :

33
RC-S7-FS2 M*M F84-3 RC-P-IA THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. F3 OOOO 00

-

4 -_

34 RC-57-FS3 MliM FS4-3 RC-P-IA THRUST RUNNER REV ROT IND. FI OOOO oo
J

36
RC-57-FS5 M*M FB4-3 RC-P-2B THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. FI OOOO 00

37
RC-57-FB6 MtcM FB4-3 RC-P-2B THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. F5 OOOO oo

39 RC-57-FS7 MIcM FS4-3 RC-P-IB THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. F2 OOOO 00

40 RC-57-FS8 MW1 FS4-3 RC-P-IB THRUST RUNNER REV ROT. IND. F6 OOOO 00

It,

42
RC-58-FS1 M*M FS4-3 RC-P-IA OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F2 OOOO 00

43 RC-5B-F82 M*M FS4-3 RC-P-IA OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F6 D 00 3

»5
RC-Se-FS3 MttM FB4-3 RC-P-2A OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F2 OOOO 00

<-.,■

o
I

o



Appendix 5 (Cont 'd)

-

UNIT 2 REACT( BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
M*GT£ff —

TAG NO

RC-56-FS4

MFR

CODE

MfcM

MODEL

FS4-3

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

COOLER

IEPG K»

ELV
LOCATION FT

wU O5-20 OO

FLOW

DIAG INFO

OOOO

PAGE 19

WORK <

ST CODE 3

00

{SP*
£ ♦ PR

Hrl RC-P-2A OIL FLOW THRU F6

syrrr

*
'

RC-56-FS5 MtM FS4-3 RC-P-2B OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F2 OOOO 00

RC-56-FS6 M4.M FS4-3 RC-P-2B OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F6 OOOO 00

* RC-56-F87 MlrM FS4-3 RC-P-IB OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F2 OOOO

D

OO

00 3
tr?

RC—SO F88 MfcM F84-3 RC-PMB OIL FLOW THRU COOLER F6

RC-59-FS1 MlrM FS1 RC-P-IA BACKSTOP LUBE

BACKSTOP LUBE

PUMP OIL FL F3

F4

DA OO

OO

3

w

RC-59-FS2 MfcM FSl RC-P-IA PUMP OIL FL OOOO

RC-S9-FB3 HLA
rum

M4.M

FBI

FSl

RC-P-2A

RC-P-2A

BACKSTOP LUBE

BACK8T0P LUBE

PUMP OIL FL

PUMP OIL FL

F2 OOOO 00

Li,

ot>— '*-

RC-59-F84 F4 D 00 3

RC-59-FS5 MtM FSl RC-P-2B BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL F3

F4

__ ._

OOOO 00

*i*2

_.r*

RC-59-FS6 MtM F81 RC-P-2B BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL OOOO 00

RC-59-F87 M-VM FSl RC-P-IB BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL F3 OOOO oo

K RC-59-FS8 rwn FSl RC-P-IB BACKSTOP LUBE PUMP OIL FL F4 D 00 3

-
*

<*-
——

RC-5A-TE1 REC 177HW RC-P-IA SUCT TEMP SO-650F DUAL RTD PIPING 310 2024

2024

DA 00 «* 2

RC-5A-TE2 REC 177HW RC-P-iA SUCT TEMP SO-6SOF DUAL RTD PIPING 310 DA 00 «* 2

RC-5A-TE3 REC 177HW RC-P-2A SUCT TEMP SO-650F DUAL RTD PIPING 310 2024 D 00 «» 2

pi RC-5A-TE4 REC 177HW RC-P-2A BUTT TEMP 50-6SOF DUAL RTD PIPING 310 2024 D OO «» 2

*,v-
RC-5B-TE1 REC 177MW RC-P-IB SUCT TEMP 50-<»SOF DUAL RTD

»SOF DUAL RTD

PIPING 310 2024

2024

DA oo *» 2

» 2

• .

RC-5B-TE2 REC 177HW RC-P-IB BUCT TEMP SO-< PIPING 310 DA oo <

«*
—*—

RC-SB-TE3 REC 177HW RC-P-2B BUCT TEMP SO-6SOF DUAL RTD PIPING

PIPING

310

310

2024 D 00 4» 2

Ms

RC-5B-TE4 REC 177HW RC-P-2B BUCT TEMP SO-650F DUAL RTD 2024 D 00 4» 2

M^t—
RC-60-LS1 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IA UPPER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL RllfR2 DA

D

00 3

3RC-60-L82 SOR 12R2-4AK2PB RC-P-IA UPPER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LlfcL2 00

■J*. RC-60-L83 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2A UPPER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL R1*R2 OOOO 00

**£!_.
£
*

RC-60-L84 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2A UPPER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LltL2 OOOO 00

RC-60-L8S

RC-60-LB6

SOR

SOR

12R2-KK2PB

12R2-KK2PB

RC-P-2B UPPER RESERVOi,R HI LEVEL

R LO LEVEL

RlfcR2

LllrL2

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

-

*u.
RC-P-2B UPPER RESERVOi

x * RC-60-L87 SOR 12R2-KK2P8 RC-P-IB UPPER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL RlltR2 OOOO 00

o
I



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

** A ^Trn

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
IEPG_KWW 05-28-BO PACE 20 ■ —

—

T~ 1

1

2

3 TAG NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE + PR V

*
RC-60-LS8 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IB UPPER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL L1&L2 D 00 3

1.

6 RC-61-LS1 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IA LOWER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL
"

LOCAL OOOO 00

OOOO 00
1 u

n
1 .'

7
RC-61-LS2 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IA LOWER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LOCAL

9 RC-61-LS3 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2A LOWER RE8ERV0IR HI LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

10
RC-61-LS4 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2A* LOWER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

1 J

1 -1

12
RC-61-LS5 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2B LOWER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

1 /

i n

13
RC-61-LS6 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-2B LOWER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

1*
RC-61-LS7 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IB LOWER RESERVOIR HI LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

T>7

*20

16
RC-61-LS8 SOR 12R2-KK2PB RC-P-IB LOWER RESERVOIR LO LEVEL LOCAL OOOO 00

2 I

18
RC-62-LS1 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-IA MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LEAKAGE DET. LOCAL DA 00 3

2 4

19
RC-62-LS2 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-2A MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LEAKAGE DET. LOCAL D 00 3

"?t>

21

22

RC-62-LS3 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-2B MOTOR AIR COOLING H20 LEAKAOE DET LOCAL OOOO 00
2 1

?8

RC-62-LS4 WARR 1C1D1 RC-P-IB MOTOR AIR COOLINO H20 LEAKAOE DET. LOCAL D 00 3
?9

JO

24
RC-63-SS1 ELPR 55141/9/S2 RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00

JI

J.'

25 RC-63-SS2 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00
J J

J4

27
RC-63-SS3 ELPR 55141/9/S2 RC-P-2A SHAFT SPEED SENSOR 81 OOOO 00

(3

28
RC-63-SS4 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-2A SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00

J?!

Ja1

30
RC-63-SS5 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED SENSOR 81 OOOO 00

' 'j
-10;

31
RC-63-SS6 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED SENSOR 81 OOOO 00 H

32

33
RC-63-SS7 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED SENSOR 81 OOOO 00 :

34 RC-63-ST1 ELPR X-4943 RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00
4 J
-1

A' ',
35

36 RC-63-ST2 ELPR X-4943 RC-P-2A SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00

J7
RC-63-8T3 ELPR X-4943 RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED SENSOR 81 OOOO oo

!
37 RC-63-ST4 ELPR X-4943 RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00

40 RC-63-STB ELPR RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED SENSOR SI OOOO 00
5 jl

•■41
41

42
RC-64-SS1 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED SENSOR S2 OOOO 00

4 J RC-64-SS2 ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED SENSOR S2 OOOO 00

4i
RC-64-SSS ELPR 55141/9/52 RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED SENSOR S2 oooo oo y

- — ,

o
I

no



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI uMT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

UT
-

**Atj *€» !£P4#-*ww OS-^B-BO PAGE 21

r
taw NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE /DESCRIPTION

SENSOR

LOCATION

S2

ELV
FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO ST

OOOO 00

WORK

CODE

SSP*
IE ♦ PR

-j

«

RC-**4-SS6 ELPR 5S141/9/52 RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED 1

**i
'""

RC-64-SS7

RC-64-S88

ELPR

ELPR

55141/9/32

35141/9/52

RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED 1

RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED 1

SENSOR

SENSOR

S2

S2

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

-

—

* RC-64-ST1

RC-64-ST2

ELPR

ELPR

X-4943

X-4943

RC-P-IA SHAFT SPEED 1

RC-P-2A SHAFT SPEED !

SENSOR

3ENSOR

S2 OOOO 00 -=-"■

--- S2 OOOO 00
- »

* *

RC-64-ST3 ELPR X-4943

X-4943

RC-P-2B SHAFT SPEED 1

RC-P-IB SHAFT SPEED !

SENSOR

SENSOR

B2

B2

- ■--

OOOO 00
-

*

>

RC-64-ST4 ELPR OOOO 00 3V

RC-65-PCV1 TEK VA-6 RC-P-IA OIL LIFT BV8 PRESS CONT VALVE DA 00 2
t -

t

RC-65-PCV2 TEK VA-8 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT BYB PRESS CONT VALVE D 00 2 *:

• RC-65-PCV3 TEK

TEK

VA-8

VA-8

RC-P-2B OIL LIFT SYS

RC-P-IB OIL LIFT 8Y8

PRESS CONT VALVE

PRESS CONT VALVE

- —

D OO 2
..*

. 4

RC-6S-PCV4 OOOO oo
-»

RC-66-PI1 ASCH O-SOOO RC-P-IA OIL LIFT BYS PRESSURE LOCAL EA 00 3 -

-?*:
RC-66-PI2 ASCH 0-5OO0 RC-P-2A OIL LIFT 8YS PRESSURE LOCAL E 00 3 .-*.

RC-66-PI3 ASCH O-SOOO RC-P-2B OIL LIFT BYS PRESSURE LOCAL

LOCAL

E 00 3
'

J

^5
RC-66-PI4 ASCH O-SOOO RC-P-IB OIL LIFT BYB PRESSURE OOOO 00

. ^~

RC-67-VS1 RS 366 RC-P-IA VIBRATION LOCAL D 00 3

:•

RC-67-VS2 R8 366 RC-P-2A VIBRATION LOCAL OOOO 00

\~-4

to' RC-67-VS3 RS 366 RC-P-2B VIBRATION
... . . .

LOCAL D 00 3

3

.

J '

J ,

RC-67-VB4 RS 366 RC-P-IB VIBRATION LOCAL DA 00
. j

R
RC-^-TE TEC 2E2121A PRESSURIZER SURGE LINE TEMP 0-700F T/C CLAMP ON 309

286

2024

2024

OOOO 00 .-<

Pr RC-PS-73A0 SOR RC HOT LEG (A) PRESS 5O0-3OOOPSI0 IR 425 OOOO 00
*

cr RC-PS-7361

RC-<II-7907

SOR

IRD

RC HOT LEO (A) PRESS 5O0-3O0OPSI0 IR 427 267 2024 OOOO 00

A 00 3tn VIBRATION IND PNL lO \>.

5- RC-iiI-74N)8 IRD VIBRATION IND PNL lO A 00 3
i .

£
RC-VE-7867 IRO MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-IA RC-P-IA 331 OOOO 00

ir RC-VE -7888 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-IA RC-P-IA

RC-P-IA

331

326

.

OOOO 00

D 00

— ■

3RC-VE-7889 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IA

RC-VE-7890 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IA RC-P-IA 326 D 00 3

o
I



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING
ICpc_UUu n>i*2S-aO-£AC£-22

WORK

INFO ST CODE

1

2

3 TAG NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV
FT

FLOW

DIAO

SSP*

IE •<- PR

■ ---

HL
,

4

RC-VE-7B91 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-IA RC-P-IA 328 D 00 3

i
—

i

.
f !

5

6 RC-VE-7892 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-2A RC-P-IB 331 OOOO

OOOO

00

7
RC-VE-7B93 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-2A RC-P-2A 331 00

! 3

8

9 RC-VE-7B94 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2A RC-P-IB 328 OOOO 00 J. 2

,-L-j

10 RC-VE-7895 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2A RC-P-IB 328 OOOO 00
i i

11

12
RC-VE-7896 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-2A RC-P-IB 328 OOOO 00

• 1

13
RC-VE-7897 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 331 OOOO 00

1 1 .

Hi
14

15
RC-VE-7898 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 331 OOOO 00

1 i *'

16
RC-VE-7899 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3 >--'_ i

18
RC-VE-79O0 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3

♦- -

19 RC-VE-7901 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-IB RC-P-IB 328 DA 00 3 t-~" "3

20

21 RC-VE-7902 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 331 OOOO 00

P
22 RC-VE-7903 IRD MOTOR VELOCITY SENSOR RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 331 OOOO 00 -

y

,24
RC-VE-7904 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D 00 3

, j >

25
RC-VE-7905 IRD ECCENTRICITY RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D 00 3

27 RC-VE-7906 IRD PHASE REFERENCE RC-P-2B RC-P-2B 328 D 00 3

;■»
28

RR-FE-102S ORIFICE 0-1500 GPM R15-R16 282 2033 OOOO oo

30
PR-FE-1026 ORIFICE 0-1500 OPM R15-R16 282 2033 OOOO 00

31 RR-HFE-1027 ORIFICE 0-1500 OPM R15-R16 282 2033 OOOO oo
4.

33
RR-FE-1028 ORIFICE 0-1SOO OPM R15-R16 282 2033 OOOO 00

'

-i

34 RR-FE-1029 ORIFICE 0-1500 OPM R15-R16 282 2033 OOOO 00
■ 4'

35

36
RR-FT-1025 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLING COIL "A" 0-100 IN H20 IR 428 287 2033

~2033~

OOOO

OOOO

00

lx>~

4

-i

37
RR-FT-1026 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLINO COIL HBM 0-100 IN H20 IR 428 287

. i

39 RR-FT-1027 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLING COIL HCM 0-100 IN H20 IR 428 287 2033 DE 00 2

40 RR-FT-1028 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLING COIL UDH 0-100 IN H20 MTG-R1 285 2033 DE 00 2

41

42
RR-FT-1029 FOX E13DM-SAM2 COOLINO COIL MEM 0-100 IN H20 MTG-R 1 285 2033 DEA 00 2

43 SGC-LS-71B3 MAO 291-C LEVEL SWITCH 346 2606 OOOO 00

•5
SP-1A-LT1 BMC BY8241X-A 8TH OEN RC-H-1A FULL RNOE LEVEL 0-600 IN H20 IR426 287 2005 DE 00 2 ii

o
I



Appendix 5 (Cont
'

d)

-

«*»*€*
TMI UNIT 2 RtACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

IEP4B-4M PAGE 23
•

'

TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV

FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK

ST CODE

SSP*

IE ♦ PR

"1%

- SP-IA-LT2 BMC BY8841X-A STM OEN RC-H-1A OPTO RANGE LEVEL 0--291 31 IN H20 IR426 286 2005 DE 00 • 1

t SP-1A-LT3
—.

BMC BY8841X-A STN GEN RC-M-1A OPTO RANOE LEVEL 0- 291 51 IN H20 IR426 286 2005 OOOO OO •

-^ SP-1A-LT4 BMC BY8B41X-A STM OEN RC-H-1A 8TRTUP RNO LEVEL 0 -250 IN H20 IR426 286 2005 OOOO 00 • "Bi
y

• SP-IA-LT3 BMC BYBB41X-A STM GEN RC-H-1A STRTUP RNO LEVEL 0--250

X) Ih

IN H20 IR426 266 2005 OOOO 00 •

2
.;

, SP-1B-LTI BMC BY8241X-A STM GEN RC-H-1B FULL RNO LEVEL 0-6( I H20 1R426 266 2005 DE 00 r':i

SP-1B-LT2

4 8P-1B-LT3

BMC 8Y8841X-A STM GEN RC-H-1B OPTG RANOE LEVEL 0--291

-291

31

31

IN H20

IN H20

IR428

IR428

286

286

2005

2005

OOOO

OOOO

OO

00

•

•BMC BY8B41X-A STM GEN RC-+H1B OPTO RANGE LEVEL 0-

.1 8P-1B-LT4 BMC BY8B41X-A STM OEN RC-H-1B 8THTUP RNO LEVEL 0-250 IN H20 IR428 266 2005 OOOO 00 • !*,

'

.4

, 1

* 3P-IB-LT3 BMC BYBB41X-A STM GEN RC-H-1B 8TRTUP RNO LEVEL 0--250 IN H20 IR426 286 2005 OOOO 00 •

H• 1 SP-2A-TE1 TEC CES-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C

T/C

WELD PAD 371

329

200S

2003

OOOO

OOOO

00

00
.1
- SP-2A-TE2 TEC CE8-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1A SMELL TEMP 70-6O0F WELD PAD

;*i

SP-2A-TE3
j . ..

TEC CE8-16-14E BTH OEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C WELD PAD 320 2005 OOOO 00 [>.'
ii, SP-2A-TE4
2l'

TEC CES-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEMP 70-60OF T/C WELD PAD 311 2O03 OOOO 00
""*[Z 1

,4 SP-2A-TE3 TEC CES-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C WELD PAD

WELD PAD

302

371

2005

2005

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

».

.1

8P-2B-TE1 TEC CE8-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMT» 7O-6O0F T/C H
8P-2B-TE2 TEC CE8-16-14E 8TM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP 7O-6O0F T/C WELD PAD 329 2003 OOOO 00

1

SP-2B-TE3 TEC CES-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C WELD PAD 2005 OOOO oo L3',

I*
K SP-2B-TE4 TEC CE8-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C WELD PAD

WELD PAD

320

302

2003

2003

OOOO

OOOO

oo

00
ll

17

8P-2B-TE5 TEC CE8-16-14E STM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP 70-600F T/C T-2

J> 8P-3A-TE1 REC 104AFP-2 8TM GEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEW DOWN COMER 0-60OF RTD WELL 293 2005 OOOO 00
;Iii

SP-3A-TE2

SP-3B-TE1

REC

REC

104AFP-2

104AFP -2

8TM OEN RC-H-1A SHELL TEMP DOWN COMER C

STM OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP DOWN COMER C

-600F RTD

-600F RTD

WELL

WELL

295

295

2005

2005

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

y\

>

4

SP-3B-TE2 REC 104AFP-2 BTH OEN RC-H-1B SHELL TEMP DOWN COMER 0-600F RTD WELL 295 2005 OOOO 00
>y\

y 8P-6A-PT1 FOX EUOM-BAE1 BTH GEN RC-H-1A OUT PRESS 0-1200 P8I0 IR426 267 2002 DE 00

00

1

1

!
,

i

SP-6A-PT2 FOX E110M-BAE1 STM OEN RC-H-1A OUT PRESS 0-1200 PSIO IR424 288 2002 DE
t-.l

d

SP-6B-PT1 FOX E110M-8AE1 STM OEN RC-H-1B OUT PRESS 0-1 200 PSIG

BTM OEN RC-H-1B OUT PRESS 0-1200 PSIO

--.

IR428

IR428

284

286

2002

2002

OOOO

OOOO

00

oo
iJ 8P-6B-PT2 FOX E110M-8AE1

£ WDL-FE-7100 ORIFICE 0-130 OPM PIPING 284 2632 OOOO 00
:y

o
I



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

MASTER
TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDINO INSTRUMENT LISTING

-I El2G-KWW 03-

ELV FLOW

FT DIAG

ae-eo

INFO

~booo

PACE. 24

WORK

ST CODE

SSP*

IE + PR

l

2

3 TAG NO.
MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION '■

4
WDL-FE-7107 RC-P-IA SEAL LEAK FLO TO RC DR TK WDL-U24A 2632 00

6 WDL-FE-7108 RC-P-IB SEAL LEAK FLO TO RC DR TK WDL-U24B

WDL-U23A

2632 OOOO

"oooo

00

00

- -

-

7
WDL-FE-7109 RC-P-2A SEAL LEAK FLO TO RC DR TK 2632

-•

9 WDL-FE-7110 RC-P-2B SEAL LEAK FLO TO RC DR TK WDL-U2SB 2632 oooo 00

10
WDL-FT-7100 FOX E13DM-SAM2 RC LEAK COOLERS OUT FLO TO RC DRN 0-100 IN H20 MTC R9 284 2632 0000 00 -

12
WDL-LG-1205 JERO DRAIN TANK LEVEL GLASS GAUGE 0-96 IN H20 27S-40W 282 2632 A 00 3 -

13
WDL-LS-1206 MAO 751 HIGH LEVEL SWITCH 27S-40W 291 2632 DA 00 3 -

15
WDL-L8-1208 MAG 751 LOW LEVEL SWITCH 27S-40W 291 2632 D 00 3

16
WDL-LS-1315 A153FYXMPD TOP MTD DISPLCR 0-56 IN H20 SUMP 283 2045 OOOO 00

\

18
WDL-LT-1207 FOX E13DM-SAM2 RC DRAIN TANK LEVEL 0-96 IN H20 27S-43W 284 2632 OOOO 00 ;.

19
WDL-LT-1316 DREX 508-15-6 RB SUMP LEVEL 0-54 IN H20 SUMP 282 2045 DEA 00 2

21 WDL-P8-1261 SOR 12N-AA4CSS PRES8URE SWITCH .2-6 PSIO 289 2027 DA 00 3 -■

22
WDL-PS1203-1 SOR 9N-AA5 DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 100-1000 PSIG IR 433 288 2632 DA 00 3

24
WDL-PS 1203-2 SOR 6N-T3-C

'

DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 4-100 PSIG IR 433 286 2632 D 00 3

?5 WDL-PS1203-3 SOR 4N-AA2 DRN TANK PRESSURE SWITCH 1-8 PSIO IR 433 286 2632 D 00 3

27
WDL-PT-1202 FOX E11GM-8AD2 DRAIN TANK BELLOWS 0-750 PSIO 328-36W 286 2632 DE 00 1 -

28 WDL-PT-1211 FOX EU0M-SAA2 DRAIN PURGE DISCHG BELLOWS 0-50 PSIG 286 2027 OOOO 00 --f

30
WDL-PT-3145 FOX E110M-SAC2 DRAIN PURGE DISCHO BELLOWS 0-160 PSIG 286 2027 OOOO

OOOO

00
i:

31 WDL-PT-7105 FOX E110M-8AC2 RC LEAK XFR PUMP WDLP9A DISCHO PR 0-150 PSIG MTO RB 285 2632 00 -

J3
WDL-PT-7106 FOX E110M-SAC2 RC LEAK XFR PUMP WDLP9B DISCHO PR 0-1 SO PSIG 285 2632 OOOO 00 .3

34 WDL-TE-1200 REC 104WC46BXX DRAIN TANK T-3 0-2SOF DUAL RTD 289 2632 OOOO 00
4

\r.
WDL-TE-1209 REC 104WC23BX DRAIN HEADER P7 0-220F DUAL RTD 290 2027 OOOO 00

j

j 7
WDL-TE-7102 REC RC LEAK COOLER OUT HDR TEMP 0-250F DUAL RTD PIPINO 2632 OOOO 00 22

39 WDL-TE-7113 TEC 2E2121A RC LEAK TEMP DN STREAM RC-P-2B OSKT DRN 0-700F T/C PIPING 2632 OOOO 00 -"

40 WDL-TE-7114 TEC 2E2121A RC LEAK TEMP DN STREAM WDL-TE7113 0-700F T/C PIPING 2632 OOOO 00 —

• 1

42
WDL-TE-7115 TEC 2E2121A RC LEAK TEMP DN STREAM RC-P-IB OSKT DRN 0-700F T/C PIPINO 2632 OOOO 00 ~

43
WDL-TE-7116 TEC 2E2121A RC LEAK TEMP DN STREAM WDL-TE7115 0-700F T/C PIPINO 2632 OOOO 00 -[-

■ 5
MDL-TE-7U7 TEC 2E2121A RC LEAK TEMP DN STREAM RC-P-2A OSKT DRN 0-700F T/C PIPINO 2632 OOOO 00

vs

o
I

CT>



Appendix 5 (Cont
'

1)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING INSTRUMENT LISTING

. 9

**0

§

a

W

^

IEPW -KWW os-2e-eo PAGE 2ft

TAG NO

WDL-TX-2004

u-T*t -TX-2QQ5

WDL-TX-2006

WJ0L-TX-20O7

MFR

CODE MODEL

MERC

MERC

MERC

MERC

-7022

YM-AMP-7023

ii YM-AW-7024
44

i» YM-AW-7025

YM-AMP-7026

YM-AMP-7027

YM-AMP-7028

7029

YM-VE-7018

YN-\C-7019

SOR

SOR

VM-VE-7020

YM-VE-7021

YM-*^-7022

YM-VE-7023

RM

RM

YM-VE-7024

YM-**«-702S

RM

RM

YM-VE-7026

YM-4VE-7027

SOR

SOR

^ YM-VE-702B

YM-VE-7029

SOR

SOR

YM-VR-3961

YM-VR-3962

MERC

MERC

SERV ICE /DESCRIPTION

R C LEAKAGE RECOVERY WDL-C-1A INLET

R C LEAKAGE RECOVERY WDL-C-1A OUTLET

R C LEAKAGE RECOVERY WDL-C-1B INLET

R C LEAKAGE RECOVERY WDL-C-1B OUTLET

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

SOS-26W

305-26W

SOS-26W

50S-26W

2O60

?06 0

2060

2060

WORK BBP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

OOOO 00

oooo oo

oooo 00

OOOO 00

VIBRATTON ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT PREAMP

VIBRATION ELEMENT LOWER VESSEL IN CORE TUBES CH 1

VIBRATION ELEMENT LOWER VESSEL IN CORE TUBES CH 2

VIBRATION ELEMENT UPPER VESSEL SHROUD

VIBRATION ELEMENT UPPER VESSEL SHROUD

ON-OW

ON-OW

ON-OW

ON-OW

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN A UPPER TUBE

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN 8 UPPER TUBE

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN A UPPER TUBE

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN B UPPER TUBE

SHEET

SHEET

SHEET

SHEET

ON-OW

ON-OW

ON-OW

ON-OW

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM OEN A LOWER TUBE SHEET

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN B LOWER TUBE SHEET

ON-OW

ON-OW

VIBRATION ELEPCNT STM OEN A LOWER TUBE SHEET

VIBRATION ELEMENT STM GEN B LOWER TUBE SHEET

ON-OW

ON-OW

PEAK REC

PEAK REC

ACCELERATOMETER

ACCELERATOMETER

END END END

16N-0

18S-1W

DE

DEA

DE

DE

00

OO

oo

00

DE

DEA

00

00

288

288

325

325

00

00

346

346

346

346

288

288

DE

DEA

E

E

00

00

oo

00

288

288

DE

DEA

E

E

00

00

oo

00

2060

206 1

A OO

A 00

ti
»

2

Kf

&•;

if1
DE 00 2

.**-!

DE OO 2 2*4 1

D 00 3 p.
D 00 3

to

i'V

f

o
I

to



2

I*

21

TAG NO

R-4430

R-402

R-403

R-40S

^ R-406

[T R-407

L*| R-500

I? R-502

^1 R-504

[7 R-505

R-S06

R-S07

j—~i
R—509

24 R-SIO

|^ R-511

«1 R-514

R-S1S

R-516

R-518

R-S34

^ R-S95
35

R-596

R-5V7

R—598

!£ R-599

R-601

R-603

R-607

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR 3 ING

>per.iix 5 (Cont'd)

PENETRATION LISTING
4£^-~tW»» OS- 20 490 PAG£ i

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

Ew

LOCATION FT

flow

diag info

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

IN CORE MONITORING INSTM

BOP CONTROL

OUT LINR 291

OUT LINR 291

OUT LINR 339

OUT LINR 291

20

21

10

23

ID

ID

OOOO

D

WORK

ST CODE

oo

00

00

RPS It SFAS

PRESSURIZER HEATERS POWER

CONTROL

L V POWER

OUT

OUT

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

291

291

LINR

LINR

299

299

16A

22

28A

24A

D

ID

D

OOOO

00

oc

00

00

CONTROL

PDP-3B ELEVATORS

CONTROL

AREA U LIQUID MONITORS

R. B. COOLANT FANS ETC

PDP-3A POWER PNL

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

319

323

R. B COOLANT FANS ETC

L. V. POWER BOP

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

319

299

30A

32A

33A

31A

D

OOOO

OOOO

D

00

00

BOP CONTROL

CRD POWER

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

295

295

CRD POWER

OUT OF CORE DETECTORS

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

295

346

27A

2

3

17A

A

OOOO

oooo

oooo

00

00

00

00

00

00

IN CORE MONITORING INSTM

INCORE MONITORING INSTM

IN CORE MONITORING INSTM

IN CORE MONITORING INSTM

SSP*

IE ♦ PR

1

1

IN CORE MONITORING INSTM

CRD INSTR

CRD INSTR

BOP INSTR

OUT

OUT

OUT

OUT

LINR

LINR

LINR

LINR

351

291

291

291

IS

7

9A

36

OOOO

D

OOOO

A

00

00

oo

00

o
I

»o

00

(ik •life



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING PENETRATION LISTING
lcpc_.nHV. QQ 36 60 *Att -

ELV FLOW WORK SSP*

Tale MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
_

LOCATION FT DIAG INFO BT CODE IE ♦

RC-P-2B FEEDER
OUT LINR 299 33 D 00

RPS m SFAS
<*" L1NR 2*2_"A

O000 °°

OUT LINR 2*9 33 OOOO 00

OUT LINR 292 35 D 00

RC-P-26 FEEDER

END END END



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING VALVE LISTING
TFPr-^UU Q5— PACE 1

'

—

1

3 TAG NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV

FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK

ST CODE

SSP*

IE ♦ PR

h

1

J-
4

AH-V103 VLCR 1" SOLND RB RADIATION DETECTION PIPING 320 2041 OOOO 00 ♦
1 <

b

6
AH-V104 VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB

RB

RADIATION DETECTION

RADIATION DETECTION

. —

PIPING 319

317

2041

2041

OOOO

OOOO

00
1

7

AH-V106 VLCR 1" SOLND PIPING 00
r

b

9 AH-V106 VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB RADIATION DETECTION PIPING 317 2G41 OOOO 00
1

f—

10
AH-V2A HNPR 36" B'FLY RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED) PIPING 337 2041 S 00 + 1

: 1

H

12
AH-V2B HNPR 36" B'FLY RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED) PIPING 343

343

2041 SA 00 + 2

13
AH-V3A HNPR 36" B'FLY RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED) PIPING 2041 oooo 00

i
14

15
AH-V3B HNPR 36" B'FLY RB PURGE AIR (AIR OPERATED) PIPING 337 2041 oooo 00

H

16
AH-V6 VLCR 1" SOLND RB PURGE AIR PIPING 322 2041 SA 00 4- 2 i-

•

1 /

16
AH-V61 VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB PURGE AIR PIPING 324 2041 oooo 00

0019
AH-V63 VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB PURGE AIR PIPING 320 2041 oooo

20

21 AH-V71 VLCR 1" SOLND RB VENTILATION DAMPER (3-WAY) PIPING 321 2041 oooo oo

22
AH-V74 VLCR 1/2" SOLND RB VENTILATION DAMPER (3-WAY) PIPING 322 2041 S 00 + 1

2i

24
AH-V80 HNPR 10M B'FLY RB PRESSURIZATION (MOV) PIPING 334 2041 oooo 00

25
CA-V1 VLAN 1/2" GATE PRESSURIZER STEAM SPACE SAMPLER (MOV) PIPING 324 2031 s 00 + 1

2b

27
CA-V3 VLAN 1/2" GATE PRESSURIZER WATER SPACE SAMPLER (MOV) PIPING 326 2031 oooo 00

28
CA-V4A VLAN 1/2" OLOBE STEAM OENERATOR SAMPLER (MOV) PIPING 291 2414 oooo 00

29

30
CA-V4B VLAN 1/2" OLOBE STEAM OENERATOR SAMPLER (MOV) PIPINO 294 2414 oooo 00

~00~
_ _. _

1

31 CA-V6 VLAN 1/2" GATE UPSTREAM LETDOWN COOLERS SAMPLER (MOV) PIPINO 323 2031 oooo
-

32

33
CF-V113 VLAN 1" GLOBE CORE FLOOD TANK SAMPLER (MOV) PIPING 289 2034 oooo 00

34 CF-V1A VLAN 14" GATE CORE FLOOD TANK TO REACTOR (MOV) PIPING 308 2034 s 00 4* 1
J

Jb

3o
CF-V1B VLAN 14" OATE CORE FLOOD TANK TO REACTOR (MOV) PIPING 312 2034 oooo 00 +

__

-

37
CF-V2A VLAN 1M OATE CORE FLOOD TANK CROSS CONNECTOR (MOV) PIPING 325 2034 oooo 00

J8

39
CF-V2B VLAN 1" OATE CORE FLOOD TANK CROSS CONNECTOR (MOV) PIPINO 325 2034 oooo 00

40 CF-V3A VLAN 1" GLOBE CORE FLOOD TANK VENT (MOV) PIPINO 344 2034 oooo 00

■ 1

*2
CF-V3B VLAN 1" OLOBE CORE FLOOD TANK VENT (MOV) PIPINO 345 2034 oooo 00 ',

4 3 DC-V114 VLAN 8" DECAY HEAT CLOSED COOLINO (MOV) PIPING 286 2035 oooo 00 I

44

45
DH-V1 VLAN 12" GATE DECAY HEAT REMOVAL (MOV) PIPING 292 2026 D 00 1

r

m^U Alt



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

lA

2

%

TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR HUILUINC VALVE LISTING

SERVICE /DESCRIPTION

DH-V171

DM-V2

IC-V1A

IC-VIB

IC-V2

MU-Vl A

MV-V1B

MU-V2S

MU-V2A

MU-V2B

MU-V33A

MV-V33B

^ MV-V33C

^ MV-V330

104

NS-VIOO

Tl* RC-R2

77 RC-Vl

-2 RC-Vl 23

RC-Vl 37

RC-Vl 49

»■ RC-V2

VLAN 8" OATE

VLAN 12" GATE

VLAN 4 OATE

VLAN 4 ©ATE

DH-V1 BYPASS (MOV)

DECAY HEAT REMOVAL (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER SECONDARY (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER SECONDARY (MOV)

VLAN 6" OATE

VLAN 2" OATE

VLAN 2" OATE

VLAN 4- OLOBE

VLAN 2" OATE

_VLAN 2- OATE

VLAN 1- OATE

VLAN 1" OATE

INTERMEDIATE COOLINO BLOCK (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

RC PUMP SEAL OUTLET (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

LETDOWN COOLER PRIMARY (MOV)

RC PUMP SEAL RETURN (MOV)

RC PUMP SEAL RETURN (MOV)

VLAN 1- GATE RC PUMP SEAL RETURN (MOV)

VLAN 1- GATE RC PUMP SEAL RETURN (MOV)

VLAN I

VLAN 8 OATE

NITROGEN TO RB

RC PlXtP COOLANT LETDOWN (MOV)

ORES

VLAN 2 GLOBE

PORV

PRESSURIZER SPRAY LINE (MOV)

RC-VU7 VLAN 1/2" GLOBE PRESSURIZER SAMPLING (MOV)

RC-V122 VLAN 1/2" GLOBE PRESSURIZER SAMPLING (MOV)

VLAN 1/2- OLOBE PRESSURIZER SAMPLING (MOV)

VLAN 1- OLOBE PRESSURIZER TO RC DRAIN TANK < MOV )

VLAN 3" ©LOSE PRESSURIZER AUX SPRAY LINE (MOV)

VLAN 2" OATE PRESSURIZER TO RC (MOV)

RC-V3

RC-V7

RR-V26A

RR-V26B

VLAN 2" GATE

VLAN 8" GATE

VLAN 8- OATE

BPRAY LINE* PRIMARY LOOP (MOV)

VALVE

RB AH COOLING C01L8 (MOV)

RB AH COOLING COILS (MOV)

!EP«-*ww 03~2©-©0 **A49E 2

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAO

PIPING

PIPING

PIPINO

PIPING

292 2026

289 2026

269 2029

269 2029

WORK SSP*

INFO 8T CODE IE ♦ PR

oooo 00

SA OO -2

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

PIPING 313 2029 OOOO 00

PIPING 289 2024 OOOO OO

PIPING 289 2024 SA OO

PUMNC 313 2024 OOOO OO

PIPING 269 2024 8 00

PIPING 289 2024 OOOO 00

PIPINO 311 2024 OOOO 00

PIPINO 310 2024 OOOO OO

P I P I NG

PIPING

PIPING

PIPING

PIPINO

PIPING

PIPING

PIPINO

309

309

337

319

339

334

318

2024

2024

2036

2030

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

PIPING

PIPING

PIPINO

PIPINO

301

332

336

356

2024

2024

2024

2024

2024

2024

2024

2024

IDA 00

S 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

oooo oo

I A 00

PIPING

PIPINO

PIPING

PIPING

336

338

297

297

2024

2024

2033

2033

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

o



A£Per]d4_x„_5 ( Con t

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING VALVE LISTING

'd)

LOCATION

ac-KWW 05-

ELV FLOW

FT DIAG

2S-80-

INFO

/

MAt^TKD
PACs -A-

WORK SSP*

ST CODE IE + PR

1

2

3
TAO NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION
„

4

5

b

RR-V26C

RR-V26D

VLAN

VLAN

8" OATE

8" GATE

RB AH COOLING COILS (MOV)

RB AH COOLING COILS (MOV)
—

PIPING

PIPING
~~

piping"

PIPING

297

297

297

297

2033

2033

2033

2033

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

OOOO

00

00

00

00

*■'■-

7

8

9

RR-V26E

RR-V79

VLAN

VLAN

B" OATE

8M OATE

RB AH COOLING COILS (MOV)

RR-V26C BYPASS (MOV) ~r:

10

11

12

SV-V10A

SV-V10B

VLAN

VLAN

1/2" GLOBE

1/2" GLOBE

STEAM GENERATOR RC-H-1A SAMPLING (MOV)

STEAM OENERATOR RC-H-1B SAMPLING (MOV)

PIPING

PIPING

293

297

2414

2414

oooo

oooo

00

00
-j.

13

14

15

SV-V1 1A

SV-V11B

VLAN

VLAN

1/2" OLOBE

1/2" GLOBE

STEAM OENERATOR RC-H-1A SAMPLING (MOV)

STEAM OENERATOR RC-H-1B SAMPLINO (MOV)

PIPING

PIPING

293

297

2414

2414

oooo

oooo

00

00 --■

16

17

18

SV-VS4

WDG-V2 VLAN

2"

4" OATE

HOT DRAIN COOLING

RB VENT HEADER BLOCK

PIPING

PIPING

285

333

2414

2028

2632

2632

oooo

oooo

00

00

-=-

19

20

21

WDL-V1095

WDL-V1118

VLAN

CRNE

2"

4"

RC BLEED HOLDUP TANK TO/FROM DRAIN TANK

RC DRAIN HEADER TO DRAIN TANK (MOV)

(MOV) PIPING

PIPINO

315

286

oooo

0

00

00 3
4V

22

:3

24

WDL-V126

WDL-V127

VLAN

VLAN

1" OLOBE

1" GLOBE

RC DRAIN TANK VENT (MOV)

RC DRAIN TANK VENT (MOV)

PIPING

PIPING

296

296

2632

2632

~2027~

2045

oooo

oooo

00

00
-_

25

2b

27

WDL-V22

WDL-V271

VLAN

VLAN

4" OATE

4N OATE

RC DRAIN HEADER ISO.

RB BUMP DISCHARGE

PIPINO

PIPING

289

318

oooo

s

00

00 ♦ 1

;"-.

28

29

30

WDL-V7 V>_AN 4" GATE RC DRAIN PUMP BYPASS

END END END

PILING 208 2027 0000 00

--.

31

12

33

--"

34

35

JC

r-~

37

38

J9

V

40

4 J
- -

*i

44

*

fe*

o
no

i

Am 4U
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TMI jNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTING

W

TAG NO

2-lA-i

2- 1LA-2

2-18-1

2-18-2

MFR

CODE MODEL

AM-E-11A

AH-E-UB

Alo-E-llC

**-E-UD

AH-E-UE

AH-E-32A

AH-E-32B

ah-E-63

AAF

AAF

AAF

AAF

AAF

BUFO

CRDM-

CRDM-

CRDM-

CRDM-

-STOl

-ST02

-ST03

-8T04

DPSC

DPSC

DPSC

DPSC

CRDM-

CRDM-

-8T05

-8T06

DPSC

DPSC

I
CRDM-

CRDM-

-ST07

-ST06

DPSC

DPSC

i*b

CRDM-

CRDM-

-ST09

-ST 10

DPSC

DPSC

tH CRDM-

^1 CRDM-

-STll

-BT12

DPSC

DPSC

CRDM-

CRDM-

ST13

ST 14

DPSC

DPSC

i
CRDM-

CRDM-

ST13

ST 16

DPSC

DPSC

SERVICE /DESCRIPTION

LUBE PP

LUBE PP

LUBE PP

LUBE PP

RB AIR' COOLING FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY A

RB AIR COOLINO FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY B

RB AIR COOLING FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY C

RB AIR COOLING FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY D

RB AIR COOLING FAN-MOTOR ASSEMBLY E

REAC VESSEL CAVITY SUPPLY AIR FAN A

REAC VESSEL CAVITY SUPPLY AIR FAN B

ELEVATOR MACH RM EXH FAN

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

i€PO-*WW 05-20 OO PAGE 1

ELV FLOW WORK SSP*

LOCATION FT DIAG INFO BT CODE IE ♦ PR

322 2024 D 00 3

322 2024 OOOO OO

322 2024 D 00 3

322 2024 OOOO 00

318-18E 331 2041 S 00

518-10E 331 2041 OOOO OO

318-lW 331 2041 8 OO

518-9W 331 2Q41 OOOO 00

518-1BW 331 2041 OOOO OO

OH-OW 283 2041 D 00

ON-OW 283 2041 D 00

228-39E 2227 OOOO 00

RV

RV

RV

RV

345

345

345

345

2062

2062

2062

2062

DA 00

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

RV

RV

RV

RV

345

345

345

343

2062

2062

2062

2062

RV

RV

RV

RV

345

345

345

343

2062

2062

2062

2062

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

oooo oo

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

RV

RV

RV

RV

343

343

343

345

2062

2062

20A2

2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

OOOO 00

o
1

►—■

o
OJ
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*"

.tJ3'

WA6TER

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTING
_2CRO-KWU Q5-3W-B0 PACE m\-

TAG NO

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

CRDM-

CRDM-

ST17 DPSC

ST 18 DPSC

_1 CRDM- -ST 19 DPSC

CRDM- ST20 DPSC

CRDM- -ST21 DPSC

CRDM- -ST22 DPSC

ii CRDM- -ST23 DPSC

rr crdm- ST24 DPSC

CRDM- •ST2S DPSC

CRDM- -ST26 DPSC

CRDM- -ST27 DPSC

CRDM- -ST28 DPSC

£3i

77: CRDM

CRDM- -ST29 DPSC

-ST30 DPSC

CRDM- -ST31 DPSC

CRDM- -ST32 DPSC

CRDM-

CRDM-

•ST33 DPSC

■ST34 DPSC

CRDM- -ST35 DPSC

CRDM- ST36 DPSC

CRDM- -ST37 DPSC

CRDM- ST38 DPSC

Ui CRDM- -ST39 DPSC

CRDM- -ST40 DPSC

^ CRDM-

7! CRDM-

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

RV

RV

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO OO

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062 OOOO 00

345 2062 OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

D 00

OOOO 00

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO oo

oooo oo

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

,fe±i

-ST41 DPSC

-ST42 DPSC

CRDM- -ST43 DPSC

CRDM- -ST44 DPSC

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

CR DRIVE STATOR

CR DRIVE STATOR

RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

0000~~00

OOOO OO

o
I

4jm



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTING

r—«

i

**At7*fcR

TAG NC

CRDM-

MF R

1 CQO€. MODEL

-ST45 DPSC

SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

CR DRIVE STATOR

IEPO-KWW OS-

ELV FLOW

LOCATION FT DIAG

RV 343 2062

2S-BO

INFO

OOOO

PAVE 3

WORK SSP*

ST CODE IE ♦ PR

•

—

t oo

t

4

CRDM- -ST4* DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 343 2062 OOOO 00

CRDM- -ST47 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 345 2062 OOOO 00

CRDM- -ST46 IV9C CR DRIVE 8TAT0R
—

RV 343 2062

343 2062

OOOO

OOOO

00

CRDM- -ST49 DPSC CR DRIUE STATOR RV 00

.*' CRD«- -STSO DPSC

-ST31 DPSC

CR

CR

DRIVE STATOR

DRIVE STATOR

RV

RV

345 2062

343 2062

D

oooo

OO 2

; t

CPDH- 00

\ CROM- -STS2 DPSC CR DRIVE 8TAT0R RV 343 2062

343 2062

OOOO

oooo

00

—HI

T

CRDM- -ST53 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 00

1 CRDM- -ST34 DPSC CR DRIVE 8TAT0R RV

RV

345 204V2

345 2062

oooo

oooo

oo

y CRDM- -STS3 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR oo

CRDM- -ST56 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 34S 204*42 oooo 00

4 CRDM- -ST37 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 345 2062 OOOO 00

j* CRDM- -ST36 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR
_„. ._

RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

OOOO

OOOO

00

CRDM- -STS9 DPBC CR DRIVE STATOR oo

CROM- -ST60 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 345 2062

345 2062

oooo

oooo

00

CRDM- -ST61 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 00

*77 CRDM- -8T62 DPBC CR DRIVE STATOR RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

oooo

oooo

oo

77)
CRDM- -8T63 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR 00

J,i
CRDM- -ST64 DPSC CR DRIVE 8TAT0R

— -■

RV

RV

345 2062

345 2062

oooo 00

!)1

CRDM- -8T65 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR oooo oo

'« CRDM- -ST66 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR

DRIVE STATOR

— --

RV 345 2062

345 2062

(XXX)

oooo

oo

)4

CRDM- -ST67 DPSC CR RV 00

>—..

CRDM- -6T66 DPBC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 345 2062 oooo 00

•4'y

CRDM- -ST69 DPSC CR DRIVE STATOR RV 345 2062 oooo 00

'—i

CRDM- -APIOl DPSC CR

CR

ABSOLUTE POSITION

ABSOLUTE POSITION

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

RV

RV

343 NA

345 NA

SA

oooo

OO 1

W J

CRDM- - -AP102 DPSC OO

**>' CRDM APIOS DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA oooo oo

o
I

o
LT1



Appendix 5_ (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTING
7 tor "•«-! n^-ia-on -PAGE 4

1

2

3

HA«JiLt4

TAG NC1.

MFR

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION

ELV

LOCATION FT

FLOW

DIAG INFO

WORK SSP*

ST CODE IE ♦ PR
t-

4

CRDM- -API 04 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00
1 -

6 CRDM- -API05 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION

POSITION

INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00 r

7
CRDM- -API06 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE INDICATOR RV 343 NA OOOO oo

■

:

9 CRDM- -API 07 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00 .

'

10
CRDM- -API08 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO oo I —

12
CRDM- -API 09 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00 •7

13
CRDM- -API10 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 •;.

15
CRDM- -API11 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 r~

16
CRDM- -API 12 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 -'

18
CRDM- -API13 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 >;

19
CRDM- -API14 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 1

21
CRDM- -API15 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA oooo 00

22
CRDM- -API16 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA oooo 00 r

24
CRDH- -API17 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00

-

25
CRDM- -API18 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo

27 CRDM- -API19 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00
J

i

28
CRDM- -API 20 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo J

30
CRDM- -API21 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00

31
CRDM- -API22 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 .-

33
CRDM- -API23 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00

7;
34 CRDM- -API24 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo ^

35

36
CRDM- -API 25 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00

-

37
CRDM- -API 26 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo

39
CRDM- -API 27 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA oooo 00

fi CRDM- -API 28 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 --

4
1^

42
CRDM- -API 29 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 1

43 CRDH- -API 30 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00 -'

44

CRDH- -API31 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00
-,

o
I

►—■

o
CT.

<im\



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELFCTRICAl EOUlPMfcNT LISTING
"

MAQTLR __ _. . -,__.,....— -, itPv-***** u3--2&-SO PAGE 5

» TAG NO

MFR

CODE MODEL

DPSC

BERV ICE /DESCRIPTION

CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR

ELV

LOCATION FT

RV 343

FLOW

DIAG

NA

WORK 2,SPa

INFO ST CODE IE ♦

OOOO oo

PR
i*f

4

%

CRDM- -API 32 u

CRDM- -A*»I33

CRDM- -API34

DPSC

DPSC

CR

CR

ABSOLUTE

ABSOLUTE

POSITION INDICATOR

POSITION INDICATOR

RV

RV

343

343

NA

NA

OOOO 00

oooo oo

"—

-'

CRDM- -API 33 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA S 00 1
7'

2--
* - *

1*

y. CRDM- -API 36 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA OOOO 00

~—

CRDM- -API 37 DPSC

DPSC

CR

CR

ABSOLUTE

ABSOLUTE

POSITION INDICATOR

POSITION INDICATOR

RV

RV

343

343

NA

NA

OOOO oo

OOOO 00
fi«j

CRD«~ -API 38
r.*;

it] CRDM API39 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA oooo oo

i*| CRDM- -API40 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA OOOO 00

IS CRDM- -API4I DPSC

DPSC

CR

CR

ABSOLUTE

ABSOLUTE

POSITION INDICATOR

POSITION INDICATOR

RV

RV

343

343

NA

NA

OOOO oo

OOOO 00

-

t

.1,

^i CRDN- -API 42

' '

CRDM API43 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA OOOO 00
1-

CRDM- -API 44 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 34 3 NA OOOO 00

,; a CRDM- -API 43

CRDM- -API 4*

DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA

NA

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

!»'

.'i

DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345
1
*4

r-i-
CRDM- -API 47 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

-£
2*!

CRDM- -API46 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

tITJ

ft
i ►_

CRDM- -API 49 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR

POSITION INDICATOR

RV 345 NA oooo oo

s oo 1^ CRDM- -#*PI30 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE RV 345 NA
4 11

i J

r
—+—

CRDM- -API31 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo 00

,*r,
H* CRDM API 52 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO oo

li
CRDM- -API 53

CRDM API 54

DPSC

DPBC

CR

CR

ABSOLUTE

ABSOLUTE

POSITION INDICATOR RV 345

345

NA

NA

0<XX) OO

OOOO 00

3"!

IJ8j
POSITION INDICATOR RV

*■ >

1 --<

CRDM A* I 55 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00
\ <

H CRDM- -API 56 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

P
CRDM API 57 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR

POSITION INDICATOR

RV

RV

345

345

NA

NA

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

i

'

H
CRDM API 56 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE

H
CRDM API 59 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 343 NA OOOO 00 r •

o
I

o



Appendix 5 (Cont'd)
/

M ACTCfi
TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTING

icpr' uuu ns_28-80 PAGE 6
1

3 TAO NO.

MFR.

CODE MODEL SERVICE/DESCRIPTION LOCATION

ELV FLOW

FT DIAG

WORK SSP*

INFO ST CODE IE + PR

Vy
J

4

4

1 5

CRDM API 60 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00
b

I7 CRDM API61 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00
"71
hr

J2Ls CRDM API 62 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

\t CRDM API63 DP6C CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00
Ml

lO
CRDM API 64 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00 k

12
CRDM API65 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo ii

It.

113
CRDM API 66 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

1 7

16

ps
CRDM API67 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00

ui CRDM API 68 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA OOOO 00 i
18

CRDM- -API 69 DPSC CR ABSOLUTE POSITION INDICATOR RV 345 NA oooo oo

|l9 EE -ELPR- 1 A W LIGHTING PANEL LPR-1A 17S-S8W 3142 D 00 1 i

21
EE -ELPR-1B w LIGHTING PANEL LPR-1B S4S-27E 3142 OOOO 00

22
EE -ELPR-2A w LIGHTING PANEL LPR-2A 17S-59W 3143 OOOO 00

L24
EE -ELPR-2B w LIGHT I NO PANEL LPR-2B 12N-60E 3143 OOOO 00

'

EE

EE

-ELPR-3A

-ELPR-3B

EE -ELPR-3C W

EE -ELPR -3D W

EE -FRPR-1A W

EE -FRPR-3D W

LIGHTING PANEL LPR-3A

LIGHTING PANEL LPR-3B

30 KVA TRANSFORMER LPR-3C

30 KVA TRANSFORMER LPR-3D

RECEPTACLE PANEL RPR-1A

RECEPTACLE PANEL RPR -3D

12S-63W

44S-47E

3144

3144

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

41S-51E

20S-11W

3144

3142

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

19S-S8W

41S-31E

3142

3144

00

00

131 EE -ELPR-4D W 30 KVA TRANSFORMER LPR-4D 60N-UW 3224 OOOO 00 ■»"!

,33
EE -EPDP-3A W POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL PDP-3A 19S-59W 3177 D 00 1

4 1

44

£"
= -EPDP-3B w POWER DISTRIBUTION PANEL PDP-3B 14N-60E 3177 D 00 2 f:

2a> EE -ERPR-1A m 30 KVA TRANSFORMER RPR-1A 19S-59W 3142 D 00 1
47

40

b EE -ERPR-3D W 30 KVA TRANSFORMER RPR-3D 41S-S1E 3144 D 00 2 _49

57 EE -FLPR-3C w LIGHTING PANEL LPR-3C 41S-31E 3144 OOOO 00
b 1

b EE -FLPR-3D w LIOHTINO PANEL LPR-3D 20S-11W 3142 D 00 2
b i

j
- EE -FLPR-4D MERC LIGHT I NO PANEL LPR-4D 60N-11W 3224 OOOO 00

£.1

o

o

00

- *,
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^

,2*1

**At?TfcR

TAG NO

TMI UNIT 2 REACTOR BUILDING ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT LISTINO

MFR

CODE MODEL

RC-P-IA

RC-P-IB

RC-P-2A

RC-P-2B

SERV ICE /DESCRIPTION

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

REACTOR COOLANT PUMP

SD-P-13A

SD-P-13B

9V-P-1

SV-P-2

CRNE

CRNE

CRNE

CRNE

TENDON 'ACCESS GALLERY 8UMP PUMP A

TENDON ACCESS GALLERY SUMP PUMP B

STEAM OEN SECONDARY SIDE DRAIN PUMP

STEAM OEN WET LAY-UP PUMP

WDL-P-2A

WDL-P-2B

CRNE

CRNE

REACTOR BUILDING SUMP PUMP A

REACTOR BUILDING SUMP PUMP B

WOL-P-7

WDL-P-9A

CRNE

CRNE

REACTOR COOLANT DRAIN PUMP

LEAKAGE TRANSFER PUMP

WDL-P-9B CRNE

ZA -PNL-332A BfcW

LEAKAGE TRANSFER PUMP

FUEL TRANSFER IN REACTOR BUILDING

IEPG KWW OS 2S OO PAOE 7

ELV FLOW WORK SSP*

LOCATION FT DIAG INFO ST CODE IE ♦ PR

28N-26W 322 2024 IS OO 1

26N-16E 322 2024 OOOO OO

6N-26W 322 2024 OOOO OO

3N-27E 322 2024 IS 00 2

10N-64E

10N-64E

44N-28E 284

284

2O60

2060

2O60

D OO

OOOO 00

A OO

OOOO OO

28N-5E

28N-5E

44N-21E

568— 39W

283

283

285

286

2060

2060

2060

2O60

D 00

OOOO 00

OOOO 00

A 00

58S-32W

63N-9E

286

ZA -PNL-333B B*W FUEL TRANSFER IN REACTOR BylLpiNC

END END END

63N-9W

2O60

2062

2062

oooo 00

oooo 00

OOOO 00

£

k>4

r-

o
I

I—■

o
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ABSTRACT

This report presents a list of data acquisition tasks

which are recommended for implementation during recovery of

the TMI-2 nuclear power plant. The focus of this effort

was the environment in containment during and after the

accident. The data which would be collected under the

recommended tasks were determined to be of significant
value for improving current understanding of fission product

dispersal processes during nuclear plant accidents. In

developing these recommendations, several specific technical

areas were considered which would benefit from such data.

These technical areas are described in the report and data

requirements in each area are identified and prioritized.
A general discussion is presented of the sampling methods

and analytical techniques which will be needed to implement
the recommended tasks and obtain the desired data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

■

One of the primary objectives of the Technical Working

Group (TWG) for the TMI Information and Examination Proqrdm

is to define the technical work that should be performed.

The over-riding concern in this effort is to develop a

program of data acquisition which has minimum impact on

recovery operations while maximiz ing the value of reactor

safety information which is obtained. To help develop such

a program the TWG has assembled planning groups, comprised

of industry, research and regulatory experts, to recommend

actions in several specific technical areas.

This report presents TMI-2 data acquisition activities

recommended by the Task 2.1 (Fission Product Transport and

Dispersal and Environments Character ization) planning group.

The focus of this group was the post-accident environment in

containment at TMI-2. The overall objective of this effort

was to determine those data acquisition activities which

could significantly improve current understanding of nuclear

plant accident environments and the phenomena which contribute

to those environments.

It was suggested by the TWG that the Task 2.1 planning

group consider data acquisition tasks which would ( 1 ) improve

current understanding of fission product dispersal mechanisms,

(2) aid in the planning for dose reduction during decontam

ination operations, and (3) provide environmental data required

by the equipment examination planning group (Task 1.0).
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within this overall scope , data requi remonts were specified

in a number of additional specialized technical areas. Data

wore idont 1 1 ied which could ho used to oval uo to the adequacy

at cui rent Rogulatory Guide source term assumptions and

systems requirements. Data were also identified for eval

uating the performance of existing safety systems, e.g., the

containment sprays, or for developing design requirements

for proposed safety systems, e.g., containment filtered

venting systems.

Since much of the history of fission product transport

during the accident will probably be inferred from current

plant conditions, an effort was made to identify data which

would still be available for ace ident d iagnosis. A specif ic

technical area which would benef i t from the environments

history is the numerical modeling of radioactivity transport

during accidents. Consideration was thus given to the data

requirements which were known or expected to be of importance

to model development or validation.

Data needs in the general area of plant decontamination

were considered from two standpoints. First, data was sought

which could help identify the generic decontamination problems

(e.g. , radio-chemical forms, hold up of contamination ) presented

by nuclear plant accidents. Secondly, the plant decontamination

was considered from the health physics standpoint. Attention

was jiven to the sampling or data analysis which would be

required to accompl ish safe reentry, data acquisition and

cleanup operations.
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Finally, consideration was given to the data require

ments for performing a mass balance on significant radiolog-

ically toxic species. Completing a mass balance ensures that

all important sinks and attenuation mechanisms have been identi

fied for those species and thus that transport and deposition

studies are accurate and complete. An important part of

completing mass balances will be the determination of fractional

release and retention of species in the fuel. Thus attention

was also given to the data which must be obtained from the

fuel to achieve the objectives of the present task. Recommend

ations for fuel analyses will be transmitted to the fuel examin

ation planning group (Task 7.4)

The tasks which are recommended by the group are listed

in Section II. Specific task information follows in Section

III. The task information includes a summary of the objectives

and technical justification for each task. These summaries,

in turn, refer to later sections of the report where more

technical detail can be found regarding the purpose and

usefulness of any given task. The data acquisition procedures

and sampling strategy to be used for each task are also included

as task information in Section III.

Section IV presents detailed discussions of the various

technical areas which were considered in making the Task

recommendations. The material addresses data requirements,

suggested sampling and analysis procedures, and a priority

assessment for the requested data in each technical area.
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A general discussion of sampling and analysis methods

which will be required in executing the recommended data

acquisition program is presented in Section V. Details of

the procedures are not specified since most will be specific

for each task and many will be quite involved.

The need for continued technical guidance during the

implementation phase of this program is discussed in Section

VI. Briefly, the procedures necessary to optimize the use

of available time and maximize the quality of information

obtained can be expected to depend on what is learned as the

program proceeds. Thus, technical guidance will be needed

to interpret these new data in terms of remaining work to

be done. It is recommended that the present group be preserved,

in some form, to perform this technical guidance function.
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II. RECOMMENDED TASKS

The data acquisition tasks recommended by the Task

2.1 planning group are presented below. Table II. 1 gives

a simple priority ranking of the recommended tasks, where

highest priority = 1. The tasks which were assigned

highest priority were considered to be very important to

providing data needs in at least one of the technical areas

studied by the group (See Section IV). In order to provide

further guidance for implementing the tasks, this highest

priority group was subdivided to indicate the relative

importance of the tasks from an overall program standpoint.

The priority ranking used was as follows: 1-H = highest,

1-M = intermediate, I-L = lowest. Those tasks of rank 1-H

are expected to provide maximum technical benefit from the

acquired data. It should be emphasized, however, that tasks

of rank 1-M or 1-L provide very important information in

some technical area, and are thus highly recommended from

a technical standpoint. Thus the present priority scheme

is intended to reflect both the technical importance of the

task, as well as, the overall benefit which is expected to

be derivable from the data.

A summary of task information is presented in Table

II. 2. This table provides estimates of time involved for

implementing tasks, expected radiation levels (environments)

in areas where the work will be performed, and indication

of whether major equipment development will be needed to

complete the task. The information provided there gives
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only rough estimates of times and environments, and is intended

primarily for overall planning or for task comparison purposes.
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Table Il.l

List of "Recommended Tasks

Task Priority*

Containment radiation mapping 1-H

Sump samples and inspection 1-H

RCS sludge samples 1-H

(from vessel and primary system)

Equipment environments survey 1-H

Decontamination operations 1-H

Fuel examination for fission 1-H

product release

Samples from let down purification 1-M

system

Samples from charcoal filters 1-M

Containment surfaces deposition 1-M

samples

Containment stainless steel 1-M

surface swipes and samples

RCS samples (current) 1-M

Examination of let down coolers 1-M

Containment air samples 1-M

Primary system internals

examination and sampling 1-M

Air cooling coil sample 1-M

Sample from containment stairwell

concrete block 1-l

Operational histories 1-l

RCDT sludge samples 2

Gas decay tank swipe 2

Hydrogen recombiner inspection 2

Samples from bleed tank 3
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Table II. 2

Task

TASK SUMMARY

Expected*0' Equip. Dev.*d'

FjAPJA1!^^ .^A-_Xi-nF(b) Rad» Env. Required

Containment radiation mapping

Sump samples (Thru pen.):
and inspection ( In cont. ) :

RCS sludge samples
(from vessel and primary systtam)

Equipment environment survey

Decontamination operations

Fuel examination for fission

product release

1-H L H Y

1-H M L Y

L H Y

1-H

1-H

1-H

1-H

M

S/piece

H

H N

Recommendations transmitted to separate
TMI I&E Program Task group

- no further

action needed.



Table II. 2

TASK SUMMARY

Task Priority*5'

Samples from let-down (filter): 1-M

purification system (resin):

Samples from charcoal filters 1-M

Containment surfaces 1-M

deposition samples

Containment stainless steel 1-M

surfaces swipes and samples

RCS samples (current) 1-M

Examination of let-down 1-M

coolers

Containment air samples 1-M

Primary system intervals 1-M

examination and sampling

Air cooling coil sample 1-M



Tahlo 1 1. 2

TASK SUMMARY

Task Expected(c) Equip. Dev.(d)
No. Task Prior ity

*a*
Est. Time*b) Rad-__&w- inquired

16. Sample from containment 1-L M H N

stairwell concrete block

17. Operational histories 1-L NA NA NA

16. RCOT sludge samples 2 M I/H Y

19. Gas decay tank swipe 2 S L N

20. Hydrogen recombiner inspection 2 M M N

21. Samples from ble4ad tank 3 M H N

a. All tasks of priority = 1 provide very important data to at least one technical area

considered by the planning group. Tasks of rank 1-H are of most importance from an overall

program standpoint, rank 1-M and 1-L follow in importance, in that order.

b. Time estimates were made for actually performing the data/sample acquisition, L * Long
(days), M = Medium (Hrs), S = Short (Mins).

c. Radiation environments expected in the working vicinity for each task were estimated,
H = Hip ( 200 mR/hr), M = Medium (1 - 200 mR/hr), L = Low ( 1 mR/hr).

d. Need for major equipment development to complete the task is indicated as follows:

Y ■ Yes (major development is expected), N = No (equipment is believed to exist and

be available) .



III. TASK INFORMATION

This section presents a summary of the objectives and

technical justification for each task listed in Section II.

A data acquisition plan is also recommended for each task.

The data acquisition plan, in general, specifies the sampl ing

techniques, number and size of samples, location of samples,

disposition of samples, estimate of required time, and sampling

schedule relative to anticipated decontamination operations.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 1

Task : Cont a mment Rod iat ion Mapping

Summary of Object ives : The objectives of this task

are to acqufre information about the distribution of

radioactive materials in the containment structure

and associated internal systems and measure radiation

fields at various sites in the containment area.

Justification: Radiation mapping should be under

taken to assess the affects of component system and

equipment layout, geometr ies and or ientat ion on hold

up of contamination and cleanup to remove contamination.

The payoff is in better designs for future reactor

systems and layouts that can be more readily cleaned

be they for similar accidents or more routine operations

necessary to control occupational exposure- Data

obtained in this task will also supply needs in the

areas of : Equipment Environments ( IV. D) , Accident

Diagnosis (IV. E), and Health Physics (IV. H). In

addition, the data will nelp define the scope and

sampling strategy to be used in subsequent data

acquisition tasks (e.g., Tasks 9 and 10 ) .

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: All of the

radiation mapping work must be done with special
instruments before any decontamination is undertaken

on any part of the containment or primary systems
of the reactor. Field radiation measurements and

adhesion samples acquired by the use of wetted

cellulose acetate are needed from materials, equipment
and surfaces at all levels in the containment system.
To meet the objectives of acquiring comprehensive
data on rad ioactive distribution, the ident if icat ion

of specific sites for these measurements and adhesion

samples must be done from detailed drawings and photo

graphs of the system. Radiation level measures before

and after TMI-2 decontamination can be used to measure

DFs. This task should be completed before (and provide

guidance to) Tasks 9 and 10. In order to reduce dose to

personnel, consideration should be given to the use of

remote equipment for some of the work under this task.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 2

Task: Sump Samples & Inspection

Summary of Objectives: Determine the quantity of radio

active material in the containment sump, and its chemical

and physical form. Determine the height of the flocculent

material of the sump and, if possible, the gradient of

the flocculent's density. Determine the isotopic and

chemical (elemental and compound) nature of the flocculent

and the sediment on contact of the 282' elevation basement

floor . Determine the size, location, and type of solid

debris present in the sump water. Determine if there are

any debris floating on the water.

Justification; See Data Requirements for the following
sections :

IV. A Licensing Assumptions
IV. B Assessment of Safety Systems
IV.C Model Testing & Development
IV. D Equipment Environments
IV. E Accident Diagnosis
IV. F Decontamination

IV. G Mass Balance

Data Acquisition Plan & Schedule: This task will proceed
in three phases. Phase one is to obtain quick data from

existing penetrations before they are covered. The

reasoning is that the man-rem and cost to obtain the data

after penetration covering may be prohibitive. This phase
should use the existing water sampling procedure to obtain

samples of approximately 200 ml volume of the water and

several mixed water /sediment samples. Also , penetrations
R-401 and R-605 to obtain a visual (submersible TV camera

recording to tape) record of the size, location, and type
of solid debris present on the 282' elevation basement

floor. Determine if there are any floating debris, its

size, its location, and type.

Phase two consists of designing and implementing improved
sampling schemes for the water and sediment. Core samples,
totalling approximately 200 ml volume, should be withdrawn

from three different planar and depth positions. Depth-
wise, samples should be withdrawn from near the pool
surface, from mid-depth, and from the bottom. Planar

positions should be determined to achieve the best average

composition, recognizing the limitations of sample with

drawal equipment.

The sampling procedure should not mix the liquid or

suspended solids. Particularly for the bottom sample,
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suspended solids (floe) and settled particles (sludge)
should be removed from a known planar area so that the sump

inventory can be calculated from sample data. In addition,

it would be desirable to obtain a visual record of the

optical density of the flocculent as a function of height.
The sump sample apparatus should try to obtain a flocculent

sample that preserves axial gradient of density and it should

take the sample directly from basement floor . The analyses
should look for any sediment due to unprocessed water from

containment air coolers. Analyze the sediment samples for

isotopic , elemental chemical , and chemical compounds. Use

state-of-the-art methods of analysis, e.g., Ge(Li )/mult ichannel

analysis spectral stripping of data with a large scale spectral

stripping computer code; spark source mass spectra analysis
of solids, x-ray fluorescence, etc.

Each of the water samples withdrawn should be divided

into aliquots, with half of the sample being retained for

archival purposes. Each aliquot would first be visually

inspected for color , turbidity, f loc , and sediment. Next, the

sample would be centrifuged to separate liquid and particles.
Each phase would then be analyzed for isotopic content.

Liquid would be analyzed for pH, elemental composition,
mineral content, and other chemical compounds. Solids would

be analyzed for particle size, elemental content, and chemical

compounds. The analytical procedures used should be selected

after study of available option by an analytical chemist. It

is anticipated that analysis method would include: emission

spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, and

x-ray fluorescence

Sampling of the sump must be done prior to cleanup
operations which would appreciably alter the quantity or

form of material present in the sump.

Phase three consists of a post sump decontamination and

draining analysis of the debris. The focus is on those

debr is which could effect the performance of safety systems

relying on sump water. Care should be taken to differentiate

accident debris from decontamination debris.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 3

Task: RCS Sludge Samples from Vessel and Primary System

Summary of Objectives: Acquire specific information about

the identity and concentration of rupture debris, fission

products and activated corrosion products in the primary

system of TMI-2.

Justification: The sludge from the primary system is

needed to proof test and specify decontamination processes

for current efforts to cleanup TMI-2 and to acquire
information on conditions that may be encountered in such

systems following accidents such as occurred at TMI-2.

Data from this task will supply needs for Model Testing
and Development ( IV. C) , Accident Diagnosis ( IV. E) ,

Decontamination ( IV. F) and Mass Balance ( IV. G) .

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: As soon as reasonably

possible, after entry in to containment, samples should be

drawn from the reactor vessel, the pressurizer vessel, the

upper tube sheet and lower portion of steam generators, a

low spot in the piping leading to the steam generators, and/
or a low spot in the return to the reactor vessel. Each

sample should contain a reasonable amount of material up to

lOOg. Care should be exercised to ensure that sampling
is down at the low spot in each of these test areas and

that personnel exposure is minimized.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 4

Task: Equipment Environments Survey.

Summary of Objectives: Obtain samples and measurements

in the vicinity of key equipment (specified in Task 1.0

planning group report) on or accessible from the 305 ft.

floor

Justification: See data requirements for Equipment Environ

ments (Section IV. D)

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: For each piece of

equipment included in the TMI-Examinat ion Task 1.0

list of selected equipment (see Task 1.0 planning group

report) obtain the following data

and samples:

(i) Smears: One on equipment directly and one from

supporting surface

( ii) Directional gamma dose rate:

A) Toward and away from equipment
B) In plane of supporting wall

C) Toward sump

( i i i ) Total dose samples : Remove length ( 8 in. ) of

insulated electrical cable near equipment (within
2 ft. of equipment, do not stretch during removal ) ,

remove glass samples (e.g., light bulbs)

(iv) Surface samples: If supporting surface is painted,
remove a sample of the paint near the equipment
(within 2 feet, but not at same location as smears)
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III. Task Information - Task No. 5

Task: Decontamination Operations

Summary of Objectives : The purpose of this work is to

determine the time , cost, and efficiency of various

decontamination steps and processes applied to the cleanup

of containment structure , primary system and associated

components in TMI.

Justification: These data are needed to judge the relative

merit of various constituent steps in decontamination and

to determine the cost-benefit incentives for various

operations.

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: The first part of this

effort is to prepare a detailed operating procedure that

will specify the various decontamination operations that

are to be conducted within containment at TMI. Following
the preparation, acceptance and approval of such a plan,
the next step is to keep judicious records on the amount

of time and manpower needed for various cleanup operations
within containment. Additionally the cleanup DF for each

sub operation should be measured to assist in the assessment

of decontamination efficiency. With suitable records on

the amount of waste generated in the specific decontamination

operations, a cost-benefit analysis can be conducted from

the data that are required. A more detailed recommendation

for quantifying the effectiveness of decontamination

activities (as outlined here) will be forwarded to the

Technical Working Group for consideration under TMI Exam

ination Task 2.2 (Decontamination/Radiation Dose Reduction

Technology) .

** NOTE: Current plans call for recommendations regarding
this task (Decontamination Operations) to be

reported by Task 2.1 planning group member (s)
at the review of the 11/27 -

29/79 decontamination

workshop report (Workshop and review coordinated

by Task 2.2 - Decontamination/Radiation Dose

Reduction Technology) .
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III. Task Information - Task No. 6

Task: Fuel Examination for Fission Product Release.

Summary of Objectives: To determine the amount and type

of fission products released from various regions of the

TMI-2 core. To characterize this release as a function of

fuel temperature, fuel grain morphology, fuel fragmentation,
etc .

Just i f i cation : The information to be obtained under this

task is necessary for areas IV-A through IV-F and is

crucial for establishing the Fission Product Mass Balance

(IV-G).

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedu le : The sampl ing strategy

and measurements needed for th is task are detailed in

Section IV. I of this report. These recommendations should

be transmitted to the TMI-Examinat ion Task 7-4 (Fuel

Exper iments and Examination ) planning group for inclusion

in their core examination plan.

** NOTE: Task 2. 1 recommendations for fuel examination

(as described above and in Section IV- I) have

been transmitted to the Task 7.4 planning

group (letter, 12/18/79, P. Yar r ington/SNL to

A. Millunzi/DOE) .
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III. Task Information - Task No. 7

Task: Samples from Letdown Cleanup System

Summary of Objectives: Determine the radionuclide

inventory retained on ion exchange resins and filters

in the reactor coolant and purification (letdown cleanup)

system. This includes alpha-, beta-, and gamma-emitting
radio-nuclides . Determine the chemical species of the

particulate and colloidal material retained on the resins

and filters.

Justification: This information is required for the

following:

1. Determination of the amounts of fission products and

fuel released during the accident (see Section IV. E -

Accident Diagnosis) .

2. Mass balance (see Section IV. G) .

3. Determination of the amount and chemical species of

rupture debris (see Section IV. F - Decontamination).

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: Obtain and review the

operating history of the letdown cleanup system during and

after the accident. Identify which filters and resins were

in use. If radiation levels permit, obtain section of

makeup and purification demineralizer filter MU-F-SA or

MU-F-SB (whichever was in use during and after the accident)
and makeup filter MU-F-2A or MU-F-2B (whichever was in

use during and after the accident). Divide each filter

section into 5 pieces for: (1) isotopic beta-gamma analyses,
( 2) alpha analysis, (3) mass spec . analysis, ( 4) chemical

analysis, and (5) archives. If high radiation levels

prevent collection of samples of the filters, then back

flush each filter, collect the back flush solution in

a tank, recirculate the tank solution, and collect 5

samples of the solution for 1-5 above.

If accessible, collect 3 samples of resin from makeup
and purification demineralizer MU-K-1A or MU-K-1B (which
ever was in use during and after the accident), one each

from the top, middle, and bottom of the demineralizer

bed. If high radiation levels prevent collection of these

samples, then collect 5 samples while the resin is being
sluced from the demineralizer. Divide each sample into

5 parts for : ( 1 ) isotopic beta-gamma analyses, ( 2) alpha
analysis, (3) mass spec, analysis, (4) chemical analysis,
and ( 5) archives. Use Ge ( Li ) /multichannel analysis for

spectral stripping of data.

In collection of all samples (both filter and resin),
care must be used to obtain representative samples. in

performing analyses, special attention should be paid
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to determine the quantities of Ni-59, Ni-63, Tc-99,

1-129, Cs-134, Cs-137, Zr-95/Nb-95, Sr-89, Sr-90,

Ru-103, Ru-106, Ce-141 , Ce-144 , uranium, plutonium,
and crud-associated radionuclides (e.g., Co-58, Co-60,

Cr-51, Mn-54), and the chemical composition of particulate
and colloidal material.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 8

1. Tasjc: Samples from Charcoal Filters

2- Object ives : Determine inventory of iodine and other

radionuclides in charcoal and HEPA filters obtained from

the auxiliary building and fuel handling building ventilation

exhaust cleanup systems. Determine 1-129 inventory in

charcoal filters and inventory plus chemical species of

radionuclides on HEPA filters .

3- Justification: This information is required for the

following:

1. Determination of the amounts of fission products
released during the accident (see Section IV. E -

Accident Diagnosis).

2. Mass balance (see Section IV. G) .

3. Determination of the amounts of radionuclides present
in the air to aid in estimating partition factors

(see Section IV. C - Model Testing and Evaluation).

4. Determination of the amount of radionuclides removed

from the air by the cleanup systems (see Section IV. B -

Assessment of Safety Systems).

4 . Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: Obtain one section

of HEPA filter and tray of charcoal filter

from auxiliary building and one from fuel handling building
ventilation cleanup systems. Obtain operating histories for

these filters. Divide each HEPA section into 4 parts for:

( 1 ) isotopic beta-gamma analyses ( inluding 1-129 analysis) ,

( 2) chemical analysis, (3) mass spec, analysis, and ( 4)
archives. Obtain 3 samples from each charcoal tray, one

each from front, middle, and back relative to direction

of air flow. Divide each sample into 2 portions for ( 1 )
1-129 analysis and (2) archives. It has also been

suggested that the radiochemical analyses include Tc-99,
Ni-59 and Ni-63.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 9

Task: Containment surface deposition samples

Sujnmary J>J__Qt)ject ives : Determine as much as possible the

compos i t ion "and distribution of radionuclides deposited on

containment surfaces. This includes determination of the

isotopic, chemical , and physical character of deposits

including attached or settled particulates. Also determine

general surface radiation dose rate patterns around the

containment and obtain visual observations of the appearance

and condition of var ious surfaces.

Justification: See data requirements for : Licensing

Assumptions, Assessment of Safety Systems, Model Testing
and Development, Equipment Environments, Accident Diagnosis,
Decontamination, and Mass Balance (Sections IV-A, IV-B,

IV-C, IV-D, IV-E, IV-F, and IV-G) .

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: All samples and obser

vations should be obtained after Kr-85 is removed from

the containment atmosphere but before any surface decontam

ination work is begun. Work requires personnel entry into

containment. Divide containment into quadrants at Elev.

34 7
'

( sprayed ) and Elev 305' (mostly un sprayed ) . Visually
inspect for paint discoloration, metal corrosion, and/or

equipment damage and obtain gamma radiation dose rate

measurements at surfaces. Record observations and data.

Obtain samples of both vertical and horizontal surfaces

from all quadrants. Samples should include swipes and

adhesion samples, portions of Epoxy paint paint, easily
demountable pieces of hardware, pieces of glass, and perhaps
drill or chisel chips (concrete) . Estimated 50 to 100

samples, placed in protective containers and removed for

laboratory analysis. Time requirement estimated at 2-4

man-hours. Laboratory analysis should include : quantitative
gamma-ray spectrometry and radiochemical determination

for Tc-99, Ni-59, Ni-63. Cs-137, Sr-90, Ru-106, Ce-144,
and 1-129 ; particulate characterization by emission/mass
spectrometry and size classification by SEM and TEM; surface

deposit chemical character ization by reagent tests and

perhaps X-ray diffraction; integrated dose determination

using photo- luminescence techniques on glass samples . Save

approximately 20% of the samples for arch ive storage .
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III. Task Information - Task No. 10

Task^: Containment stainless steel surface swipes and

samples

Summary of Objective: Determine as much as possible the

isotopic and chemical composition of deposits on stainless

steel surfaces and the accompanying radiation dose rate.

Justification: See data requirements for Licensing Assump

tions, Assessment of Safety Systems, Model Testing and

Development, Accident Diagnosis, Decontamination , and

Mass Balance (Sections IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, IV-E, IV-F, and

IV-G) .

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule : All sampl e s should

be obtained after Kr-85 is removed from the containment

atmosphere but before any surface decontamination work

is begun. Work requires personnel entry into containment

and coordination with Task No. 9 efforts. Obtain gamma

radiation dose rate measurements at stainless surfaces

and then collect samples from vertical and horizontal

surfaces in sprayed and unsprayed areas if possible.

Samples should include swipes, adhesion samples, and

easily demountable pieces of hardware or equipment.
Estimated 10 to 20 samples, placed in protective containers

and removed for laboratory analysis. Time requirement
estimated at 1/2 man-hour. Laboratory analysis using
gamma-ray spectrometry and radiochemical analyses for

Tc-99, Ni-59 and Ni-63, Cs-137, Sr-90, Ru-106, Ce-144,
and 1-129 and particulate character ization by emission/mass

spectrometry and using SEM and TEM for particle size

evaluation. Surface layer chemical character ization by

reagent tests and perhaps X-ray diffraction. Save

approximately 20% of the samples for archive storage.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 11

Task: RCS samples (current)

^ur^marj^ ^LJ9*iL^c^ves: Determine as thoroughly as possible
the~ isotopic compos it'ion and the chemical character of

currently obtained reactor coolant samples.

Justification: See data requirements for: Licensing

Assumpt ions, Assessment of Safety Systems, Model Test ing and

Development, Accident Diagnosis , and Mass Balance (Sect ion

IV-A, IV-B, IV-C, IV-E, and IV-G).

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: RCS samples are being
taken and analyzed on a reasonably routine basis. The

intent of this task is to review the procedures being

employed and to recommend additions or modifications, if

appropriate , for maximizing the information gained from

this work. Sampling factors to consider include number,

frequency, method of withdrawal, container used, and

location of the sampling point. Analysis factors to

consider are possibly more complete radioisotope analysis,
analysis for dissolved gases, more complete chemical and

physical property determinations, and inspection and

identification of any suspended solids. This task work

should beg in immediately-
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III. Task Information - Task No. 12

Task : Examination of Let-Down coolers

Summary of Objectives: Examine coolers to determine the

quantity and composition of radioactive materials plated
out or collected in the coolers.

Justification: The coolers are a likely place for radio

active material released during and subsequent to core

uncovery to be deposited. It is also possible that

precipitation from the boric acid solution would have

occurred in the coolers. The principal motivation for

analysis of the coolers is to aid in the diagnosis of

the accident (Section IV. E) . The performance of the entire

letdown system is under review, however , as it functions

in severe accidents. Analysis of the letdown coolers

could provide data to aid regulatory guidance (Section IV.A)

in the future.

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: The letdown coolers

would be expected to be a high radiation source which

would probably be removed in tact. Gamma scanning should

be used to identify deposited radioisotopes. Disassembly,

physical inspection and the determination of chemical

form would have to be performed in a hot cell. Archival

samples of crud should be retained if possible.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 13

1 . Task : Containment Air Samples

2. Summary of .Object ives : Determine the isotopic , elemental

chemical and chemical compound form of all airborne species

at the different elevations of the containment.

3 . Just if icat ion: See Data Requirements for the following

Sect ions :

IV. A Licensing Assumpt ions

IV. C Model Testing & Development
IV.D Equipment Environments

IV .E Accident Diagnosis
IV.F Decontamination

IV. G Mass Balance

4 . Data Acquisition Plans & Schedule :

Using the following penetrations :

R-626 (el. 347')
R-508 (el. 305' )

R-605 (el. 282')

obtain a direct containment air sample with a new apparatus

that has a minimal run of piping to prevent plateout losses

while maintaining conta inment integrity.

Analyze samples for specif ic radioisotopic act ivity , chemical

elemental and chemical compounds . Particularly analyze for

tr itium, Xe, Kr , H^/ 02* ^29 He ' 0r9an^c Iodines, Particulate

Iodine, Elemental Iodine and toxic gases.

Use state-of-the-art methods of analysis, e.g. , mass spect

rometry and, if indicated, gas chromatography.

Obtain samples before purge.
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Ill . Task Information - Task No. 14

Task: Primary System Internals, Examination and Samples

Summary of Objectives: Determine isotopic , chemical and

physical properties of plate-out on internal surfaces of

primary system.

Justification: Measurements are needed to supply information

related to mass balances, model testing and development,
accident diagnosis, and decontamination . Analysis of

activated products ( activated poisons) in control rods will

provide benchmark data for improved understanding of problems
associated with waste (prim. , low-level ) disposal . Further

definition of needs for this task are provided in Sections

IV. C, IV. E, IV. F, and IV. G.

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: Sections of control

rods, guide tubes, steam generator tubes, spacer grids,
and upper grid plate should be collected for analyses.

Samples of machined stainless surfaces should be obtained

as well as samples of weld deposited stainless outside

the reactor vessel (e.g., from steam generator manhole

covers). Deposits and reactions with surfaces should be

analyzed by gamma-scan as well as for chemical composition
and physical properties. Solids deposits should be

obtained preferably as swipes or scrapings or washing.
All samples could be collected after purge and remote

containment decontamination. Some samples may have to

wait for core removal. However, it would be desirable

to get some samples from the bottom of the pressure vessel

and from system low points before disturbing the core.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 15

Task: Air Cooling Coil Sample

Object ive : Make total dose measurements on air cooler

units. Determine isotopic nature of plateout on

rep re sen tat ive sample.

J ust i f icat i on : See data requirements for : Licensing

Assumptions, Assessment of Safety Systems, Accident Diagnosis
and Mass Balance (Sections IV. A, IV. B, IV. E and IV.G).

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule:

Individual radiation surveys (total dose rates) should be

made of each unit. Use gamma spectroscopy to examine a

portion showing representative dose rates. In situ techniques
are recommended. Take at least one smear from representative
area. If sample must be removed for spectral analysis,

roughly 100 sq. cm. each of coil and cooling fin surface

area will be required. Consult operational history (Task

No. 15) to ensure that unit selected for sampling was

operated during accident. Estimated times are as follows:

Dose rate radiation survey (5 min.); in situ gamma spec,

if possible, including smear (10 min.); removing sample,
if necessary (15 min.). Samples and data should be taken

before containment temperature or humidity is significantly
altered .
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III. Task Information - Task No. 16

Task : Sample from containment stairwell concrete block

Summary of Objective: Determine the isotopic and chemical

characteristics of surface contamination on bare concrete

not exposed to sprays. Evaluate the penetration profile
of the contamination into the concrete.

Justification : See data requirements for: Licensing

Assumptions, Model Testing and Development, Accident

Diagnosis, Decontamination, and Mass Balance (Sections

IV-A, IV-C, IV-E, IV-F, and IV-G) .

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: Samples of bare

concrete from the stairwell area should be obtained

before any surface decontamination work is begun.
Personnel entry into the containment is necessary and

the work should be coordinated with Task No. 11 efforts.

Obtain core samples (if possible) of unpainted concrete

at three or four elevations in the stairwell from vertical

and horizontal surfaces. Alternatively, knock off pieces
of concrete wall or floor corners for samples. Estimated

5 to 10 samples placed in protective containers and removed

for laboratory study. Time requirement estimated at 1/2
to 1 man-hour. Laboratory analysis using gamma-ray

spectrometry and radiochemical analysis for Cs-137 ,

Sr-90, Ru-106, Ce-144, and 1-129 . Sectioning techniques

(grinding , slicing, or chipping ) should be used to

determine penetration depth and profile of the surface

contamination. Autoradiography might be used to record

uniformity of surface contamination. Save one or two

samples for archive storage.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 17

Task : Operational h istor ies

Objectives : Obtain operating histor ies for components/

systems which were operational during or following the

accident and which have been selected for examination

or evaluation by the Task 2.1 Planning group.

Just if icat ion : The performance of systems in containment

can be expected to depend on the operational histories of

those systems during the accident. The performance of

interest includes both system effectiveness in performing
intended functions, as well as effectiveness in con troll ing
(or enhancing ) fission product d ispersal through unant ici-

pated processes (e.g., deposition , resuspension , etc . )

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule : Operational histories

are required for the following systems:

1) Containment Air Coolers

2) BWST/NaOH Tanks (level histories)

3) Letdown Cleanup System
4 ) Hydrogen Recombiner

5) Auxiliary Building Ventilation Cleanup Systems

The histories should extend from the present time back

to times pr ior to the accident . Histor ies should also

be obtained for any other equipment or system used to

add chemicals or water after the accident.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 18

1. Task: RCDT Sludge Samples

2 . ^ummary^ of Objectives: To sample any sludge or par t iculates

that 'may be in 'the bottom of the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank.

3- Justification: The principal flow pathway for the transport
of radioactivity and core debris to the containment during

the accident was through the POV discharing into the RCDT.

Sludge and debris collected in the tank could provide
information on the form of material released from the

system as input to accident diagnosis (Section IV. E) .

4. Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: The RCDT is currently

under water. Sampling must therefore await cleanup and

removal of the containment water. To be of value, the

^sample would have to be taken prior to flushing and

decontamination of the tank. Access to the tank is available

through a manhole but the sample would probably have to be

collected remotely. The sample would be taken by scraping
the surface. The material collected would undergo physical

examination, radioisotopic analysis, and determination of

chemical form. A few samples would be adequate including
those for archival retention .
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III. Task Information - Task No. 19

Task: Gas Decay Tank Swipe

Summary ,o.^jObj«^ct ives : Determine the isotopic compos it ion

and chemical form of swipes from the waste <jas decay tanks.

Just ificatj^on: The waste gas decay tanks receive and

accumulate gases released from the primary fluid through the

Makeup and Purification System. Some volatile materials such

as iodine and cesium could have been transported to the tanks

and deposited on the tank surface. An approximate analysis
of the quantity deposited and chemical form could assist in

the analysis of the accident (Section IV. E) and in the

modeling of radionuclide transport and deposition ( Section

IV. C) a

Data Acquisition Planning and Schedule: If possible, the

swipes should be taken immediately following venting of

the tank. Swipes would be desired from both the sides and

bottom of the tanks. Analysis should be made of isotopic
mix and of chemical form.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 20

Task: Hydrogen recombiner inspection.

Summary of Objectives: Determine chemical and isotopic

properties of plateout on internal surfaces of hydrogen
recombiner system.

Justification: See data requirements for: Evaluation

of Safety Systems, Mass Balance (Sections IV. B and IV. G)

Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule: Smear and gross

gamma- scan should be obtained from internal surface of

fore and aft spool pieces, fore and aft vent lines, and

innermost (toward containment) valve of hydrogen control

vent line. Two one-foot sections of vent line taken

near the forward containment penetration are required,
one for archives and the other for mass spec . testing ,

laser-Raman spec . testing , and x-ray fluorescence

testing. Estimated time for smears and gross scans is

about 10 min., time for obtaining vent line section

should be less than 20 min. All work could be done

after purge and remote decon.
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III. Task Information - Task No. 21

1. Task: Samples from Bleed Tank

2. SjJjm^a_ry oi_ Object ives : D<t f rmine t h«- quant ity of radio

active mater ial in the bleed t. ank and its chemical and

physical form.

3- Justification: Because an appreciable volume of reactor

coolant is contained in the bleed tank, its content must

be known to account for all of the fission products
released from the core. This task supplies information

to the following study areas: Licensing Assumptions (IV.A),

Assessment of Safety Systems (IV.B), Model Testing and

Development (IV.C), Accident Diagnosis (IV.E), and Mass

Balance ( IV. G) .

4 • Data Acquisition Plan and Schedule

Liquid in the bleed tank should be thoroughly agitated
and then two samples of 100 ml withdrawn. One of the

liquid samples would be retained for archival purposes,

and the other one divided into aliquots for analysis.

After the liquid is drained from the bleed tank, surface

deposits of representative areas facing upward , vertical ,

and downward, should be removed for analysis. Half of

each sample should be retained in archives. Liquid samples
would be visually observed for color, turbidity, floe,

and sediment. Then the sample should be centrifuged to

separate particles. In addition to isotopic content, each

phase would be analyzed for elemental content. The liquid
would further be analyzed for pH and boron concentration.

The surface samples (swipes) would be analyzed for isotopic
makeup, with 1-129 being of particular interest.

This task needs to be car r ied out in the near future

because re-entry procedures will result in flushing of

liquid currently held in bleed tanks.
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IV. DISCUSSION OF TECHNICAL AREAS

This section presents more detailed discussions of the

various technical areas which were addressed by the planning

group. Taken together, the data requirements identified in

these areas were felt to provide a comprehensive data

acquisition program on TMI accident environments. In

general, the review of each individual area includes a

technical justification for interest in the TMI data, a

discussion of the data requirements in that area, and an

assessment of the priority for data which might be obtained.
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IV. A. LICENSING ASSUMPTIONS

1 • Techn ical Just i f icat ion

The fission product source term for the design basis

accident specified in Regulatory Guides 1 . 3a and 1.4a, and

associated assumptions concerning transport and deposition

in containment were derived for the purpose of specifying a

suitably conservative method of evaluating reactor sites.

Therefore the primary purpose of the postulated source terms

is to provide a conservative envelop of the maximum off-site

doses resulting from a design basis accident.

Although these assumptions were not intended to realist

ically describe fission product behavior in containment, the

lack of data concerning fission product release and transport

under degraded core conditions has resulted in the use of

these siting assumptions for such uses as: (1) specification

of design parameters for fission product removal and retention,

( 2) assessment of the radiation environment in post -accident

containments, (3) providing the shielding criteria for

shielding of cooling system components outside of containment,

(4) setting criteria for instrumentation to follow the course

of a LOCA, and (5) providing criteria for emergency planning.

TMI-2 provides the opportunity to gather realistic data

concerning certain aspects of fission product behavior in

containment. Details of the fission product transport and

dispersal process probably cannot be deduced from the available

data. Some information can be obtained, however, on dispersal

patterns and deposition mechanisms. This information

^t^uTa"tVrl,rifu"ides referred to herein are listed in Table IV. 1.
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TABLE IV. 1

Regulatory Guides Relevant to TMI-Examination Task 2

Data Acquisition Recommendations

Reg. Guide 1.3, Rev. 2

Reg. Guide 1.4, Rev. 2

Reg . Guide 1.7,

Reg. Guide 1.39,

Reg. Guide 1.52,

Reg. Guide 1.54,

Reg . Guide 1.63,

Reg. Guide 1.73,

Reg. Guide 1.82,

Reg. Guide 1.89,

Reg. Guide 1.97,

Reg. Guide 1.101,

Reg. Guide 1.145,

"Assumptions Used for Evaluating
the Potential Radiological Conseq

uences of a Loss-of-Coolant

Accident for Boiling Water Reactors"

"Assumptions Used for Evaluating the

Potential Radiological Consequences
of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for

Pressurized Water Reactors"

"Control of Combustible Gas Concen

trations in Containment Following a

Loss-of-Coolant Accident"

"Housekeeping Requirements for Water -

Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

"Design, Testing , and Maintenance

Criteria for Atmosphere Cleanup

System Air Filtration and Adsorption
Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear

Power Plants"

"Quality Assurance Requirements for

Protective Coatings Applied to Water-

Cool ed Nuclear Power Plants"

"Electric Penetration Assemblies in

Containment Structures for Light-
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants"

"Qualification Tests of Electric Valve

Operators Installed Inside the Contain

ment of Nuclear Power Plants"

"Sumps for Emergency Core Cooling and

Containment Spray Systems"
"Qualification of Class IE Equipment
for Nuclear Power Plants"

"Instrumentation for Light-Water -Cooled
Nuclear Power Plants to Assess Plant

Conditions During and Following an

Accident"

"Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power

Plants"

"Atmospheric Dispersion Models for

Potential Accident Consequence
Assessments at Nuclear Power Plants

(For Comment)"
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can provide a valuable bas is for the re -ex amination of the

I ission product source terms and dispersal assumptions

conta mod in these Reyulat or y Guides. After careful exam

ination of these data, adjustments may he suggested to

the assumpt ions in non-sit ing -related Regulatory Guides.

Such adjustments, if warranted, could be expected to

provide, for example: improvements in fission product trapping

system designs, a more realistic specification of the post-

accident environment, and/or more realistic criteria for

emergency planning. Finally, the proposed data collection

program would provide a valuable, realistic data base to

support on-going efforts within NRC related to the class

ification of accidents, the revision of siting criteria, and

the improvement of emergency prepardness.

1 * • Specification of Data Needs and A^ujLSJLt ion Procedures

In order to achieve these goals the data collection

program must provide quantitative information on the

physical and chemical state of the fission products, their

partition between liquid and gas, and their location in the

containment. The collected data need to answer the following

quest ions.

How much radioactive material escaped from the fuel

and over what time period did the release occur?

How much radioactive material was airborne in the

containment , and how long did it remain airborne?

- To what extent did the spray system function as

designed?
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Did fallout and plateout occur to the extent expected?

Based on these information needs, samples of surfaces,

liquids, solids, and gases need to be analyzed for isotopic,

chemical, and physical composition. (1-129 is the single

most critical nuclide to be quantified). All of the sources

which contain significant quantities of radioactive material

need to be assayed. While the examination process will

itself help identify the location and types of samples to

be obtained , the following list identified the samples

presently thought to be important.

Surface Contamination

painted walls

stainless steel
washed and unwashed

containment sprays

concrete

air cooler coils

hydrogen recombiner

bleed tank

gas decay tank

leakage paths

let-down heat exchanger

-

Liquids

containment sump ( incl . water pumped to auxil iary

building )

reactor coolant

bleed tank

spray water supply tanks
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-

Solids

charcoal used in auxiliary bldg. ventilation

charcoal used in fuel handling bldg. vent ilat ion

f loat ing or submer jed in sump

resins used in let-down system

fuel and/or fuel debris

- Gases

containment atmosphere

gas decay tanks

3_._ Pr ior it ies

The priority of information needs is related to the

quantity of radioactive material at the location in question

and the importance of the location in showing transport

behavior. While all of the identified samples are important,

the highest priority (1) should be given to:

- containment sump

- reactor coolant

- containment surfaces

- containment gas

- fuel and/or fuel debris

Next in prior ity (2) would be samples from:

-

gas decay tank surface

-

spray water composition

- hydrogen recombiner surface

Lowest in priority (3) are examinations of

-

gas from gas decay tanks

- water from bleed tank

- sur face of bleed tank
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IV. B ASSESSMENT OF SAFETY SYSTEMS

«

L. Technical Justification

Data on radioactivity transport and chemical specification

of both fission product and nonradioactive chemical forms

in the containment and auxiliary buildings can provide a

basis for assessment of existing safety systems or proposed

new safety systems. Eight areas have been identified where

data from the Three-Mile Island plant may provide useful

information for systems assessment. In order of likely

benefit, these areas may be summarized as follows:

(a) Potential effect of sump water debris, sediment, and/

or sludge on operation of ECCS and containment spray

recirculation pumps.

(b) Effect of containment sprays on surface deposition.

(c) Effectiveness of reactor coolant chemistry control.

(d) Establishment of design criteria for proposed contain

ment venting systems.

(e) Effectiveness of air cleanup and ventilation systems.

(f) Effect on sump water chemistry caused by addition of

river water .

(g) Interaction of fission product forms with contain

ment air coolers.

(h) Establishment of design provisions for chemical makeup

system to reduce personnel exposure in auxiliary

building .

Specific justifications for each of these areas of interest

are provided in the following paragraphs.
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(a) Sump Water Recirculation. The presence of debris,

sediment, and sludge in the sump water could have affected the

operational effectiveness of the ECCS and containment spray

recirculation pumps in various ways. Solid debris such as

wood pieces or large paint chips might have blocked the flow

of water through the sump screens or, if the screens were torn

or improperly placed , might have been sucked into the pumps.

Sand-like sediments might also have presented a hazard to the

pumps since they could have penetrated the screens. Sludge

or other viscous 1 iquid precipitants could have affected the

operational characteristics of the pumps by increasing the

viscosity and thermal conductivity of the working fluid.

Thus it is important to assess the physical state of the

sump.

( b ) Containment Spray Effectiveness . Fission product

data from the TMI containment may be useful as a means of

assessing the effectiveness of the containment sprays in

promoting fission product deposition. The sprays are

designed to enhance the rate of deposition for both iodine

and particles. Since the sprays operated for 5 minutes

following the hydrogen burning, surfaces that were exposed

to the spray should exhibit different deposition character

istics than those that were not exposed to the spray.

Analysis of the differences should shed light on the effect

iveness of the spray in promoting fission product deposition

and the mechanisms governing that deposition.
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(c) Reactor Coolant Chemistry Control. The effective

ness of systems designed to control the reactor coolant chemistry

can be ascertained by examining the isotopic and chemical constit

ution of the primary system coolant and surface plateout. The

concentration of boron in the primary system should be measured

to determine whether a satisfactory delivery and subsequent

maintenance of desirable boron levels were achieved. Concent

rations of sodium hydroxide should be measured and fission

product forms should be ascertained to determine whether fuel

leaching contributed a significant source of fission products,

and thus whether sodium hydroxide concentrations should be more

carefully controlled .

(d) Vent System Design Criteria. Containment vent-filter

systems for controlling pressures within containment and

hydrogen control systems involving venting from containment

are being proposed for the mitigation of consequences from

core melt accidents involving severe core damage without

melting. The design of certain aspects of these systems (e.g.,

the filtering media in vent-filter systems) will depend upon

the physical and chemical forms of the fission products being

vented. It is unlikely that extensive information can be

obtained at this time on the fission products which were

gaseous or airborn during the accident. Nevertheless,

analyses of the plateout on containment surfaces may provide,

at least , qualitative information on the forms and concentra

tions of certain of these fission products during the accident.

It is recognized that processes (e.g., condensation, decay,
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flooding) have likely taken place since the accident which

could interfere with the interpretation of plateout data for

this purpose.

I e ) hJJ ALeAnAB_ _aAd_ ^AtA^A^An. ^LsJt?R AfX^A^A^A^ ■

The effectiveness of various air cleaning and ventilation

exhaust systems in reducing the airborne fractions of radio

nuclides can be assessed by examining the amounts and chemical

composition of fission products captured on the filters.

The ventilation exhaust systems in the auxiliary and fuel

handling buildings are pertinent.

(f) Sump Water Chemistry, During operation of the

containment air coolers in the emergency mode (i.e., following

the hydrogen burning), some 50,000 gallons of river water are

believed to have been pumped by the reactor building emergency

cooling booster pumps into the containment sump via the air

cooler relief valve. The mineral impurities in the river

water could have affected the chemistry of the sump water,

which might have been important if emergency core cooling

recirculation had been required . The concentration and

chemical specification of mineral impurities in the sump

should be ascertained .

(9 ) Air Cooler Effectiveness . The effectiveness of the

containment air coolers might be influenced by deposition of

fission products on the copper cooling coils. Significant

amounts of deposition would (1) provide a heat source (through

fission product decay) that might counteract the cooling function,

► and would (2) alter the surface state of the coils. Thus the
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isotopic and physical state of deposits on the cooling coils

should be ascertained.

( h ) Chemical Makeup System Design Criteria . A pr ima r y

source of radioactivity exposure to personnel working in the

auxiliary building was associated with radioactivity in the

chemical letdown and makeup system. Methods of preventing

these exposures in similar situations might include:

(1) earlier isolation of the chemical letdown/makeup line,

(2) upgrade of the system to the status of engineered safety

features (ESFs), or (3) incorporation of a provision to

remove fission products from the letdown line. The second

and third measures might benefit from identification of the

fission products and their chemical forms.

2. Specification of Dat-a Needs and Acquisition Procedures

The nature of the sump debris (i.e., the quantity of the

debris and its physical characteristics) should be examined

by television cameras inserted through the available penetrat

ions (R-401 and R-605). These cameras should survey as wide

an area of the sump surface as possible.

The depth of sludge and/or sediment at the bottom of the

sump should also be established by either direct visual

observation (e.g., cameras) or by insertion and withdrawal

of a sampling tube. Sludge or sediment depth should be

established for at least 3 different locations in the sump.

Water samples should be taken from the sump at various

depths and floor locations, including samples taken from the

bottom of the sump where sludge and sediment could be collect
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These samples should be analyzed (offsite) to determine sediment

grain size distributions and fluid properties such as density,

viscosity, thermal conduct ivity , and specific heat. Chemical

analyses should also be performed to determine the concent

rations and molecular forms of mineral impurities in the

sump water.

Smear samples and gamma-scans should be obtained in

the open stairwell area in regions that were exposed to

spray (e.g., top of the stairwell) and regions that were

not (e.g., lower portions of stairwell). Furthermore,

smears and gamma scans should be obtained in the area where

the 18-inch line from the reactor coolant drain tank exhausts

into the stairwell area. In addition, surface samples should

be collected (e.g., cutouts, boltheads, drill chip samples,

paint patches), to be used for chemical analysis of isotopes

and compounds and for archiving. These samples also should be

collected in both sprayed and unsprayed regions in the stair

well area.

Reactor coolant samples should be taken from the pr imary

system and subjected to isotopic and chemical analysis to

determine (1) the concentration of boron, (2) the concent

ration of sodium hydroxide, and ( 3 ) the isotopic forms and

concentrations of fission products. Swipes and scrapings

should be taken from pr imary system surfaces in order to

determine the amounts of deposited boric acid and the amounts

and forms of fission product spec ies plated out on the surfaces.

Smears and gamma scans should be obta ined from internal
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surfaces of the hydrogen recombiner system, including the

associated vent lines and valves. In particular, smears and

scans should be taken along the fore and aft vent lines, fore

and aft spool pieces, and innermost ( toward containment) valve

of the hydrogen control vent line . Cutouts from the vent

line should be taken near the forward (upstream) containment

penetration for chemical analysis of isotopes and compounds

and for archiving.

Sections of the HEPA and charcoal filters in the

ventilation exhaust system of the auxiliary and fuel handling

buildings should be obtained for purposes of isotope/compound

analysis and for archiving.

Smears and gamma scans should be obtained from the copper

cooling coils of the containment air cooler, and if possible,

a 12-inch or longer cutout should be extracted from the cooling

coils. The cutout can subsequently be divided into several

parts for purposes of isotopic/compound analysis , and for

archiving.

Liquid and swipe samples should be taken from the chemical

letdown and makeup system for purposes of isotope/compound

analysis and for archiving. Samples from the resins and

filters, the letdown cooler, and the letdown line would be

useful .

3 . Priorities

The data needs described above for safety system assess

ment are listed below in order of decreasing priority:

(1) Camera examination of sump debris; camera examin-
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at ion or sampling tube determination of sediment

and/or sludge depths (first priority).

(2) Sump water samples for determination of sediment

and/or sludge properties (first priority) and

mineral impur it ies (second pr ior ity ) .

( 3) Smear samples, gamma scans and surface samples

from open stairwell area in sprayed and unsprayed

( first pr ior ity) .

(4) Pr imary system reactor coolant samples and

surface swipes and scrapings (first priority).

(5) Smear samples, gamma scans, and cutouts from

hydrogen recombiner vent lines, valves, and

spool pieces ( second pr ior ity ) .

( 6) HEPA and charcoal filter sections from ventilation

exhaust systems ( second pr ior ity ) .

(7) Smear samples, gamma scans and cutout of copper

cooling coil from containment air cooler (second

pr ior ity) .

(8) Cutouts and swipes from chemical letdown/makeup

system and associated filters (third priority).
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IV. C MODEL TESTING AND DEVELOPMENT

I. Technical Justification

A variety of correlations and computer codes have been

developed to help evaluate the radiological consequences of

nuclear reactor accidents by predicting the release, transport,

and deposition of fission products within reactor primary

systems and containments. Information derived from isotopic

mass release and distribution data derivable from samples that

can be now obtained from within the TMI-2 primary system and

containment vessel could help determine the adequacy of

such correlations and codes. Limitations exist, however,

on the usefulness of the TMI data for validation purposes. The

thermal and hydraulic conditions which have a controlling

effect on release, transport and deposition cannot be estimated

accurately for the transient period. In addition, much of the

evidence regarding the early transport and deposition of radio

activity has been literally washed away by the subsequent

hydraulic conditions. For these reasons, it is believed that

the principal data of interest for quantitative model development

or validation relate to the extent and timing of radioactivity

release from the fuel rather than to transport and deposition

behavior .

Because of the extent of fuel damage and radioactivity

release in the accident, the data are probably not of particular

value for codes that predict gap inventories or release in less

severe accidents (e.g. DBA's). The types of release for which

data may be inferred are core melt releases (as being examined
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with simulants in the SASCHA tests) or extended heatup releases

at elevated temperatures below melting (as studied in the

most recent series of tests at ORNL). In addition, release

information for leaching from damaged fuel can be obtained.

It is unlikely that data can be used directly in the

verification of such computer codes as TRAP, CORRAL or NAUA

which model radionuclide transport and deposition. Some

qualitative information may exist, however, relating to

chemical reactions, physical form and chemical form which

would be valuable for modeling purposes.

I I . Specification of Data Needs

In general, data are needed to provide isotopic mass

distribution and chemical and physical properties of radio

nuclides within the primary system and containment vessel.

A primary goal must be to obtain data sufficient to close

a mass balance relating the amounts calculated (e.g., by

ORIGEN) to have been present in the fuel with the amounts

now present in the fuel and elsewhere. The distribution of

these mater ials released from the fuel is related to their

transport, deposition and washout. Since physical form

(gaseous or vapor , particulate) determines predicted transport

and deposition rates, it should be analyzed in the samples.

Chemical forms of deposited materials are important in

assess ing sorption and possibly subsequent desorpt ion rates

for surface deposits. To analyze release from the fuel and

to permit testing of transport and deposition models,

sufficient data must be col lee ted to specify the spat ial
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distribution of radionuclides within the primary system and
j.

containment which are present in gaseous, liquid and solid forms.

Specific samples should come from sprayed and unsprayed

surfaces within the containment. To provide a means for

determining chemical forms on surfaces, at least a portion of

the samples must be obtained by surface removal. To provide a

more complete map of deposition patterns, an extensive set of

measurements of deposited concentrations should be obtained from

surface activity.

Gas and water samples should be obtained from different

locations if there is reason to believe that spatial inhomo-

geneities exist. This is probably not the case for the gas;

however, water samples could exhibit significant spatial

variations in concentration. Water samples should be collected

from several containment compartments and, if they exist,

from sections of piping isolated at earlier times. Attention

should be directed toward quantitatively sampling solids deposits

or sludge on the floor of water-containing regions. Surfaces

from within the primary system should be collected for isotopic

mass, chemical form, and physical form determinations. Such

surfaces should include sections of guide tubes, control rods,

and steam generator tubes.

Although examination of the fuel itself is not the responsi

bility of this effort to identify data needs, the importance

of a thorough analysis to determine the inventory by radio

isotopes remaining with the fuel must be emphasized.
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III. Pjjojjxies

Information needed for testing and improvement of models

is nearly identifical whether the goal is to determine releases

from the fuel or to assess deposition mechanisms. The major

additional requirements for evaluation of transport and

deposition models include chemical and physical forms for

deposited materials. Of highest priority is the direct measure

ment of the radioisotopes remaining within the fuel as a function

of position in the core. High priority should also be given to

the overall distribution of isotopic mass within the primary

system and containment. Of secondary importance would be

thorough analyses of spatially distributed samples for the

chemical and physical forms of deposited materials, although

analyses for a limited number of samples should have high

prior ity .
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IV. D. EQUIPMENT ENVIRONMENTS

I. Technical Justification

Proper functioning of equipment and instrumentation within

containment under severe environmental conditions can be very

important to the mitigation of accident consequences. The TMI

accident offers the opportunity to obtain data on actual accident

environments and to evaluate the performance of equipment

subjected to those environments. The TMI Examination Task

1.0 planning group will be selecting specific equipment from

containment for examination. In order to interpret the results

of tests on that equipment it will be necessary to define

the environments to which the equipment was subjected. The

present planning group (Task 2.1) is identifying the data

required to estimate these environments.

I I . Specif igation of Data Needs and Acquisition Procedures

The important environmental conditions to be described are

pressure, temperature, humidity, flooding (including caustic

sprays) and radiation field as a function of time. The

description of pressure, temperature, humidity and flooding

must be obtained from plant records or inferred from analysis.

The extent to which investigations of the existing conditions

in containment can be used to infer the past thermodynamic

conditions is limited .

Recordings of containment temperatures and pressures as a

function of time in the accident are available and can, in

general, be used to predict equipment environments. The

4
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relative humidity as a function of position within containment

can also be determined from analysis of these temperature and

pressure data.

The available records, however, probably do not provide

the local temperatures which were generated during the hydrogen

burn. Evidence of the maximum temperatures might be obtained

by visual examination. Scorched or blistered surfaces would

provide this evidence and samples should be collected of any

such damage observed in the vicinity of key equipment.

Of the conditions affecting equipment performance, the

most important from the viewpoint of data needs is the

radiation environment. Both the gamma and beta fields

must be described for each piece of equipment. The sources

that must be examined are airborne, surface-deposited,

shine from neighboring sources, and dissolved sources for

submerged equipment .

At the time of reentry, the only data on radiation

environments which can be obtained directly from containment

samples will be current levels and, possibly, total dose.

Smear samples and direct ional dose rate measurements or gamma

surveys should be taken on and/or near each piece of equipment

.vhich is accessible and has been selected for study. The

smear samples will help define the current radiation levels

due to locally deposited contaminates. Smears should be

taken directly from the equipment and its supporting surface

or structure. The smears should be i so topically analyzed

for data on both beta and gamma sources.
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The directional dose rate measurements or gamma surveys

will help define the radiation environments due to airborne

sources and neighboring sources, or hot spots. These measure

ments should at least be obtained in the direction of the sump

and immediate horizontal and vertical surfaces.

Surface samples should be obtained in the vicinity of

each piece of selected equipment. These samples should be

subjected to laboratory analyses to determine isotopic

concentrations of all contaminates present in significant

amounts.

For determining equipment qualification limits, data

on total dose can be very important. If radiation monitors

were operative and recording accurately during the accident,

then total dose (at the monitor location) can be determined

easily- The monitor data, however, will probably not be

sufficient to determine dose to various instruments if signifi

cant spatial dependence is found for the radiation levels.

The smear samples recommended above will help determine the

spatial uniformity of contamination.

Several indirect methods have been suggested for determi

ning the local total dose. These methods are based on radi

ation induced degradation of (1) electrical cable elasticity,

( 2 ) semiconductor properties and ( 3) optical properties of

glass. Samples, should be taken for these tests in the

vicinity of equipment selected for study (and/or near smear

sampling locations). Since these methods are indirect

dosimetry techniques, it is recommended that the samples
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taken for these tests be placed in archives. In case

more direct tests and/or analyses cannot provide the desired

information, or in order to provide confirmatory data, these

samples may be retrieved and tested.

III. P r_ij> r it^^es

The sampling procedures recommended above should be

implemented in the vicinity of equipment chosen for study by

the Task 1.0, Equipment Survivability, planning group. That

equipment will be prioritized according to its importance from

a survivability standpoint. The priority of the environmental

data for a j iven piece of equipment should be the same as the

priority of that equipment for survivability studies.

The data or samples which are recommended to be taken for

each piece of equ ipment are summar ized below:

1) smears: from equipment directly and from supporting

structure

2) Directional dose rates :

A ) Toward and away from equipment

B) In plane of supporting wall

C) Toward sump

3) Total dose : 6 in. length of electrical cable close

to equipment, samples of glass (e.g., light bulbs)

4) Surface samples: from adjacent supporting structure

The dome monitor (HP-R-214) in the reactor building is a

key instrument in reconstructing the radiological sequences

of the accident. The accident began with a mis- interpretat ion

of this instrument and its response continues to be a source
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of disagreement. Therefore-, very careful and special

attention must be paid to it during the recovery effort.

A program consisting of, but not necessarily limited to,

in situ testing and partial repair , and recalibration

followed by more in situ testing should precede removal

of HP-R214. A duplicate monitor should be procured for

comparison purposes. Every effort should be made to

reproduce the accident conditions in obtaining an empirical

calibration for comparison purposes with theoretical

calculations, e.g. gaseous or at least planar gamma ray

sources (not point sources) should be used. Only by very

careful attention to detail will the questions about this

monitor's response be answered. Because of the importance

of the dome monitor to the present Task 2.1, it is requested

that particular attention (high priority) be given to this

instrument by the Task 1.0 planning group, whose responsibility

it is to recommend recovery , examination and testing of equip

ment from containment .
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IV. E. ACCIDENT DIAGNOSIS EFFORTS AND NEEDS

GENERAL

The suggestions offered here focus on the acquisition of

information and data that should be of part icular value for

accident diagnostic purposes with respect to the behavior of

the fission products. Since the initial events of the TMI-2

accident occurred over seven months ago, it may appear somewhat

doubt ful that further sampl ing and data acquis it ion at this

point and later will yield sufficient new information to justify

the effort. However, many aspects regarding the behavior of

the fission products throughout the accident and its aftermath

r-miin unclear or unknown. Therefore, an attempt was made to

identify work that could be done which might prov ide some useful

insight in these areas so that we learn as much as possible

from this unfortunate event. Some thought was given to data

gather inj procedures which would tend to minimize (1) interference

rfith the plant recovery operations and (2) radiation exposures

to working personnel. The following sections outline sample-

taking efforts in several areas, including attempts to identify

the need and Mi*- jeneral features of the sampling and analyses

strategies that might be used in each case .

GAS. _SAHPLES__-_A°NT/VJ NMENT

Need

:: j ■<■ rous gas samples of the containment atmosphere have been

t.iken sine the early days of the accident, but apparently all

of tlv-m have b<-<*n extracted through a long sample line that runs

from the dome r^gim of the containment structure. Analyses
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have concentrated on noble gas radioactivities and the bulk

gases (H2, 02- amd N2) although a few iodine species samples

have been analyzed. At present the only fission gas activity

expected to be left in the containment atmosphere is Kr-85.

However, it would be wise to characterize the containment gas

composition as completely as possible before various decon

procedures are used and/or before possible purging and contain

ment opening occurs .

Sampl ing Strategy

1) Obtain duplicate gas samples from at least two widely

separated regions of the containment space (if possible) using

short sample 1 ines (if possible) before the current
"

steady

state" condition of the atmosphere is perturbed by any major

action connected with plant recovery operations. The objective

would be to check uniformity of atmosphere composition and

minimize effects (if any) of sample line surface area on

composition measurements.

2) Gas samples should be collected in high integrity

containers such as glass break- seal tubes which are clean and

outgassed before use. There is probably not much value in

retaining any of these samples for archive purposes because

sample integrity for a long period is hard to assure.

3) Similar gas samples might be taken after major steps

in the containment decon effort to determine the effects of

the decon procedure on the gas composition. However, these

samples may not be of much value for accident diagnosis unless

super saturation of spray 1 iquids with non-condensable gases

were ind icated .
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*JlaAYs is Strategy

1) The samples should be analyzed by gamma-ray spectro

metry tor Kr-85 content and/or other radioactivities.

2) The samples should be analyzed by mass spectrometry

in an effort to identify the components of the gas mixture;

i.e., principal and trace gaseous and vapor species. Gas

chromatography might also be used to help identify important

molecular species.

.^as _sj^pjles -_A^^iA^^X^yA^L^

Need

No specific need for samples which could be of value in

accident diagnosis were identified for this plant location.

WATER SAMPLES - CONTAINMENT

Need

Tne set of water samples obtained from the lower level

of the containment (sump) in late August provided very valuable

information about fission product releases during the TMI-2

accident. However, only one location was sampled and only

limited information was obtained about the character and

composition of the sludge which lies on the bottom of the

water pool. Therefore it would be very useful to have data

from one or more other locations in the sump to determine

the uniformity of the 1 iquid composition. Also, some type

of core sample (or a way of collecting the sludge from

a known cross-sect ional area ) would be quite useful . In

addition, samples from other possible water pools (maybe

localized puddles in the refueling canal) might, on analysis,
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reveal different radionuclide compositions than those in the

large sump volume. Such differences would probably provide

some data, although indirectly, about the airborne radio

activities that occurred during the accident. It is likely,

though, that interpretation of these latter results in terms

of very early accident behavior might be quite difficult

because of the time factor.

Sampling Strategy

1) Much of the sampling strategy is determined by limit

ations on adequate access to the containment sump. If Pene

tration 605 could be used, then a set of liquid samples should

be extracted. A core type of sample should be taken via Pene

tration 401 if a technique can be developed to do so. So far,

a good plan has not emerged for doing this. In either case

sampling should be done before decon action is started.

2 ) Water samples from miscellaneous puddles at higher

containment levels probably will require containment entry.

However, these samples would be of no value if liquid decon

or wash-down procedures are used before containment entry is

made . This is not a high prior ity item, but if samples are

taken the sampling should be done in duplicate. Sample

volumes should be at least 50 ml if possible.

Analys is Strategy

1) Liquid samples should be analyzed as completely as

possible for radionuclide content using gamma- ray spectro

metry and radiochemical separations procedures to obtain

samples for beta counting. In addition to cesium, strontium
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iodine, and tiitium radionuclides, efforts should be made to

detet mine isotopic concentrations for tellurium, ruthenium,

cer i urn, and z irconium-niob ium species.

2) Chemical character ization of the composition of the

liquid samples should be done using qual i tat ive analysis

procedures, emission spectrometry, and other standard measure

ments such as pH. If sludge samples can be recovered, the

chemical compos it ion of the solid should be identified through

qual i tat ive analys is and emission spectrometry.

!1AJAR.1¥1LAS.
- PRIMARY COOLANT

Need

Many pr imary coolant system samples have been taken and

analy/ d since the early pahses of the accident. The practice

should be continued on a regular basis in order to accumulate

further data which can be helpful in establishing the rates

for radionucl ide release by fuel leaching .

Saapl ing Strate gy

Continue sampling on a weekly basis until the primary

system is flushed or opened.

Any lyy, is Strategy

Isotopic analysis by gamma-ray spectrometer and beta

assay for cesium, strontium, ruthenium, and cer ium isotopes.

W.ATER SAM PLES^ -^A^AIAA* J|U I LDING

Need

Since sampling of contaminated water stored in various

tanks in md around the Auxiliary Building has been a routine

procedure connected with plans to process this waate water, it
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does not seem necessary to suggest additional samples. The only

recommendation that might be made would be to encourage as

complete a radionuclide analysis of the samples as possible.

This would include the use of activation analysis to deter

mine 1-129 concentrations and efforts to measure ruthenium

and cer ium rad io isotopes.

SURFACE DEPOSITION SAMPLES - CONTAINMENT

Need

This is considered to be the most important series of

samples that can be collected since only two such samples have

been withdrawn up to now. Deposition samples have the potential

for indicating how much airborne radioactivity existed, for

telling us something about the timing of releases, for completing

radionuclide activity balances in the system, and for indicating

circulation paths in the containment space. The problem is

obtaining enough samples and from the proper locations without

severely impacting the plant recovery timetable and/or causing

unwarranted radiation doses to working personnel .

Sampling Strategy

1) It is doubtful that meaningful samples could be

obtained without entering the containment itself. In order

for personnel to enter the reactor building (RB) it would

seem imperative to first remove the airborne Kr-85 from the RB.

This might be accomplished by purging or by circulating the

RB atmosphere through some KR-85 removal system and returning

the cleaned gas back to the RB. Whatever approach is used,

it is recommended that the moisture content of the RB atmosphere
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be maintained as close to the pre-treatment value as possible

in order to avoid upset t ing condit ions at the air-surface

intertaces which might trigger desorption of some deposited

act ivity .

2) If or when the containment is free of Kr-85, surface

deposited radioactivity measurement work should begin. That is,

these data must be obtained before any surface decontamination

is done by injecting steam, water sprays, or chemical sprays.

The opening of containment for possible personnel entry will

likely be followed immediately by radiation surveys of varying

extent. Only after the results of these surveys are available

will it be possible to determine whether personnel can enter,

or if they can, how much working time will be available. If

personnel entry before decon act ion were to be not allowed ,

then perhaps some remote method of acquir ing sur face deposition

data could be used. The only idea at present would utilize

s-umoth ing 1 ike a remote (cable or electronic signal ) controlled

travel ing unit , equipped with a shielded and col lima ted detector ,

which could be positioned near walls or over various floor areas

to record jamma-ray spectra of radioact ivity fixed on these

surfaces. Such a survey apparatus may not be feasible, too

expensive, or too time consuming to be of practical value.

The concept and any apparatus that might result would have

to be carefully evaluated and checked out (calibrated,

pr act ice missions , etc ) before be ing used . Alternatively,

the best strategy might simply be to abandon any idea of

trying to obtain dat.i under such conditions.
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3) If it should be determined that personnel could

enter the RB for the purpose of obtaining measurements or

samples then planning should be done to minimize the time

spent on such activities. The following suggestions are made

with this restriction in mind.

a) Develop and test in an outside laboratory a

semi -portable, calibrated , col lima ted survey

instrument which could be positioned at a

fixed distance from any surface in order to

obtain rather rapidly a deposition profile

throughout accessible regions of the contain

ment. Ideally, the instrument could record

gamma- ray spectra for subsequent unfolding

analysis. Such data could be valuable in

revealing circulation patterns in the vessel.

Such surveys would also reveal "hot spots"
on hor izontal surfaces which might indicate

residue from evaporated liquid puddles.*

b) Divide the containment into quadrants or 120

degree sectors and obtain deposition samples
from a vertical and horizontal surface in

each sector on each floor. Cover two floors -

the operating floor (Elev. 347') since most

of this region was sprayed, and the ground
floor (Elev. 305') because large areas of

th is region were not sprayed ( see TMI-2

FSAR). The deposition samples could consist

of easily removable pieces of hardware,

equipment housings, and gratings or hatch

covers (painted or unpainted). Such

samples should be placed in specially
designed containers with covers or spacers

to protect the deposition surfaces prior
to analysis. Samples of concrete (drill

chips or chisel chips) should also be

obtained . The whole sample gather ing

operation should be well planned and

rehearsed to minimize the exposure time

for workers. Volunteers might be requested
to perforin this particular work.

*However , possible external contamination of the detector in

such an apparatus could render it essentially useless.
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c) Alternatively, surface samples from the sectors

identified above might be obtained by using
w ipes or smears and adhesive (cellulose acetate )

particle pickup samples. These would give only

qualitative or perhaps semi-quantitat ive data

because reproducible samples are hard to achieve,

and because only a fraction of the surface activity
is collected. The advantage is speed and small

sample size. Perhaps a reproducible method could

be devised for scraping the paint off a fixed

area of flat surfaces.

Analysis Strategy

1) The objective of analysis of deposition samples would

be measurement of the total amount deposited on a known area of

a surface for each measurable radionuclide. Large samples

should be sectioned without raising material temperatures or

disturbing the deposit ion sur face except along the cutting

lines. Samples should be examined for particulate deposits

and the particulate morphology should be characterized, if

possible . Sect ioned specimens might be radioassayed d irectly

or subjected to chemical reagents (acids or complexing agents)

to remove and dissolve the radionuclide deposits. The solutions

*2>uld then be radioassayed,

2) Had ioassay should use gamma- ray spectrometry, beta

analysis, and maybe activation analysis for iodine for quant

itative determination of individual radionuclides such as Cs-134,

Cs-137, .rir-2>0, Ru-106, Ce-144, and maybe 1-129.

3) Archive specimens might be saved but careful storage

practices would have to be followed to preserve the deposition

surfaces . Also , some samples might be reserved for test ing

the effectiveness of various decon procedures that could be

ussed for the general containment cleanup process.
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EQUIPMENT REMOVAL FROM CONTAINMENT

Need

The removal and subsequent examination of certain pieces

of equipment from the RB could provide valuable data for

reconstructing radioactivity release and redistribution in

the containment during the accident. Two pieces of equipment

can be identified; the RB dome monitor (HP-R-214) and the

containment cooler units. The dome monitor unit should be

retrieved for inspection since it provided radiation level

data during the early days of the accident. The integrity

of the lead shield around the detector should be examined

in order to better define the gamma-ray response (the atten

uation factor) for the unit. The cooler units may contain a

significant fraction of the iodine that was released from

the core deposited on their internal surfaces, particularly

the copper alloy cooling coils. If examination confirms this

suspicion, the data would be valuable in closing the activity

(material ) balance for radio iodine .

Sampl ing Strategy

1) It appears that dome monitor recovery could be done

after containment decon procedures have been performed. Thus,

timing is not an important factor for this item. The same

may be true regarding removal of a RB cooler unit since the

surfaces of the cooling coils are probably protected from

decon sprays by the unit housing. However , if steam cleaning

is performed, the coils will be exposed to the steam, and

perhaps lose a portion of the deposited activity. Therefore,
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some reason exists for trying to remove a RB cooler unit

bet. ore decon efforts start.

2) The adv isabil ity of removing a cooler un i t can be

assessed only alter sufficient radiation surveys have been

done to indicate the degree of hazard involved in the

operation. If possible, this survey effort should include

individual survey of each of the five units so that the results

of any detail ed examination of one unit can be extrapolated

to the others to provide crude estimates of deposited rad io-

act ivity for the entire cooler system. The exact disposition

of a cooler unit depends on several factors: the radiation

level, the unit design, the demounting procedure, and whatever

must be <\om> to get a unit out of the RB itself. These issues

have received no appreciable evaluation at this point. However ,

jjf containment entry by workers is possible, and if radiation

surveys indicate the cooler units are important radioactivity

deposition sites, and if removal and shipment of at least

one unit for laboratory or hot cell exams is feasible, it

is recommended that the project be strongly considered.

Analys ijs_ St_r a t e^y

1) The dome monitor inspection should include study to

attempt to determine when and why it may have stopped giving

usable radiation readings and should include evaluation of

the details of the lead shield around the detector.

2) The analysis of a RB cooler or its parts should

attempt to determine how much radioiodine and other species

;uch as cesium, strontium, etc, is deposited on the interior
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surfaces. Direct gamma ray radio-assay or analysis of chemical

etch solutions might be used. Iodine deposition can probably

be determined only by using activation analysis methods.

FUEL SAMPLES

Need

Eventually, samples of core material must be obtained and

subjected to comprehensive radiochemical analysis to obtain

measurements of the radionuclide inventory that still remains

in the fuel. These data are essential for obtaining a material

balance for the fission products.

Sampling Strategy

Samples of fuel should be obtained from various locations

in the reactor core and from regions below the core (if any

fuel is found there) so that a sufficient set of fission

product inventory data can be developed to help identify the

spatial patterns or boundaries of the damaged fuel region(s).

The exact sampling grid can only be determined after access to

the core has been achieved and visual (TV or other) surveys

have revealed the specific conditions that exist.

Analysis Strate£y

Fuel samples from known locations should probably be

dissolved (with collection of evolved gases) and then radio

chemical analyses performed for fission products having

different thermophysical and chemical properties. Examples

are Cs-137, Sr-90, Zr-95, Ru-106, Ce-144, and Pu-238, although

others may be possible. The gases collected during specimen

dissolution should be analyzed for Kr-85 content by radio-
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assay, or for stable noble gas (Xe and Kr ) content by mass

spectrometry. The objective of the analyses would be to

establish the amount of fission product release that

occurred t r om the damaged fuel for the various types of

fission products and to map regions of the core having

similar radionuclide release values.

PRIORITY RANKING

The six areas of sampling and data work discussed above

have been ranked roughly in terms of priority of information

and also in terms of a judgment regarding the ease of obtaining

the needed data. The results of the rankings are given in

the fol lowing table .

Information

:ompl ing Area Prior i t%_

C on t a inment Gas 4

Containment Water 3

Primary Coolant Water 4

Surface Deposition in RB 1

Equipment Removal -RB 2

Core Fuel Debr is 1

(a) Highest priority = 1

(b) Easiest = 1
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3
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IV . F . DECONTAMINATION

Introduction/Background

During the TMI-2 accident, the fuel was subjected to very

high temperatures and such operation led to the rupture

of the fuel cladding with resultant discharge and distribution

of fuel rupture debris and fission products into the primary

system and other parts of the containment system. The

cleanup of the rupture debris and fission products that are

in the containment structure and the primary system provides

a unique opportunity to determine information that has a

generic impact on the design of future reactors and component

systems. It is essential therefore that the decontamination

of this TMI containment and primary system be undertaken in

such a way that a max imum amount of information can be

acquired. This means that all allied operations as well as

the cleaning activities be identified, planned , conducted

and evaluated to achieve desired objectives. Especially

important is the allied effort of thoroughly mapping

radiation levels throughout the containment system prior

to decontaminat ion and following all major cleanup activities.

Techn ica l_A4-^i£i£aJ: ion

The purpose of the proposed work is to provide gener ic

information that should lead to better reactor containment

and primary systems design. Such designs should make

decontaminat ion easier be it for accidents such as occurred

at TMI or more routine cleanup activities to reduce occupat

ional exposure. A careful assessment of the effectiveness
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of various decontamination techniques and analyses of the

factors affecting each of the constituent steps will provide

a useful and much needed in t ormat ion base on decontaminat ion

operat ions. Acquisition and analysis of sludge and adhesion

samples specified in this work will also be useful in

identifying and specifying cleanup procedures for TMI-2.

The data acquired during the radiation mapping of the

containment and primary systems will also help establish

expected occupation exposure for other generic work in

and around these systems. The TMI recovery operat ion should

benefit from the detailed radiation measurements that are

proposed for the mapping program . It is extremely import

ant for the generic use of these data that they be

acquired before containment system decontamination is

started .

Speci t icatiqn^ o£_J^ata Needs and Acqu is it ion

There are three types of tasks that should be undertaken

*.o acquire the needed data for work in this area. These

are 1 is ted below and were g iven more detailed treatment

in Sect ions II and III of this report:

Tjsk 1 : Data should be acquired on RCS sludge samples

from the reactor vessel and pr imary system .

Task_J2: Information should be acquired on radiation

mapping and distribution in the containment system.

T'JSk. _3 : The decontaminat ion operation should be

carefully monitored to provide a maximum amount of

information that can be of use to other operations
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of a similar or allied nature.

The data obtained in the first and second of these tasks

ill provide useful complementary or predecessor information

or work proposed elsewhere in this report.

Priorities

The highest priority should be given to the radiation mapping

of the containment system and the acquisition of sludge

samples from the reactor vessel and a low spot in the

primary system. The monitoring of decontamination efforts,

effectiveness and costs is also extremely important. The

demanding need for these decontamination data will be

supported by a position paper that will be forwarded to

another task group to ensure that proper attention and

emphasis is placed on this work.
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IV. G MASS BALANCE

1 . Tech n i c_a 1 A^^A^A^A^

It is desirable to determine, as accurately as possible,

the current mass balances of significant rad iolog ically

toxic species for two primary reasons: (1) such exercises

guarantee the completeness of the studies, and (2) mass balance

determinations ensure that all important sinks and attenuation

mechanisns have been identified. Although it is perhaps intellec

tually satisfying to perform detailed mass balance detenninat ions ,

considerable reduction in the effort required can be made on

the basis of technical sufficiency. Thus, the species selected

for mass balance considerations are to be selected based upon

the following criteria: (1) significance from the standpoint

of safety to the general public; (2) significance from the

standpoint of personnel exposure during cleanup/decontamination

operations; (3) significance from the standpoint of personnel

exposure dur ing normal plant maintenance ; and ( 4 ) extent to

*hich th? species represents other species of similar chemical

behav ior .

1 1 . .^A^i^^Al^yi _° I Data Needs and Acgu is it ion Procedures

Using the criteria presented, the chemical species which

are to be given priority in mass balance determination exercises

are as fol lows :

1. Helium - because of its direct relation to the number

of failed fuel elements.

2. Krypton
- because of its potential ease of release

from the containment. Also, its chemistry is

character istic of xenon isotopes as well .
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Tritium - this nuclide provides a basis for comparison

of all water soluble fission product species

Iodine - the dominant short term radiotoxic species in

most postulated accident modes. Perhaps the most

complex species chemically. Similar to bromine.

Cesium -

a "semi-volatile" species which is easily

released when defected fuel has attained high temperatures.

It is highly soluble in the coolant and is the dominant

radiotoxic species from the standpoint of cleanup/

decontamination and maintenance under many postulated

ace id en t scenar ios .

Tellurium -

a moderately volatile species which, unlike

cesium, is not readily solubilized and can therefore

become a dominant contaminant for specific equipment

or locations.

Ruthenium -

generally released only under highly

oxidizing conditions and very difficult to solubilize-

Can be employed with cerium and uranium determinations

to assess extent of fission product redistribution.

Strontium - Dominant beta-emitting species of low

volatility but reasonably soluble (in oxide form) in

water. Carbonate form is orders of magnitude less

soluble. Possibly a major sludge component.

Barium - low volatility species but highly soluble

(in oxide form) in water and therefore a good indicator

of release by leaching of fuel. Carbonate is four

orders of magnitude less soluble than the oxide.
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10. Cobalt - major activation product,

11. Silver - major component of control rods and has a

iugh propensity for iodide and iodate, which causes

pi ec ipitat ion of the dissolved iodine species.

12. Uranium -

a typical refractory group species, it is

also the primary carrier of most of the radioactivity

in the core.

The system over which the mass balances are to be performed

can be subdivided in many different ways, with varying degrees

of detail . The final strategy is best developed later , however ,

as the tasks outlined in Section II are reviewed and are considered

«'ithin the context of the decontamination program. For example,

it is possible to estimate fission product distributions on the

surfaces of the primary circuit by examining the circuit compone it

by component, with emphasis on the steam generator region. In

all likelihood, however, it will not be possible to do this.

Rather, the entire primary circuit will probably be subjected to

decontamination as a unit. If such be the case, the sampling

strategy will then involve determinations of the volumes and

spec ies concentrations of the decontamination solutions, rather

than analysis of circuit surfaces.

III. j^A^AAa®

Sam pi ing strategy priorities are to be given to those

features which, because of the volumes/sur face areas involved

(e.g. , sump, fuel region, liquid storage tanks) , or because

the component performs a unique function which tends to

concent r it <* released mater ial (e.g. , cooler units, purifi-
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cation/cleanup components, etc.), can be reasonably expected to

contribute significantly to the mass balance result. Priorities

with respect to species vary because of the different nature of

the samples selected for analysis. Moreover, it may be necessary

to re-examine this aspect as the program proceeds. In general,

however, highest priority should be given to accurate mass

balances for iodine, uranium, krypton, and cesium, in approxi

mately the order listed.
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IV. H. HEALTH PHYSICS

Techni ca 1 A^tAOAAUAl

lie bulk of the basic health physics needs will be

generated by the other identified tasks. However , it must

be st r essed that no operation or activity will be conducted

unless it can be done safely and at minimum personnel

exposures. The potential surely exists for a maximum

allowable exposure bank which cannot be exceeded but may

effectively limit total activities, including sampl ing .

•vo do not want to advocate such a bank but we must be

cognizant that it may be established. The point is that

w may be required to do essentially a cost-benefit

analysis for many of the proposed activities,

with that in mind, the following health physics data needs

are presented .

Spej:iJicaJ:ij>n^ of Data Needs and Acqu i s i t ion Pr qcedure_s

1 • Health Physics Data Needs. Quantity, qual ity and dis-

tribution of all radiation sources need to be determined.

As a minimum, an isotopic determination of the fission

products and any TRU's is necessary.

2 • ?ArA^nA* *. A°AL^A1LArA3J,a!!l • There is a high probability

that dosimetry needs will change as a function of decon -

tanination processes and progress, areas and locations

within the facil ity, and of the individual components.

It is envisioned that in the beginning one will be

worried about high dose rates typical of the gamma

emitting components of the fission products. But as
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these are removed by decontamination efforts to much

lower values, then one may only be concerned with

residual beta contamination. If this turns out to

be the case, then the same dosimetry program for

personnel protection may change, including the needs

for whole-body counting and bioassay procedures.

Records. Records must be a first-class system kept

current and complete and must be defensible for a Ion

period of time. These records must stand long after

TMI recovery operations are completed. They must

not only include the exposure records for each

individual but should also include a running history

of job-related activities.

Crjjjter ia. Establishment of criteria relating to the

level of decontamination required must be generated.

This is especially important for areas and components

outside the primary system. Criteria relating to

residual sources of contamination based on activity

rather than exposure rate are probably less stringent

than one normally employees. Methods and means of

determining the residuals must also be establ ished .

Waste. The development of waste handling plans,

including transportation, for occupational exposure

control must be developed. Most certainly onsite

storage, at least temporarily, will probably be

required. That could result in another source of

personnel exposure which, if not treated adequately,
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could result in unnecessary restr let ions.

*>* *Aea_ and, E f fjjjenit J^^A^.^P.n, Moft ^■tAr 8 * A review of the

location, accessibility, and usefulness of both area and

effluent radiation monitors must be accomplished.

Did they do what they were supposed to do or did they

fail? Are they located correctly and were there enough

3f them for adequate coverage? Answers to these questions

■vould and should be utilized for future instrument needs.

7 . Failures . Of the failures that did occur , were they the

predicted ones? If not, can this be factored into the

predictive models for future projections of failures.

In addition, from what was detected, could one predict

what failed, especially if the measurement was exposure

rate.

8. -

AnAiALeAcXAlaA® * Last but not least, plans must be

in case of mishaps that might occur during sampling,

decontamination, waste handling and recovery operations.

III. ^jApj^jl^slb,

The needs outlined in items II. 1, 2, 3, 6, and 8, above,

are considered to be of highest priority. Items II. 4, 5, and

7 ident ity needs of a somewhat lower priority.
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IV. I. TMI FUEL EXAMINATION FOR FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

I . Technical Justification

The purpose of this section is to recommend the types of

data and measurements needed to characterize the release of

fission products from the TMI-2 core. Another objective is to

recommend analysis and experimentation that will be useful in

understanding and interpreting the release data obtained during

examination of the TMI-2 fuel.

The data described in this section are needed for the following

purposes :

A. To develop a detailed time-dependent and location-dependent

map of radionucludes.

B. To evaluate the release and transport of fission products

from the core region to the containment.

C. To compare with regulatory guidelines, and to guide the

development of new accident analysis source terms.

D. To verify/develop fission product source term models for

use in risk assessment studies.

E. To gain insight into fission product release phenomena

under full scale LWR accident conditions.

The technical working group has established a Fuel Experiments

and Examination Planning Group to plan and oversee the

acquisition of data necessary to characterize the condition

of the TMI-2 core, and to evaluate the type and amount of

core damage. The recommendations included in this section

should be transmitted to the Fuel Examination Group for

inclusion in their core examination plant.
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S£c c i f 1 ca 1 1 on_ ot_ -DAta AeAds a?A A9RuAsAJLL(^rlArPA^4ii.rA8
"

The following sampling strategy and measurements are

recommended :

1. Reasonably intact fuel rods should be given full length

gamma scans.

2. Fission product concentration (by isotope) by dissolving

fuel samples and counting with a gamma spectrometer.

3. Using transmission and scanning electron microscopy

(SIM): characterize the fission gas bubble concentration

and distribution, porosity fraction, porosity inter-

1 inkage, cracking , grain separation, etc.

4. Using SEM, electron microprobe, and/or ion microprobe,

characterize the distribution of solid fission product

species (e.g., cesium and iodine).

5. Examine the fuel cross section for nonhomogeneous

distribution of fission products (i.e., within the fuel

matrix, within gas bubbles, at grain boundaries, or

associated with metallic or oxidic inclusions).

6. Determine, where possible, the chemical form of the

f ission products ( i.e -

, oxide, metal , etc . ) .

7. For samples which have experienced cladding melting and

fuel lique fact ion, identify and character ize the

partitioning of fission products between the oxidic

and me tall ic phases.

8. Analyze metallic core components for fission product

"getter ing" (e.g., 1. exposed silver from the control

rods for iodine gettering and, 2. the amount of tellurium
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associated with the -cladding as a function of cladding

oxidation state. )

9 . For each sample analyzed , a sibling sample should be

transmitted to the TMI-2 sample archive.

Each of the fuel samples subjected to the above exam

inations should be characterized for:

a) fuel oxidation state,

b) cladding oxidation state,

c) fuel grain sizes, type, separation, etc,

d ) if fragmented , the size and surface area ( BET)

of the fragments,

e) condition of fuel sample ( i.e. , which of the

seven classes described below does it fall into),

f ) estimate of peak fuel temperature attained .

It can be expected that there exists an axial and radial gradation

of fuel rod damage.

Moving radially inward from the fuel periphery to the core center-

line, one may expect to encounter the following regions of fuel

rod damage :

A) ballooned , but intact fuel rods,

B) ballooned and burst fuel rods,

C) ballooned , burst, and oxidized fuel rods,

D) fuel rods with large segments of oxidized cladding missing,

but with fuel still reasonably intact,

E) fuel rods where large sections of cladding and fuel are

missing (i.e., fragmented fuel pellets and oxidized cladding

rubble) ,
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F) regions of fuel rods which have experienced cladding melting

and fuel liquefaction via the Zr-Zr02-U02 eutectic formation,

and

G) a region near the bottom of the core where unballooned and

unoxidized fuel rod segments exist.

In order to characterize the total release of fission products

from the TMI-2 core, samples must be taken and examinations

per formed for fuel rod segment from all seven regions. A

sufficient number of samples ( 3) from each of these regions

should be taken to assure that fission product release from

each region can be adequately characterized. In addition,

the percentage of the total core within each of these groups

must be determined in order that a fission product mass balance

can be performed.

III. i J iojl i tjLes

Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9 are considered high priority.

Itens 5, 6, and 7 are of lower priority.
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V. DISCUSSION OF PROCEDURES

Four general classes of samples will be submitted for

analysis during the course of this exercise; these include

gas samples, liquid samples (possibly containing suspended

matter) , solids, and samples containing surface-deposited

material. Analytical methods which can be employed to determine

the composition of each of the four classes of samples are

identified below:

Gas Samples

1. 85Kr counting

2. Mass spectrometry (species fractionation may be

necessary to concentrate some of the components )

3 . Gas chromatography

Liquid Samples

1. Gamma-ray spectrometry (before and after

F (OH)-}, PrfOHK, or other scavenging precipitation)

2. Radiochemical analysis for strontium, tritium, and

iodine

3. Gross alpha

4. Spark Source Mass Spectrometry (SSMS)

5. Isotopic Dilution Mass Spectrometry ( IDMS) ,

primarily for uranium and plutonium isotopic assays

Solidjs

1 . Activation analysis

2. Autoradiography

3. Scanning Electron Microscopy ( SEM) , X-ray

fluorescence (XRF) , Transmission Electron Microscopy

(TEM) , and optical microscopy
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4 . Gamma-ray spectrometry

5. Dissolution, then selected analysis methods as

described under "Liquid Samples"

6. Laser-Raman spectroscopy (Raman microprobe)

7. Infrared spectroscopy (Total reflectance)

Surfaces

1 . Autoradiography

2. SEM and XRF

3. Gamma- ray spectrometry

4. Alpha particle track analysis

5. Leaching, then selected analysis methods as

descr ibed under "Liquid Samples"

6 . Laser-Raman spectroscopy

7. Infrared spectroscopy

8. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS)

9 . Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis ( ESCA)

A general discussion of sampling and analysis procedures

is presented below. Details of the procedures are not included

since these will, in most cases, be specific to each sample.

Collection of Liquid Samples :

Pr ior to sampl ing , the piping and instrument diagrams

(P s, ID's) of the tank or system should be examined to

determine where samples should be taken, the lengths of

sample lines, and tank volumes. Next, inspections of the

systems should be made to verify the efficacy of the sample

points an i locations selected . Whenever samples are taken,

the sample 1 ine must be adequately purged to assure that a
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representative sample is obtained. This involves purging the

line for at least three line volumes before taking a sample.

When sampling from a tank, the tank should be recirculated

through two or three tank volumes, if possible.

If valve settings must be altered prior to sampling

(e.g., if purging requires a high flow rate that must be

reduced during sampling), the valve must be purged prior to

obtaining the sample in order to remove the particulate matter

loosened by altering the valve setting. Any change in a valve

setting can cause a crud burst. This crud burst must be

eliminated before a sample is taken, otherwise the sample

may not be val id .

All liquid samples should be collected in plastic

bottles. Those collected for isotopic gamma analysis should

be made slightly acidic through the addition of small amounts

of concentrated HC1 (about 2 cc per 100 cc of liquid). This

is done to reduce radionuclide plateout on the surface of

the bottle. Samples obtained for alpha-, beta-, or mass spec

analysis should be chemically untreated ( i.e. , no Hcl added ) .

Collection of Gaseous Samples :

Prior to sampling the P & ID'S of the system should be

examined to verify that the sample points can be expected to

yield valid samples. Whenever samples are taken, the sample

line must be adequately purged to assure that a representative

sample is obtained . This involved purging the line for at

least three line volumes.

When obtaining grab samples, standard procedures
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utilizing either a flow- through container or an evacuated

129
conta i'H»r should be used . When sampl ing for

x
*I , iodine

species, or oxidized -ox idiz able tritium, procedures such as

those outlined in NUREG0384 can be used.

CoAlA" tion, of. Swipes and Smear Samples :

Standard procedures should be followed in obtaining smear

and swipe samples. For example, the area sampled should be

100 cm" and gauze or filters should be used for smears.

Collect ion _of_ Containment Surface Deposition Samples

It seems essential that such samples must be obtained by

personnel who enter the containment for this purpose. There

fore the sample gathering operation should be well planned and

rehearsed to minimize the exposure time for workers. The

planning process should include persons who are very familiar

with containment layout and contents. Initial entries into

the containment should identify specific locations and items

f :>r sampling, particular tools needed, and the requirements

for sample transport containers. Actually it would be helpful

to do as much of this as possible on the basis of prior know

ledge before entry is made; then the entry could confirm or

maybe modify the initial plans.

The essential item to observe in obtaining surface

deposir ion samples is to preserve the integrity of the

s ample_ surface - This usually means detach ing the specimens

with care (minimum mechanical and thermal stress) and trans

porting them in protective containers which permit minimum

agitation and no surface abrasion. The containers may have
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to be specially designed and fabricated, and the materials

and construction should facilitate external decontamination

operations after container removal from containment. Surface

swipes, of course , spoil the virgin nature of the surface

they are taken from, but the swipes themselves should be

placed in protective containers for transport. It is obvious

that a sample identification scheme is needed so the position

from where the sample was taken can be tracked.

Surface deposition samples should be taken from areas

which were and were not exposed to the containment spray

and from both vertical and horizontal surfaces in each area.

Sample sizes should be at least 1 sq. in. in area and could

range up to a sq. ft. or more depending on ease of transport.

Efforts should be made to identify hardware items (nuts, small

cover plates, flat-head bolts, etc.) or small pieces of

equipment (metal insulation panels, equipment housing panels,

etc.) that could be easily removed. Epoxy painted surfaces,

as well as unpainted surfaces (stainless steel), should be

sampled. Finally, some effort might be spent trying to

develop a technique for gently obtaining concrete samples.

Perhaps a piece could be broken off the corner of a concrete

ledge or square column by careful use of drills or chisels.

Isotopic Gamma Analysis :

Samples should be gamma counted using current germanium

detector technology. The spectra should be analyzed using one

of the currently accepted algorithms (e.g., GAMANAL, GAUSS-VI,

SAMPO). Lower limits of detection should be determined for
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each radionuclide of interest that is not detected in a sample.

Care must be taken when counting samples that contain particulates

that could settle. This is especially important if counting is

done using a ver t ical geometry.

Standard gamma-ray counting QA procedures should be followed.

This includes efficiency calibrations using NBS standards or

standards traceable to NBS, routine efficiency checks, and

daily energy calibrations. The systems should be calibrated

for each type and size of sample to be counted (e.g., bottles

of liquid, gas bombs, smears, swipes, paint chips, etc ) .

Laborl^to/XAla ^y sAALA4A^ a£!L Deposition Samples

The object ive of the laboratory analysis is to identify

wnat is on the surface, how much is on the surface, how it

is distr ibuted , and penetration into the base material (if

any) on a radionuclide basis and on a chemical or physical

basis, if possible. The laboratory analysis requires as much

planning as the sample collection effort. It would be advisable

to design an investigation sequence that would proceed in stages.

The first stage might consist of visual observations of as-

received samples using opt ical microscopy to assess sur face

morphology and character. Particulate material character

ization would be particularly useful. Radioassay by gamma-

ray spectrometry might also be done at this stage to obtain

initial ra 1 ionucl ide content data .

Following the initial exam inat ion, sample sectioning

strategies night be developed to subdivide the sample so

that various other analyses could be performed. Scanning
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electron microscopy (SEM) might be used to better resolve

surface morphology and perhaps determine size distribution

data for particulate material. Numerous destructive

analyses could be performed such as:

1 ) use of chemical etchants and reagents to dissolve

the deposition layer followed by quantitative
gamma- ray spectrometry to determine radionuclide

compos it ion and amounts .

2) use of emission spectrometry and/or mass spectro

metry on scrapings of the surface to identify
chemical constituents of the layer of particulates.

3) perhaps use of X-ray diffraction analysis of

scrapings of the surface in attempts to identify

crystal structures in the deposition layer or the

deposited particulates.

4) grinding or sectioning techniques might be used with

radioassay of the substrate after each "slice" to

determine the penetration profile of radioactivity
below the surface of the sample.

Swipe samples should be analyzed for radionuclide species and

content by gamma-ray spectrometry and beta-ray spectrometry

if possible .

Chemical Compound Identification for Surface Samples

The most promising analytic technique for identifying

fission product molecular forms on various surfaces (i.e.,

on concrete, steel, and swipe material surfaces) appears to

be laser-Raman spectroscopy (i.e., the Raman microprobe). The

Raman microprobe can be used microscopically to study particle

as small as 1 micron in diameter, or can be applied macro-

scopically with a sensitivity of parts-per-million. The

microprobe does not require a vacuum and does not perturb

the sample.
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01 the r.even or so Raman microprobe facilities in

ex is tenet' , none are set up to handle rad ioact ive mater ials;

however , the National Bureau of Standards may be interested

in accommodat ing their laboratory to the task (Ref.:

Private comm. Dr. E. S. Etz, NBS). The analytical procedure

would involve: (1) determining the Raman spectra for non-

r ad ioact ive simulants of various selected fission product

compounds, and ( 2 ) observing which, if any, of these spectra

can be identified in the overall spectral readings obtained

from the r ad ioact ive samples.

various other surface analytic techniques that may be

useful in conjunct ion with laser -Raman spectroscopy include :

(1) secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), (2) infrared (IR)

spectroscopy, and (3) electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis ( ESCA ) . Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) would

also be useful as a complementary characterization procedure.

Other Analysis Techniques :

Standard analysis and QA procedures should be followed

when per for m ing other analyses such as mass spec . , gas chrom

atography , x-ray fluorescence , radiography, radiochemistry,

metal lo jraphy ,
>f M , m icroprobe .

GMejra^l QA :

Quility Assurance (QA) is a very important aspect of the

samplinj and analysis program. The EG&G Idaho group coordinating

the sample col lection and analysis should be requested to

provide their QA program to the TMI Examination Group for review.

The I'M I Examination Group should review this QA program and work
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with EG&G Idaho
, if needed , to insure an adequate QA program.

Due to the importance of the samples and the sampling and

analysis program, it may be advisable to form a group to perform

independent confirmatory measurements at TMI. This measurement

group could report to either the NRC or the TMI Examination

Group.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE TECHNICAL SUPPORT

It is recommended that the present planning group

cont inue to provide technical guidance throughout implemen

tation of the requested tasks. It may be desirable, from an

et t iciency standpoint, to organize subgroups with respons

ibility for specific sets of tasks. Overall guidance by the

present group, however, should probably still be maintained.

The need for this continued guidance arises primarily

from uncertainties in the containment environments, plant

layout, and accessibility of specific sample locations.

These uncertainties make it impossible, at this time, to

u i- 1 uately specify details of the procedures to be used

for the various tasks. These task details should, instead,

be provided more near the time of implementation , and with

the understanding of situations in containment at that time.

The specific analytical techniques to be used are

expected to change as data accumulates on the containment

environments . Certain analyses may become unnecessary,

based on results of earlier tasks, or particular analytical

techniques may prove to be more appropriate for certain sets

of tasks . Such considerations must be made as the data

acquisition program progresses.

Finally, and most importantly, considering the

uniqueness of the TMI data, an active quality assurance (QA)

pr ogram must be implemented to guarantee the accuracy and

validity of that data. This QA function could well be

provided by members of the present planning group.
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2.3 EARLY CONTAINMENT PENETRATION AND MONITORING

INTRODUCTION

At the meeting of the TMI Technical Working Group on

Decenber 10-12, 1979, it was decided that a recommended plan would be

developed for the use of remote equipment for early containment penetration

and monitoring at TMI. The main purpose of this equipment would be to

assist in performing various tasks under the TMI Examination and

Information Proqram, thus minimizing the radiation dosage workers receive

in carrying out the Program. We have identified several data acquisition

tasks that could be performed remotely. The listing of these tasks in

Enclosure 2 includes various TMI-Examination planning groups'

recommendations and input from discussions at the December TWG meeting.

SURVEY SUMMARY

We contacted several organizations around the country that have had

experience in designing, developing, or implementing equipment of the sort

that would be needed for this program. (These organizations and their key

personnel are listed in Enclosure 1.) Through inquiries to these

organizations we sought to determine

o The sort of system/equipment that would be needed

o The availability of remote equipment for this project

o Which groups would be interested in participating in this

project, if it is pursued

o Approximate costs and time scales for obtaining the necessary

equipment.

Primary consideration was given to equipment that could be used to gather

data during early entry into containment.
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To date, the survey on the availability and cost of equipment that

would be suitable for TMI work has yielded the following findings:

o There is no available system that is totally adequate for the

ranqe of tasks desired to be performed.

o Most pieces of equipment needed to develop an adequate remote

capability exist at various organizations around the country (see

Enclosure 3). Some of the desired equipment, e.g., collimated

radiation survey instruments and telemetry packages may require

simll development efforts.

o To J- velop adequate remote equipment for the range of tasks that

can be reasonably expected of such equipment, the estimated

funding and schedule commitments are:

funding: $500K to SIOOOK

time: 6 months to 12 months

(A limited remote capability could probably be provided within

3 months at a cost of about $300K.)

A nurt>jr of organizations have expressed interest in performing

this system development work (see Enclosure 4).

o The Af)RM (Wireless Observing Remote Manipulator) vehicle (with

attachments) at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory could be made

available within 3 months at a cost of $1M. The WORM is fairly

limited in its manipulative capabilities, but represents a very

reasonable "early option" if time scales are suddenly shortened

>r do not permit development of a more corrplete capability, as

above.

>
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General Recommendations

All those contacted for this remote equipment survey generally agreed

that in order to perform the desired tasks, a vehicle should be obtained

and equipped with the following gear:

o Manipulating arm(s) to obtain swipes and surface/equipment

samples, and do in-situ testing.

o TV and still cameras for inspection/navigation/permanent records.

o Radiation monitoring equipment for making dose rate and

gamma- spectrum surveys.

The mobile capability was felt to be highly desirable due to:

1. Present uncertainties in the radionuclear and physical status in

containment areas where tasks would be performed

2. The relatively large area in containment throughout which tasks

are desired to be performed.

Availability of Equipment

Listed in Enclosure 3, by organization, is equipment that could be

used directly, or integrated in a system design effort, and which could be

made available immediately, i.e., probably in a matter of weeks at most.

In most cases, the equipment is committed to programs and would, therefore,

need to have backup systems identified before becoming available for the

TMI work. Also, a backup capability would need to be identified and

provided (the time scale for this varies) to cover the possibility of not

being able to reuse (or decontaminate) the equipment after use at TMI.
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While the list of Immediately available equipment is somewhat limited,

all of the organizations which were contacted indicated interest in

participating in some way to make appropriate equipment available for this

program. In Enclosure 4, I have listed the areas/ activities in which each

organisation expressed Interest. Actual participation would, of course,

depend on funding levels and upper management approval.

Use of Remote Equipment for Plant Recovery

It should be noted that, for planning and monitoring plant recovery

operations, the utility will probably also have interest in much of the

informaton obtained under TMI Examination tasks (listed in Enclosure 2).

Radiation surveys, for exanple, will be needed during decontamination to

locate "hot spots" (particularly during early entries) and to assess the

effectiveness of decontamination actions. Also, discussions with Bechtel

personnel have indicated that remote equipment could be quite useful for

doing actual decontamination work (in troublesome/inaccessible areas), as

well as for performing minor repairs (e.g., seal packing to prevent

recontamination of cleaned areas). Most of these recovery activities are

not, of course, important from the standpoint of acquiring data or generic

information under the TMI Examination program. The usefulness of remote

equi *ent for these plant recovery activities should, however, provide some

motivation for the utility to assist in obtaining the equipment.

FURTHER QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED

In the very near future, and probably before recommending a definite

course of action for "Early Containment Penetration and Monitoring," the

following questions should be addressed:

o What ire the current time constraints on development and

deployment of this equipment?

I
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For example:

1. When might building sprays be used?

2. When might the sump be drained?

3. When might systems, e.g., crane, be available?

(GPU/Bechtel input probably needed to answer most of these)

o What is the best estimate of containment status?

For example:

1. What spare penetrations will be available?

2. Will systems such as crane, elevator, electrical circuits be

operative?

3. What are the current radiation levels - generally and hot

spots?

(GPU/Bechtel input probably needed to answer these)

o What level of funding is anticipated?

(Present estimated requirements:

Funds: $500K - $1000K,

Time to develop/deliver: 3 to 12 months

o Would it be desirable to have the utility share in the cost of

this effort?

o Would the utility be willing to share costs?
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o How will the project be funded, bid or sole source?

o Should this be an industry effort or national lab effort?
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Enclosure

TMI Examination Remote Equipment Survey

Organizations ( and Personnel) Contacted

Argonne National Laboratory, Chicago , IL

Dr . A. Tevebaugh

Harry Youngquist

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Chicago, IL

John Simon

John Grimson

Programmed and Remote Systems, Inc . , St. Paul , MN

Karl Neumeier

Ray Karinen

MB Associates, San Ramon, CA

Lynn Foote

Carl Witham

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

Louis Rosen

Don Grisham

Nuclear Systems Associates, Brea, CA

Bill Thompson

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore , CA

Fred Jessen

Ira Morrison

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque , NM

Dirk Dahlgren
Jim Gover

Grumman Aerospace, Long Island, NY

Russ Hagerman
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Enclosure 2

TMI Examination Remote Equipment Survey

Tasks Which Could Be Performed Remotely

Radiation surveys of containment surfaces

(dose rate and spectral data)

Collection of swipes/smears from containment surfaces

(from walls, floors, components)

Collection of samples of containment surfaces

(from walls, floors, components)

Collect ion of adhesion samples
(for "liftable" surface contamination)

Removal of hardware samples
(concrete ch ips, cables, glass samples, etc . )

In- situ test ing of instruments

(electrical tests, calibrat ion , etc . )

Removal of small equipment/ instruments

( thermocouples, transmitters, gauges, etc . )

Photography
(st ills

- records of physical condition , TV-

surve illance)
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Enclosure 3, page 1

TMI Examination Remote Equipment Survey

Currently Available Equipment

(backup capabilities needed in some cases)

Argonne National Laboratory

Equipment:
Remote controlled vehicle with manipulator arm.

Notes :

Arm is lightweight but limited in dexterity.
Vehicle is basic PAR unit, 15 years old.

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Equipment :

Manipulator arms

Notes:

Arms are rather heavy ( 300 lbs/pair), but

dexterous

Electr ical , servo-controlled manipulation
Minor refurbishing needed

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Equipment :

Manipulator arms

Notes:

Arms are lightweight ( 100 lbs/pair ) , highly
dexterous

Electr ical servo-controlled and/or hydraulic

manipulation

Many specially adapted tools available

Routinely used , rel iable equiment
LASL personnel continually upgrade this equipment

MB Associates

Equipment :

Remotely controlled , wheeled vehicle

Notes:

Vehicle designed to be highly intrepid (stair

climbing capabil ity, negotiates rough terrain)
Vehicle must be retrieved from owner

Minor refurbishment probably needed
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Enclosure 3, page 2

Programmed and Remote Systems

Equipment :

Manipulator arms, video equipment and remote control

equ ipment

Notes:

This equipment is new, "on the shelf" hardware

Reliability seems to be well established

Manipulator arms limited in dexterity

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Equ ipment :

WORM (wireless Observing Remote Manipulator) This

is a tracked, remote controlled vehicle equipped
with video system, manipulating arm, radiation

detect ion equipment

Notes :

Unit is relatively new ( 3 years old)

LLL has substantially upgraded the equipment as

originally received from Rocky Flats (manu

facturer)

Manipulat ing arm has limited dexter iry
Vehicle is fairly intrepid (cl imbs moderate-grade
stairs, etc . )

Equipment is currently dedicated to NEST (Nuclear

Emergency Search Team) and kept in good rapair

>
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Enclosure 4, page

TMI Examination Remote Equipment Survey

Areas of Participation Desired by
Contacted Organizations

Argonne National Laboratory

Par tic ipat ion Desired :

Make resident vehicle available

Consult on operations and system design

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Participation Desired :

Make resident manipulators available

Consult on operations, system design, video

equipment

Programmed and Remote Systems

Participation Desired:

Supply manipulator arm(s), vehicle hardware

Do complete or partial system design/
development/ integration

MB Associates

Participation Desired :

Supply vehicle manipulator arms, video equipment
Do complete or partial system design/development/
integration

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Participation Desired :

Make resident manipulator (s) available and supply
( limited time ) technicians to operate/train

Do complete or partial system design/development/
integration

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Participation Desired:

Make resident WORM vehicle (with "attachments")
available and supply ( limited time) technicians
to operate/train

Consult on operations or system design
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Enclosure 4, page 2

Sandia Nat ional Labor a tor ies

Par t ic ipat ion Desired :

Do instrument/subsystem design and development
Consult on system design

Grumman \er ospace Corporation

Participation Desired:

Do complete system design/development/integration

Nuclear Systems Associates

Par t ic ipat ion Desired :

Do complete or partial system design/development/
integrat ion

Consult on system design
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JOINT TMI-2 INFORMATION AND EXAMINATION PROGRAM - TASK 6.1

PRIMARY SYSTEM PRESSURE BOUNDARY CHARACTERIZATION

RECfttMEUMb ACTION plan

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Principal bases for the subject program, briefly stated, are that (1) there

should be significant amounts of generlcally useful technical Information

uniquely available at TMI-2 beyond that which must necessarily be extracted in

the course of plant cleanup, and (2) there may be generic technical Informa

tion of significant value to plant cleanup and recovery which Is not Immedi

ately available but the development of which could be accelerated so that it

could be used there. In the area of primary system pressure boundary charac

terization, there 1s no doubt that significant information is uniquely avail

able at TMI-2. Because primary system components are expensive to replace,

particularly the reactor vessel and head, there 1s great interest In obtaining
information on how to determine (and demonstrate) capability for continued

useful service after an unusual operating Incident or accident and. although
not exactly a well-controlled experiment, examination and testing of TMI-2

components can provide real data that would be difficult and expensive to get

any other way. Because of the potential impact on overall recovery strategy
and plans, it has been assumed that GPU's base program for determining whether

the TMI-2 reactor vessel and head are still usable will have to be ^ery com

prehensive and thus include acquisition of essentially all the significant
information potentially available. A possible exception is in regard to the

vessel head where it has been recognized that the decision might be made to

order a new one because of the relative cost and uncertainty involved in

trying to demonstrate reusability. In such a case, considerable information

of generic value could be obtained from detailed examination of the discarded

head. Otherwise, it has been assumed that the joint program in this area

would consist mainly of accelerated effort on generic research and development
programs which can provide needed input data and more advanced methods and

techniques for use in TMI-2 pressure boundary component qualification
assessment and confirmation.

It was planned initially to utilize existing channels and resources (EPRI's

Pressure Vessel Study Group, cognizant code bodies, etc.) to develop action

recommendavions for this aspect of the joint information and examination

program. In addition, because of their substantial Impact on the opportuni
ties and needs appropriate to Task 6.1, GPU base recovery program plans in

this area were the subject of early discussion with designated GPU representa
tives and related EPRI/NSAC projects also were reviewed with responsible staff

members to identify technical areas of particular Interest. Potential Task

6.1 work items which appear to merit detailed consideration are in the

following categories: Technical Input and Integration with the Base Recovery
Program; Analytical Support to the Base Program; Advanced Methods Development
and Demonstration; Data Acquisition and Analysis, and Compilation and Dissemi

nation of Results. Examples of work items expected to be included in these

various categories are cited in the Task Description section below.

Costs assignable to this task. I.e. not covered by GPU's base program or by
Independent EPRI or NSAC projects, are roughly projected to total $2.3
million. Considering necessary Interactions with the recovery program
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schedule and other constraints a* currently perceived, It 1s expected that

completion of the task will take about 42 months. According to current agree
ments among the joint program participants, this task will be funded by
EPRI. With the exception of field data acquisition at the plant site, It is

expected that subtask implementation will be managed directly by EPRI/NSAC
rather than going through DOE's Technical Integration Office.

TASK DESCRIPTION

Technical Input and Integration: Specific effort will be required to assure

effective exchange of technical information and support among various parallel
efforts related to (a) assessment of conditions to which TMI-2 primary system

pressure boundary components, particularly the reactor vessel and head, were

exposed (NSAC, GPU, etc.) and (b) procedures for demonstrating the qualifica
tion of pressure boundary components for continued use after experiencing
conditions beyond those considered in their design (EPRI, GPU, code bodies).

This is expected to include discussion of technical topics of general Interest

such as the relative merits of alternative analytical or test methods, and

also more specific items such as proposed program or project plan review and

comment. For implementation of this subtask, It is recommended that an appro

priately sized and qualified group of representatives of the various organiza
tions and functions be established. Those represented should include GPU (Lee

Rochino), selected contractors (e.g. Steve Brown, B&W; Bill Cooper, Teledyne),
NSAC (Garry Thomas) and EPRI (Ted Marston, Sam Tagart). A representative of

DOE also might be included but, because of potential conflict of interest, NRC

representation probably should not.

Analytical Support: The GPU base program approach to characterization of

reactor vessel and head condition calls first for a thermal -hydraulic analysis
to determine the temperatures and pressures attained in these components.

Analysis then will be made of resulting stresses in various areas, particular

ly those which thermal analyses show may have exceeded design temperature con

ditions. Because of the importance of calculated temperatures to the overall

evaluation, it has been agreed that an independent analysis would be in

order. As part of their effort to provide an accurate reconstruction of the

TMI-2 event, NSAC has a related project underway that should meet this

requirement. It is recommended that the parallel NSAC and GPU programs be

integrated to this extent and that Task 6.1 of the joint Information and

examination program provide for orderly comparison of results and resolution

of differences including utilization ultimately of temperature "bench marks"

that should be available from examination of TMI-2 core components, upper

plenum internals, vessel and head specimens, etc. It also is recommended that

the joint program task provide analytical support to GPU's assessment of

imposed stresses, material properties, etc. to which there are parallel EPRI

projects (Nuclear Systems & Materials Department Research Program Plan-1980)
or other independent but technically related efforts that could provide useful

input. Such longer-term generic development activities 1n turn would benefit

from the information and insights gained from this "real life" example.

Advanced Methods Development and Demonstration: As noted earlier, one of the

bases for the joint information and examination program 1s that there may be

technical advances in development which would be of value at TMI-2 and which

might be made available in time for use there if provided appropriate initia

tive and support. This is certainly so 1n regard to methods for determining
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the condition of primary system pressure boundary components, particularly the

reactor vessel and head. GPU's base program will include 100% Inspection of

these major components, detailed examination of In-vessel surveillance speci

mens, an archive sample test program and, finally, acquisition of actual

material samples from critical component locations for detailed characteriza

tion and confirmation. There are advances being made 1n methods and techni

ques which may be of significant value In each of these program elements. Not

all such advances are ready for field application under the conditions

existing or expected at TMI-2, however. For example, there are a number of

NDE methods and techniques being worked on under EPRI's Nuclear Systems and

Materials Subprogram 424, "NDE Development and Application," which might

improve TMI-2 primary system pressure boundary inspection capability If they

can be adapted to the particular requirements and constraints of concern.

Another advance conceived for other purposes but potentially of substantial

value in this area is the "micro-specimen" approach to the direct characteri

zation of component materials. Development of this approach for possible use

1n nuclear system requaHflcatlon 1s a longer term objective of EPRI Sub

program 405. "Pressure Boundary Technology." In both these cases 1t appears

that effort could be Increased and focused to provide timely results for

application to essential TMI-2 recovery program functions. Other similar

needs and opportunities probably exist for accelerating development of

generically useful methods and/or for establishing the validity of such

advanced methods for determining whether pressure system components are

qualified for continued use after experiencing emergency or faulted tran

sients, as defined by code. Therefore 1t 1s recommended that the joint

program Task 6.1 include provisions for accelerating development and appli
cation of advanced methods and techniques in the two areas described above and

in other areas identified under the Technical Input and Integration Subtask

where timely results should be obtainable at costs commensurate with their

value to the industry.

Data Acquisition and Analysis: As noted earlier, GPU's base program on pri
mary system pressure boundary characterization probably will have to include

acquisition of essentially all the significant data potentially available.

However, a prescribed part of the Technical Input and Integration Subtask of

6.1 should be to identify additional data of generic value that may not be

Included in the base program as finally detailed. The decision as to whether

to provide for the acquisition of such data under this subtask would still be

subject to the broader program constraints of compatlbilty with GPU's recovery

program schedule and value sufficient to Justify the cost of acquisition.

Similarly 1n regard to data analyses. Joint program bases and objectives may
indicate justification for more extensive or generic consideration than

required by the base recovery program. The existence of such needs and oppor

tunities will have to be determined as data availability and base program

scope a\re more fully defined.

Task 6.1 Action Plan Summary

Early Items:

- Establish PSPBC Task Implementation Group to communicate and discuss

parallel program plans and results.

- Initiate orderly comparison of Independent analyses of component thermal
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histories and proceed to resolution of significant differences, 1f any.

- Follow up with support of subsequent stress analysis, etc., as

appropriate. (Also provide specific Input, consultation and support to
the decision on head disposition, 1f requested).

-

Develop detailed plans for accelerating availability of advanced NDE and

micro-specimen methods and techniques; Initiate effort In other areas

agreed to be of potential value and capable of timely results.

- Identify potential requirements for data acquisition or other site

activities in support of this task so that they can be transmitted to

the TIO for consideration of potential costs, schedule conflicts,

operational feasibility, contractual provisions, etc.

Rough Cost Projections:

- Technical Input and Integration 50K

- Analytical Support 1,050K

o Thermal analysis comparison and reconciliation

o Coordination with GPU on their elastic analysis

o Detailed elastic-plastic analysis of key areas

o Advanced fracture mechanics analysis

o Development of appropriate flow properties from archival materials

- Advanced Methods 1000K

o NDE: Materials Property Measurement

Nozzle and Pressure Vessel NDT Techniques

Inspection Methods Device Development
NDE Center Support

o Direct Assessment of Material Properties

Micro-specimen acquisition techniques
Micro- specimen qualification and codification

Micro-speciman confirmation for TMI-2 materials, EPRI archival

samples (irradiated, aged), etc.
o Other

- Data Acquisition and Analysis 150K

- Compilation and Dissemination of Results 50K
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PREFACE

This report has been prepared at the request of the Technical Working

Group for TMI-2 Recovery R&D Planning. The purpose of this report is

to recommend a number of mechanical components for study. This report

is one of several which, when taken together, comprise the scope of

research activities presently envisioned by the four sponsoring organi

zations - DOE, NRC, GPU and EPRI.
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I. CHARTER

TASK 6.2 Mechanical Components

Examination programs for electrical equipment and instruments and

for the primary system pressure boundary are described under Tasks 1.0 and

6.1. The goal of the Planning Group for Mechanical Components is to determine

the research required related to the safety and engineering aspects of the

performance of the other components, most of which are mechanical.

The mechanical components inside the containment building were subjected

to temperatures, pressures, chemicals, radiation, and moisture conditions not

normally encountered. For many of these components these unusual conditions

can be judged to have negligible effect on the component's performance or

continued useability. The Planning Group will determine which of these mechan

ical components is deserving of study or inspection, using the following criteria:

1. Is it likely that the accident conditions could have affected the

component's performance in such a way as to impact plant safety?

2. Would inspection or testing of the component yield information on

the quality of component design, leading, perhaps, to design improve

ments?

A tentative list of mechanical components which may be judged worthy

of examination is listed below:

1. Reactor Coolant pumps

2. Relief valves
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I. CHARTER, cont.

3. Isolation valves inside containment

4. Control Rod Drive Mechanisms

5. Pressurizer Heaters

6. Containment Air Coolers

7. Letdown system

8. Gas Compressor

9. Auxiliary Bldg. Filters

The tasks of this Planninq Group will consist of the following:

1. Make the list more complete.

2. Develop specific reasons why information from a given component

will be useful and/or interesting.

3. List the techniques for obtaining the information, e.g., in-situ

testing, bench testing, off site disassembly, etc.

4. Prioritize the list.
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II. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

The following individuals took part in developing the information contained

in this report:

NAME

H. Alexander

T. Bump

J. Crawford

M. Cross

S. Dam

R. Dietz

J. Drab

G. Echlbarger

J. Ferrell

M. Hauck

R. Holzworth

R. Lyons

F. Manning

C. Paolino

T. Patterson

J. Richardson

J. Schlereth

T. Skogland

L. Stanek

W. Tacy, Jr.

A. Telfer

R. Whitesel

J. Zudans

AFFILIATION

Ontario Hydro

ANL

Combustion Engineering

Burns & Roe

Byron Jackson

Limitorque Inc.

Diamond Power Spec. Corp

Velan Engineering

Bingham-Willamette Co.

EG&G/TIO

Ontario Hydro

US NRC

Westinghouse

Bechtel Power

Dresser Ind.

Anchor-Darling

GE

B&W

Dresser Ind.

Ontario Hydro

EPRI

US NRC

PHONE NO.

416-592-6046

312-972-5898

203-688-1911 x3313

203-688-1911 x3982

201-262-8800

213-587-6171

804-528-4400

614-653-6540

514-748-7743

503-226-5335

717-782-3933

416-592-4924

301-492-8377

412-373-5042

301-258-4150

318-640-6120

215-667-9090

206-292-6905

804-384-5111 x2611

318-640-6128

416-592-5392

415-855-2083

301-492-7363
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III. LIST OF COMPONENTS

The components recommended for study under this program are listed in

Table 1. These have been prioritized using the numbers 1 through 6, with a

"1" assigned to the most important items. Generally, the priorities were

determined by the importance of the Item to the functioning of a safety or

safety-related system, and by the usefulness of the information to be gained

from study of the component.

It is assumed that much general decontamination of the interior of the

containment building will take place before extensive study of these compo

nents gets underway. For this reason, some protection from the fluids and

processes to be used may be necessary in order to preserve the data to be

obtained from certain components, especially valve actuators.
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TABLE 1

ITEM

NO PRIORITY COMPONENT NAME TAG NUMBER SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

1 1 Reactor Coolant Pumps RC-P-IA Reactor 2024 None

B Coolant

-2A

B

2 1 Reactor Coolant Pump RC-P-IA Reactor 2024 None

Motors B Coolant

-2A

B

3 1 Electromatic Relief RC-R2 Reactor 2024 Plastic bag prior to"
Valve (mfd. by Dresser) Coolant large scale decon

CT%
•
_____

ro

" ~ ------------------ _ ------ - - -

00 4 1 Pressurizer Block Valve, RC-V2 Reactor 2024 Protect from sprays

(mfd. by Velan) Coolant

including Limi torque

operator

5 1 Pressurizer Relief Valve Reactor None

Piping and Supports Coolant

6 1 Major Component Supports None

• steam generator
• pressurizer
• reactor vessel

• core flood tank

lm __ _-.



TABLE 1 cont

T£ M

PRIORITY COMPONENT NAME TAG NUMBER SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

Coupons for Metallurgical
Examination:

a) Instr. Tubing at

bottom of RV

b) Carbon steel from

various locations

c) Compression Fittings
d) Samples from CRD

parts

None

'8 Steam Generators RC-H-IA

B

Reactor

Coolant

2024 None

Hydraulic Snubbers Protect during decon

10 Containment Isolation

Valves

Containment Isolation

Valves

+ Solenoid Operators

MU-V-2A

B

MU-376(alt)

AH-V-3A

B

AH-EP-5040

-5041

Makeup/
Letdown

Rx Bldg.

Purge System

2024 Decon protection for

electrical parts

11 Control Rod Drives &

Position Indicators

RD-U-1

-89

Decon protection



lAbLt 1 cunt.

ITEM

NO

12

PRIORITY COMPONENT NAME

2 Pressurizer Safety
Relief Valve

TAG NUMBER

RC-R-1A

B

SYSTEM

Reactor

Coolant

FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

2024 Protect from sprays

13

CT>

ro

i

Concrete & Piping
Coatings
a) 3 coat application

intended for sub

mergence (basement
walls & floor)

b) 2 coat application
on other concrete

surfaces

c) Applications on

piping, misc. steel

surfaces & core

flood tank

None

14 Inner Door Seals

Air Lock #2

on None

15 Drain Tank Relief

Valve

WDL-R-1 Reactor

Coolant

2632 None

16 Mechanical Snubbers MUH-281-S

MUH-282-S

RCH-4-S

RCH-5-S

RCH-21-S

FWH-124-S

FWH-125-S

None



TABLE 1 cont

PRIORI^

-LM

17

COMPONENT NAME

Makeup System Filters

TAG NUMBER

MU-F-5A

B

SY'^T.M

Makeup/
Letdown

FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

2024 None

18 Polar Crane (preferred)
Fuel Handling Bridge

(alternate)

None

19

ro

Reactor Vessel Closure

Head Seals & Holddown

Bolts

None

20 Makeup Pumps MU-P Makeup/
Letdown

2024 None

21 Pressurizer Heater RC-T-2 Reactor

Coolant

2024 None

22 Reflective Insulation

on Selected Piping &

Components

None

23 Rx. Bldg. Air Cooling
Fans

AH-E-11A

E

Rx. Bldg.

Cooling (AH)

2041 None



TABLE 1 cont

ITEM

NO PRIORITY

5

COMPONENT NAME

Damper (plus actuator) &

Valve in Rx. Bldg.

Cooling System

TAG NUMBER

D-5127-B

SYSTEM

24 Reactor Bldg

Cooling (AH)

25 5 Rx. Bldg. Air Cooling
Coils

AH-E-13A

w

E

Rx. Bldg.

Cooling (AH)

FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

2041 Protect during decon

2041 None

26 5 Rx. Bldg. Ductwork Rx. Bldg.

Cooling (AH)

2041 None

?'■ 5 Rx. Bldg. Fan Inlet

Gravity Dampers

Rx. Bldg.
Cooling (AH)

2041 None

'cb

CT

ro

i

ro

Selected Valves of

Various Sizes &

Service Conditions

AH-V-6

MU-V-33A

DH-V-7

CF-V-1A

AH-V-2A

Protect during decon

29 Control Rod Drive

Service Structure

Cooling Fans

AH-E-52A

B

2041 Protect during decon

30 Letdown Coolers MU-C-1A

B

Makeup/
Letdown

None



I

1 cont

* w

">r

ITEM

NO.

31

PRIORITY COMPONENT NAME

6 Pipe & Cable Tray
Supports

TAG NUMBER SYSTEM FLOW DIAGRAM DECON PROTECTION REQTS

None

32 Concrete Surfaces in

Contact w/ radioactive

fluid

None

33 Block Orifice in

Letdown System

MU-l-FB Makeup/

Letdown

None

34 Selected Electrical

Distribution, Lighting
Panels & Transformers

Protect during decon



IV. JUSTIFICATION FOR SELECTION

The justifications for the selection of the components listed in Table 1

are summarized in Table 2. The order and numbering of the components is

the same in both tables.
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TABLE 2

COMPONENT NAME JUSTIFICATION

React Dr Coolant

Pumps

Reactor Coolant

Pump Motors

Electromatic

Relief Valve

Block Valve

Pressurizer

Relief Valve

Pipln-j and

Supports

Major Component

Suppo-ts

Coupons for

Metal lurgical
Examinations

• The pumps operated for long periods of time with

coolant conditions which were considerably different

from those for which they were designed.

• Information to be gained from this examination will

help determine the ability of reactor coolant pumps

to perform acceptably in off-normal conditions.

• See Item 1 above.

• Incident related: Opened and failed to close.

• Possibly leaking before accident.

• Subjected to conditions outside its designed parameters

• Incident related.

• Was cycled to maintain pressure control: Did this

cycling cause wear, or did the accident service condi

tions affect it?

• Used for service outside design parameters.

• The seals in the valve will be useful in studies of

materials performance.

• Incident related.

• Could have a bearing on valve performance.

• Experienced severe transients during the incident.

• Subjected to extreme transients from the fluid systen.

• Look for evidence of chemical attack,

• Look for evidence of hydrogen embrittlement.

• Look for corrosion product hideout.

• Look for effects of high radiation environment and

temperature.
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t.

COMPONENT NAME JUSTIFICATION

Steam Generators

Hydraulic
Snubbers

Containment

Isolation Valve

Control Rod Drives

and Position

Indicators

Pressurizer Safety
Relief Valve

Concrete and

Piping Coatings

Inner Door Seals

for Air Lock #2

Drain Tank Relief

Valve

Mechanical

Snubber

Makeup System
Filters

Polar Crane

• Subjected to thermal shock after the generator boiled

dry.

• Evidence of leaking in the "A" steam generator: Was

this caused by the accident, and what was the nature

of the leak?

• Component motion caused by the incident may have

degraded snubber integrity; data are required to asses:

snubber performance during such an incident.

• Are the valves operable?

• What is the post-incident condition of the valve, the

motor operator and the valve seat?

• What is the condition of magnets and other electrical

parts following exposure to radiation and high tempera

ture and humidity?

• Incident related.

• May have lifted during the incident.

• Subjected to prolonged high radiation environment and

extended time under water.

• Looking for performance under these conditions.

• Suspected of leaking during incident.

• Was this leak incident related?

• Incident related.

• Appears to have lifted early based on pressure sensor

in the drain tank.

• Interested in post-incident operability.

• No known data exists on performance of snubbers

following exposure to such incidents.

• Examine for load of radioactive debris.

• Are they plugged?

• Subjected to high radiation, humidity, and relatively
high temperatures.

• Source of elastomers and lubricants for materials 4

testing. ,
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TABLE 2 cont.

COMPONENT NAME

Reactor Vessel

Closure Head Seals

and Holddown Bolts

Makeup Pumps

Pressurizer

Heater

Reflective

Insulation

on Selected

Piping and

Components

Reactor Building
Air Cool ing Fan

Damper (Plus Actu

ator) & Valve in

Reactor Building
Cooling System

Reactor Building
Air Cooling Coils

Reactor Building
Duct Work

Reactor Building
Fan Inlet Gravity
Dampers

Selected Valves

of Various Sizes

& Service Conditions

Control Rod Drives

Service Structure

Cooling Fans

JUSTIFICATION

• Post-Incident condition following thermal transient.

• What is the present condition of the pump which passed
the most flow of radioactive coolant?

• Some have failed.

• Interested in post-incident condition.

• Interested in general post-incident condition.

• Identification of any damage that indicates piping
moved.

• Interested in how present performance compares with

data from environmental qualification tests, vendor

performance tests and startup test program results.

• This damper opens to provide circulation of air to

the top of the containment building (solenoid
valve operated).

• Interested in post-incident condition and present

operability of this representative safety-related part.

• Incident related.

• Safety related.

0 Evidence of leakage.

t Verification of the performance of relief panels used

for over pressure protection.

• Safety-related Item -

prevents bypassing of the fans.

• Potentially Incident related.

• Interested in post-incident condition and operability
after exposure to incident environment.

• Interested 1n post-incident operating condition.
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TABLE 2 cont.

ITEM NO. COMPONENT NAME

30 Letdown Coolers

31 Pipe & Cable Tray

Supports

32 Concrete Surfaces

in Contact with

Radioactive Fluids

33

34

Block Orifice in the

Letdown System

Selected Electrical

Distribution Lighting
Panels & Transformers

JUSTIFICATION

• Interested in post-incident condition.

• Post-incident condition.

• Did anything move?

• If coating systems fail, how much penetration

radioactivity occurs?

• Interested in possible blockage.

• Post-incident condition.

• Survivability in accident environment.
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V. RECOMMENDED TESTING

A list of recommended testing is shown for each component in Table 3.

These are intended for use as guides in developing detailed examination

work plans and procedures.
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TABLE 3

(

ITEM NO COMPONENT NAME TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

Reactor Coolant

Pumps

Activities

1. Remove and inspect mechanical shaft seals

(visual & pressure breakdown checks).

2. Inspect primary cover-to-case gasket enclosure

for leakage.

3. Attempt to determine radiation exposure to the

thermal shield.

4. Inspect main closure stubs by:

a. Visual

b. Ultrasonics (as required)

c. Dye penetrant (as required)
4

5. Perform visual inspection and dimensional checks «

on:

a. Bearings

b. Impellers

c. Thermal barrier (and a bolt securing the

thermal barrier)

d. Shaft

6. Inspect pump instrumentation

7. Performance tests (including vibration)

Test Units

Perform tests 1, 2, 3 & 4 on all four pumps.
Perform tests 5, 6 & 7 on one unit only.

Test Sequence

1. Tests to be performed after RCS is drained and

the pumps decontaminated.

Data

1. Gather data from previous operation and record

it for comparison with results of performance
tests.

4
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TABLE 3 cont.

1EM NO COMPONENT NAME

Reactor Coolant

Pump Motors

Electromatic Relief

Valve

TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

Activities

1. Perform visual inspection and dimensional checks

of bearings.

2. Examine lubricating oil for contamination ana

breakdown of lubricating qualities.

3. Performance test on the motors.

Test Units

1. Examine one motor per test and determine useful

ness of further testing of other units.

Test Sequence

1. Perform tests after removal of pump spacer.

In-sltu Tests

1. Note axial position of solenoid plunger.

2. Note position of pilot valve operating lever.

3. Perform static electrical checks of solenoid.

4. Determine operability of solenoid and valve

control system.

After Removal

1. Note corrosion products in or near valve.

2. Note position of main valve disc upon removal

of outlet pipe.

3. Note pipe movements (cold spring at inlet and

outlet).

Bench Testing

1. Check operability.

2. Disassemble for corrosion product search, dim.n

sional checks and wear measurements.

3. Look for plastic deformation in the valve bod .
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TABLE 3 cont.

8

COMPONENT NAME

Pressurizer Block

Valve

TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

Pressurizer Relief

Valve Piping &

Supports

Major Component

Supports

Coupons for

Metallurgical
Examination

Steam Generators

Hydraulic
Snubbers

In-situ

1. Visual examination.

2. Perform static electrical checks of actuator.

Bench Tests

1. Examine for wear of parts and check operability.

2. Check condition of seals.

In situ

1. Make visual inspection of piping installation

supports, attachments, welds, snubber connections

& pressurizer nozzles from the three connections

on the pressurizer to the drain tank.

2. Following visual inspection, additional modeling.

testing & metallurgical & stress analysis may be

required.

Visual Inspection

Perform standard metallurgical tests for hardness,

ductility, brittleness, etc.

1. Perform eddy current testing on selected groups

of tubes.

2. Remove some number of tubes and destructively
examine.

3. Perform visual examination of secondary side.

1. Visually inspect for leakage and integrity of

seals.

2. Perform functional tests for activation level,
release rate, drag, spring rate and dead band!

3. Make dimensional inspection to confirm structural

integrity.

4. Visually inspect for impacting of restraints on

motor stand.

NOTE: It is suggested that consideration be oivei
to draft NRC Reg Guide SC708-4 in the planning ot^
the test procedures.
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COMPONENT NAME TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

Containment Isola

tion Valve

Control Rod Drives

& Position Indicators

Pressurizer Safety
Relief Valve

Concrete & Piping
Coatings

Inner Door Seals

Drain Tank Relief

Valve

Mechanical

Snubbers

1. For the makeup system valves, perform visual I

electrical checks 1n-s1tu, and bench tests for

both operability and wear measurements.

2. For the valves 1n the reactor building purge

system perform the following:

a) visual and electrical checks in-situ

b) determine tightness of the valve seat

c) destructive analysis of elastomers

(ASTM D2882, D2670, & D2625)

d) disassemble and inspect solenoid and operator

for condition

1. Standard electrical checks.

2. Destructive analysis of CRDM Closure Seals.

1. Visual inspection.

2. Possible bench examination for leakage and

chatter.

Evaluate adhesion, durability and penetration of

radioactivity.

1. Visually inspect to determine cause of leak,

I.e., damage or misinstallation.

2. Perform destructive analysis of elastomer seal.

1. Bench test for operability.

2. Check valve seat faces.

1. Visually inspect.

2. Perform functional tests on 3 to 5 samples to

measure activation level, release rate, drag,
deadband and spring rate.

NOTE: Again, NRC Draft Reg Guide SC708-4 may be

helpful In detailed test procedure planning.
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COMPONENT NAME

Makeup System
Filters

Polar Crane

Reactor Vessel

Closure Head Seals

& Holddown Bolts

Makeup Pumps

Pressurizer

Heater

Reflective

Insulation on

Selected Piping
& Components

Reactor Building
Air Cooling Fans

Damper & Valve in

Reactor Building

Cooling System

Reactor Building
Air Cooling Coils

Reactor Building
Duct Work

Reactor Building
Fan Inlet Gravity
Dampers

Selected Valves

Control Rod Drive

Service Structure

Cooling Fan

TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Sample filter material for analysis
of debris.

2. Attempt to characterize isotopic content.

Note conditions of lubricants and parts (mostly

electrical).

1. Visually inspect "0" ring seal.

2. Perform metallurgical tests of one or more head

bolts.

No specific recommendations,

1. Visually inspect for evidence of operation dry.

2. Perform standard electrical checks for continuity,

etc.

Visual inspection.

1. Check operability. >

2. Disassemble for seal and bearing inspection.

1. Visual inspection.

2. In-situ operability check.

1. Perform visual inspection and check for leakage.

Visual inspection for damage.

1. Visual inspection.

2. In-situ operability check.

1. Visual inspection of valve and operator.

2. Disassembly and inspection for condition of seats,
packing, elastomers, and electrical parts.

In-situ operability check.

4
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TABLE 3 cont.

ITEM NO COMPONENT NAME TEST RECOMMENDATIONS

30 Letdown Coolers

31 Pipe and Cable

Tray Supports

32 Concrete Surfaces

in Contact with

Radioactive Fluids

33 Block Orifice

34 Selected Electrical

Distribution Lighting
Panels & Transformers

1. Visual Inspection.

2. Leak test.

Visual Inspection.

Follow results of GPU test borings for

requallfication

Attempt to measure pressure drop.

1, Visual inspection.

2. Standard electrical checks.
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PREFACE

This document represents the compilation of suggestions, recommendations

and ideas presented by the various members of the TMI-2 Examination Planning

Group 7.2. The planning group held two formal meetings to first discuss the

assignment and later to review the draft report.

The following is a list of the organizations and personnel who participated

in the discussions and preparation of this document.

Argonne National Laboratory G. Chisholm

Babcock & Wilcox Co. - G.E. Kulynych
M.H. Montgomery
R.A. King

Battelle Northwest Laboratory - E.L. Courtright

Bechtel Power Corporation - W.C. Hopkins
T.E. Morris

Combustion Engineering - A. Stathoplos

EG&G- Idaho
- TIO Office

- D.D. Owen
- H.M. Burton

EPRI/NSAC - R.H. Leyse
- A.B. Carson
- R.N. Whitsel
- G.R. Thomas
- L.C. Oakes
- R. Oehlberg
- D. Cain

Nuclear Regulatory Commission - M.L. Picklesimer
- R. Meyer

Oak Ridge National Labs - R. Blumberg
- D.O. Hobson
- J.T. Mihalczo

Rockwell (AI)
- L.M. Maki

U.S. Dept. of Energy
- A.C. Millunzi

Westinghouse Electric Co. - D.L. Burman
- L.E. Hochreiter
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The TMI-2 incident is the only significant commercial power accident
that

has occurred since the beginning of electrical generation using nuclear power.

Since it is the only accident, effort should be made to accurately investigate

the reactor system and particularly the core to obtain data on the core behavior

and the results of degraded core cooling.

The most important data include the core configuration, local fuel damage,

damage to other core components including control rod thimbles, grids, control

rods and burnable poison rods.

Information can be developed from the TMI-2 core to be used to assess the

margin between current licensing criteria and degraded core cooling situations.

TMI-2 proved that the core remained cool able at elevated temperatures far in

excess of the current licensing limit even though significant core damage occurred.

There are three areas of effort that can benefit from an extensive

examination of the TMI-2 core damage:

• An understanding of the specific condition of the fuel and

other core components in the TMI-2 reactor.

• Data that will be useful in better benchmarking the analytical

studies in the area of degraded core cooling.

• Data that will enable better planning of research programs

in the area of damaged fuel behavior.

Some of the specific questions to be studied related to the TMI-2 accident

include:

(1) How much fission product activity was released?

(2) Degree of eutectic formation and/or fuel melting?

(3) Degree of metal -water reaction?

(4) General core configuration and location of core debris?

(5) Location of the thermocouples junctions?
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These questions and others related to the TMI-2 core damage can be

answered by an examination of the TMI-2 core during the reactor disassembly

and core removal program, it is appropriate that this assessment be performed

as part of the R&D program to obtain vital industry data from the TMI-2 accident.

In the area of analytical and experimental studies related to damaged fuel

performance, TMI-2 can be considered as an important prototypical experimentation

and may yield many important answers. Various study groups have recormiended

that the behavior of severely damaged fuel should be better understood in order

to know more clearly what margins existed at TMI-2 and in nuclear power plants

in general .

The third area of examination is less directly related to TMI-2 than core

damage assessment and the behavior of severely damaged fuel. The TMI-2 accident

probably also has some fuel damage of the kind that is considered in the present

design-basis accidents (e.g., fuel cladding ballooning and rupture). Inasmuch

as research programs are currently being funded in these areas to reduce existing

uncertainties, TMI-2 examinations would provide an expedient way of making

significant progress in these areas. The scientific value of these tests should

not be underestimated since it is very difficult in even the most expensive

test-reactor experienrts to achieve the accident conditions of a commercial reactor

environment that were present in TMI-2.

In addition to measurements on fuel and core materials, it is desirable

to undertake a program o^ examination of other components inside the reactor vessel.

These include examination of some of the internals structures, control rod guides,

vent valves, and other similar components to obtain information relative to

degree of oxidation, significant deformations affecting flow paths, performance

of key components under severe conditions, etc.

Many of the individual TMI-2 core measurements will apply to all three

of the above areas of interest.

While it is not expected that core or fuel designs will change significantly

in light of TMI-2, the information from the core examination will improve under

standing of reactor safety and thereby improve safety through improved operating

and emergency procedures.
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2.0 DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR AND CORE

The purpose of this section is to present a summary description of the

TMI-2 reactor and core that may be important in the examination program. The

areas of interest include the reactor vessel and closure head, the internal

structure, and the various core components.

2.1 REACTOR VESSEL

The reactor vessel consists of a cylindrical shell with a spherically

dished bottom head, and a ring flange to which a removable reactor closure

head is bolted. A cylinder attached to the vessel's shell supports the vessel

and extends downward to a flanged base ring which is bolted to the foundation

of the building. The reactor closure head is spherically dished and welded to

a ring flange which mates with and is bolted to the vessel with large-diameter

studs. All internal surfaces of the vessel are clad with stainless steel weld

deposit. The reactor vessel and internals general arrangement are shown on

Figure 2-1, and a cross section is shown in Figure 2-2.

Two concentric metallic 0-rings provide the pressure integrity seal

between the closure head and the vessel's flange. Pressure taps at the annulus

between the two 0-rings are used to monitor seal leakage and to hydrotest

the seal after closure. The reactor vessel's ring flange includes an internal

ledge to support the core and the internal structural components.

The vessel had two outlet nozzles through which the reactor coolant

is transported to the steam generators, and four inlet nozzles through which

reactor coolant re-enters the reactor vessel. Two smaller nozzles between the

reactor coolant nozzles serve as inlets for decay heat cooling and emergency

cooling water injection (core flooding and low-pressure injection).

The bottom head of the vessel is penetrated by small in-core instru

mentation nozzles. The closure head is penetrated by sixty-nine flanged nozzles for

the control rod drive mechanisms and eight small flanged nozzles originally

designed for vent valve thermocouples.
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Core guide lugs welded to the reactor vessel inside wall limit

the vertical drop of the reactor internals and prevents rotation about the

vertical axis in the unlikely event of major internals structural failure.

Surveillance specimen holder tubes are located between the reactor

vessel wall and the thermal shield.

Metal reflective insulation is used on the exterior of the vessel

from the closure flange down to the support cylinder, on the exterior of the

bottom head dome, and on all insulated surfaces of the support skirt. Removable

metal reflective insulation panels enclose the top head closure flange and studs.

Metal reflective insulation is used on the closure head dome fitted around the

control rod drive mechanism nozzles.

The incore instrument penetrations are field-weld-joined to pipes

that contain two 90 degree bends and terminate in bolted sealing flanges in a

shielded area at a higher elevation in the reactor building. These tubes

contain incore detector assemblies for measuring the neutron flux and temperatures

in the reactor core.

2.2 REACTOR INTERNALS

The reactor internals include two major sub-assemblies: the plenum

assembly and the core support assembly. The core support assembly is made up

the core support structure, the core barrel, lower grid, flow distributor, incore

instrument guide tubes, thermal shield and surveillance holder tubes. Figure

2-1 shows the reactor vessel and reactor internals arrangement. Figure 2-2

is a cross section through the reactor vessel. The internals structure can

be removed from the reactor vessel by lifting from above.

2.2.1 Plenum Assembly

The plenum assembly is located above the reactor core and is

removed as a single component before refueling. It consists of a plenum cover,

upper grid, CRA guide tube assemblies, and a flanged plenum cylinder with openings
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for reactor coolant outlet flow. The plenum cover is a series of parallel

thick plates intersecting to form square lattices with a perforated top plate /

and flange; it is attached to the plenum cylinder's top flange. The perforated

top plate is 1/2-inch thick and has sixty-nine 8.520-inch-diameter holes. The

plenum cover is attached to the top flange of the plenum cylinder. Three

lifting lugs are provided for handling the plenum assembly. These lugs, 17-1/4

inches high, 3 inches thick, and 3 inches wide, are welded to the lattice systems

of the cover. The CRA guide tubes are welded to the plenum cover top plate and

bolted to the upper grid. CRA guide assemblies provide guidance and protect

CRA from the effects of coolant crossflow, and provide structural attachment

of the grid assembly to the plenum cover.

The plenum cylinder is a 130-inch-OD, 1-1/2-inch thick cylinder

with flanges on both ends to connect the cylinder to the plenum cover and upper

grid. Six 34-inch-diameter holes and four 22-inch-diameter holes in the plenum

cylinder provide a flow path for the coolant water.

The upper grid is a machined plate with openings that locate the

lower end of the individual CRA guide tube assembly relative to the upper end

of a corresponding fuel assembly. The grid is bolted to the plenum cylinder's

lower flange. Locating keyways in the plenum assembly cover flange engage the

reacotr vessel's top flange locating keys to align the plenum assembly with the

reactor vessel, the reactor closure head and the core support assembly. The

bottom of the plenum assembly is guided by the inside surface of the lower flange

of the core support shield.

Alignment between fuel assemblies is provided by pads bolted to the

lower surface of the upper grid.

2.2.2 Core Support Assembly

The core support assembly consists of the core support shield,

core barrel, lower grid assembly, flow distributor, thermal shield, incore

instrument guide tubes, surveillance specimen holder tubes, and internals vent

valves.
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The core support shield is a large, flanged cylinder which

mates with the reactor vessel opening. The forged top flange (146 inches ID) rests

on a circumferential ledge in the reactor vessel top closure flange. The core

support shield lower flange (136 inches ID) is bolted to the core barrel. The

inside surface of the lower flange guides and aligns the plenum assembly relative

to the core support shield. The cylinder wall has two nozzle openings for coolant

flow. These openings are formed by two forged rings ♦ which seal to the reactor

vessel outlet nozzles by the differential thermal expansion between the stainless

steel core support shield and the carbon steel reactor vessel. The nozzle seal

surfaces are finished and fitted to a predetermined cold gap providing clearance

during core support assembly installation and removal. At reactor operating

temperatures, the mating metal surfaces are in contact to make a seal without

exceeding allowable stresses in either the reactor vessel or the internals. The

cylinder wall also has eight holes in which vent valve mounting rings are welded.

The core barrel supports the fuel assemblies, lower grid, flow

distributor, and incore intrument guide tubes. The barrel consists of a flanged

cylinder, a series of internal horizontal spacers bolted to the cylinder, and

a series of vertical plates bolted to the inner surfaces of the horizontal

spacers to form an inner wall enclosing the fuel assemblies. The upper flange

of the cylinder is bolted to the mating lower flange of the core support shield

assembly, and the lower flange is bolted to the mating flange of the lower grid

assembly. All bolts are lock-welded after final assembly.

The lower grid assembly provides alignment and support for the

fuel assemblies, supports the thermal shield and flow distributor, and aligns

the incore instrument guide tubes with fuel assembly instrument tubes. The lower

grid consists of two lattice structures separated by short tubular columns and

surrounded by a forged flanged cylinder. The top flange of the forged cylinder

is bolted to the lower flange of the core barrel. A perforated flat plate,

midway between the two lattice structures aids in distributing coolant flow through

the core. Alignment between fuel assemblies is provided by pads bolted to the

top surface of the upper lattice structure.
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The flow distributor is a perforated, dished head with

an external flange which is bolted to the bottom flange of the lower grid.

The distributor supports the incore instrument guide tubes and distributes

the reactor coolant entering the bottom of the core.

The thermal shield is a stainless steel cylinder 151 inches

in OD, installed in the annulus between the core barrel cylinder and the reactor

vessel 's inner wall.

Surveillance specimen holder tubes are installed on the core

support assembly's outer wall to contain the surveillance specimen assemblies.

The tubes extend from the top flange to the core support shield to the lower end

of the thermal shield.

2.3 FUEL ASSEMBLIES

The fuel for the reactor is in the form of sinteted pellets of low-

enriched uranium dioxide clad in Zircaloy-4 tubing. The ends of the tubing are

sealed by Zircaloy-4 end caps attached to the tubing by welding. The cladding,

fuel pellets, end caps, and fuel support components form a "fuel rod". Two-

hundred and eight fuel rods, sixteen control rod guide tubes, one instrumentation

tube assembly, seven spacer sleeves, eight spacer grids, and two end fittings

form a structural cage which contains the rods and tubes in a 15 X 15 array.

The center position in the assembly is reserved for instrumentation, and the

remaining 16 positions are provided for the guide tubes which guide the control

rods. Figure 2-3 shows the construction features of a fuel assembly. Fuel

assembly components, materials, and dimensions are listed below.

Item Material Dimensions, In.

Fuel Rod

Fuel U02 sintered pellets 0.370 dia.

Fuel Cladding Zircaloy-4 0.430 0D X 0.377 ID

X 153-1/8 long

Fuel rod pitch 0.568

Active fuel Ten gth 144

Ceramic spacer ZrO- 0.368 dia.

Spring SS, Type 302 4 in.
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Item Material Dimensions, In

Fuel Assembly

Fuel Assy Pitch

Overall Length

Control Rod Guide Tube

Instrumentation Tube

End Fittings

Spacer Grid

Spacer Sleeve

Zircaloy-4

Zircaloy-4

SS, Grade CF3M

Inconel-718 Strips

Zircaloy-4

8.587

165-3/4

0.530 OD X 0.498 ID

0.493 OD X 0.441 ID

0.020 thick exteriors

0.016 thick interiors

0.554 OD X 0.502 ID

2.4 CONTROL ROD ASSEMBLY

Each control rod assembly has 16 control rods, a stainless steel spider,

and a female coupling. Figure 2-4 shows the control rod assembly configurations.

The control rod drive connects to the CRA at the female coupling by bayonet

type connection. On the side of the spider opposite the control rod drive

connection, the 16 control rods are attached. When the CRA is inserted into

the fuel assembly's upper end fittings, the rods are guided by the guide tubes

of the fuel assembly. Full-length guidance for the CRA is also provided in the

upper plenum assembly by the control rod guide assembly.

Each control rod contains a section of neutron absorber material -

an alloy of silver-indium-cadmium clad in cold-worked, type 304 stainless steel

tubing and type 304 stainless steel (upper and lower end pieces). The end

pieces are welded to the tubing to form a water-and pressure-tight container

for the absorber material. Above the absorber material is a spacer of corrugated

tubing which keeps the absorber material in place during shipping and handlino.

Data on the CRA are as follows:
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Item Data

Number of CRAs

Number of control rods per assy

OD of control rod, in.

Cladding thickness, in.

Cladding material

End plug material

Spider material

Poison material

Female coupling material

Corrugated tubing

Length of poison section, in.

Stroke of control rod, in.

2.5 BURNABLE POISON ROD ASSEMBLY

61 Full length plus 8 part length

16

0.440

0.021

Type 304 SS, cold-worked

Type 304 SS, annealed

SS, Grade CF3M

80% Ag, 15% In, 5% Cd

Type 304 SS, annealed

Type 321 SS

134 (Full Length)

139

The burnable poison rod assembly (BRPA) (Figure 2-5) is configured

similar to the control rod assembly (Figure 2-4). The cladding material is

Zircaloy-4 and the poison material is alumina/boron carbide (AUO^/B-C) in

pellet form.

The BPRA's are not connected to a control rod drive mechanism but

instead have a ball-lock assembly on the spider assembly that engages the fuel

assembly upper end fitting.

In addition, a BPRA retainer is provided on each BPRA to engage

with the upper grid assembly for positive holddown.

2.6 NEUTRON SOURCE HOLDER

Two neutron source holders are provided in two of the corner fuel

positions. These source holders are a tube containing the source located in

a control rod guide tube of the two fuel assemblies. A modified orifice rod

assembly and retainer are provided for to retain the source in the guide tube
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3.0 RECOMMENDED INSPECTION & EXAMINATION PROGRAM

The reactor damage assessment can be conveniently divided into five

major phases depending upon the status of the reactor.

s Before Head Removal

s Before Plenum Removal

• Before Fuel Removal

i During Fuel Removal

s After Fuel Removal

The following sections present background information and describe proposed

inspection and examination program for each phase.

3.1 BEFORE HEAD REMOVAL

One of the key opportunities to obtain information on the undisturbed

condition of the core is prior to the RV Head Removal. The reactor internals

and core, at this time, are essentially in the same condition as following

the transient except for changes resulting from:

a) Operation of a Reactor Coolant Pump during the period

March 28, 1979 thru April 27, 1979.

b) Flow pattern change resulting from deterioration of the

fuel exposed to heated borated water from March 28, 1979

to the date of the inspection.

There are several reasons why it is important to observe reactor

coolant internal conditions prior to head removal.

s Time - Collecting data on core and vessel internal conditions

as soon as possible will make data available to analysts who

have been making accident analysis predictions, thereby

enabling early preliminary benchmarking of analyses models

and assumptions.
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• Evaluation of Fuel Inspection & Removal Methods - Both the

R&D inspection programs and the Fuel Removal Programs will

have been planned based upon predictions of core 4 internals

conditions. Actual measurements and observations will serve

to add validity to the assumptions or suggest modifications

are necessary, thereby enabling better advance planning of

R&D and core removal activities.

s Acquire Vital Samples for Offsite Examination - The process of

obtaining access for inspections may result in obtaining key

samples of selected materials which may be analyzed for information

of core conditions.

s Obtain Undisturbed Data - The process of removing the reactor

vessel head and upper internals has the potential for disturbing

the components inside the vessel. Data obtained from the

undisturbed core condition will allow better characterization

of the detailed data obtained during the later core examinations.

Several complementary techniques could be carried out to assess core

conditions. They can be characterized approximately as follows:

A. Direct Visual Observation

B. Indirect Measurements

C. Component Movement

D. Collect Samples

The following proposed programs outline selected projects which

encompass one or more of these techniques.

3.1.1 Core Access Thru CRDM Nozzle

This project would involve removing one or more of the

control rod drive mechanisms from the vessel head and utilize the vessel opening

for viewing into the vessel, the upper internals (control rod guides) and the

top of the fuel assembly.
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This project would:

s Demonstrate uncoupling of a CRDM extension rod

from a control rod.

s Demonstrate the ability to remove a CRDM from the

vessel head.

s Provide a sample of material (CRDM coupling) that was

located immediately above the fuel during the transient

for laboratory examination to enable assessment of

temperature history based upon metallurgical examination

plus other examinations.

s Other data on conditions of upper plenum assembly

including the upper grid and the Control Rod Guide

columns. Of particular interest is the degree of

slumping, if any, of the upper grid structure.

s Provide information on the potential separation of the

fuel upper end fitting from the upper grid structure.

s Provide an insight into the general condition of the

upper parts of the fuel assemblies.

The observation and measurements that could be made would

utilize some combination of visual (optics, TV, etc.) and other (UT, EC, etc.)

techniques.

3.1.2 Core Access Thru TC Nozzles

Another access to the RV interior is through one or more of

the small ('-1" dia) flanged penetrations outside the cluster of CRDM's on

the vessel head. Inserting a viewing device through these holes would provide

information on the conditions in the upper head region, the plenum cover, and

potentially provide the ability to look into the plenum assembly and the top

of the upper grid structure. It may also be possible to extend the observations

to reactor vessel annulus area and obtain information from the bottom of the

reactor vessel. This would require development of a long (40') viewing device

that could be inserted into a 1 inch diameter opening.
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3.1.3 Incore Detector Calibration Tube

The general condition of the incore detectors may be

determined prior to removal of the detectors using several techniques.

• Make an assessment based upon visual observation

and dose measurements to see if the center cali

bration tubes have failed. Water in the calibration

tube is an indication of tube failure.

• Insertion of a wire probe into the calibration tubes

would be an indication of the level in the core where

gross damage may have occurred.

• May be able to obtain neutron flux profile with a

wire scan of the core thru the calibration tubes.

3.1.4 Incore Instrumentation

The incore instrumentation guide tubes provide direct access

to the core prior to head removal from the lower portion of the reactor vessel.

These access holes can provide considerable insight into the radial and

axial damage configuration.

Incore instrumentation strings should be removed from selective

assemblies to provide a representative number and type of damaged assemblies.

The ability to remove an incore detector gives valuable information as well as

providing sairples of core material for laboratory examination. With the

detector removed from the incore guide tubes, other measurements could be

made utilizing the incore guide tube access to the fuel assemblies.

The mechanical strength of the fuel assembly instrumentation

tubes can be measured. This can be accomplished by a mechanical loading head

inserted after removal of the detector. Measurements could be made at various

heighto to determine residual tube strength. The diametral load could be

empirically related to tensile properties. This direct measurement could be

coupled with oxide thickness measurements using eddy current methods to give

indications of the mechanical properties.
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The lower reactor vessel head can be checked using gamma-scan

techniques to survey for gross fuel debris in this region. The sensing elements

could be calibrated to provide rough measurements of curies content of mixed

insoluble fission products characteristics of fuel residual.

A neutron flux profile may be obtained by inserting a Dy-Ae

wire through the guide tube if the incore detector is removed. An evaluation

must first be made to verify that sufficient neutron flux exist from spontaneous

and (y,n) reactions.

The use of a neutron source, and a fission chamber

in an adjacent location or use of the existing source level instrumentation may

provide information of the subcritical multiplication of the core.

3.1.5 Control Rod Movement

The eight APSR's are located near the periphery of the core.

A program should be developed to attempt to move selected APSR's to determine

if they can be moved. If the APSR's can be moved, this would indicate minimum

damage/distribution to the guide tubes.

The movement of the APSR's with neutron detectors located in

nearby incore guide tubes could provide information or reactivity distribution

in that region of the core.

3.2 BEFORE PLENUM REMOVAL

After removal of the RV Head, the plenum cover is exposed. This affords

an opportunity for several measurements, samples and observations that are

important relative to core configuration.

3.2.1 Photograph and Sample Any Loose Material on the Plenum Cover

The area above the plenum cover is a "low" flow area in a PWR.

It is possible that even with single pump operation, sufficient

fluid velocities were achieved in the core and plenum areas to transport some

loose fuel or clad segments to the area above the plenum cover. This material

would then settle on the plenum cover.
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TABLE 3.1

SUMMARY -_1NSPF^TJON MM TEC HTUQUES

BEFORE HEAD REMOVAL

i

no

co

RECOV^E-jPEr INSPECTION

1. Visual examination thru Head Tenetrations

• TC Nozzles
s CRDM Nozzles

2. Gamma Scan internal

• vessel penetration
s incore detector tubes

Ganma Scan external

Neutron Flux Profile

Movement of Core Components

CRDM

APSR

Incore calibration wires
Incore detectors

6. Samples for examination

CRD coupling
Incore detector

TECHNIQUE/EQUIPMENT DEFINITION

Visual examination techniques

s Video

• Fiberscope

Potential for EC or UT examination

Gamma probe thru vessel penetrations or

incore detector tubes.

Gamma detectors for external ganma scan.

Neutron detector inserted thru incore tubes

s Systematic program of attempting to remotely
move core conponents to determine if they can
be moved

• Tooling and containers to remove sables to hot cell



Photographing and sampling the material on the plenum cover

will preserve data on potential fuel and clad segments that may have come

loose in the core. It would also serve to indicate the types of fuel segments

that may be located in other parts of the system. Samples of material could be

shipped off-site for detailed examination.

3.2.2 Measure Control Rod Location Relative to Plenum Cover

Measurement of the location of the top of the control rod

coupling will provide a set of data relative to the degree of dislocation of the

fuel upper end fittings. Separation of the fuel end fitting from the upper grid

would indicate degree of core slump - if any,

3.2.3 Measure Key Dimensions of Plenum

Several key measurements of the plenum cover can be used to

obtain supporting data on core condition:

• Measurement of flatness of plenum cover may give

some indication of the loads imposed by the fuel

on the plenum.

s Distortion of control rod guide tubes may indicate

temperature in the plenum.

s Measurement of oxide thickness in the guide tubes

or plenum structure may indicate temperatures in

the plenum area. Instrumentation to determine oxide

thickness may have to be developed.

3.2.4 Program of Selected Control Rod Measurement

A carefully controlled selected program of attempts to move

control rods would provide some data on the conditions of control rods and

associated guide tubes. This program would supplement the program of APSR

movement suggested in Section 3.1.5. These control rod movements would be

done by hand with direct measurement of force required to move the rod.
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3.<_.5 Visual Observations

A program of visual and photographic observations should be

conducted prior to and during the plenum movement. These observations and

records will provide data on:

a) Inspection of top of peripheral fuel assemblies by

inserting the viewing device through the openings

in the plenum.

b) If any end fittings are below the upper grid, obser

vations of the surrounding upper end fitting areas

can be made by inserting the viewing device through

the CRD guide tubes.

c) It may be possible to drill through the plenum cover

and obtain access to the top of fuel assemblies con

taining LBP's.

d) It may be possible to obtain access to the control

rod guide tubes of peripheral fuel assemblies. Eddy

current measurement or a hydraulic mandrel could be

used to determine wall thickness of the control rod

guide tubes in the peripheral fuel assemblies.

e) Visual monitoring and recording during the plenum removal

will provide:

s evidence of fuel assembly hang-up in the plenum

s early data on the general conditions on the top

of the core.

3.2.6 Sample Debris from Inside Plenum

Pieces of fuel or clad may have migrated into the plenum

region above the core or into the guide tubes. Samples of this material

would supplement previous samples from above the plenum.

3.2.7 Visual Examination of Nozzle Gap

With the use of viewing devices and/or thickness gage, the

inspection of the gap between the core support assembly and the outlet nozzle

on the reactor vessel may be practical. This would give a good early indication

of the degree of distortion of the internals during the transient - hence, a

benchmark for internals temperature.
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TABLE 3.2

SUMMARY - INSPECTION AND TECHNIQUES

BEFORE PLENUM REMOVAL

no

i

RECOMMENDED INSPECTION

1. Visual Examination of Plenum Cover

2. Collect samples on plenum cover,

inside plenum assembly

3. Measurement of location of components

s flatness of plenum cover

s location of fuel upper end fittings

4. Visual observation of top of core

5. Movement of control rods

6. Zircaloy oxidation measurements

TECHNIQUE/EQUIPMENT DEFINITION

Visual examination techniques

s Video, color photography

Sample containers for shipment to hot cell

s Tooling to retrieve samples

Tooling for underwater measurements

Viewing device thru plenum (TV, fiber optics)

Systematic program to determine load required for

movement of control rods

Techniques to determine oxide thickness

s Eddy current

s strength of zircaloy tube

7. Visual examination of nozzle gap Viewing device & thickness gage



3.3 BEFORE FUEL REMOVAL

Following removal of the TMI-2 reactor vessel head and the upper

plenum assembly, there are a variety of inspections that should be made to

ascertain the in-situ core condition.

A number of assumptions were used to form the framework within which

the inspection recommendations are made;

1. Assume reactor vessel head and upper plenum assembly has been

removed and the top of the core is accessible,

2. Movement/removal of core instrumentation presumed to be minor;

no significant perturbation of core material has occurred.

3. Sequential inspections provide foundation for evaluating appli

cability of subsequent efforts.

4. Focus of core examinations on those required to characterize

core condition that could not be performed after fuel movement.

5. Limit man-rem exposure,

6. Inspection program has been limited to core/fuel examinations;

inspection of other components such as core barrel, vessel nozzles, etc.

assumed covered elsewhere.

7. Inspection program predicated basically upon availability of

existing equipment techniques with adaptations to TMI environmental requirements.

Two key assumptions are that operations prior to uncovery of the top

of the core have not significantly perturbed the core condition and that the

program would depend on essentially available inspection techniques and

equipment.

The recommended inspections are limited to core components defined

by the fuel assembly and control components prior to fuel movement. Examination

of other core internals (e.g., core support assembly, flow nozzles) may also be

desirable to perform prior to fuel movement, but are not addressed here. The
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type of examinations proposed are considered to be generally within existing

design or overall NDT capabilities although the adaptability of any system

to the TMI environment must be evaluated. The specific inspection sequence

must be flexible based on the observed core condition. All observations

should be thoroughly documented using as much electronic recording instrumen

tation as possible along with the more conventional manual logging of unusual

observations.

The electronic recording capability will permit subsequent computerized

data processing and retrieval for more efficient analysis.

The overall objectives of the proposed core inspection program prior

to fuel shuffling areas follows:

s Assess the radial and axial extent of damage to fuel assemblies

and related core components. Specific consideration will be given

to identifying and characterizing those features that may be severely

disturbed or destroyed once fuel movement begins.

s Provide a bases for evaluating alternate techniques for removing

core components.

s Provide technical bases for selecting components (e.g., peripheral

fuel assemblies, CRAs , APSRAs) for early transfer out of the core

to permit more exhaustive examinations elsewhere.

Any floating debris in the cavity pool water resulting from plenum

removal should be cleaned up before beginning the "over the core" inspections

to improve visibility and reduce man-rem exposures. The examinations are

intended to be sequential and provide information about the core which cannot

be reconstructed later. For example, evaluating the degree of fuel assembly

independence prior to fuel movement will be important in selecting the techniques

for core removal and also make it possible to locate and identify a condition

between assemblies (e.g., bowed rods or grids, reaction products) which may be

destroyed during removal. The initial activities listed in Table 3.3 will be

employed on a core wide basis to characterize the extent and nature of any damaqe

that may be present. The precise method in which later inspections are applied
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would then be established after review of the initial inspection results.

In any case, however, priority would be given to characterizing regions of

the core with varying degrees of damage as well as peripheral assemblies

in the p?*eparation for moving selected assemblies earlier 1n the program.

Control Rods and Axial Power Shaping Rods will be examined to determine

if they are intact and the extent of any damage that may be present. Several of

the CRAs and APSRs inspected would then be removed from the core and transferred

to the spent fuel pool. This operation will permit inspection of the guide

tube ID in various core regions to assess the integrity and axial damage profile.

Examination of the instrumentation tube could potentially be done

by removing the "mixing cup" from the fuel assembly upper end fitting to give

access to the instrument guide tube at the top of the core. The axial position

and condition of the top of selected instruments can be determined prior to

instrument removal. After these instruments are removed, the ID of the guide

tube can then be examined to evaluate condition and presence of any reaction

products. This would also make it possible to remotely Inspect the lower core

as well as the lower core support structure.

After all of the proposed exams have been completed and the results

reviewed, then one or more peripheral or moderately damaged assemblies can be

removed from the core. This improved access would make it possible to perform

additional inspections, if necessary, to the fuel remaining in the core as well

as the lower core support structure.

3.3.1 Recommended Inspections

The recommended inspections are listed in Table 1 with the

applicable equipment/technique for obtaining the information correspondingly

identified in a side-by-side format. Although the table is large self-explanatory

Section 3.3.2 provides an expanded description of the inspection techniques/

equipment.
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TABLE 3.3

SUMMARY-INSPECTIONS AND TECHNIQUES

BEFORE FUEL REMOVAL

no

i

co

O

Recorrmended Inspection

1. Document and map top of core to assess

o extent of observable damage functions of radial

position
o location and inventory of debris

o determination of observable component integrity
(i.e., corrosion and/or oxidation film

characteristics, RCC cluster upper end fitting
integrity)

2. Relative elevation profile of core components
to evaluate severity of fuel assembly slumping.

3. Sampling of debris and loose material from top of

core to ascertain composition of loose products
or any reaction products that may be present

- provide early direct indication of type of

reactions

- debris analysis and estimation of amount of

deposit

Technique/Equipment Definition

Visual inspection (forward to right angle viewing

direction)

o high resolution TV system with computer enhancement

and hard copy reproduction capability

o periscope for high magnitifcation, high resolution,

color photography of top of vessel

o mechanical probe manually operated in conjunction
with remote TV

o alternate-acoustical imaging or high frequency
ultrasonic equipment for mapping

- continuous visual monitoring capability by remote TV

vacuum pumping and filtration system for loose

product

technique for obtaining sample of fixed or agglomerated
material (basic mechanical removal)
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TABLE 3.3 (contd

4. Evaluation of corrective coolant flow characteristics
to determine coolant flow paths throunh core and
identify potential blockage locations over entire
core cross section along with characterization
of flow velocity.

5. Incore residual temperature measurements to provide
axial and radial profiles of core and potentially
assess ocations of large masses of high source
material resulting from core damage.

5. Gross and specific isotope counting measurements
to locate regions and identify source isotopes
associated with high fields

o axial and radial core profiles using results
of previous exams to locate regions of hiqh
interest

*

7. Evaluation of Control Rod Assembly damage
- cracks, oxidation/corrosion of lifting
hub and vanes .

-

integrity (i.e., cracks, ballooning,
chemical interactions) on individual fingers

- CRA removal
-

mixing cup removal or penetration to allow
access to central thimble tubes

time lapsed infrared photography

addition of dye or tracer element to coolant

flow velocity measurement

standard thermocouple recording and instrumentation

self powered detectors

collimator system with spectrometric analysis
capability

ultrasonics (plate wave generator)
ECT

lifting device with calibrated load cell



TABLE

8. Thimble tube probing to characterize condition

and debris sampling

- free path measurements

- ECT for evidence of oxidation/corrosion, or

cracks
- visual inspection and photography

9. Axial position of instrumentation within

the thimble

10. Expansion of CRA thimbles at bottom of pre

determined strain to evaluate integrity prior

to movement of fuel assembly

11. Assessment of physical independence of fuel

assemblies prior to movement

r4 12. Lift peripheral and/or "undamaged" fuel

7> assemblies for more detailed evaluations

£ elsewhere

- one assembly or group of assemblies are

moved then additional inspections can be

performed due to increased access.

(contd)

- mechanical probe with simultaneous ECT

capability

- borescope/photographic system with light

enhancement capability

- cutting device to remove T/C mixing cup

- depth probe

- hydraulic expansion head with "U" cup seals

- mechanical spreading device

- gaging technique to quantify assembly to

assembly spacing

-

spears
- fuel assembly basket

- calibrated load cell device

st \



3.3.2 Technique and Equipment Descriptions

The following is a surrnary of the various techniques that

could be used to perform the inspections sunmarlzed 1n Table 1. The numbered

items correspond to the similar item numbers in Table 1.

1. Visual techniques would be employed to document and map

the top of the core. The equipment used would depend upon the exact purpose

of the inspection. The basic equipment would consist of a high resolution,

underwater TV system and a periscope with high magnification and photographic

adaptability. Both systems would have forward to right-angle viewing capabilities.

Extensions of the basic capabilities would include:

a. Computer enhancement and hard copy reproduction

for the TV system.

b. Stereoscopic viewing for both periscope and TV

systems.

2. Measurements taken from a fixed reference elevation to

an established feature at the top of the core would constitute the basic technique

for obtaining the relative axial core profile.

The equipment would consist of a manual mechanical probe,

in conjunction with an underwater TV system. Development of an acoustical

imaging system to map the core profile as an extension of present capabilities.

3. The techniques to obtain samples of loose or fixed material

from the top of the core involve manual manipulation of basic tools. The tools/

equipment for this operation include:

a. Remote Underwater TV to provide continuous visual

monitoring.

b. Vacuum purrping and filtration system for collection

of loose products.

c. Mechanical removal system for fixed or agglomerated

material .

'
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4. The techniques for evaluation of convective coolant flow

are considered state of the art, but would require adaptation for specific

applications. Some of the techniques deemed suitable for this purpose are:

a. Infrared Photography

b. Flow Velocity Measurements

c. Tracer Element or Dye Addition

d. Temperature Profiling with Thermocouples

5. The technique for obtaining incore residual temperature

measurements involve manual probing with fixtures utilizing state of the art

thermocouples in conjunction with standard recording instrumentation.

6. Measuring gamma and/or neutron flux involves manually

positioning the detectors at points of interest and through appropriate

read-out/recording equipment the levels and/or spectra could be obtained. This

technique is an extension of the state of the art and would require a developmental

effort.

7. Techniques for Evaluation of control rod damage involves

visual inspection and NDT Methods, which are currently state of the art, with

adaptation for the specific applications.

The equipment used would depend upon the specific NDT

technique and/or the item/area being evaluated.

8. Two techniques could be used for thimble tube probing

The first is a mechanical interference probe with simultaneous Eddy Current

capability. The second is a visual system, involving the use of a horoscope

with photographic capability.

These techniques involve state of the art equipment with

suitable development for the application.

9. A technique for Evaluation of the control rod quide tube

integrity prior to movement of a fuel assembly involves the use of expansion

techniques along the tube and/or evaluation by Eddy Current testing methods.
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10. A technique for assessing the physical independence

of fuel assemblies involves the insertion of a "feeler gauge" between assemblies.

Basic mechanical devices such as spreadina device and a gauge are required.

11. A technique for moving an "undamaged" fuel assembly

involves the use of spears, which provide a structural link between the top and

bottom of the fuel assembly and/or the use of a "basket".

1?. A technique for determining the axial position of the

instrumental ion thimble involves a mechanical proble after any obstructions at

the top of the fuel assembly are removed by whatever cutting device is required.

The cutting device requires development for the specific application.

3_A DURING FUEL REMOVAL

Following the removal of the TMI-2 upper head and plenum assembly,

the top of the core is exposed. A series of measurements and data taking will

be performed before actual fuel removal is started. These measurements and

techniques are discussed in Sections 3.1 through 3.3 of this report. This section

of the report discusses the data needs and the measurements methods which could

be used while the damaged fuel is being removed from the core.

Several analytical predictions have been performed to assess thermal -

hydraulic effects and the resulting core damage which may have occurred during the

TMI-2 accident. Post accident examination of the core and reactor hardware

should provide sufficient data to address the assumptions and models used to

characterize the core during the accident, and to provide data on the modes of

fuel failure. Specific data needs include:

1. Overall Core Configuration;

• The degree of core blockage-assembly by assembly.

• The size of the blockage zones.

s The radial and axial distribution of core blockage.

2. Local Fuel Damage

• Evidence of fuel melt.

• Evidence of fuel slumping due to melting.
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s Evidence of clad "drip" or "flow" or did it completely

oxidize first.

s Evidence of eutectic formation.

s Fuel particle size and distribution.

s Fuel rod ballooning and burst characteristics.

3. Core Hardware Examination

s Evidence of stainless steel melting.

t Degree of control rod guide tube oxidation or otheW damage.

s Degree of damage or melting of the inconel fuel assembly grids.

4. Estimate of Core Temperature History

s Preliminary estimates of local core temperature history

as a function of elevation and radial position.

s Distribution and degree of clad oxidation.

5. Core Fuel Distribution

s Distribution of fuel in the core, the reactor vessel and

throughout the remainder of the systems.

• Mass balance.

Many of the above data needs can only be met by a combination of in-situ

observations and detailed hot-cell examinations. The in-situ measurements will

give preliminary results, however, they will later be confirmed by more detailed

off-site measurements. Integration of the in-situ program and the off-site

program will be required to optimize data gathering.

3.4.1 Pre-Defueling Preparation

Prior to core removal, a good deal of data will be obtained on

the structural state of the core. This information will be used during defuelinq

planning and is also part of the identified data requirements. Before core

examination begins, a file should be developed for each fuel assembly. In this

file should go key manufacturing, fuel loading and assembly inspection and

operational data. The intent is to have each of the fuel assembly's historv

3-19
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documented. A detailed sketch of the fuel assembly should be made with each

grid, rod, guide thimble given an identification number. The orientation of

the assembly with respect to the core should also be noted. As data is obtained

on each assembly it can also be recorded and filed with the before accident

fuel assembly records.

Before removing fuel, metal impact detectors should be attached

to the internals and/or the reactor vessel lower plenum. Several sensors could

be attached 90° apart and other sensors on the hot legs. These sensors can be

used to hear if large quantities of rubble fall onto the lower grid or reactor

lower plenum. The detectors probably cannot pick up a single pellet however.

3.4.2 Photographs and Other Visual

The first approach should be to immediately photograph the top

of the core using TV camera in high quality color. Conventional and periscope

TV cameras should be used. In addition, mechanical measurements of the length

from some fixed reference point like the top flange, to each fuel assembly nozzle

should be made to see if any slumping of the core top has occurred. What is of

interest is whether the core damage can be assumed to be symmetrical and similar

to the before accident power distribution. It is assumed that the control rods

can not be moved in the center of the core. If they can be moved, then small

gamma detectors should be inserted into the incore detector locations to obtain

a gamma map. The results from a gamma map should indicate the degree of symmetry

of the core damage.

The TV camera scan should also indicate the state of the top

fuel nozzles and should indicate whether any stainless steel melting occurred.

TV scans and the mechanical measurements should also indicate the structural

differences between an edge fuel assembly and the center fuel assemblies. It

is believed that the edge fuel assemblies should be less damaged and may be

removable in a conventional fashion. If the edge assemblies appear structurally

sound, then eight of the outside assemblies should be removed in symmetrical

locations as dictated by the before accident power distribution.
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3.4.3 Study of Outer Assemblies

With eight outside assemblies removed, detailed axial TV

camera scans can be made in these locations. This will help determine the axial

extent of the fuel damage as well as to determine the symmetry of the damage.

Mechanical measurements should also be made from the vacated assembly position

on rod spacing, grid locations, and relative rod spacing on those assemblies

which can be viewed. Detailed photograph studies can also be made of selected

fuel damage after reviewing the TV camera data. The objective of the detail

photographic study would be to obtain local fuel damage information using high

resolution photographs. Scales or reference dimensions should also appear on

the photographs for each reference.

3.4.4 Removal of Upper End Fittings

After removing the eight outside assemblies, it is recommended

that the upper end fittings of the interior fuel assemblies be removed without

causing any fuel movement. It is believed that these end fittings could not be

successfully used to lift the inner fuel assemblies and removing them will allow

more detailed viewing of the core damage. Detailed TV camera scans should be

made of the core top (without end fittings). Once these scans are reviewed,

more localized TV camera and photographic studies can then be made of local areas

to obtain local fuel damage, clad damage, fuel particle sizes, and the presence

of fuel or clad melting. The degree of core wide fuel damage symmetry can be

examined. Mechanical measurements of fuel particle sizes, clad damage, and flow

blockage can be made by insertion of calibrated feeler gauges from the top of

the core. Also selected samples of clad, fuel, and core structures can be

obtained for preliminary hot cell analysis.

3.3.4 Removal of Control Assemblies

After the mechanical and photographic data has been obtained,

attempts should be made to remove selected control rods or LBP rods to open

the guide tube thimbles such that small gamma detectors can be inserted The

gamma detector technique should indicate fuel density and, therefore, blockaqe
(on an assembly wide basis) as a function of axial position for each assembl

measured in the core. Some R&D will be needed to help develop the computer
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software to translate the gamma data Into flow blockage. Some bench tests

will also be needed to calibrate the measurement technique. If symmetry is

tested, and found to exist from assembly to assembly, not all assemblies will

require ganma scans. The gamma scans can also help select those assemblies

which will be saved for hot cell Post Irradiation Examination work.

3.4.6 CR Guide Tube Oxidation

Prior to movement of fuel, it is desirable to determine the

degree of control rod guide tube oxidation for selected fuel assemblies. Most

of the peripheral assemblies do not contain control rods or burnable poison rods

and therefore the guide tube thimbles may be open. This condition may be achieved

on other assemblies by removing the control rod or burnable poison rod assembly.

Special instrumentations to measure the strength (hence the

thickness of zircaloy) can be inserted into the guide tubes to give a preliminary

(measurement >f the degree of residual zircaloy metal remaining at various radial

and axial locations in the core.

R&D will be required to develop the instrumental and bench

testing for calibration of oxide thickness.

3.4.7 Individual Assembly Movement

After the gamma scans and oxide measurements are complete and

reviewed, a decision can be made on how much of the core can be removed with

a minimum of data. Each fuel assembly should be photographed, sketches made, and

particular irregularities noted. The assemblies selected for hot cell PIE work

should be removed so that the PIE assemblies can be handled with less fear of

damage and distortion due to handling.

A pie shaped wedge such as that shown in Figure 3-1 would

remain after the remainder of the fuel has been lifted out of the core. Since

there does not appear to be any practible way to "cast" the fuel in epo*y or other

compounds, this fuel should be removed axial ly such that more accurate photographs

can be made of the fuel damage at each elevation to obtain the resulting axial

flow blockage. Sanples of fuel clad, fuel particles, grids, guide tubes, control
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TABLE 3.4

SUMMARY - INSPECTION AND TECHNIQUES

DURING FUEL REMOVAL

r\3

i

o

RECOMMENDED INSPECTION

1. TV and Photographic mapping of fuel

assembly during removal

2. TV and photographic axial mapping of

in-place fuel via vacated assembly areas

3. Gamma scan axial mapping of in-place

fuel via vacated assembly

4. Control rod guide tube zircaloy

strength measurement

5. Fuel rod measurement to determine extent

of rod bow, ballooning, etc.

6. Encapsulated Fuel Assembly(ies)

Collect samples of fuel, control rod,

burnable poison rod, etc. for off-site

examinations.

TECHNIQUE/EQUIPMENT DEFINITION

• Visual Inspection (forward to right angle

viewing direction)

• High resolution TV system
■_•♦.,•--

• Color Photography
- periscope for magnification

• Visual Inspection

• High resolution

t Color photography

• Movable collimated gamma detector

t Calibrated mechanical or hydraulic expander

to measure residual lr tube strnegth

• Calibrated rod gap measurement device

• Method of encapsulation to remove damaged fuel

assemblies intact.

• Sample collection tools and containers



FIGURE 3-1

TMI-2 PROPOSED FUEL REMOVAL

REMOVE THIS CORE AREA AX I ALLY

WITH MAXIMUM DATA
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rod materials, can be taken for additional PIE work. Mechanical measurements

of fuel rod distortion, bowing, oxidation, and clearances should also be made

along with the photographic study to help infer the localized flow blockage.

These measurements should continue downward into the undamaged fuel zone.

After all the fuel has been removed, TV scans can be made of

the lower internals, lower plenum, and the fuel particle distribution which is

present in the lower plenum. The distribution of the fuel rubble in the lower

plenum can be inferred with mechanical measurements of the height of the debris

as function or radial and angular position. It is assumed that similar measure

ments of fuel rubble which could have collected on the top of the internals

has been made such that a complete fuel mass balance can be made. Samples should

be obtained at different points to obtain the particle sizes and packing density.

The fuel inventory in the lower plenum can then be calculated and conveyed to

the final measurement when the lower plenum is cleared out. The same type of

measurements may also be needed for fuel rubble in the lower guide support

structure.

3.5 AFTER FUEL REMOVAL

After the core is removed, a number of key activities are required

to complete the cleanup. During these activities, measurements and observations

should be made to supplement the previously gathered data.

Some of these key activities include:

• Inspection of lower internals

• Search for loose fuel & hardware

• Inspection of Reactor Vessel

3.5.1 Inspection of Lower Internals

Physical measurements of the reactor internals should be made

according to a pre-planned program. This should be a part of the overall effort

to provide a post accident geometry of the reactor vessel and its internals.

Drawings of the internals showing the key as-built and post accident geometry

should be prepared. Changes in dimension should provide the following informatior

S
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a) Peak temperatures and differential, temperature

of core and reactor vessel,

b) the reuseabllity of core structural components, and

c) indication of changes in flow passages during the

accident.

The measurements can be made by working at the level of the

reactor closure flange, using measurement techniques that are existing technology

These techniques include optical and laser surveying instruments, as well as

direct measurements using rods and tapes.

In addition to physical measurements, visual and color TV

observations should be made to record color changes, distortions, failed fasteners,

etc. that will give added information on the temperatures reached during the

transient.

Following removal of the internals from the reactor vessel,

visual and TV records can be made of external conditions of the core support

structure, the thermal shield clamps, and the lower flow distributor assembly.

3.5.2 Search for Loose Fuel & Hardware

Using an underwater television camera with several live monitors

plus continuous video tape recording, the in-vessel area shall be photographed.

All features that appear to be worthy of attention are to be photographed. These

include discolored, disfigured, mechanically damaged areas, as well as collections

of debris or items of unknown origin. Video recordings will be identified as to

location in the core.

The television camera viewing operation can be followed by

adaptation of the camera with small bore extensions, right angle viewing heads,

and special lighting to view the areas under the core support plate to search

for more loose fuel pieces and parts.
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It would seem logical that the reactor could not be returned

to service without assurance that all fuel and loose debris were cleaned up.

At this point it would seem that this criterion would require full view of the

lower head of the reactor vessel and any surfaces that could be suspected of

holding up material. It may also require replacing the reactor upper head,

establishing circulation through the vessel, filtering out debris and then

examining the vessel once again. This process may determine that the best times

for gaining access for the various viewing and gamma scanning operations.

Traverses should be made with gamma detectors over as much

of the interior of the reactor vessel as possible. Traverses are to be done

in the x-y direction (plan view) as well as in the z direction (up and down),

if possible. Gamma spectroscopy provides indication of gross amounts of

radioactive material as well as specific identification of the isotopes that are

present. These readings can:

a) locate fuel remaining in the vessel after the cleanup

operations,

b) provide information on the surface condition of the

reactor internals such as the support shroud, core support

plant, flow diffuser, etc., this information can possibly

be utilized as an indication of the reusability and/or

the disposal technique to be used on individual components,

c) provide information on the transport of radioactive

species during the accident; these readings would have to

be interpreted and analyzed along with other operating

data such as flow, cleanup operations, etc., that would

affect transport and deposition of materials.

The technique of gamma spectroscopy is quite sophisticated and

has many applications including the examination of both operating and shutdown

reactor components. The program proposed above would probably require some

development work. The geometry of aiming a collinator/detector assembly at a

vertical wall would have to be examined. Looking straight down would require

\/ery little, if any, development. The levels of radiation to be encountered

(
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would have to be estimated. It u\ay also require some advanced planning and

preparation and perhaps some experiments to calibrate and adjust the instruments.

Also, there nuw be some amount of computer programming and software development

required for the analysis of the data. It would require, in addition, a small

staff of knowledgeable technicians to use the instrumentation and to interpret

the data at the time the operation to assure that the date is useful.

3.5.3 Inspection of Reactor Vessel

Following removal of the internals, the reactor vessel should

be examined for damage resulting from the transient. Some key areas include:

• damage to outlet nozzle seals due to excessive

radial thermal expansion of the core support

structure

• damage to the lower guide lugs due to excessive

axial thermal expansion of the core support

structure

• position and verticality of the incore detector

nozzles

• Evidence of local "hot spots" due to accumulation

of fuel fragments.

These observations and measurements will require development

of an integrated measurement program. The data will be used to characterize the

temperature response of the reactor internals during the transient.

3.5.4 Metallurgical Specimens (Archive)

Metallurgical specimens should be gathered. Those components

that may have some further useability will not be cut up, but any areas where

there are obvious indications of damage should have metal specimens removed.

The techniques for removal can include mechanical metal cutters, such as hole

saws or nibblers, or thermal devices such as an underwater plasma torch. These

specimens can be taken at any time in the process of rebuilding the plant or of

disposing of the damaged components. Examination of these specimens off-site can

provide evidence of temperature history, and any metallurgical changes to the

physical properties of the materials due to the accident.
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TABLE 3.5

SUMMARY - INSPECTION AND TECHNIQUES

AFTER FUEL REMOVAL

i

CTt

RECOMMENDED INSPECTION

1. Photography & Visual Examination of

Internals & Vessel

• damage
• deformation

• color (temperature)

2. Search for Loose Fuel & Debris

(loose fuel in internal baffle

plates, lower plenum, etc.)

3. Internals & Vessel Measurements

• deformation

4. Samples for examination and archive

TECHNIQUE/EQUIPMENT DEFINITION

Visual monitoring techniques

• Video with image enhancement

• Color photography

Visual and Gamma Scan

• collimated movable gamma scan

• isotopic discrimination methods

Remote measurement tooling

• Imprint casting for local deformation

• Optical & laser techniques

Sample cutting equipment



4.0 SUMMARY DISCUSSION & TASK DESCRIPTION

The February 1980 meeting of Task Group 7.2 reviewed the draft

inspection and examination program and recommended a list of key early

projects for consideration by the TWG.

Summary Task Descriptions have been prepared to describe in more

detail the scope of the proposed Tasks and the estimated key milestone

schedule data.

It is recognized that much detail planning and evaluation is necessary

to eventually evolve the comprehensive program. Task 17 lists preparation

of "event trees" for the program. This preparation of "event trees" is

part of the detail planning necessary to define the program and properly

integrate the inspection and examination program into the overall Reactor

Disassembly and Core Removal Plan.
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4.1 TASK GROUP 7.2 RECOMMENDED LIST OF KEY EARLY PROJECTS

NOTE:

Penetration of Reactor Vessel from Top

Ex-Vessel Radiation Examination

Examination Via Incore Instrumentation Tubes

Plenum Penetration & Mockup Design

Pre-Head Removal Access to Annulus and Lower Plenum

Topography of Top of Core

Technique for Measuring Core Porosity

Technique to Access Physical Independence of Damaged Fuel

Techniques for Debris Retrieval and Characterization

Core Gamma Scan Through Fuel Assembly Control Rod Guide Tibes

Casting (Encapsulation) of one or more Fuel Assemblies

Technique of TV and Photo Scanning

Technique for Removing Damaged Fuel

Techniques for Measuring Strength of Fuel Bundle Structural Members

Data Needs (identification)

Specifications of Core Status

Summary of Event Trees

Special Tooling Development

I) = Project should qet started immediatelv

II) = Project can be started later
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!- PENETRATION OF REACTOR VESSEL FROM TOP (I)

Objective

Inspection of Reactor Internals and Fuel prior to RV Head Removal.

Discussion

The degree of equipment and fuel damage in the TMI-2 reactor is not precisely
known. It is expected that significant fuel damage has occurred, that

debris is present in the core and the reactor internals and that some fusing
together of core components has occurred. Reactor internals damage

resulting from the transient may impede disassembly of the reactor and

upon removal, may disturb the core configuration.

It is important that as much information as practical be obtained on the

conditions inside the reactor prior to reactor disassembly. This information

will serve to benchmark the various analyses already completed or underway.
It will also guide the development of proorams to obtain more data on the

TMI-2 core and other experiments planned or underway. The early look into

the reactor vessel will also provide data for detailed planning of the

examination programs to be conducted during and after defueling.

Scope of Project

The scope o* the project will involve:

• Identify methods of providing the desired inspection.

• Evaluation of inspection alternatives.

t Selection of prira^y approach.

• Engineering of equipment and procedures.

• Integration into the TMI-2 Reactor Disassembly Plan.

• Ass' toly of equipment.

• Demonstration of equipment and procedures.

• Conduct inspection at TMI-2

• Report results of Development Program and Inspection

Schedule (Key "i Ies tone)

Demonstration of Equipment and Procedures ready for field operations
by March 19H.
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2- EX-VESSEL RADIATION EXAMINATION (I)

Objective

Examination of the radiation streaming from the reactor vessel to assess

the potential fuel distribution in the TMI-2 reactor.

Discussion

The degree of equipment and fuel damage in the TMI-2 reactor is not precisely
known. One method of obtaining information on the location of fuel (and
hence, extent of fuel damage) is to perform an accurate scan of gamma

radiation coming from the reactor vessel. By measuring the gamma radiation

levels at selected axial and circumferential positions around the reactor

vessel, then comparing these measurements with various postulated fuel

geometries, it may be possible to correlate the measurements with calcu

lations, thereby obtaining an assessment of reactor core damage.

Of particular interest, it may be possible to determine if the peripheral
fuel assemblies are significantly damaged (i.e., slumped.) as predicted by
some studies or if they are relatively undamaged. This information would be

useful in guiding other NRC fuel behavior experiments and analyses code

development.

Scope

The scope of the project will involve:

• Identify methods to provide the desired measurement.

• Evaluation of alternatives and selection of primary approach.

• Engineering of equipment and procedures.

• Assembly of equipment and demonstration.

• Conduct inspection at TMI-2.

• Analyses of radiation leakage from the reactor for various

fuel geometries.

• Correlation of measurements with analyses.

• Report results and conclusions of project.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Equipment ready for site work - March 1981.
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3. EXAMINATION VIA INCORE INSTRUMENTATION TUBES (I)

Objecti wc

Obtain information on TMI-2 core status prior to removal of reactor

vessel closure head and internals.

Discussion

The degree of fuel damage and the physical configuration of the TMI-2 core

is not precisely known. One method of obtaining information on the core

status is to utilize the incore instrumentation guide tubes to perform
physical measurements of the core. The types of physical measurements that

could be performed include:

• The force required to remove an incore detector assembly.

• Examination of the physical condition of the incore detector.

t Installation of gamma detectors to monitor fuel radiation levels.

t Installation of neutron source and neutron detector to assess the

degree of criticality.

Some combination of these measurements with appropriate evaluation will

provide early assessment of the core damage.

Scope

The scope of the project will involve:

• Identify and recor-?nd an integrated program of measurements.

§ Engineering of equipment and procedures.

• Assembly o? equipr%?nt and demonstration.

• Direct incontainment measurement program.

t Correlate measurements and evaluate results.

• Report results and conclusions on project.

Schedule ( Key Mi 1 es tone )

Equipment and procedure demonstration -

ready for site work - March 1981
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PLENUM PENETRATION & MOCKUP DESIGN (II)

Objective

To establish a preliminary plan for making penetrating thru the

plenum assembly and preliminary plenum mock-up design.

Discussion

Removal of the reactor closure head permits access to the top of

the plenum assembly. The plenum assembly effectively inhibits much

direct observation of the top of the core; thereby making it difficult

to obtain much data about the condition of the core prior to removal

of the plenum.

The plenum assembly contains the upper grid plate which engages the

upper end fitting of the fuel assemblies. It is important to known

the status of the upper end fittings prior to and during the lift of the

plenum. One way to obtain this information is to cut holes in the

plenum cover and insert viewing devices down to and beyond the upper

grid plate (if possible).

Performing such an operation at TMI will possibly require a mock-up
of the plenum for demonstration and training. This project would identify

cases for a mock-up and prepare a preliminary design.

Scope of Project

The scope of the project will involve:

• Identify methods to obtain core assessment data thru the plenum;

including need to cut access holes in the plenum.

• Identify location and size of access holes (if required).

• Preliminary Design of Mock-up (if required) to check ability
to make penetration and inspections.

• Integration into TMI-2 Recovery Plan Schedule.

• Report results.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Complete study by December 1980.
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5- PRE-HLAD REMOVAL ACCESS TO ANNULUS AND LOWER PLENUM (II)

Objective

Perform a study to evaluate methods, risks and benefits of inspecting
the RV annulus and lower plenum region prior to head removal.

Discussion

Inspection of the RV annulus and bottom plenum may disclose the

presence (or absence) of fuel and other core debris. This information

is beneficial in understanding the potential condition of the core

prior to removal of the head and upper internals.

A method suggested to benefit these inspections is to cut the core

flood nozzle and insert viewing devices (TV, fiber optics, etc.)
into the annulus region and to the lower plenum. This is a fairly

significant operation and would involve some hazard and considerable

man-rem exposure. A study should therefore be conducted to evaluate

this approach and to determine if this inspection is justified.

Scope of Project

The scope of this project will involve:

• Evaluate potential program of annulus and lower plenum inspection.

• Identify conceptual designs.

• Identify alternate means to obtain data.

• Estimate cost (dollars, schedule, man-rem).

§ Perform preliminary safety assessment.

• Evaluate benefits versus cost and risk, and make recommendations.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Study completion - December 1980
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TOPOGRAPHY OF TOP OF CORE (I)

Objective

To assist in establishing the degree of core damage by measurement of

the profile of the top of the core following Plenum Assembly removal.

Discussion

Unrestricted inspection access to the top of the core occurs following
plenum assembly removal. Subsequent fuel movement activities may result in

loss of information and evidence important to core damage evaluation. It

is therefore important to establish the "as is" condition of the core after

plenum assembly removal and before fuel movement activities. Measuring
and recording the profile of the top of core is one method of capturing
"as is" data.

The topography of the top of the core may provide confirmation evidence

regarding areas of minimum and maximum damage. It will provide qualitative
evidence of core time-temperature relationships during the accident.

The topography examination will also assist in establishing reliable methods

of retrieving debris and core parts for further inspections, evaluations and

analysis.

Scope of Project

The scope of the project will involve:

• Identify methods of performing the measurements and/or recording the

evidence.

• Evaluation of methods described above.

t Integration into TMI-2 Fuel Removal Plan.

t Priority selection of methods for measurement and/or recording.

• Equipment and system specification and selection.

• Method demonstration and equipment/system tests.

• Procedure development.

t Integration into TMI-2 schedule.

• Execute work on TMI-2.

• Report results.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Equipment and procedure ready for site work - August 1981.
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7. TECHNIQUE FOR MEASURING CORE POROSITY (II)

Objective

Develop a method for in-situ determination of core porosity prior
to or during the fuel removal program.

Discussion

Various scenarios of the TMI-2 accident have postulated varying degrees
of core damage. Whatever the actual degree of damage, the core retained

a "coolable" geometry in the post-accident recovery period. It is of

interest to obtain a "Macro" scale determination of core porosity as a

function of radial position in the core.

Following removel of the fuel, it may be possible to reconstruct empirically
the geometry of the core. The macro-scale measurement would be useful

in correlating hydraulic behavior to the core geometry.

Several methods have been suggested:

t Fluid velocity measurements (fixed or natural circulation).

• Penetration of dyes.

• Thermal measurements.

Scope of Project

The scope of the project will involve:

• Identify potential means to determine core porosity distribution.

• Evaluate practicality of the suggested methods.

• If any methods appear practical, identify development needs,
schedule & cost.

• Prepare - ecommendations on whether to pursue the program.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Complete study by December 1980.
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8- TECHNIQUE TO ACCESS PHYSICAL INDEPENDENCE OF DAMAGED FUEL (II)

Objective

Develop a technique (tooling) that can be readily used to assess if

the damaged fuel assemblies of the core are physically independent or
are metal lurgically and mechanically interconnected.

Discussion

The various core damage scenarios have estimated that the TMI-2 fuel

assemblies fexperienced a wide range of damage. The degree of damage
can range from slight overheating and oxidation and perforation of the

clad where the physical geometry of the assembly is relatively unchanged
to complete disintegration of the upper parts of the fuel assembly with

some degree of melting and eutectic formation, forming a metallurgical
bond between adjacent fuel assemblies.

Upon obtaining access to the top of the core (i.e., removal of upper

plenum) it is important to learn which of the fuel assemblies are physically
independent and which may be either mechanically and/or metal! urgically
bonded together.

This information is useful in understanding the degree and nature of

core damage as well as being important to the planning of subsequent
fuel removal and inspection program.

Scope of Project

The scope of this project involve:

• Identify conceptual techniques for determining fuel assembly
independence.

• Evaluate techniques for practicability, cost, risk, probability of

success, etc. and recommend referenced technique.

t Detailed design of a prototype development.

• Demonstration of prototype.

• Development of procedure.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Demonstrate prototype tooling - December 1981
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TECHNIQUES FOR DEBRIS RETRIEVAL AND CHARACTERIZATION (I)

Objective

Develop methods for core parts debris removal during Reactor Disassembly and Fuel

Removal. Prepare methods which document the physical conditions of this debris.

Discussion

Debris from damaged fuel and control components is expected to be dispersed through
out the Reactor Coolant System. Some of this debris will be collected for further

examination and analysis. It is important to characterize the debris (to the ex

tent that physical conditions permit) with regard to location, size, shape, color

and any other physical condition which may assist in establishing the progress of

the accident and resultant core damage.

Due to Reactor Coolant Pump operation after core damage occurred, it is expected
that debris will be found throughout the RCS and interconnected auxiliary systems,

particularly in dead legs and low flow areas. Methods are needed to locate, re

trieve and document the conditions of this outside the reactor debris.

Debris is also expected to be in the Plenum Assembly, the Core Support Assembly
and in the Core Area. As Reactor Disassembly proceeds, part of this debris will

be exposed and easily retrieved. If it is not retrieved, some debris will likely
be disturbed during subsequent Reactor Disassembly activities. Other debris will

be lodged \r. the Reactor j ponents in varying degrees of accessability. Methods

to remove some portion of this debris are needed and a means to document debris

conditions is needed.

Scope of Project

The scope of this work will involve:

• Identify potential locations for debris of interest to the R&D plan.
• Identify potential physcial configuration of debris.

• Establish charic*orization criteria and methods.

• Identify and evaluate retrieval methods for each potential location and

physical confi^jr ition.

• Establish equipment and tooling needs for above methods.

• Integrate into T::i-2 Reactor Disassembly and Fuel Removal Plan.

• Equipment procurer nt and assembly.
t Equipment and procedure demonstration.

• Execute work at TMI-2.

• Prepare t^nal report.

Schedule O'ey Milestone)

Preparation for on site work complete by August 1981.
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"10- CORE GAMMA SCAN THROUGH FUEL ASSEMBLY CONTROL ROD GUIDE TUBES (II)

Objective

Development of equipment and techniques to perform core gamma scan

through fuel assembly control rod guide tubes.

Discussion

One technique for establishing in-situ fuel geometry is to perform a

comprehensive core gamma scan. This technique involves inserting a

small gamma detector into control rod guide tubes and performing an

axial gamma scan of selected fuel assemblies thhroughout the core.

To obtain access to the control rod guide tubes may require removal

of core control components (individual rods or assemblies). The

peripheral assemblies do not contain control components and if relatively

undamaged would provide easy access for the gamma scan.

Scope of Project

The scope of this project involves:

• Review core damage estimates and evaluate potential information

to be obtained by core gamma scan.

• Identify development required (analytical and hardware) for the

gamma scan program.

• Develop instrumentation.

• Develop procedures.

• Conduct gamma scan

• Evaluate data and report results.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Demonstrate technique of prototype equipment - December 1981
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CASTING (ENCAPSULATION) OF ONE OR MORE FUEL ASSEMBLIES (I)

Objective

The objective of this project is to develop a technique to encapsulate a section

of the TMI-2 core (one or more fuel assemblies).

Discussion

Several analytical studies have been performed to assess the thermal -hydraulic
effects which have occurred during the TMI-2 accident and the resulting core

damage. Post-examination of the core and reactor hardware should provide suf

ficient data to assess the assumptions and models used to characterize the core

during the accident. Since significant portions of the core may be severely

damaged, and removal of the fuel will disturb the "as-found" condition it is of

interest to preserve at least a portion of the core in the "as-found" condition

for ultimate detailed examination off site. One postulated method is to en

capsulate some portion of the core (one or two fuel assemblies) thereby retain

ing the "as-found" physical condition during the removal process.

The encapsulated fuel column could then be shipped to a laboratory for detailed

examinations to obtain information on the core damage sequence which could later

be used for fuel damage modeling studies.

Scope

• Identify conceptual encapsulation techniques.
• Identify interface limitations for fuel encapsulation.
• Evaluate practicality of encapsulation vs potential benefit of information.

• Reconriend encapsulation feasibility.

Schedule (Key vi Ies tone)

Recommendation of encapsulation feasibility by October 1980.
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12. TECHNIQUE OF TV AND PHOTO SCANNING (II)

Objective

Prepare a program of TV and photo scanning, using state-of-the-art

technique, to record the condition of the TMI-2 core.

Discussion

Perhaps the most significant record of the in-situ condition of the

TMI-2 core can be made by a program of video and photo mapping using
state-of-the-art underwater techniques. This program will provide a

necessary reference documentation of the overall as-found condition.

To successfully carry out such a program requires knowledge of the

dates technology is available in this area. Techniques such as color,

photo-enhancement, infra-red photography, 3-D video or photo should

be evaluated.

Engineering and development efforts to apply these technologies to the TMI-2

environment should be specified and planned.

Scope of Project

The scope of the project involves:

• Identify techniques that are available.

• Evaluate alternatives and recommend primary approach.

• Identify development and/or engineering for specific application.

• Integration into TMI-2 core removal plan.

• Procurement of equipment and/or services

• Demonstration of equipment.

• Conduct inspection at TMI-2 and deliver records.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Demonstration of equipment by December 1981
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13. TECHNIQUE FOR REMOVING DAMAGED FUEL (I)

Objective

Development of techniques to remove damaged fuel from the TMI-2 reactor

for further examination.

Discussion

In order to establish the specific core damage that occured during the TMI-2

accident, danuqed fu^l must be retrieved for further off-site examination

and experiments. The fuel selected for examination should be representative

of the varying degrees of damage. Other criteria for selection would

include benchmarking damage to analytical predictions of core damage based

upon data recorded during the accident.

In order for subsequent examination of damaged fuel to be meaningful in

establishing specific core damage which occurred during the accident, the

fuel to be examined must be removed without causing further damage.

The technique for damaged fuel removal should include steps to inspect fuel

in-place, select final means of handling, movement to an inspection station

and movement to a suitable container.

Scope of Project

The scope of this work will include the following:

• Establish preliminary target fuel assemblies for removal for

subsequent examination.

• Prepare a plan to finalize target fuel assemblies after access to the fuel.

0 Define the boundary damage conditions for fuel to be removed for Sub

sequent examination.

0 Prepare methods for removal of the spectrum of damaged fuel expected per
the selection process above and the boundary damage conditions above.

0 Integrate pmiect into TMI-2 Fuel Removal Plan.

0 Evaluate and select methods to be pursued.

0 Procure equipment and material and fabricate tooling.

0 Demonstrate looling and procedures.

0 Prepare final report.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Preparations for on-site work conplete by October 1981.
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TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING STRENGTH OF FUEL BUNDLE STRUCTURAL MEMBERS (I)

Objective

To measure strength of a representative number of fuel element structural

members in order to:

1) Assist in evaluation core damaqe

2) Establish load bearing capability of fuel to support removal methods

While minimizing further damage.

Discussion

The structural members of interest in this project are the control rod guide

tubes and attachment of these tubes to the fuel end fittings.

Although the degree of core damage is not precisely known, it is believed that

degrees of structural weakening exist up to failure, thus leaving portions
of some fuel assemblies in a rubblized condition. In order to assist in

evaluating both radial and axial damage, it is desirable to measure the

strength remaining in a representative number of fuel assemblies. Strength

comparison radially (fuel assembly to fuel assembly) and axially (single fuel

assemblies) and an overall comparison to as-built strength should provide

input to the overall evaluation of the fuel damage caused by the accident.

It is desired that some number of fuel assemblies be removed carefully so that

additional examinations can be performed. The strength measurement would

provide data in establishing the residual strength in fuel assemblies and

assist in fuel removal method selection to minimize further damage during
removal .

Scope of Project

The scope of this project will involve:

0 Identify methods of measurement of control rod guide tube strength.

0 Identify methods of inspection for/or measurement of strength of guide
tube attachment to upper end fitting.

0 Evaluation and selection of methods to pursue,

0 Equipment procurement and system assembly.

0 Demonstration of equipment and procedures.

0 Integration of project into TMI-2 Fuel Removal Plan.

0 Execute work at TMI-2,

0 Prepare final report.

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Preparation for on-site work complete by October 1981.
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DATA NUDS ( I in NT IF ICAT ION) (I)

Objective

Define the requirements tor data from the TMI-2 Core Damage Assessment

Porgram.

Discussion

The TMI-2 Core Damage Assessment Program may involve a substantial number

of measurements and observations. Each step in the reactor defueling pro

gram will result in the accumulation of observations and data on the con

ditions in and around the reactor.

It is important that a pre-planned analysis of data requirements be con

ducted to guide the development of the examination and inspection programs.
Such an analysis will assist in performing cost trade-off evaluation studies

as well as minimize the potential of overlooking significant data during
the process.

Scope of Project

This project can be carried out in parallel with the Technical Planning
of specific projects including the definition of event trees (See Pro

ject 17). The scope of the project involves:

o Identify type of data required

o Identify alternatives for obtaining data

o Define how data will be reported and stored.
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16. SPECIFICATIONS OF CORE STATUS (I)

Objective

Prepare a specification which can serve as the reference core status description
for the design and development of equipment and procedures for Core Damage
Assessment.

Discussion

Various analytical studies of the TMI-2 accident have been performed to assess

the thermal-hydrualic transient and the resulting core damage.

Most of these studies agree that parts of the core have been severely damaged
to the extent that conventional fuel handling methods will not be possible for

the entire defueling and core inspection operations.

It is necessary therefore to prepare a specification document that describes in

some detail the "reference" core description that would be used as a guide in

the various Planning and Development Programs associated with the Core Damage
Assessment Plan.

This task is not intended as an analytical task to perform an independent assess

ments, but it would review the assessments made to date with the objective of

describing the range of core damage assessments. In addition, it would establish

a "reference" description for the different degrees of damage that will have to

be inspected and removed from the core. These could vary from essentially un

damaged fuel assemblies to assemblies that have only 2-3 ft of undamaged structure

with the remainder in some specified configuration above the undamaged section.

This specification would then form a common basis for the development of equipment
and procedures for core inspection and defueling.

Scope

0 Collect available core damage assessments.

0 Prepare a description of the different types of damaged fuel and non-fuel

components in the core.

0 Define the "reference" types of damaged fuel and non-fuel components in

the core.

0 Prepare drawings, sketches, etc., to visually describe the types of damaged
fuel and non-fuel components.

0 Compile the above information in a document, "Specification of Core

Status."

Schedule (Key Milestone)

The document should be available to guide designers by October 1, 1980.
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SUMMARY^ or I VENT TRLLS (II)

Objective

Develop "event trees" to aid in the planning and execution of the TMI-2

Core Damage Assessment Program.

Discussion

The TVI-2 Core Damage Assessment Program involves a number of measurements

and inspections during the program for disassembly and defueling of the

TMI-2 reactor. The specific condition of the reactor is not currently
known, therefore the planning for the program is based upon assumed

conditions that will exist during the defueling.

Since it is likely that actual conditions and/or actual disassembly and

defueling steps will be different from those currently assumed, it is

of beneift to establish a series of "event trees" to define the inspect
ion and examination program both under base-case conditions and with

assumed alternative conditions.

Scope of Project

Scope of project will involve:

o Prepare "event trees11 defining sequence of inspection and examination

program.

o Identify alternative inspection and examination programs.

These "event tree" preparations can be done in parallel with the

technical planning for the inspection examination program and the

identification of data needs (See Project 15).
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SPECIAL TOOLING DEVELOPMENT (I)

Objective

Develop generic special tooling needed for potential applications on the

core damage assessment of TMI-2.

Discussion

To carry out the core damage assessment tasks at TMI-2 will require the

development of specialized tooling.

Examples of the types of tooling that may require development include:

0 Tests and tooling to enable CRDM uncoupling.

0 Tooling to cut CRDM's to allow head removal in the event that CRD

uncoupling cannot be accomplished.

0 Tooling to cut samples of materials from inside the reactor vessel.

0 Other special tooling to handle semi-remote operations in high
radiation areas.

This tooling, developed as part of the TMI-2 Core Damage Assessment Program
is the type of tooling required on a generic basis for special maintenance

application in high radiation fields on other reactors. In addition, this

tooling will have application in dismantling and decommissioning of

power reactors.

Scope of Project

The scope of this project involves:

0 Identify special tooling required for core damage assessment.

0 Identify required developments

0 Design, and development of tools including fabrication and/or

procurement

0 Demonstration testing

Schedule (Key Milestone)

Depends upon specific tooling required. Identification of special
tools by December 1980.
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APPENDIX A

AXIAL GAMMA SCAN OF EACH FUEL ASSEMBLY PRIOR TO

REMOVAL FROM THE REACTOR VESSEL

OBJECTIVI

To measure the distribution of fuel within the reactor vessel and quantify the

extent, in a three dimensional sense, of fuel dislocations resultant from the

accident.

MFTHOD

By locating a miniature gamma sensitive detector in one of the fingers of the

fuel assembly removal tool, axial gamma scan data can be acquired as the tool

is being inserted for assembly removal. By combining the garmia detector with

the removal tool, the need for special ganma scan equipment is eliminated. By

performing the data acquisition in parallel with core disassembly, virtually no

critical path time would be required and hence minimum impact on the overall

schedule would result. Recording of the data could be done remotely and

automatically.

DISCUSSION

Because of the high electron density of uranium, the mean free path of fissior

product gamma rays within a spent fuel assembly is considered to be short, approxi

mating the radial dimensions of the fuel assembly. Hence, a gamma sensitive

probe, running along the length of the assembly somewhere near the assembly center,

would receive a signal proportional to the fission product density in the area

of the detector. Since the fission product density is expected to be smoothl>

varying and proportional to the most recent local power density, discontinuities

or abnormalities in the expected gamma signal, can be interpreted as discon

tinuities or abnormalities in the local fuel density. Axial surveys in each

fuel assembly (or half, quarter, or eighth core segment) could be used to construct

a three dimensional gamma plot from which equivalent fuel content contour plots

c aid be constructed.

The proposal to locate a gamma sensitive detector in the fuel assembly removal

tool is based on the proposal that this tool be capable of lifting intact fuel

assemblies from the bottom assembly nozzle. It is assumed that, to accomplish

this, several "fingers" would have to be inserted into the fuel assembly control

rod guide tube reaching to the bottom nozzle which would be grasped for assembly

withdrawal.
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Since all 16 control rod guide tube locations will probably not be used, it

is proposed that one or possibly two additional "fingers" be added to the fuel
,

assembly removal tool (for the first interior ring of guide tubes) and be used

to house a miniature gamma detector at the bottom tip. The gamma detector

could be one of several commercially available of the size and sentitivity

to acquire the required data. (W Elmyra division makes a miniature neutron

detector .188" dia. which is sensitive to gamma rays. Increased sensitivity

of this detector could be achieved by increasing the gas pressure, thinning

the dimension of the center electrode and/or filling with a high Z gas such

as Xenon). If time and developmental money were available, a gamma sensitive

crystal (Nal or equivalent) mounted on the end of a fiber optics light pipe

could possibly be developed and used in place of the gas filled ion chamber.

Whatever detector is used, the necessary power supplies, preamplifiers, amplifiers,

cables, connectors and recorders would be required to complete the measuring/

recording process. Data analysis would require correlation of the detector

position (axial location of the fuel assembly removal tool), with detector

output signal .
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APPENDIX B

STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR EXAMINATION TECHNIQUES

FOR USE IN THE TMI-2 CORE

Conpiled by

David 0. Hobson

Metals and Ceramics Division

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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PREFACE

The following compilation is the result of the cooperation of many

people and several institutions who provided the compiler with their

expertise, suggestions and help. A probably highly inadequate effort

is made in the text to give these persons and institutions due credit for

their help. Names are placed parenthetically under various text headings

to indicate input into the report. In several instances the compiler

has quoted verbatim from written submissions; in other instances he has

taken the input and distilled it into his own words. Where no names

are included, the compiler is responsible.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Among the examinations and measurements proposed for use before, during, 4*

and after removal of the TMI-2 core are many that represent high technology

techniques. In addition to the sophistication inherent in the techniques

themselves, there is the need to implement them in a hostile, unwieldly

environment. It should be emphasized at the outset that the needed

techniques do exist to do the required examinations.

Mechanical examination methods for remote surveillance of reactor components

have been available for years. Specific early examples include the 'techniques

used with the Homogeneous Reactor Experiment (HRE-2) core tank and with the

Boiling Nuclear Superheater Reactor (BONUS) in the early and late 1960s. Both

of these examples involved mechanical manipulation to allow visual, photographic,

and videographic examination of in-reactor components. In addition, the

mechanical operations of cutting, handling, and part removal had to be accomplished.

Similar operations have been carried out at CANDU, Enrico Fermi, Windscale, and

SRE. State of the art advancements in the above areas lie in more sophisticated

methods for manipulating equipment and in advances in miniaturization, resolution,

and durability of the components.
___9_fl

In addition to the mechanically-oriented methods, there are instrument-based

measurement technologies that should be employed in the TMI-2 situation. These

include the areas of neutron and gamma ray transport in both complex and deep

penetration geometries. In fact, a substantial portion of this compilation is

devoted to these areas. These will be among the first areas to be explored on

TMI-2 and are among the most complex, technologically, to be utilized in the

examination.

Finally, there exists much expertise in the area of computer science

relative to radiation transport methods, reactor physics applications, and

other computer-based analytical methods. This is useful for interpreting data

from measurements taken both before the pressure vessel is opened and during

all phases of measurements related to the nuclear configuration of the core.

Various computer codes are available to handle the complex analysis problems

involving reactivity and other radiation transport problems.

m 4
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The following pages of this report will describe suggested examination

procedures, discuss their requirements, and describe the apparent states

of the art that exist for them. Time limits prevented an exhaustive search

for methods and techniques, so any description contained herein is subject

to updating.

The proposed examination procedure is broken down into the five chrono

logical stages outlined below. Subsequent discussion will refer to the various

stage numbers.

Stage 1. Before pressure vessel head removal.

Stage 2. Before removal of plenum and upper internals.

Stage 3. Before fuel movement.

Stage 4. During fuel removal.

Stage 5. After fuel removal.

1.1 BASIC CONCFRNS

The techniques to be discussed in this section are all intended for

use in a high-radiation level, aqueous environment which will require remote

operation at all times. This presents two major problems that must be addressed

for each technique:

1. How does one manipulate, lift, cut, photograph, measure, or

do whatever else has to be done at a distance, under water, and out of sight,

and still know exactly where the manipulating, lifting, cutting, etc., is

actual ly being done?

2. What measures are necessary in order to be able to do the above

tasks in a high radiation and contamination environment?

A third consideration that permeates the entire task is that of

reactivity in the core. Any movement of fuel in the core will have an effect

on reactivity and, if the core is disrupted as a result of the accident,

reactivity changes resulting from core removal may not be predictable. Because

of this, reactivity measurements will be necessary throughout the examination.
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2.0 MECHANICAL (P. Holz, R. Blumberg - ORNL)

The mechanical activities of sampling, probing, actuating, and measuring y*

require a wide range of manipulative operations. Many can be performed

around the top and sides of the reactor vessel prior to head removal and from

above the vessel after head removal. Others must be accomplished through

existing tubes, penetrations, and accessory components. Table 2-1 outlines

the proposed mechanical activities according to type and stage number.

In addition to the above activities, almost all of the other observation

techniques (photography, TV, eddy current, reactivity, etc.) involve mechanical

methods for getting the observing instrument into position.

Techniques presently exist for implementing all of the necessary mechanical

activities. However, the amount of operational complexity will ultimately depend

upon the radiation levels present in the working area. For the purpose of

this report, it is assumed that working personnel have access to the containment

building and are able to work, with whatever radiation or contamination pro

tection is required, over the reactor vessel. (If such access is unavailable,

then the area of robotics must be explored). A further assumption is made that

facilities are available for lifting heavy equipment (500t polar crane, auxiliary

hook, etc.), for positioning and holding manipulation equipment, and for

removing the reactor head bolts under water.

2.1 SAMPLING

Manipulator technology is well advanced and includes capabilities for

delicate, well controlled movements as well as high force applications. Master/

slave manipulators, as well as motor driven or hydraulically operated remote

arms, are available. The long operating distances, possibly 50 to 60 ft., may

require space technology techniques involving force compensation to allow lateral

or torque forces to be applied.

Small underwater cutting torches, as well as saws, shears, drills, tongs,

etc., are all adaptable for sampling activities. Properly instrumented for sight

and nuclear detection capabilities, these should allow samplinq of any portion

of the core, core vessel, and internals.

« 4
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TABLE 2-1 MECHANICAL ACTIVITY OUTLINE

ACTIVITY
_

DESCRIPTION STAGE NUMBER(s)

Sampling Obtain samples of material by cutting, 1,2,3,4, and 5

scraping, picking up, breaking off, etc.

Probing Mechanical probing of core 1

Depth probes through CR guides 2

Core height measurements 3

Search for loose fuel and other parts 5

Actuating Movements of in-core instruments 1

Exercise CR and APSR components 1

Control component movement experiments 4

Measuring Measure internal key dimensions 3,5
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2.2 PROBING

This activity is principally one of seeing how far a wire, rod,

detector, or light will go into a tube, orifice, or cavity in the reactor.

Its principal duty is to determine blockage locations, but ancillary duties

could involve boroscopy, and the insertion of activation sources into the core.

Although engineering drawings of the pressure vessel and reactor core exist

and show the various places into and through which a probe can be inserted,

it is probable that core disruption will necessitate exploratory probing to

discover existing pathways into the core.

2.3 ACTUATING

This activity involves careful movement of existing components

within the pressure vessel, such as control rods, axial power shaping rods,

in-core instrumentation, etc. Such movements will supply different types of

information, such as:

1. Mechanical feedback

a. ease of movement

b. extent of movement

2. Nuclear feedback ^

a. neutron flux changes

b. reactivity distribution

2.4 MEASURING

This activity has both manipulative and visual requirements whereby

mechanical measurements are made of various key dimensions in the reactor vessel.

Of the various mechanical activities discussed in this section, this probably

has the most stringent requirements for precise movement and placement. Among

the measurements to be made are:

1. Distance from top of core to a reference plane

2. Reactor Vessel diameters

3. Warpage of vessel internals

Present manipulator technology is adequate for any foreseeable require

ments of the TMI-2 examination.
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3.0 INSTRUMl NTATION MEASUREMENTS (R.L. Shepard - ORNL; E.L. Courtright - TNL)

TMI-2 examination techniques will involve the use of various items of in

strumentation of a widely desparate nature. These techniques are summarized

in Table 3-1.

Many of the techniques in Table 3-1 will require computer backup, either as

a data acquisition service or as an analytical tool for processing the data ob

tained from the instruments.

In the following sections a brief description of the state of the art will

be given for each technique. It must be recognized that any reference to a

specific brand name or specific method is for illustrative purposes only, and

that comparable alternatives may exist.

3.1 Visual and Photographic (G.J. Bolfing, R.L. Moore, and R. Blumberg - ORNL)

In general, the states of the art for visual and photographic examination

of the TMI-2 core are well advanced. Miniaturization of video cameras has pro

gressed, along with development of radiation resistant components and availability

of adequate lighting sources, to a point where exploration within the core is

possible.

A 1977 brochure by Westinghouse Electric Corporation describes a camera

as follows:

The equipment to be demonstrated is a miniatrue self-lighted

W camera designed specifically for nuclear reactor inspection.

This camera consists of a camera head, a multilead interconnecting

cable and a camera control unit. Special features are a small,

lightweight, radiation tolerant camera head of 1.25 in. diam and

13 in. length, more than 550 TV lines resolution, remote optical

focus and an internal light source power supply. A wide range

of viewing and lighting attachments make the camera very versatile

and thus suitable in many remote veiwing applications. Attachments

include forward, fixed, and rotating right angel viewing with and

without internal lights usable in air and underwater.
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Table 3-1 Examination Techniques and Instrumentation Requirements

Technique Type of Instrumentation or Measurement

1. Visual and Photographic

2. Nondestructive Testing

3. Nuclear

4. Thermal

5. Flow

Video

a. standard

b. stereoscopic

Camera (photographic)

a. wide angle
b. miniaturized

c. stereoscopic

Eddy Current

a. oxide thickness

b. gap measurements

c. swelling measurements

Ultrasonic

a. distance measurements

b. acoustical imaging

Reactivity

a. source neutron multiplication measurement

b. boron displacement measurement

c. 252Cf source drive neutron noise analysis

2. y Measurements

a. y scanning
i. gross configuration
ii. specific isotope counting

b. Compton Recoil Y-ray Spectroscopy

1. Thermometry

a. thermocouples
b. resistance thermometers

2. Infrared Scanning

1. Ultrasonic Flow Measurements

2. Pi tot Tube

3. Hot Film Anemometry

4. Tracer Techniques

5. Time-lapse Infrared Photography

6. Turbine Flowmeters

7. Day Techniques
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This camera is designed and tested for operation up to 60°C (which might necessi

tate development of a method for cooling) and at gamma dose rates of 2 x 106 R/hr

up to a fluence of 10B R, according to W literature. More recent information in

dicates that camera sizes less than 1 inch diameter are available.

Stereoscopic viewing capabilities are available in video equipment manu

factured by several companies. One example utilized polarization coding for sepa

ration of left and right video channels and the wearing of simple viewing glasses.

Another uses a multiplexing technique whereby the video from two cameras is dis

played and viewed through glasses with electronically controlled shutters for each

eye. The latter system is stated to be compatible with both color and black/white

cameras. Both systems have video recording capabilities.

3.; Nondestructive Testing (C.V. Dodd - ORNL; E.L. Courtright - PNL;

R.L. Brown and E.M. Sheen - HEDL)

Both eddy current and acoustical examination methods are well developed

and applicable to the TMI-2 task. Eddy current techniques have been used to

measure oxide film thicknesses in a range from 0-0.005 in. (0.13 mm) with an ac

curacy of +0.00005 in. (+0.001 mm). The probe consists of a small, flat coil

spring loaded against the part. The oxide surface will keep the coil from resting

flat on the metal surface, and the distance between the coil face and the metal

(which is the oxide thickness) is measured. This type of measurement has been

performed in high radiation and thermal environments (up to 1400 h in an operating

reactor) with no degradation of the probe. The probe will have to be constructed

and calibrated, using well established design rules, but the instrumentation

is on hand.

Eddy current techniques have been used to measure small dimensional

variations to within *0. 00001 inch (0.3 pm) in high radiation environments and

in narrow places [coolant channels as small as 0.032 in. (0.8 MM) have been

measuredj. The probe consists of a fixed coil that measures the distance

to a spring-loaded feeler or directly to the metal surface. Additional coils

have been used to measure the distance to different points on a tube surface and

a profile of the tube has been measured. Instrumentation to drive a 24 coil ar

ray is on hand, but the probes would have to be constructed to fit inside the
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the tube bundle.

Multiple-frequency eddy-current techniques are available that could

with appropriate calibration and adaptation, simultaneously measure oxide,

oxygen-stablized a and prior 3 phase thicknesses on intact fuel rods and other

Zircaloy surfaces. A three-frequency instrument is capable of measuring six

independent parameters such as thickness, conductivity, etc.

Ultrasonic techniques are presently available to perform both distance

measurements and acoustical imaging.

A possible use of ultrasound in the core damage assessment for TMI

is in measuring distances from a reference plane to points in a rubble pile or

specific object in the core. Small displacements can be readily measured.

Sound velocity in water is approximately 0.06 in. per microsecond yielding range

measurements within a few mils without difficulty, using standard commercially

available ultrasonic test instruments and transducers. This type of data could

greatly supplement optical images and may be used in confined areas where TV

imaging is not possible due to difficulty in illuminating the area or size of the

TV camera. Ultrasonic transducers 1/2 inch in diam or smaller are commonplace.

Standard commercial ultrasound transducers are available for operation

to 400°F, well above the boiling point of low pressure water. Specific applica

tion at TMI will require advanced planning and possible construction of special

scanners and probes to enter available apertures and make specific range measure

ments or ultrasonic images.

An advantage of ultrasound gauging measurements over mechanical measure

ment is the application of negligible force on the object, which may be important

in measuring distance to loose parts or fuel pieces.

In addition, acoustical imaging techniques are available capable of pro

viding images of objects submerged in opaque liquid media. Such a technique could

provide information to supplement video or photographic results.
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3^3 Nuclear Techniques (D. E. Bartine - ORNL)

As stated earlier, reactivity of the core is an important consideration

during any examination or removal operation. Because the core is probably dis

rupted or displaced to some extent by the accident, its response to that examina

tion or removal may not be predictable. It was suggested by the Technical Staff

Report prepared for the President's Commission on the Accident at Three Mile

Island that recriticality in the disrupted core does not have a high potential

for occurrence. This conclusion should not be interpreted to mean that reentry

and recovery operations at the reactor are free from the possibilty of criti-

cality. With this in mind, it can be seen that the examination techniques dis

cussed below have a special importance; one that extends beyond the acquisition

of data for curiosity's sake.

Several techniques exist for determining the reactivity of the core.

Three of them will be discussed: (1) Source neutron multiplication measure

ments, (2) Boron displacement measurements, and (3) 252Cf-source-driven neutron

noise analysis. These techniques, in general, require computer backup to analyze

the data that will be generated. Appropriate computer programs exist to do the

required analyses.

In addition to the above, significant neutronics analyses will be re

quired to interpret the data obtained from the various neutron and ganma measure

ments. This analysis should include 1-D,* 2-D,* and possibly 3-D models.

*1-D and 2-D TMI models have been developed at ORNL and used to calculate both

neutron and gamma fluxes during and after the accident. Thus, the models to

be used are available.

3.4 Reactivity Measurements (J.T. Mihalczo and J.T. Thomas -ORNL)

Neutron Source Multiplication Measurements. By inserting physically

small 252Cf neutron sources into the core and measuring the resulting count rate

in neutron-sensitive detectors placed around the core, the source neutron multi

plication can be determined. The results of these measurements should be compared

with the results of calculations. Because of their small size, the 252Cf sources
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could be moved in reentrant holes or along the outer surfaces of the core to pro

vide the spatial variation of the neutron multiplication. Existing detector

systems may or may not be adequate. Top-to-bottom asymnetry of the measurement

would give some indication of the extent of the damaged core region.

This type of measurement could be performed before head removal, before

plenum removal, and before and during fuel movement.

Source neutron multiplication measurements depend on the source-core-

detector configuration and do not determine the reactivity directly. However,

if detection efficiency and neutron source changes are properly accounted for,

the sign of any reactivity increment (introduced, for example, by control rod

or fuel movements) can be determined but not the magnitude. These changes are

usually calculated, and so depend on some knowledge of the core configuration.

When this method is used to determine reactivity, reference measurements at a

known reactivity configuration are required.

Boron Displacement Measurements. Reactivity determination by boron dis

placement measurements involves changing the boron content of the coolant by a

known amount and then measuring the corresponding change in the neutron count

rate. In the interpretation of these measurements it is assumed that the count

rate is proportional to the source neutron multiplication which, in turn, is

inversely proportional to the departure of the neutron mulitplication factor,

k, from unity. Given measurements of the count rate at two boron concentra

tions:

[cRj
- (1-kj)"1, CR2

« (1 - k2)-1, k2= kx
+ ak]

the multiplication factor k1 can be determined if the value of Ak is known from

previous measurements or from calculations of the change in the multiplication

factor with boron concentration. Since the count rates are proportional to

both the detection efficiency and neutron source strengths, changes in these

quantities must be accounted for in interpreting the measured count rates.

Boron displacement measurements should be made before head removal. Re

peating the measurement after head removal with a detector close to the core

4
as
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would also be useful, since the effects of changes in detection efficiency with

changes in the neutron attenuation through the borated water would be reduced.

Like the previous method, boron displacement results may be sensitive

to the source-core-detector configuration. The value of Ak associated with

the change in boron concentration must be known. If this value is based on

previous measurements with an undamaged core or on calculations for some assumed

core configuration, then an uncertainty in the value of the reactivity is intro

duced.

252Cf-Source Driven Neutron Noise Analysis. The 252Cf-driven neutron

noise method of subcriticality monitoring has some unique advantages for applica

tion at rMI-2, namely that the reactivity is determined from measurements only

at the subcritical state of interest and the interpretation of the data does not

require knowledge of either the absolute or relative vales of the detection ef

ficiency or the core's inherent neutron source strength. In this measurement

method a 25*?Cf neutron source in an ionization chamber (detector 1) is placed

in the core or near the core boundary, along with a pair of high-sensitivity fis

sion chambers (detectors 2 and 3) that contain up to lOOg of 235U each. These

detectors could be placed on top of the core when the upper plenum has been re

moved. The crosspower spectral densities between the two fission chamgers (G23),
as well as the crosspower spectral density between each detector and the 252Cf

ionization chamber (G12andG13) are obtained from the detector signals. The

multiplication factor, k, depends on the following ratio of these spectral den

sities:

LjlA = G*I2 G13 c
k Gn G23

where the constant C depends on known or measured properties of the reactor and

the 252Cf ionization chamber and *
means complex conjugation. Preliminary con

siderations indicate that measurements might be technically feasible with de

tectors at the core boundary. Fortunately, fission chambers are insensitive to

y rays (chambers exist which can detect individual fission in gamma ray fields

of 107 R/hr, thus T/n discrimination ratios of » 108 are possible) and high-

intensity 2S*Lf sources can also be fabricated inside ionization chambers.
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Preliminary calculations indicate that detection efficiency with high-sensitivity

fission chambers would permit measurements to be made with around 15% accuracy

in 20 h.

252Cf-driven noise measurements should be made only after the upper

plenum has been removed, prior to fuel movement. The reactivity thus deter

mined could be used as a reference measurement for the source neutron multipli

cation method described earlier. If access to the core through instrument

guide tubes or control rod guides is possible then the quantities required to

obtain the reactivity can be measured and specific knowledge of core configura

tion is not needed.

This method of reactivity determination requires further experimental

and theoretical evaluation prior to application to a large reactor; further

more, it requires construction of a high intensity 252Cf ionization chamber.

Theoretical evaluation must ascertain the influence of spatial effects or the

subcriticality determination. Measurements by this method on an undamaged LWR

core would be highly desirable before attempting measurements with the TMI-2

damaged core. For multiplication factors lower than 0.8 this method may only

be capable of determining that the neutron multiplication factor is less than

0.8 and not the actual value.

In addition, these noise analysis measurements obtain the prompt neutron

decay constant by two methods: (1) from the breakfrequency of the cross power

spectral densities, G12» G12, and G23 (three determinations) and(2) from the

ratio of the real to the imaginary part of the cross power spectral densities

with 252Cf. The prompt neutron decay constant can also be obtained from pulsed

neutron measurements in the time domain but these frequency domain noise analysis

measurements do not require the use of an elaborate pulsed neutron source. In

effect, the 252Cf is the equivalent of a randomly pulsed neutron source and was

initially used for pulsed neutron measurements before the advantages of the fre

quency domain measurements were realized. Although this method obtains the same

information (the prompt neutron decay constant) as the pulsed neutron method,

in addition to the ratio of spectral densities which is proportional to the
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reactivity, it may not be as sensitive to spatial effects since the ratio of

spectral densities is independent of frequency.

Comparative Measurements. . Performance of simultaneous measurements in

a similar, but undamaged core (for example, TMI- 1) and comparison with measurements

on ;.vI-_: would establish the accuracy of the methods. This, of course, depends

on the availability of TMI- 1 for such measurements.

General Comment. All three methods described rely to some extent on

knowledge of the core condition. If the core is accessible through guide tubes,

the parameters required for reactivity determination by the 252Cf source driven

noise method that depend on the core configuration can be measured. Multiple

methods of reactivity determination are highly recommended. In these measure

ments it must be assured that the reactivity of the entire core is determined.

3.5 Gamma Spectometry (K.H. Valentine and F.F. Dyer
- ORNL)

Gamma spectrometry has been used routinely in the postirradiation

examination of irradiated fuel assemblies and fuel samples from both conmercial

and experimental nuclear reactors. The exceptional energy resolution of the

lithium-drifted germanium detector (Ge-Li) provides the capability for efficient

and accurate evaluative identification of radionuclides. In cases where the

source geometry is known or can be inferred, quantitative analysis can also be

performed, often with accuracies exceeding 1%.

The TMI-2 core will have cooled for approximately two years by the time

the damage assessment measurements commence. Thus, the more active, short-lived

fission products will have decayed, resulting in more easily interpretable gamma

ray energy spectra. After two years of cooling, the fission products that will

still be present in detectable quantities include 136Cs, 15l4Eu, 125Sb, 13i4Cs,

and llA
'i.e.

Before Head Removal . Gamma spectroscopy may be useful in determining

the position of fission products (which presumably will be strongly correlated

with the position of fuel material) within the reactor vessel. A major compli

cation is that the core must be viewed through a minimum of approximately 12 inches
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of steel (8 in. in the reactor vessel and 2 in. in each the thermal shield and

core barrel). Assuming that the measurement is possible, it could be performed

by positioning a shielded, collimated Ge-Li detector in the 3 ft wide annular

region between the reactor vessel and the biological shield with the collimator

entrance as close to the reactor vessel wall as possible. The collimator would

then by angularly scanned in a horizontal plane between tangents to the inner

wall of the reactor vessel. By repeating the measurement at differenc elevations

and different azimuthal locations on the reactor vessel wall, it should be possible

to construct a fairly accurate outline of the fuel mass.

As previously mentioned, radiation originating in the core must pass

through a minimum of 12 in. of steel to reach an ex-vessel detector and at the

limits of the angular scan, the effective thickness will be about twice this

value. The measurement should therefore be based on a high energy photon which

has a larger probability for penetrating the steel with no interaction. A

likely candidate would be the 2186 keV gamma-ray of lkkCe which is easily detectable

in a typical fission product energy specturm. At 2186 keV, the transmission coef-

.5 -9

ficient for 12 in. of steel is about 6x10 and for 24 in. it will be about 4 x 10

In addition, water between the core and reactor vessel will further reduce the un-

scattered photon intensity by a factor of 10 to 100. Although the total attenua

tion is large, the core is a very intense source so useful data rates may still

be obtainable. The feasibility of this method could be demonstrated by some

relatively simple hot cell measurements.

Before any core components have been removed, it is doubtful that

useful information could be obtained from a spectrometer lowered into the vici

nity of the core. A typical Ge-Li spectrometer will tend to saturate in ambient

radiation fields exceeding 10 mR/h. Therefore, until enough fuel assemblies

have been removed to provide space for an adequate shield, in situ gamma spec-

rometry of the core is not feasible. However, the sensitivity of gamma ioniza

tion chambers can be adjusted for a wide range gamma dose rates so it would be

possible to lower such a chamber down any vertical core penetration to obtain

an axial profile of the total gamma dose rate.
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During Fuel Movement. If individual fuel assemblies are removable,

I then it would be possible to obtain accurate, on-site axial fission product

profiles, for single assemblies. Such a procedure was performed during the

gaimia spectroscopic examination of Peach Bottom HTGR core components. This

work was performed by placing a shield-col Hmator assembly over the core; data

were acquired by a Ge-Li spectrometer as each fuel element was withdrawn from

the core into the shield-col limator assembly. One of the major goals of this

work was to determine the relative release and redistribution of fission pro

ducts, particularly the isotopes of Cs.

3^6 Continuous -Gamma-Ray Spectrometry (R. Gold - HEDL)

In addition to the gamma-ray spectrometry with a Ge-Li detector des

cribed in the previous section, a method called Compton Recoil Gamma-Ray

Spectroscopy has been developed by HEDL and has been employed for the measure

ment of the continuous gamma-ray component of the mixed radiation field of the

pressure vessel and for determining the absolute gamma dose rate.

Measurement of this gamma-ray component is important, not only as the

\ major radiation constituent of a reactor field, but also to provide further

studies of the interdependent relationship between neutron and the gamma-ray

components of a power reactor environment. A high-resolution, lithium-drifted

sol icon solid state detector (Si (Li) detector) was used in this work. Rather

than the customary application of solid state detectors (i.e., the direct

detection of discrete photo-peaks) this method uses the detector response for

measurement of the Compton recoil electron distribution induced by the contin

uous gamma-ray spectrum of interest. The Compton electron distribution and

the continuous gamma-ray spectrum are related by a integral equation, based

on the well known Klein-Nishina formula for Compton scattering. In terms of

the measured Compton recoil electron distribution, the continuous gamma-ray

spectrum can be determined with appropirate unfolding techniques.

3.7 Solid State Tract Recorder Methods for Neutron Dosimetry (R. Gold - HEDL)

This is a nondestructive method that can be applied directly to assem

blies to provide comprehensive measurements of spontaneous neutron generation from
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spent fuel. Neutron dosimetry measurements with spent fuel assemblies can

serve two broad purposes; namely, to characterize the composition and the

radiation environment. This first purpose includes the need to understand

and quantify spent fuel fissile isotopic compositions for reasons of economics,

safeguards, or reactor physics. The second purpose encompasses health and

safety requirements created by the spent fuel radiation environment.

(Compiler's Comments:

Following review of the original draft of this document, several possible

technical problem areas were pointed out by Gold and Kaiser of HEDL. These areas

are enumerated and addressed below.)

1. Interference from a 2.23 MeV gamma ray arising from neutron capture

on hydrogen.

The total neutron source strength of the TMI-2 core 300 days after
9 1

the accident is less than 10 neutrons s .* If it is assumed that

every neutron is captured by hydrogen, then the resulting source of

9 -1
2.23 MeV gamma rays in 10 photons s . However, the TMI-2 core con

tains about 82 metric tons of fuel with an average burnup of 3100

MWD/T.* This should have resulted in a cumulative yield of about 9 kg

of Ce, of which perhaps 10% (^1 kg) will be present by the time

144
the measurement is made. One kg of Ce provides source of 2186 keV

15 -1
photons with a strength of approximately 10 photons s . Thus, the

144 6
Ce to neutron capture photon ratio should be the order of 10 .

Even if the 2.23 MeV capture gamma were detectable, it would not

interfere with the measurement since its full energy peak is about

40 keV above the 3186 keV full energy peak (and therefore separately

resolvable) and the continuous (Compton) portion of the response only

extends up to about 2000 keV (excepting some lower-probability multiple

interactions).

*Personal communication with D. Selby, ORNL Engineering Physics, dated

February 15, 1980.
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Additional sources of gamma background may include airborne Kr,

contaminated water, and displaced fuel material in the plenums or pri

mary piping. The most troublesone source of background will be ex-

vessel sources of 144Ce since 2186 keV photons emitted by ex-vessel

cesium sources will be indistinguishable from the useful signal con

sisting of unscattered, 2186 keV photons originating in the core.

The problem is completely independent of detector type and one of the

major objectives of the hot cell scoping measurements would be to in

sure that adequate shielding can be provided in the allowable space.

Non-interpretability of Ge-Li spectra due to existence of a complex,

highly degraded gamma continuum.

This measurement does not require analysis of the continuum. The

144
choice of the 2186 keV gamma ray emitted by Ce was made not only

to maximize penetrability of the core barrel, thermal shield and

reactor vessel but also to place the useful response of the detector

beyond the continuum.

Possibility of detector saturation from low energy events.

Low energy photon events constitute a noise source for this measure

ment regardless of the type of detector that is employed. The hot

cell scoping measurements will indicate whether or not adequate

shields, filters, and collimators can be provided in the allowable

space.

Applicability of the Ge-Li detector is severely restricted due to the

need for collimation, shielding and liquid nitrogen cooling.

The collimator is necessary to limit the solid angle viewed by the

detector to a limited portion of the core and thus is an integral

part of the system regardless of detector type. Also, for reasons

mentioned previously, any detector will probably have to be shielded

against background. Liquid nitrogen cooling is a proven technique

for maintaining cryogenic temperatures and a small dewar (containing

a 5-7 day supply of liquid nitrogen) should not restrict applicability

for the proposed measurement.
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Ultrasonic flowmeters are presently available commercially from a

number of vendors and have good sensitivity in the 0.1 to 0.2 ft/sec range.

Some development work may be required to adapt them for insertion into a bulk

liquid medium that has no well defined flow boundaries.

Both pitot tube and hot film anemometry techniques are available

which could provide measurements within well defined positions over the core.

The pitot tube method is perhaps somewhat less sensitive than the hot film

anemometer.

Tracer techniques can provide flow distribution information when used

in conjunction with small amounts of pumped flow up through the core. Arrays of

detectors with discrete energy windows would be used to detect the emergence of

the tracer at the top of the core.

Time-lapse infrared photography can be used to delineate flow patterns

above the core. If the water flows at different rates through different paths

in the core, then thermal gradients will be introduced and should be detectable.

Commercial infrared equipment exists to handle the task.

In conjunction with the various flow rate detectors, it should be pos

sible to insert stringers into different radial and circumferential positions

to measure pressure drops as a function of various forced convection flowrates.

Instrumentation and data acquisition techniques exist to perform the experiment.

3.10 Portable Microcomputer Aid to TMI Investigations (J.T. West - ORNL)

Small microcomputer technology and capability is changing at a very

rapid rate. The microcomputer systems available now are small, portable, econom

ical, self-contained, and offer a significant resource tool to the field engineers

at reactor sites during normal operation and during post-accident evaluation.

There exists a need for computational compatibility at reactor sites which take

advantage of the technological tools now available.

The hardware cost of such a system could be less than $6,000. It

could be self-contained and portable. Its operation would not be dependent on
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any external device such as phone lines or an off-site computer. Its space

requirements would be minimal and it would be easily transportable.

The most straightforward approach to utilize this resource would be

to consider making several small computer codes operational on a small micro

computer. These codes could be made interactive and the input could be limited

to simple engineering-type parameters. The codes which are suitable for immediate

application are as follows:

1. SDC Shielding Design Code, gives several different geometry

configurations of source, shield, and point detector as options.

It employs Rockwell's shielding equations. Capabilities in

clude:

1) Dose at a point, given the source

2) Shield thickness; given source and dose at a point requirements

3) Could be made to iterate - given dose at a point and shield

thickness to determine a source density.

2. NAC Neutron Activation Code - for zero dimensional systems, this

code with a given flux, material description, irradiation time,

decay time generates gamma source densities due to neutron activation

It can perform cyclic activation with differing irradiation and

decay periods. Source output could be used in SDC.

3. PHOEBE - Beta and gamma source from 23SU fission products given

fuel composition, burn-up, and decay time. Source could be used

in SDC.

4. To be developed -A simplified materials composition processor

capable of generating isotopic atom densities for several standard

compositions.

5. To be developed
— A spectrum unfolding code to compute source

strengths and material composition given input from a gamma

spectroscopy analyzer.

6. To be developed -An off line interactive input processor to

generate input for a larger standard computer code to run on a

large standard computer off-site. This gives the microcomputer smart

remote terminal capability as well as off line capabilities-
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It is very difficult to estimate the time requirements to implement

the above proposals. Estimates are:

Proposal
No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

These proposals represent only a few applications of microcomputers

Time Requirements
(man-months)

4 to 8

2 to 4

2 to 4

3 to 5

10 to 12

8 to 14
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FOREWORD

This study was requested by the Department of Energy as part
of its continuing efforts to assure that experience gained
and lessons learned from the accident and recovery of the

Three Mile Island (TMI) nuclear plant are made generally
available to the nuclear community thereby promoting

improved safety in the future. These efforts and studies

are in accordance with recommendations made by the Presi

dent's Commission to investigate the accident at TMI, the

President's December 7, 1979, action on these recommenda

tions, and recent Congressional authorization for DOE to

conduct a TMI information and examination program. It

should be noted that the analyses, conclusions, and recom

mendations herein are solely those of the contractor and are

neither endorsed nor opposed by the Department. Further,
the responsibility for decisions on defueling , packaging ,

shipping , and disposing of the TMI-2 core rests with the

General Public Utilities (GPU) Corporation under their

license and subject to the regulations of the Nuclear Reg

ulatory Commission (NRC) . It is hoped that the study will

prove useful to both NRC and GPU as one source of technical

input to their decision.
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ABSTRACT

This report presents the results of a study performed by

Allied-General Nuclear Services under contract to the

Department of Energy to examine the means of packaging,
shipping, and eventually disposing of the failed fuel from

the TMI-2 reactor core . A portion of this fuel will be

shipped to nuclear facilities to perform detailed physical
examinations. These diagnostic tests will research the

behavior of power reactor fuel under
"

loss-of-coolant"

accident conditions. The resulting information will be of

benefit to nuclear power plant owners and designers, to the

governmental regulatory agencies, and to nuclear fuel

designers.

Removal of this fuel from the TMI-2 core is also a sig
nificant step in the eventual cleanup of this facility. The

report presents a scoping study of the technical operat iont

required for defueling and canning. The TMI fuel when

canned could be stored in the spent fuel storage pool.
After a period of on-site storage, it is expected that the

bulk of the fuel will be shipped off-site for either

extended storage or possibly, chemical reprocessing. The

final disposition of this fuel, as is common to the

expectations for all spent high-level nuclear waste, is

geolog ical burial .

Evaluation is made of the technical, economic, and

institutional factors associated with alternate approaches
to disposition of this fuel. Recommendations are presented

concerning future generic development tasks needed for the

defueling, packaging, on-site storage, and possible of f-site

shipping of this fuel .

The alternative actions proposed are typically the same as

those projected for the disposition of spent fuel from all

private nuclear power plants. Obviously, the mechanical

condition of the fuel will dictate the exact techniques to

be employed for defueling and canning of the fuel

components. The various technical operations required for

fuel handling have individually been performed at other

nuclear installations. Even though the expected scale of

the operations presented are large, they are not expected tc

present insurmountable problems in terms of operat ion a 1

difficulty.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report presents an evaluation of technical, institu

tional, and economic considerations related to the disposi
tion of the fuel from the TMI-2 reactor core. This work was

performed under contract to the Department of Energy (DOE)

by personnel of Allied-General Nuclear Services (AGNS). The

study takes the form of a scoping evaluation of the various

technical options open to the TMI-2 recovery team and the

problems associated with the implementation of these same

options. Due to the uncertainty of the physical condition

of the fuel and its removal from the core, as well as the

nationwide uncertainty related to spent fuel disposition, a

number of different approaches are covered. Discussion of

the different alternative approaches or options relates to

the probable implications in the expected time frame for the

reactor defueling and fuel canning (1983 to 1985).

The ideal sequence of operations for movement of the fuel

from the core to its ultimate disposition is shown

schematically in Figure 1-1. Technically, there are three

phases which must be addressed. These include the removal

of the fuel from the core and canistering of the fuel in a

form suitable to maintain its integrity during further

handling , storage, or shipping operations . The fuel may

remain in storage on-site until a permanent disposition is

identified. A possible second phase is the shipment of the

fuel off-site. This could be to either an interim facility
for diagnostic evaluation or for storage. Finally, the

nuclear fuel waste material must be disposed of, probably by
subterranean burial. The latter step is common to all spent
fuel or nuclear waste. A possible technical option
preparatory to burial is reprocessing to recover and recycle
useful fuel material.

As illustrated in Figure 1-1, the fuel condition could range

from intact to pieces of "debris," or even large "fused"

segments of the core. The canning operation must

accommodate this wide spectrum of possible conditions. It

is expected that the TMI reactor spent fuel pool will be

used as a storage area and for other possible handling and

testing operations preparatory to shipment off-site. The

cannistered fuel will be stored in a spent fuel pool until
there is an identification of a means for disposition of the

fuel. A small portion of the fuel will be sent to hot cell

areas at national laboratories or commercial facilities to

permit a diagnostic evaluation. An evaluation of the fuel

condition will permit a greater understanding of the TMI

reactor accident sequences and consequences. The remainder
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of the fuel will eventually be shipped to another location

for either interim storage or for final disposition.

The first four sections of the report summarize the

methodology, results, and recommended areas of further work

to be performed. The remainder of the study was divided

into three detailed areas of emphasis: (1) the technical

aspects of packaging and shipping; (2) the technical aspects

of various disposition alternatives; and (3) the economic

and schedular examination of the various disposition

alternatives. These are summarized in the following report

sections .

(1) Chapter 5.0 - Fuel Packaging and Shipping Considera

tions - Section 5.2 examines the status of the fuel,

and Section 5.3 examines the packaging of the fuel

preparatory to being placed into a shipping cask. This

includes the various considerations associated with

removal from the region of the reactor core itself,

handling between the reactor building and the auxiliary
building, the canning of the fuel and related opera

tions preparatory to placement in a spent fuel cask,

and the loading of the spent fuel cask. Section 5.4

examines the shipping cask operations at the TMI-2

facility and alternative unloading facility, and the

various aspects of selecting a cask to handle the fuel

or fuel debris which has been canned. Section 5.5

examines the log is tics cons iderat ions related to

shipping the fuel off-site including availability of

equipment , routing, and current uncertainties in

shipping.

(2) Chapter 6.0 -

Disposition Options - The various options
examined are wet and dry storage of the fuel and chemi

cal reprocessing. Section 6.2 examines the technical

feasibility of eventually reprocessing the fuel to

recover useful uranium and possibly plutonium. Exami

nation was made of all current domestic reprocessing
processes as related to performing this at both govern

ment laboratories and at domestic commercial facilities

specifically designed for LWR power reactor fuel.

Section 6.3 examines the technical factors associated

with storage of canned fuel in a wet pool. Section 6.4

similarly evaluates the dry storage options available,
including storage within a hot cell. These options
were evaluated for technical feasibility and relative

safety. Implementation cons iderat ions including
facility availability were also covered.

(3) Chapter 7.0 -

Comparative Economics - This is a summary
of the comparative economics of ultimately disposing of

this fuel based on the various alternatives studied.
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These estimates allow for variations in the actual date

of implementation.

The report results presented allow sufficient latitu.d%ar
accommodate a wide variety of fuel conditions. In a sirona

vein, the TMI recovery group will have the option of <^e^f:"
mining such areas as shipping mode and disposition technique

based on the facility options open or expected to be open

within the time frame. The conclusions and recommendations

are also covered in a like manner.

We recommend that an operational plan for defueling be

formulated in the near future to permit more definitive

plans to be made. This involves examining the recommended

areas for future studies and determining a projected plan of

action. This will be needed to arrange for the fabrication,

leasing, licensing, etc., of the various equipment to be

utilized. In this line, the most evident need to permit
detailed planning is that a preliminary examination of the

actual fuel condition be made as soon as possible.
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2.0 METHODOLOGY

2.1 General

This section of the report discusses the means utilized to

accumulate meaningful data and to develop specific informa

tion. Also included are the technical assumptions used

which lead to the various conclusions and recommendations .

Where specific conclusions are based on tentative or

unproven data, and where the recommendations are extremely
sensitive to these factors, specific notation is made within

the body of the report. In these situations, alternative

paths of actions are presented with the resulting con

sequences .

2.2 Sources of Data

The specific progression of development of information for

this report and the sources of data are noted on Table 2-1.

Maximum use was made of information furnished by DOE and GPU

related to reconstruction of the accident scenario and the

initial design of TMI-2. Fuel data were obtained from the

Babcock & Wilcox Company ( B&W) and from the plant Final

Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). In certain specific areas

related to fuel movement between the reactor and the

auxiliary building, as-built drawings were supplied by GPU

and the DOE-TMI Technical Integration Office.

Utilization was made of in-house AGNS data related to spent
fuel transportation, spent fuel canning for failed fuel and

shipment , chemical reprocessing , spent fuel pool ( wet )

storage, and hot cell (dry) storage. AGNS data and hardware

experience on these various areas were found to be directly
applicable in developing technical data and factors related

to implementation at similar type facilities.

2.3 Assumptions

A listing of the major report and study assumptions is pre
sented in Table 2-2. The rationale for these assumptions is

presented in greater detail following the table:

Mid-1983 Initial Fuel Removal Date - This date was postu-
lated on the abstracted published schedule shown in

Figure 2-1. The date is not crucial to the results of

this study; however, it permits evaluations of fuel

source strength to be developed and to portray the time
factors associated with the implementation of shipping
and various disposition options .

Fuel Condition - The Rogovin report (Reference 2.1) and

the NSAC study (Reference 2.2) present divergent views on
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TABLE 2-1

SOURCES OF STUDY DATA

•

VISIT TO TMI-2 SITE, DUKE OCONEE POWER PLANT (B&W NSSS) TO

OBSERVE REFUELING

• CONTACTS WITH DOE TECHNICAL INTEGRATION OFFICE, B&W,

BECHTEL, SANDIA-TTC, OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY (FUEL

INFORMATION)

• TECHNICAL REVIEWS OF TMI FSAR, APPLICABLE SITE DRAWINGS,

B&W FUEL INFORMATION, BECHTEL STUDY ON TMI-RECOVERY

•

TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS OF PUBLISHED STUDIES AND DATA:

-

FUEL STATUS AND CURRENT CHARCTERISTICS
-

SHIPPING CASK STATUS
-

SHIPPING LOGISTICS

• TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS OF "STATE-OF-THE-ART" OF;

-

CHEMICAL REPROCESSING
-

WET POOL STORAGE
-

DRY STORAGE

• ECONOMIC MODELS BASED ON PUBLISHED STUDIES OF WET STORAGE

COSTS, REPROCESSING COSTS, SHIPPING COSTS, AND GEOLOGICAL

REPOSITORY COSTS
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TABLE 2-2

STUDY ASSUMPTIONS

FUEL
-

HAS BEEN FREED FROM THE REACTOR CORE BASKET

FUEL STATUS
-

FROM INTACT (POOR SHAPE) TO DEBRIS (RUBBLE)

CANNING REQUIRED FOR HANDLING/SHIPPING/STORAGE

FUEL MOVEMENT
-

THROUGH UPENDER (REACTOR BUILDING) TO

AUXILIARY BUILDING (SPENT FUEL POOL)

NRC LICENSING OVERVIEW OF ALL ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND

SHIPPING

•

APPROXIMATELY 3 TO 5% OF FUEL GOES TO HOT CELL FOR

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

•

DATES: START OF DEFUELING AND CANNING 1983

INITIAL SHIPPING AT LEAST 6 MONTHS

AFTER START OF

DEFUELING

"OFF-SITE" SHIPPING DURATION 1 TO 2 YEARS

-

EARLIEST GOVERNMENT-AFR 1984

AVAILABILITY

-

EARLIEST REPROCESSING 1990

-

GEOLOGICAL REPOSITORY

AVAILABLE 1995

•

ECONOMICS
-

1980 DOLLARS
-

COSTS ESTIMATED THROUGH FINAL DISPOSAL OF FUEL
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the expected condition of the damaged fuel. These two

studies present a spectrum of opinions on the fuel

status. Plans must be made to accommodate a gamut of

possible fuel conditions.

• 1980 Cost Data - The cost data presented in this report
are based primarily on generic estimates of various

operations and the equipment and facilities where these

would be performed. Many of these operations have never

been performed. As a result, the reported information is

based on speculative data without recourse to any actual

experience. However, the purpose of the cost estimates

is merely to portray the relative magnitude of cost for

the various options. It is not meant to be utilized for

detailed planning purposes. As a result, sophisticated

analyses considering the effect of the time value of

money, or inflationary factors were not employed.

NRC Licensing Overview - All of the operations currently
being performed in the recovery of the TMI core are being

separately and individually evaluated by a team of NRC

personnel. Since the TMI facility is a commercial

operating reactor and the fuel is in the possession of

Metropolitan-Edison (Met-Ed), it seems plausible to

assume that all of the operations related to defueling,

canning of the fuel, shipment off-site, and probably any

disposition alternatives, will come under the NRC

overview. However, fuel could be moved utilizing
government leased casks or other shipping equipment; fuel

could be stored at governmental facilities such as

national laboratories preparatory to further examination

or storage; and governmental ownership of the fuel or the

recovered products is a possibility. These are special
situations; however, DOE authority related to recovery of

spent fuel from other commerical facilities may establish

precedents in this area.

Facility Availability - Current projections are that the

earliest available date for away- from- reactor storage
facilities is projected to be 1984 (Reference 2.3).

Similarly, AGNS in- house evaluations of the earliest

possible date for domestic reprocessing of commercial LWR

fuel is assumed to be the late 19 80
•
s and more likely

19 90. Recent policy statements by President Carter

(Reference 2-4) indicate that selection of a suitable

site for final disposition of nuclear waste, either com

mercial or defense, is not expected until 1985. Hence,
it is expected that a repository for high-level nuclear

spent fuel or other waste material would not be opera
tional until the 1995-2000 period.
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3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Fuel Handling, Packaging, and Shipment Off-Site

The major uncertainty in the defueling and canning of the

TMI-2 core is, of course, the physical status of the fuel

itself. It will be necessary to develop several alternative

techniques for the packaging and handling of the fuel. In

all cases, fuel canning is seen as a necessary condition

both for the storage of fuel, and the possible off-site

shipment of fuel. In the former cases, packaging is needed

for structural integrity, collection, and to prevent fuel

pool contamination due to loose, nonsoluble debris, and

soluble fission products. To the largest extent possible,

procedures should assure that a standard can size is

developed and fuel handling operations minimized. Canning
will also be required for shipment to assure containment

during transport.

The problems associated with the assumed poor physical shape
of the fuel are to some degree counterbalanced by the low

burnup of the fuel and the aging period prior to removal

from the reactor. These factors result in low nuclear

source strength and in very low values of thermal decay heat

levels. In addition, most of the free, volatile fission

gases normally found in the fuel plenum are believed to have

been released during the accident. Hence, the handling

equipment designed and the procedures developed must pri
marily consider the physical form of the fuel. To a lesser

extent than normal, are the operations bounded by fuel

radiation levels.

3.1.1 Fuel Characteristics

(1) Three general fuel configurations were assumed. In the

first, the fuel is intact but badly weakened and

probably bowed in the upper regions of the assemblies.

In the second, the fuel is assumed to be debris.

Debris may be further divided into two types. The

first consists of relatively large pieces which can be

handled by mechanical handling devices. The second

type consists of smaller pieces which must be vacuumed

and filtered. A third fuel configuration assumes that

portions of adjacent fuel assemblies may be "welded" to

each other in an undefined physical configuration. In

this case, techniques will be required to physically
separate these larger pieces into sizes which can be

canned .

(2) In the central core region, the nonfuel-bear ing compo
nents such as control rod spiders, axial power shaping
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rods, etc., may be badly distorted and nonseparable
from the remainder of the fuel assembly.

(3) The radiological source strength, and the decay heat

level, as noted previously, will be extremely low due

to low burnup and aging of the fuel. These source

terms, after three years of aging, will be comparable
to those normally considered for 10- to 15-year old

fuel.

(4) The maximum and average enrichments of the fuel are

approximately 3.0% and 2.2%, respectively. The pluto

nium quantity is approximately 154 kilograms.

(5) The high average enrichment of the failed fuel under

scores the economic value of the remaining fuel

material.

(6) Criticality limitations appear to limit the can cross-

sectional size to approximately 9.4 inches for a square

can, or a 10.6-inch diameter for a round can. The use

of a can with neutron poisons integral with the wall

structure should be examined, if a larger can size is

required.

3.1.2 Fuel Packaging and Handling

(1) Fuel Movement Route - The fuel can be removed from the

containment building and transported to the auxiliary

building via two routes. The more practical route is a

movement directly between the two buildings using the

fuel transfer carriage/upender and the fuel canal to

place the fuel in the auxiliary building pool. (See

Figure 3.1.) This option presents certain geometrical

(transporter can cross section) restraints, and limits

the size of the package to 11.48 inches square cross

section or 15.25 inches in diameter and 15.1 feet long.
Another route would be the loading of larger or fused

pieces into a transport cask, and moving this cask

through the containment hatch external to the reactor

and back into the spent fuel pool for further packaging
and handling. Due to the need to design specialized

transport packages and the potential difficulties in

moving this larger cask through the reactor building,
it is not recommended unless disengagement of fused

fuel pieces proves to be of overwhelming difficulty.

(2) Fuel Removal Alternatives and Procedures - Three alter-

native defueling and canning procedures are briefly
summarized below. Their usage depends on the physical
condition of the fuel.
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• Intact Fuel - This fuel is assumed to be severely
weakened and to have perforations in the upper

region of the assembly. A thin-walled can is

recommended as a structural shroud for the handling
of this fuel. This can would be used immediately

upon removal from the reactor core. It would be

utilized to provide both vertical and lateral

support of the fuel assembly as it is being moved

via the upender to the auxiliary building. It would

also function to prevent the spread of major
contamination to the radioactive water, or material

from the fuel.

• Debris - It is expected that the fuel debris will be

remotely removed from the reactor core , in a two-

step process. The larger pieces, such as damaged
fuel, end fittings, and grid spacers, will be

removed utilizing mechanical tongs or similar

devices. These pieces would be placed into a can

which functions as a "bucket." The remaining
smaller pieces such as fuel shrouds, cladding , and

fuel fines/corrosion products , would be "vacuumed"

from the core. A vacuuming system would utilize a

combination of a centrifugal action and filtering
screens to further segregate the pieces by size.

These smaller pieces would be canned in a similar

manner to the larger pieces. These cans would be

capped and again moved via the fuel transporter to

the auxiliary pool.

•

Large "Fused" Pieces - Some fuel assemblies may be

fused together preventing their separation into a

normal geometry utilizing conventional techniques.
Hence, it will be necessary to either place these

larger segments in a transporter can as noted above

or to mechanically separate these pieces into sec

tions which are suitably sized to fit the handling
cans required to move the fuel via the upender .

3.1.3 Fuel Can Design

A major near-term action required is the design of the can

utilized for fuel handling, storage, and possibly, shipment
of the fuel. Interfaces between the reactor fuel handling
equipment, fuel storage racks, shipping casks, storage and

unloading facilities, must all be considered. Evaluations
must be made of geometry, cr iticality , containment , environ

mental, and corrosion effects. Some of the design features
of the canning are:

Fuel Handling
-

Major considerations are handling during
both reactor defueling and storage operations, and later
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utilization with the shipping cask, and reopening of the

package for examination purposes.

Debris and Large Fuel Pieces - The can must be sized to

accommodate a variety of fuel component sizes. Simultan

eously, the can must be compatible with the storage rack

and shipping casks. A problem is the criticality uncer

tainty as it relates to the cross-sectional dimension of

the can. The can size could be increased by using

neutron poisons built into the can.

Storage Conditions - The fuel can must be compatible with

the pool water. Containment to prevent dispersion of

rad ioact ivity and subsequent decontaminat ion problems
must be assured.

Shipping - The can functions as the containment of the

fuel material required for use with a shipping cask.

This can must have connections for venting and draining
water. It must also be compatible with existing shipping
casks from a dimensional standpoint.

Optimally, a single can design would be developed that is

adaptable to all projected uses. These canning opera

tions would be coordinated with defueling of the core to

minimize handling operations. The can would be sized to

accommodate the entire spectrum of fuel conditions

expected. In the case of possible large fuel pieces, a

separation technique would be utilized prior to canning.

3.1.4 Operational Procedures

It was not within the scope of this report to define in

detail the operational procedures required for defueling.
The scoping procedures presented in the report indicate that

there are means for handling the fuel or debris and for

canning this fuel. It is expected that many of the proce
dures will be unique to the TMI defueling situation and will

also be subject to extensive regulatory overview and

approval. Development time should be allocated for this

reviewing approval cycle . A major consideration is the

prevention of contamination spreading during handling and

canning operations between the various pools. A contamina

tion barrier is noted within this report which could serve

in this capacity. It would make the decontamination of a

shipping cask, which is loaded in the TMI cask loading pool,
a simpler operation.

3.1.5 Operational Space Requirements

The extent of decontamination of the reactor building and

the potential conflicts between various cleanup operations,
which require the need for the pool storage space, mandate
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that priorities be established for these defueling and fuel

canning operations.

3.1.6 Shipping and Logistic Considerations

(1) Shipping Cask Utilization - A review of the TMI facil

ity indicates that probably all of the available and

licensed LWR shipping casks (a total of about 16 casks)

could be utilized for operations at TMI if required.

Specifically, both legal and overweight truck casks and

rail casks could be handled at this facility. (The

facility was designed to accommodate the GE-IF300 rail

cask. )

(2) Selection of the Most Suitable Cask - The realities of

the TMI situation stress operational flexibility and

ease of licensing for this situation. For this reason,

we have recommended the use of a legal weight truck

cask for off-site shipment. The weight of these casks

(approximately 25 tons) facilitates ease of handling.
These casks are normally smooth-walled, and will result

in easier decontamination . In addition , questions
related to cask content, in particular "debris", can be

more readily accommodated from a licensing framework.

There are three separately licensed cask models noted

within the report, and there are a total of 10 casks

which could be made available.

The rail casks offer a larger internal volume (typi

cally 36-inch cavity I.D. versus 13- to 17-inches for

truck casks) but handling, licensing, and availability
considerations, are all expected to be far more diffi

cult to resolve (based on historical precedents in the

licensing of rail casks.)

(3) Shipping Can Interface - It is expected that a separate

shipping can will be required as an additional contain

ment barrier during any off-site move. The design of

this can must be accommodated within the fixed dimen

sions of the available shipping casks. Ideally, the

can used for fuel handling and storage would also

function as the containment during shipping,

(4) Cask Handling - This report discusses several opera-

tional improvements at the TMI facility related to the

interface between the facility crane and the cask

loading. A shelf is proposed to simplify operational

steps and eliminate the crane contamination.

(5) Cask Requirements
- It is estimated that there will be

200 to 250 shipments off-site. To accomplish this over

approximately 2-years time, a minimum of two casks for
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relatively short distances and upwards of four casks

would be needed. If rail cask movement were

selected, the same shipping campaign could be handled

with one cask.

(6) Institutional Problems - In recent years a number of

cities and other regions have precluded movement of

radioactive materials through their boundaries. In

addition, recent NRC and DOT regulations have sought to

embargo routes through cities with populations greater

than 100,000 people. Transportation movements of spent

fuel have been minimal to date; however, local and

federal regulations have been enacted to safeguard

against possible terrorist attack and accidents within

urban areas. Guarded shipments, secret (unpublished)

routings, vehicle immobi lization techniques, and

constant en-route communications are required by the

newest governmental regulation (10 CFR Part 73). The

result has been to considerably increase the cost and

difficulty associated with the shipment of spent fuel.

(7) NRC Licensing of Casks - The specific cask(s) selected

for the TMI spent fuel shipments will probably require
a licensing amendment for TMI failed fuel. This will

require a period of time to portray the specific char

acterization of the fuel, debris , shipping container,
and handling techniques.

3.2 Technical Evaluation of TMI-2 Fuel Core Disposition

Options

It is known that a certain fraction of the fuel will be

shipped off-site to permit examination and evaluation of

this severely damaged fuel. However, it is expected that

the bulk of the fuel must be stored prior to ultimate dis

posal or perhaps reprocessing. Technical evaluations were

made of wet storage as either a short-term or long-term
option, dry storage at either hot cell vaults or in cais

sons , or chemical reprocessing for recovery of uranium and

possibly plutonium. These evaluations considered whether

the process could be performed, how the option would be

implemented, and the institutional -economic problems asso

ciated with its implementation. Final disposition (not
projected to be available until at least 1995), was assumed

to be a canning of an immobilized form of either reprocessed
high-level waste (HLW) or the spent fuel itself, at a

federal repository.

The evaluations performed showed each option is technically
feasible. Institutional and/or perhaps licensing restric

tions may be the major deterrent to implementation. Pool

storage, probably at the TMI facility, was felt to be the
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obvious near-term option available for most of the fuel.

The only non-standard technical consideration associated

with pool storage is related to the need to can most or all

the fuel prior to storage. Canning is needed for fuel

structural integrity and to prevent the spread of contam

ination. The major problem is the possible lack of avail

able space . This is a nationwide problem in the nuclear

industry.

Chemical reprocessing could be performed both domestically

and overseas if need be. No technical problem appeared
insoluble. However, the international perspective of

institutional problems related to separated plutonium is

unclear. The availability of domestic reprocessing is not

expected until the late 1980' s at the earliest.

Dry storage of spent fuel could be the most flexible alter

native due to the amount of fuel to be handled. However, to

date, there has been no major demonstration of dry storage
of LWR fuel. Canned TMI fuel in a dry environment should

present few technical problems, due to the extremely low

heat load and the probable release of most of the free fis

sion gases from the fuel during the accident.

The ultimate step, geological disposal of HLW or spent fuel,
is of course a major impediment , to the nuclear industry

relating to the resolution of the nuclear power issue. Cur

rent pronouncements by the President indicate that resolu

tion of this problem is not to be expected until the late

1990's.

A summary of the major conclusions for each of the alterna

tive disposition options studied is presented below.

3.2.1 Chemical Reprocessing

(1) The reprocessing option is technically performable at

any facility designed and constructed for the handling
of commercial LWR fuel, and could probably be performed
at certain governmental facilities. In the latter

case , concerns arise to the availability of a chop-
leach, headend process to dissolve the fuel, and to the

NRC licensing considerations related to the emission of

gases and liquid waste from the process. Conversion of

the uranyl stream to uranium hexafluoride (UF6) may

present criticality problems, since plant limits are

normally held to maximum uranium enrichments of between

1.2 to 1.8% (depending on the facility). However, this

could be accommodated by process modifications or a

blending of the fuel to attain lower enrichment

levels.
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Uranium Value - The economics of reprocessing are

enhanced by the low fuel burnup which results in an

average enrichment of 2.2%. This is much higher than

baseline economic studies of reprocess ing which

postulate a fuel enrichment of less than 1% remaining

in the fuel.

Plutonium Disposition - The technical options available

include separation of the plutonium stream, permitting
the plutonium to remain with the uranium product

(coprocessing), and the mixing of the plutonium stream

with the high-level waste. Each one of these options
is technically possible. However, the economic and

political considerations vary drastically. Economi

cally, the separation of plutonium is a better alterna

tive since it potentially has value as a feed for

advanced fuel (breeder) cycles. From a safety stand

point, it is desirable to reuse or "reburn" the

plutonium rather than disposing of it due to its long
radioactive half-life. The above areas have been

argued and disputed for several years and near- term

resolution is not forthcoming.

Facility Availability - A total of six chemical repro

cessing facilities were evaluated. Detailed evalua

tions of three were discussed within the report. The

current governmental facilities were deemed to be far

less suitable for this application . They were not

specifically designed for this fuel and would require
plant modification to accommodate the fuel. Licensing
considerations related to emissions might preclude
their use. In certain cases, the facilities are

currently inoperative or their processing capacity was

too low. However, it also is assumed that the current

commercial reprocessing facilities could never operate
in a private mode. They would require governmental

ownership to proceed. Hence, the largest impediment to

implementation of chemical reprocessing would be the

transfer of these facilities to governmental ownership
or the resolution of political impediments to

reprocessing.

Foreign Reprocessing - This is a technical possibility
and could be implemented in the 1980's. The cost of
fuel shipment overseas would be a significant portion
of the total cost of reprocessing. In view of United

States Executive Branch concerns relating to inter
national nuclear proliferation, this does not appear to
be a practical alternative.
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3.2.2 Wet Storage of Spent Fuel

(1) Feasibility
- Some fuel will be stored at a spent fuel

pool, whether at TMI or elsewhere, for a limited dura

tion. Intact fuel and fuel with minor cladding failure

has been stored under wet pool conditions for over

20 years with no major technical or licensing

problems.

(2) Technical - The only nonstandard technical undertaking
is the canning of the core and the design of storage
racks to accommodate canned fuel. Canning and storage

of nuclear fuel has been performed heretofore. The

major concern is assuring that handling operations are

optimized from a safety concern and that the can is

compatible with future shipping and disposition alter

natives. The cans must be designed for both intact

fuel and debris. The cans must operate in pool
environments where the water is either heavily borated

or demineralized. The cans must prevent the spread of

badly fragmented fuel and minimize pool contamination.
The new spent fuel racks must be designed to accommo

date the fuel can size. Criticality evaluations must

be performed for the debris since it has an unknown

composition and configuration . Prior experience with

reactor license amendments to accommodate fuel pool

reracking has shown that an average of 2 to 2-1/2 years

is required for review and approval.

(3) Pool Space and Volume Conditions -

Utilizing state-of-

the-art fuel storage rack technology, the floor space

required to store the entire core is relatively small

(approximately 250 square feet). In addition, due to

the low source strength of the fuel itself, the amount

of water cover required over the fuel for shielding
purposes can also be limited.

(4) Facility Availability - Four possible alternatives for

wet storage of spent fuel are presented within the

report. The most obvious would be to retain an area

within the TMI fuel pool itself. This is probably the

most economical alternative. Also possible is the

transshipment to another reactor pool, preferably at a

site resulting in the shortest transport distance .

There have been several transshipments between reactor

pools within the United States. This alternative is

subject to the availability of space at other reactors,
and this appears to be a tentative assumption at best.

Another possible alternative is the movement to an

independent or away-from-reactor (AFR) pool location.
This regionalized facility, operated under proposed
governmental ownership, would store fuel from a number
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of different reactors, with supposedly each having no

available space. The storage period at the AFR would

be limited, pending resolution of disposition of high-

level waste and spent fuel within the United States.

The difficulty with this option is that the earliest

operational date for an AFR may be later than that

desired for off-site shipment. Current projections are

that an AFR could be operational in the 1983 to 1985

time period and operated by DOE. This is a highly

speculative assumption. A fourth alternative is the

storage of fuel at a pool located at a governmental

facility.

3.2.3 Dry Storage

(1) Technical Feasibility
- An evaluation was made of sev

eral different dry storage options including yault
storage and caisson storage (several assemblies within

a heavily shielded container). Both above- and below-

ground storage was considered. The primary generic
limitation to dry storage of spent fuel is the need to

filter the off-gas coolant and to assure cooling

resulting from the decay heat load of the fuel. In the

case of TMI fuel, it is expected that the free fission

gases normally contained in the fuel rod plenum were

released during the accident. Also, the fuel decay
heat level will be extremely low (in the vicinity of

20 kilowatts) for the entire core after five years of

aging. As with wet storage, the fuel must be canned.

However, the can will function as the containment

during storage.

(2) Technical Precedents - The technical attractiveness of

this option is clear. However, dry storage has never

been practiced for quantities of LWR spent fuel.

Neither has dry storage ever been licensed by the NRC

for this fuel type. However, there is no major or

insurmountable safety problem which could not be

overcome with proper design.

( 3 ) Convenience - If the availability of a hot cell were

demonstrated or caissons could be fabricated within the

requis ite time period, this particular option could

have merit for limited on-site storage. Little opera
tional support is required and only minimal facilities

are needed.

(4) Facility Availability - There are several governmental
hot cells located at national laboratories which could

be utilized to store portions of this fuel. The stor

age volume required is not great. Questions involving
safety and licensing would have to be evaluated for
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each facility on a case basis. These questions could

be time consuming if a near-term solution is desired.

Caisson storage is advantageous since it is site-

independent .

3.3 Economic and Schedule Studies

Studies were performed related to the cost factors associa

ted with:

(1) Shipment off-site.

(2) Disposition of spent fuel by:

Chemical reprocessing
Pool storage

Dry storage.

(3) Final disposition of failed fuel as HLW or canned spent

fuel in a geological repository.

The details of nine specific scenarios are presented in

Section 7.0. This section presents individual costs as a

function of the technical options selected for study, and

the appropriate date of implementation for each step . In

general the following conclusions were needed:

The economic value of the low burnup fuel core ( average
enrichment of 2.2%) is sufficient to justify reprocessing

strictly to recover the uranium. This is true irrespec
tive of the status of utilization of plutonium. However,

this assumption is predicated on the availability of an

established and mature reprocessing industry, which is

now an indeterminate factor.

Pool storage of canned fuel at the TMI Facility is the

most economical near- term choice until resolution or

definition of the nuclear high-level waste picture
becomes available .

Dry storage of fuel in dedicated vaults or caissons is

the most costly disposition alternative if the entire

core is handled in this manner . Of these two options ,

caisson storage is more economical . Caissons would be

used to handle portions of the core which require special
handling.
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4 . 0 RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 General

A series of recommendations was developed based on the

results of this report. These recommendations are to be

used as general guidance for programmatic plans related to

the ultimate usage by concerned parties such as the TMI-

Technical Integration Office under DOE sponsorship and the

TMI-2 recovery team from GPU. These recommendations are

intended to be a part of the integrated research program

being developed for the nuclear community through a coordi

nating agreement of the following parties: Department of

Energy (DOE), Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI),

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), and General Public

Utilities (GPU). The study contained herein was performed
to comprise the requirements for Sub-Task 7.3 of a joint

agreement between the four cooperating parties (Reference

4.1) .

Table 4-1 presents a listing of near-term, priority recom

mendations for this program. The following guidelines were

utilized to develop the items categorized as near- term

requirements:

(1) Schedule Limiting - A major impact on the overall TMI

recovery schedule .

(2) TMI-2 Cleanup Need - An area which must be technically
resolved prior to defueling, packaging, or shipment off
site -

(3) Safety /Li censing
- A technical area which has an over

all impact on the operational safety involved in the

recovery and is expected to be given close scrutiny by
the NRC preparatory to the operation proceeding.

(4) Nuclear Community Interest - An area of interest to the

nuclear community ( both industry and government ) from

the standpoint of near term operational and safety
evaluations related to fuel performance during
accidents and potential recovery operations .

4.2 Discussion of Near-Term Needs

The following discussion broadly summarizes the items con

sidered to be of greatest importance for near-term studies,
design, or testing related to the defueling and associated

operations of the TMI-2 core.
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Fuel Examination and Core Removal Procedures
- These

items are noted here because of the close relationship

they bear to the planning of the total defueling opera

tion. The near-term examination of the core should be

of the highest priority. Only through at least a

preliminary examination can any detailed planning be

performed related to procedures. Preliminary plans
will, of necessity, be diverse due to the lack of

knowledge of the degree of fuel damage . Of equal
importance is the preliminary definition of fuel

removal techniques. Contained within this report are

tentative techniques for removing debris . However ,

techniques for removing intact fuel and fused sections

of fuel will have to be developed to the same extent.

Item 14, Reference 4.2 (the Sub-Task 7.2 Report)
denotes a tool which penetrates the central guide tube

and permits a go/no-go evaluation of the structural

strength of the fuel assembly. This type of tool would

be valuable in the defueling operations.

As a portion of the above development studies, various

tooling and observation techniques must be developed to

permit remote examination and handling of the fuel in

the reactor core- This equipment should be tested in a

simulated operational environment. This would be

preparatory to usage in a nuclear pool environment .

Operator training and checking of necessary tools

should be performed utilizing mock-ups . Another pos

sibility is videotaped simulations of the operations as

they are expected to be performed, which can be used as

a reference for future operations.

Canning (Design , Analysis , and Testing)
- In this

report, a number of different types of canning require
ments are described. It is readily noted that the

number of interfaces between the reactor , spent fuel

pool handling conditions , shipping casks conditions ,

and ultimate or interim storage requirements must be

consistent and compatible . The canning definition

presented is preliminary. The prime requisite is

determining can dimensions which are compatible with

handling, storage, and shipping restraints. The can

design must also assure that containment and structural

problems are resolved, that criticality is precluded
and that the equipment can be utilized operationally at

the TMI-2 facility.

A single can design and canning procedure is desired.
It is possible, that due to the variation in observed
fuel condition, that more than one can should be

developed. A thorough interface study is necessary to

assure that there are no loose ends concerning handling
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restrictions. Criticality limitations associated with

debris collection may place restraints on the opera-

t ional requ i rements .

( 3) Shipping Cask Selection and Testing

Interface questions related to both on-site and

receiving site handling options are strongly affected

by the shipping cask(s) to be used. It will probably
be necessary to have the cask owner process a license

amendment to the cert if icate-of -compliance (C0C) to

accommodate the fuel "debris." In addition, certain

mod if i cat ions may be required to the TMI handling

facility, the receiving f aci lity ( ies) , and the cask

itself. It is recommended that a detailed selection

study be made of the spent fuel casks and initial

negotiations be arranged with a cask owner to permit
"formal" plans to be made.

(4) Continuing Receipt Site Studies and Contingency

Planning

Of necessity, this report focused on the "generic"
characteristics of possible sites for off-site receipt
and temporary (long- or short-term) storage of the

TMI-2 fuel. It is very important that "focused"

studies for these receipt locations be developed in

order to permit planning of technical interfaces,

shipping campaigns , and possible modifications to

either the shipping cask or the receipt site handling
facilities and equipment.

In addition, the possibility of only "limited" fuel movement

(in the near-term) from the TMI plant site must be con

sidered. Two alternatives which should be considered are:

(a) Pool Storage
- The provision of spent fuel racks suit-

able for canned fuel to accommodate the entire TMI-2
core within either the Unit 1 or Unit 2 spent fuel pool
should be evaluated.

(b) Caisson Storage
- As a contingency, caissons similar to

concrete vessels or possibly similar in design to

rail -

spent fuel casks could be employed to serve as

caissons on the island.

4.3 Decision Points

Figure 4-1 categorizes the specific items or locations that
would be involved in making key decisions. Specifically
covered are:
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Failed Fuel Categories - Six different fuel states are

noted which impact canning and fuel handling considera

tions.

On-Site Handling - Two different alternatives for the

movement of the spent fuel and debris from the reactor

containment to the auxiliary building are presented.

On-Site Storage
- Four possible on-site locations are

denoted related to possible means of temporarily storing
the fuel on the island.

Canning Options - Seven can categories for alternative

approaches to handling, collection, storage, and shipping
of the fuel are presented .

Off-Site Storage
-

Eight possible types of facilities

could be considered for near-term receipt of all or part
of the TMI-2 core.

Spent Fuel Cask - Four types of spent fuel casks could be

utilized for shipment of the TMI-2 fuel off-site.

4.4 Key Action Items

This section of the report presents fourteen action items

which identify and comprise simplified work scopes for the

major near-term areas of study related to core defueling and

disposition. Items A and B are repeated from Reference 4.2

since they are of great importance to the accomplishment of

the remaining twelve items. Item C is a preparatory study
of operational factors and other general areas related to

unique concerns such as radiation fields safeguards and

accountability of the fuel. As noted previously, it will be

desirable to combine functions of the various canning
alternatives proposed in order to minimize handling and

cost. Items 4-8 may be combined as additional development
in this area commences. Similarly, Items 1-3 which relate

to defueling operations could be amalgamated into a single
larger work area.
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ITEM

TABLE 4-1

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR KEY ACTION ITEMS

A Penetration of Reactor Vessel and Examination of Core

Condition

B Fuel Bundle Strength "Go/No-Go" Test

C Preparatory Studies of Operational Factors

1 Fused Fuel Separation Techniques

2 Handling Techniques for "Large" Fuel Pieces

3 Fuel "Fines" Vacuuming Techniques

4 Intact Fuel Handling Shroud Development

5 Debris Can Development

6 Handling and Storage of Fused Fuel

7 Development of Fuel "Leaker" Cans and Storage Racks

8 Operational Procedures for Canned Fuel

9 Shipping Cask Selection and Testing

10 Receiving Criteria for Research Fuel

11 Continued Studies of Fuel Disposition Sites

12 "Caisson" Storage Studies
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ITEM A -

PENETRATION OF REACTOR VESSEL FROM TOP (REFER

ENCE 4.2)*

Objective

Inspection of Reactor Internals and Fuel prior to reactor

vessel (RV) Head Removal.

Discussion

The degree of equipment and fuel damage in the TMI-2 reactor

is not precisely known. It is expected that significant
fuel damage has occurred, that debris is present in the core

and the reactor internals, and that some fusing together of

core components has occurred. Reactor internals damage

resulting from the transient may impede disassembly of the

reactor and, upon removal, may disturb the core

configuration.

It is important that as much information as practical be

obtained on the conditions inside the reactor prior to

reactor disassembly. This information will serve to bench

mark the various analyses already completed or underway. It

will also guide the development of programs to obtain more

data on the TMI-2 core and other experiments planned or

underway. The early look into the reactor vessel will also

provide data for detailed planning of the examination

programs to be conducted during and after defueling.

Project Scope

The scope of the project will involve:

Identify methods of providing the desired inspection
Evaluation of inspection alternatives

Selection of primary approach

Engineering of equipment and procedures

Integration into the TMI-2 Reactor Disassembly Plan

Assembly of equipment
Demonstration of equipment and procedures
Conduct inspection at TMI-2

Report results of Development Program and Inspection.

Schedule

Demonstration of Equipment and Procedures ready for field

operations by March 1981.

*Sub-Task 7.2 Report , "Recommendations on In-Place TMI-2

Core Damage Examinations."
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ITEM B -

TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING STRENGTH OF FUEL

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS (REFERENCE 4.21^

("Go/No-Go" Test of Intact Fuel)

Objective

To measure strength of a representative number of fuel

element structural members in order to:

(1) Assist in evaluation of core damage.

(2) Establish load bearing capability of fuel to support
removal methods while minimizing further damage.

Discussion

The structural members of interest in this pro j ec t are the

control rod guide tubes and attachment of these tubes to the

fuel end fittings.

Although the degree of core damage is not precisely known,
it is believed that degrees of structural weakening exist up
to failure, thus leaving portions of some fuel assemblies in

a "rubblized" condition. In order to assist in evaluating
both radial and axial damage, it is desirable to measure the

strength remaining in a representative number of fuel

assemblies. Strength comparison radially (fuel assembly to

fuel assembly) and axially (single fuel assemblies) and an

overall comparison to as-built strength should provide
input.

Schedule

Preparation for on-site work complete by October 1981.
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ITEM C - PREPARATORY STUDIES OF OPERATIONAL FACTORS

Objective

Evaluation of operational factors and constraints related to

the core defueling and canning procedures.

Discussion

The exact nature of the operational procedures for defueling

and cannery will be determined to a large extent by various

environmental and regulatory factors which are unique to the

TMI-2 reactor facility and circumstances. Among these are

nuclear-related factors and the radiation field surrounding

the areas where the operations are to take place and special
studies of means of determining and accounting for the core

material itself.

The radiation field will determine the number of operators

required, operational steps and precautions, the types of

personal equipment required, and the work locations.

Materials accountability will be required to assure that

provisions are made for proper safeguarding of the

cannistered fuel. This is particularly true for fuel

collected and canned in the debris form.

Project Scope

Perform survey of radiation field in various portion's of

the reactor containment and auxiliary building. Use this

data to estimate operational working tones and other

radiation safety precaution.

Develop preliminary operational procedures defining
operating areas and rejnote equipment requirements.

Evaluate material accountability requirements canned for

debris and failed fuel.

Prepare safeguards plan for canned fuel.

Schedule

Radeological factors study required by early 1981.

Safeguard plans required by mid 1981.
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ITEM 1 — "FUSED" FUEL SEPARATION TECHNIQUES

Object ive

Tooling and equipment to permit packaging of large fuel

pieces which will have compatability with storage cans and

of f-site shipment.

Discussion

There is a possibility that portions of the core are "fused"

together. These pieces may be too large to place in a can

and moved via the "normal" route to the auxiliary building.

Simultaneously, this fuel will be uncapable of being placed

in "normal" fuel storage racks and of being shipped off-

site. It is important that a tool(s) and equipment be

developed that could "Pry" the fuel apart. The fuel would

be separated into a size suitable for packaging.

Project Scope

Examine potential fuel damage scenarios and identify a

range of possible fusing mechanisms and configurations

Evaluate possible areas of operational "danger" in

separating and means of precluding damage to adjacent-
intact fuel

Define the amount of remote handling required and develop

"viewing" techniques

Develop several conceptual designs and evaluate, in terms

of function, operational flexibility, safety, and reli

ability

Select design and fabricate a prototype

Test prototype tool in non-contaminated environment

Demonstrate equipment and train selected operational
personnel

Develop final operational procedures.

Schedule

Equipment and procedures should be ready for field opera
tions by early 1982.
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ITEM 2 — HANDLING "LARGE" FUEL PIECES

Objective

Tooling and equipment for collecting and removing large

(normal package size) fuel pieces from the reactor.

Discussion

It is possible that there will be large (but manageable)
fuel pieces which must be removed from the reactor ves"^'
This could include fuel end fittings, shrouds, spacer grias,

control-rod assembly pieces, etc. These pieces may have

occurred as a result of the accident or from separation of

fused pieces.

It is expected that these tools would include long-handled
grapples and tongs of a specialized design. The tools,

equipment, and procedures developed to handle these pieces
could have "generic" applicability to the nuclear industry.

There are instances where it is necessary to remove and

collect similar-sized pieces of highly radioactive material.

Project Scope

Characterize the size, weight, and configuration of

possible fuel pieces

Identify the possible location(s) of this fuel, within

the reactor vessel

Identify the degree of remote operation and the need and

type of visual surveillance equipment required

Identify areas of operational inconvenience and potential

safety problems related with equipment handling

Survey the availability of existing equipment and the

possible purchase of commercially available equipment

Develop several conceptual designs of tooling for the

specialized tasks and evaluate in terms of function
operational flexibility, safety, and reliability.

Fabricate prototype equipment as necessary

Test prototype equipment in a
non-contaminated

environment

Demonstrate equipment and train selected operatic
personnel

nal
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Develop final operational procedures.

Schedule

Equipment and procedures should be ready for field opera

tions by early 1982.
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ITEM 3 — FUEL "FINES" VACUUMING TECHNIQUE

Objective

Equipment to remove and segregate fuel "fines" and other

highly radioactive particles from the reactor vessel.

Discussion

A portion of the fuel (and other highly radioactive debris)

may be in the form of fine particulate matter that cannot be

removed using conventional handling tools. A "vacuuming"

technique which removes the "fines" and segregates the

particulate by straining, settling, or filtering for

ultimate collection in a "debris" can is required.

This type of equipment is of generic interest to the nuclear

community for decontamination of areas with extensive loose

corrosion product deposition, possible cleaning of the

exterior of stored fuel assemblies, and similar applica
tions.

Project Scope

Identify the areas of the reactor vessel containing
"fines" and the degree of remote operation of the equip
ment which is required

Survey the "available" equipment ( if any) and commercial

components with similar applicability

Identify remote surveillance equipment needed

Develop equipment performance specif icat ions and

preliminary conceptual designs

Evaluate equipment in terms of operational safety
(including possibility of nuclear criticality), function,

operational flexibility, and reliability

Purchase or fabricate prototype "skid-mounted" vacuuming
system

Test prototype equipment in a non- contaminated

environment

Demonstrate equipment and train selected operational

personnel

Develop final operational procedures.

Schedule

Equipment and procedures should be ready for field opera
tions by early 1982.
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ITEM 4 — "INTACT" FUEL HANDLING CAN DEVELOPMENT

Objective

To provide physical support and structural augmentation to

intact fuel assemblies of questionable integrity during

handling movements within the reactor containment building.

Discussion

There is a possibility that a large portion of the fuel will

be physically intact , and capable of normal movement from

the reactor and containment to the auxiliary building.

However, the structural integrity would be suspect . There

is a need to place a "shroud" around the fuel to permit safe

handling within the reactor building. This shroud would

provide the structural and handling envelope for the fuel.

It would also serve to prevent the spread of damaged fuel

and particulate matter attached to the fuel structure.

Project Scope

Examine cannister handling from the standpoint of

minimizing operations, safety, and assuring operational

flexibility and interface with handling tools

Assure that visual surveil lance equipment has been

developed and can function in this environment

Fabricate prototype equipment

Test equipment on "dummy fuel" in a simulated, nonradio

active environment

Demonstrate final design and train selected operational

personnel

Prepare operational procedures.

Schedule

Equipment and procedures should be ready for field opera
tions by early 1982.
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ITEM 5 — "DEBRIS" CAN DEVELOPMENT

Objective

Collection and handling of fuel debris in a safe geometry
to

prevent external release of contamination.

Discussion

It is expected that a portion of the fuel material will
be

removed from the TMI-2 reactor vessel as debris. Thi s

debris is of unknown size, and the source strength/

criticality parameters cannot be estimated in advance. It

is important that a can be designed to collect this debris

in a safe manner.

The can design parameters should consider safe geometry and

preclude contamination spreading during the handling

operations.

Project Scope

Preparation of design and performance specification

Evaluation of can interfaces with reactor handling

equipment, leaker can ( if separate) , fuel upender,
shipping cask, etc.

Evaluation of maintaining "safe-geometry," nuclear source

evaluation, etc.

Preliminary design of can, considering facility opera

tional interfaces, material selection, etc.

Fabrication of prototype can

Develop critical ity and source strength measurement

devices

Perform can loading and handling tests using simulated
fuel "debris" in a wet pool environment

Preparation of design specifications for procurement of
cans

Procurement and fabrication of the number of cans

needed.

Schedule

Prototype can developed and tested by late 1981

Cans procured and at TMI-2 by second quarter 1982
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ITEM 6 — HANDLING AND STORAGE OF FUSED FUEL

Objective

To provide procedures and equipment (possibly) for handling

"on-site" storage of large "fused" fuel assemblies which

cannot be separated (see ITEM 1).

Discussion

Based on prior studies, it is possible that portions of the

core will be "fused" together. These pieces may not be

separable into sizes which can be positioned in a safe--

geometry" debris can or readily moved to the auxiliary fuel

pools using the fuel upender/transporter.

It is important that operational procedures and equipment be

available for collection of this fuel for on-site movement,

(both within and out of the reactor containment) and for

eventual on-site storage.

Project Scope

Definition of performance criteria and necessary opera

tions, including large "pieces" and possible handling
routes

Selection (or development) of a transporter cask

Preliminary development of operational techniques and

procedures for on-site handling of fuel

Decision to lease spent fuel rail cask, either to

fabricate or lease a special purpose transporter cask, or

decide that procedure is unnecessary

Develop on-site storage location considering pool and dry
caisson options

--

possible movement off-site to a

research facility

Develop operational procedures and tests based on demon

strated need.

Schedule

Decision for fabrication of on-site transporter needed by
mid-1981

Availability of demonstrated procedures and equipment by
second quarter 1982 (if needed).
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ITEM 7 — DEVELOPMENT FUEL STORAGE CANS AND STORAGE RACKS

Objective

To provide cans and pool storage locations for the handling

and storage of fuel assemblies or (manageable) debris.

Discussion

It is expected that most of the fuel and fuel material will

be canistered to permit long-term storage and containment of

the fuel. The fuel canister will have to be stored

"on-site" with spent fuel racks for a period of time. The

can must be compatible with fuel storage racks (both at

TMI-2 and possibly at an off-site location), shipping casks,

and TMI-2 handling equipment.

The design of a can for failed fuel has broad generic
applicability to the world-wide nuclear community due to the

current need of storing spent fuel for extended periods of

time.

Project Scope

Develop performance specif ication for storage can,

defining all related interface considerations

Develop performance specification for fuel storage rack

considering the can interface and the TMI-2 pool

requirements

Prepare preliminary design of a can and fabricate

prototype

Evaluate can design in terms of the shipping cask

(on-site and of f-site) handling limitations

Test can in wet (nonradioactive) environment and perform

loading tests with simulated (damaged ) intact fuel

Prepare operational procedures for canning

Prepare cannister procurement specifications

Prepare procurement specifications for the detailed

design and fabrication of fuel storage racks

Determine number of storage rack slots and cans required

Evaluate storage pool modifications to accommodate rack
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•

Procure storage cans and racks based on required projec

tions

install storage racks in pool storage area.

Schedule

•

Prototype can designed and tested by mid-1981

•

Spent fuel rack design completed by mid-1981

•

Leaker cans and fuel storage racks procurement initiated

in third quarter 1981

•

Leaker cans available and fuel storage racks in-place at

TMI-2 by mid-1982.
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ITEM 8 — OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES FOR CANNED FUEL *

Objective

To develop procedures for handling in-reactor movement of

canned fuel assemblies and debris.

Discussion

It will be necessary to plan the techniques necessary for

moving canned fuel from the reactor containment building to

the auxiliary building for storage. In addition to testing
of the fuel handling equipment, it will also be necessary to

plan (a) where the canning will take place, (b) the need for

inter-pool contamination barriers, (c) possible safety and

equipment reliability problems during handling, (d) where

the fuel will be stored, and (e) where the fuel will be

loaded into a spent fuel cask for off-site shipping.

Project Scope

Evaluate canning, storage, and shipping schedules in view

of overall plant recovery operation and needed decontami

nation areas

• Examine the effects of fuel canning on the handling,

storing, and shipping operations

•

Develop preliminary operational procedures and evaluate

technical, safety, and licensing interfaces

• Perform "on-site" tests using dummy fuel and prototype
can(s)

* Train operators in selected procedures

•

Prepare final procedures.

Schedule

Equipment and procedures required in-place by mid-1982.
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ITEM 9 -- SHIPPING CASK SELECTION AND TESTING

Objective

To provide means of shipping fuel from the TMI-2 reactor.

Discussion

Off-site shipment of TMI-2 fuel must be coordinated with the

operation and use of the specific shipping cask to be used.

It is important that the operations related to on-site

canning, loading of the spent fuel, and off-loading at a

receipt site consider the specific design and handling

aspects of the cask.

Shipment of TMI-2 fuel will probably require an NRC license

amendment to the cask COC to accommodate the "uncertain-

debris" fuel form. It is also recommended that a special

shipping can be utilized with the cask.

Project Scope

Evaluate truck cask characteristics and select cask(s) to

be used

Negotiate cask usage with owner

Evaluate cavity dimensional and operational interfaces

between the cask and the leaker can

Develop debris "source" term for shipping cask license

amendment to COC

Cask owner prepare cask/site interface plan and prelimi

nary operational procedure

Cask owner prepare and process license amendment to the

cask COC

Fabricate prototype shipping can

Test interfaces and operational procedures in a non-

contaminated pool with the can and the spent fuel cask

Verify (with dummy fuel ) cask handling procedures at

TMI-2 pool

Tra in plant operators in load ing techniques
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Schedule

Finalize negotiations with cask owner by early 1981

Submit cask COC license amendment by third quarter 1981

Procedure and equipment in field and demonstrated by
third quarter 1982.
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ITEM 10 — RECEIVING CRITERIA FOR RESEARCH FUEL

Objective

To provide interface criteria at receiving site for cask

handling and fuel package handling.

Discussion

Approximately 2 to 5% of the canned fuel will be shipped to

hot cells for diagnostic examination purposes. The hot

eel Is may require mod if ication or special handling

procedures to unload the shipping cask and to "decan" the

fuel in the hot cell.

An informational package will be required at the receiving

facility concerning the details of the package and the

shipping cask. In addition, it may prove necessary to

modi fy the internal leaker cans to permit handling or

loading at this research facility.

Project Scope

Prepare interface criteria document on shipping cask

Prepare interface criteria document on leaker can

Perform interface studies with selected research sites

Test cask unloading procedures (with empty cask).

Schedule

Criteria package required by early 1982

Cask and equipment required in field by third quarter
1982
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ITEM 11 —

CONTINUED STUDIES OF FUEL DISPOSITION SITES

Objective

To determine the location of an off-site nuclear storage

facility for the TMI-2 fuel core.

Discussion

It will probably be necessary to ship the TMI-2 fuel core to

an off-site location for secure storage. The AGNS report

develops the basic technical and institutional criteria for

comparing alternative locations. It is important that a

study of actual locations and possibilities be made directly

by either a governmental agency or GPU (or both).

Site "specific" studies are needed to complete further plans
related to on-site (TMI) storage needs, shipping cask

definition and routing, and the length of time needed to

totally defuel the reactor preparatory to recommissioning.

Project Scope

Develop specification on total quantity of fuel to be

shipped, expected date of shipment, fuel configuration,
and means of shipping off-site.

Prepare (or abstract) listing of all potential domestic

pool, hot-cell, storage-vault, etc. , locations at nuclear

facilities.

Develop shipping cask and fuel package interface

criteria.

Compare site criteria with cask/package interface limita

tions and "refine" list of possible sites.

Visit selected sites and rank alternates on basis of both

technical and nontechnical (political , economic) imple
mentation possibility.

Initiate implementation plans for selected facility( ies) .

Develop operational sequences
- interface limits -

site

modification requirements.

Schedule

The implementation plan should be completed by mid-1981.
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ITEM 12 ~ "CAISSON" STORAGE STUDIES

Objective

To provide an alternative means of storage for a portion of

the TMI-2 fuel core.

Discussion

The uncertainties of the TMI-2 core defueling and off-site

shipment are sufficiently great that a backup alternative is

required for fuel storage (either on-site or off-site).

Caisson storage is a means whereby a heavily shielded, (dry)

container could be utilized for safe and secure storage.

These caissons (which could approximate rail -

spent fuel

casks) can be manufactured on demand. They are site

independent which provides flexibility in location. In

addition, these caissons could be utilized for the "on-site"

transport of large fused pieces (see Item 6).

This study has generic interest to the nuclear industry in

the event of an AFR not being available for storage at the

required time-

Project Scope

Examine use of modified rail cask design, foreign "Stone

henge" equipment, and new design concepts

Preliminary contacts with owners/designers of current

equipment

Develop cost and implementation schedule

Develop operational criteria based on canned TMI-2 fuel

Develop implementation plan.

Schedule

Implementation plan required by fourth quarter 1981.
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Definition

Debris .

Intact

Fuel

Failed Fuel Categorliatlon

Fused Pieces - (cannot be "canned")

Large Piecea

Fines

"Weakened" • (cannot lift)
Bowed • (Poor External Geometry)
Normal Handling Permitted

On-Slte Handling (Containment/Auxiliary Big.)

• Normal Route (Fuel Transfer Canal)
• Containment Hatch-Transporter
. Special Handling Bridge/Tools

On-Slte Storage

Reactor Containment Bldg. Areas

Aux. Bldg. - Pool "A"

Aux. Bldg. - Pool "B"

TMI • 1 Pools

"Caissons"

Canning Requirements

. Debris

. "Fused" Pieces

. Handling Shroud for Intact Fuel

. "Leaker-Storage Can

. Shipping

Shipping/Handling Casks

• Legal Weight Truck
. Overweight Truck
• Rail

• Debris (Short) Cask - (Special Design?)
• On-Slte Transporter Cask (New Design?)

Dry

Wet

OH-Slte Storage

• Research "Hot" Cell

• Storage Vault
. Caissons

. AFR

• Reactor Pool

. Govt. Facility
• Foreign Reprocessor

KEY AREAS OF DECISION

FIGURE 4-1
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5.0 FUEL REMOVAL- ON-SITE HANDLING AND OFF-SITE SHIPPING

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this section of the report is to examine the

technical details associated with (1 ) the removal of the

fuel from the reactor core basket, (2) the handling of the

fuel within the reactor containment and spent fuel build

ings, (3 ) the necessary fuel canning to permit long-term

storage and of f-site shipment, and (4 ) the technical and

logistic aspects of moving fuel off-site via a shipping
cask* As noted previously, the techniques associated with

the initial movement of the fuel from the reactor were not

within the scope of this particular study. Certain general

assumptions and recommendations are included and are

presented in the applicable section (5.3).

Presented in this section is scoping information pertaining
to the technical alternatives which considers a variety of

fuel conditions and institutional limitations. The data

presented is not meant to define the exact procedures which

are necessary. However , it is clear that normal fuel

handling techniques typically employed at similar reactors

will probably be precluded due to the damaged nature of the

fuel. To this end, concepts for handling both intact fuel

and debris are included. A variety of possible shipping
alternatives are presented on a parametric basis. Also

included is a discussion of the fuel itself. The comparison
between the fuel in its normal configuration, at the

expected condition or ranges of conditions, and the nuclear

composition, source strength and thermal decay heat loads at

the expected time of shipment were also developed.

In summary, the following key points are noted in this

section:

(1) The uncertain nature of the fuel's condition forces

planning to be made for both intact fuel and fuel

debris.

( 2 ) The fuel nuclear source strength and the thermal decay
heat levels are expected to be very low at the time of

core defueling due to fuel aging and the low burnup
experienced.

(3) It is highly probable that the fuel will require can

ning for on-site storage and handling. The canning
design function can be combined to provide both
containment and structural strength to the fuel.
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(4) Fuel shipment off-site will require individual fuel

containment within the cask cavity. This can probably
be accomplished in common with the fuel storage can.

(5) The use of legal weight truck (LWT) casks appears most

attractive for off-site shipment. The preferred use of

this lighter weight-small capacity cask is due to

greater ease in handling, the availabil ity of more

casks, and application at the maximum number of

receiving sites. Licensing of the cask by the NRC for

this application is also expected to be more readily

accomplished .

(6) A major area of development is the design and sizing of

the fuel cannister to assure compatibility with the on-

site fuel transporter/upender , spent fuel racks, and

spent fuel shipping casks .

5.2 Fuel Status

5. 2.1 General

The intent of this study was to categorize the fuel for the

purposes of evaluating the various handling, packaging , and

shipping techniques to be discussed in later sections. It

is also convenient to group, for study purposes, the design
characteristics and the burnup characteristics of the TMI

fuel as it was initially loaded into the reactor core and

utilized. Three specific factors related to this fuel are

developed in later paragraphs and have considerable impact
on this study :

( 1) The gamma, neutron, and thermal decay heat levels after

three years of aging, and, as associated with the

relatively low burnup of this fuel, are far less than

has normally been postulated for most fuel shipping and

wet storage scenarios. This extends the range of

possible casks which can be utilized for shipping and

minimizes some of the pool and supporting equipment
limitations normally required for wet storage.

(2) The general assumption that there is almost total fuel

failure (in terms of cladding integrity) will force the

requirement for canning. Canning will limit
contamination of the storage area due to leaching and

crud fallof f .

(3) The canning of debris presents an uncertain situation
related to exact material composition and estimated
source strength. The sizing of the can must preclude
any possibility of a fuel loading which could lead to
an accidental criticality. In this study, conservative
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assumptions have been made related to the inter

relationship between criticality and can size. These

assumptions place restraints on the dimensions and

configurations for the can itself. With proper can

sizing, it can readily be shown that criticality is not

a problem with debris. If these limitations present
unworkable restrictions on the packaging, it is

possible to utilize a neutron poison in the structure

of the can.

5,2.2 Initial Fuel Loading Data

Table 5-1 presents data on the 177 assemblies which were

initially placed into the TMI-2 fuel core. These data were

obtained directly from the Babcock and Wilcox Company and

represent the baseline condition for removal . The core

comprises a total of 82.7 MTU and three separate enrichment

regions . This table also defines and presents the nonf uel

components that were included with this core. It is

believed that most of these components which fit within the

guide tubes of the spent fuel assembly are not removable

from the fuel. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the input
of these components on the fuel geometry and nuclear charac

teristics when considering shipping , canning , and poss ibly
at a later date , storage or chemical reprocess ing options .

Figures 5-1 through 5-3 show the geometrical cross section

of the fuel including a control rod assembly, and an axial

shaping rod assembly.

5.2.3 Fuel Burnup Data

In order to determine the actual nuclear levels contained

within the fuel, it was necessary to perform several com

puter analyses directly related to the operating history of

this fuel. The burnup of this fuel is approx imately
3200 MWd/MTU, which is 10% of projected equilibrium fuel

burnup for normal fuel management. To get exact values of

the fuel isotopic concentration , data was made available

from the Babcock and Wilcox Company based on their in-house

calculations. AGNS made similar calculations using the

NULIF computer program (Reference 5.2) to determine these

fuel burnup characteristics and to further corroborate the

Babcock and Wilcox data. Tables 5-2 through 5-5 contain the

values for the three individual core regions and the core

average. Each table has four parts: Part A lists the mass

of each of the uranium, plutonium, and neptunium isotopes;
Part B shows the elemental quantities of uranium and

plutonium; Part C displays the uranium enrichment (i.e.,
percent U-235); and Part D shows the percent of Pu-240 in
total plutonium.
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TABLE 5-1

B&W - TMI-2 FUEL DATA

(Initial Core/Loading) Reference 5.1

Fuel Loading

Initial Enrichment Zone - 1 1.98 (1.65) fAssemblies 56

(current enrichment

with Burnup) Zone - 2 2.64 (2.27) 61

Zone - 3 2.96 (2.66) 60

Total: 256 (2.21) (avg) 177

Burnup
-

average 3156 MWd/MTU

Kilogram Uranium/Assembly: 463 (avg) Total Core Loading: 82 MTU

1. Fuel Assembly Characteristics

15 x 15 - matrix

208 fuel tubes

16 control (guide) tubes

1 central instrument tube

Pitch 8.536"

O.A. length 165.62"

fuel tube length 153.12"

active fuel length 144"

fuel tube diameter .430" OD 0.377" ID *t = 0.265"

instrument tube diameter .493" OD 0.441" ID t = 0.26"

guide tube diameter .530" OD 0.498" ID t = 0.16"

2. Fuel Numbers

Spent Fuel Assembl ies

Control Rod Assemblies (CRA)

Axial Power Shaping Rod Assemblies (APSRA)
Burnable Posion Rod Assemblies (BPRA)

Orifice Rod Assemblies (ORA)

* t = tubing wall thickness
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TABLE 5-1 (CONTINUED)

B&W - TMI-2 FUEL DATA

(Initial Coreloading) Reference 5.1

Fuel Assembly Composition

U02
- 92.5% theoretical density

fuel clad Zircalloy 4

guide tubes Zircalloy 4

spacer grids Inconel-718

end fittings Stainless Steel, grade CF3M

Control Rod Assembly (CRA)

16/assembly
guide tube material length

- 134" Type 304 stainless steel

dimensions 0.440" OD

0.21" - t clad

composition
-

Ag-In-Cd, 80-15-5% ratio

Axial Shaping Rod Assemblies

16/assembly Type 304 stainless steel

0.440" OD 0.021" clad thickness length 36" (poison)

composition
-

Ag-In-Cd 80-15-5% ratio

Burnable Poison Rod Assemblies

16/assembly Zircalloy 4

0.430" OD 0.35" clad thickness poison length 126"

poison
- Al 0 - B C
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TABLE 5-2

CORE ISOTOPIC TOTALS -

(AT SHUTDOWN - AVERAGE)

Mass (AGNS) Mass (B&W)*

Isotope (Kilograms) (Kilograms)

U-235 1828.8 1825.2

U-236 52.25 55.31

U-238 79761 80866

Pu-238 0.041 —

Pu-239 130.02 140.39

Pu-240 10.09 10.96

Pu-241 1.923 2.323

Pu-242 0.059 0.084

Np-239 1.247 —

Np-239 6.165

AGNS

6.608

B&W

Element (Kilograms (Kilograms

U 81641 82746

Pu 142.2 153.7

Uranium Enrichment

AGNS 2.24%

B&W 2.21%

Percent Pu-240 iri Total Plutonium

AGNS 7.1%

B&W 7.1%

fers to data supplied by B&W to AGNS in March 1980
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TABLE 5-3

REGION 1 FUEL ISOTOPIC CONTRATION
- • (AT SHUTDOWN

Mass (AGNS) Mass (B&W)

Isotope (Kilograms) (Kilograms)

U-235 434.8 431.2

U-236 16.07 16.84

U-238 25370 25724

Pu-238 0.0162
--

Pu-239 45.57 48.76

Pu-240 4.191 4.449

Pu-241 0.862 0.996

Pu-242 0.031 0.041

Np-237 0.433
—

Np-239 2.191

AGNS

2.416

B&W

Element (Kilograms (Kilograms

u 25821 26172

Pu 50.7 54.2

Uranium Enrichment

AGNS 1.68%

B&W 1.65%

Percent Pu -240 in Total Plutonium

AGNS 8.3%

B&W 8.2%
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TABLE 5-4

REGION 2 FUEL ISOTOPIC CONCENTRATION - (AT SHUTDOWN)

Mass (AGNS) Mass (B&W)

Isotope (Kilograms) (Kilograms)

U-235 645.5 646.4

U-236 20.13 21.61

U-238 27457 27832

Pu-238 0.0167 —

Pu-239 48.07 54.04

Pu-240 3.807 4.173

Pu-241 0.753 0.885

Pu-242 0.022 0.030

Np-237 0.494 —

Np-239 2.062 2.563

AGNS B&W

Element (Kilograms (Kilograms

U 28122 28500

Pu 52.7 59.1

Uranium Enrichment

AGNS 2.30%

B&W 2.27%

Percent Pu-240 in Total Plutonium

AGNS 7.2%

B&W 7.1%
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TABLE 5-5

REGION 3 FUEL ISOTOPIC CONCENTRATION
- (AT SHUTDOWN)

Mass (AGNS) Mass (B&W)

Isotope (Kilograms) (Kilograms)

U- 235 748.4 747.6

U- 236 16.05 16.86

U- 238 26934 27310

Pu -238 0.0078
—

Pu -239 36.38 37.59

Pu -240 2.091 2.336

Pu -241 0.308 0.442

Pu -242 0.0061 0.013

Np -237 0.320 —

Np -239 1.914 1.628

sment

AGNS B&W

El« (Kilograms (Kilograms

1J 27698 28074

Pu 38.8 40.4

Uranium Enrichment

AGNS 2.70%

B&W 2.66%

Percent Pu-240 in Total Plutonium

AGNS 5.4%

B&W 5.8%
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• AGNS-B&W Agreement
- There is reasonably good agreement

between the AGNS and B&W evaluations. Important quanti
ties such as the uranium enrichment and percent Pu-240 in

the plutonium are virtually identical. It is noted that

the B&W results show somewhat larger quantities of pluto
nium. The typical variation is less than 10%. As an

illustration, the B&W value for total core plutonium is

153.7 kilograms versus the AGNS value of 142.2 kilograms

(see Table 5-2, Part B). The B&W values were utilized as

the baseline for this core study.

•

Uranium Enrichment - The value of the enrichment of U-235

of the existing "burned-up" fuel is 1.65% in Region 1,

2.27% in Region 2, and 2.66% in Region 3. The average

enrichment is 2.2%. The enrichment in Regions 2 and 3 is

higher than that allowed in facilities utilized to

convert the uranyl nitrate from reprocessing plants to

uranium hexafloride (UF ). Typical upper limits on

enrichment from a criticality standpoint are 1.8%.

*

Pu-240 Content - The percent of Pu-240 in plutonium is

less than that of usual "reactor-grade" plutonium due to

low fuel burnup. The Pu-240 content ranges from 5.8% in

Region 3 to 8.2% in Region 1. In a reprocessing plant,

typically, Pu-240 limits must be greater than 5% to

prevent criticality problems. Also, the Pu-240 content

in the 5 to 8% range is in the vicinity of that con

sidered to be weapons-grade. Note that the plutonium
content is approximately one-sixth of that expected for

full burnup fuel.

5.2.4 Nuclear and Thermal Data

An initial assumption was that the fuel would not be removed

from the core and canned, preparatory to shipping until mid-

1982. Current expectations are that this represents at best

an early limit. Due to the relatively low burnup of the

TMI-2 fuel, it was expected that the nuclear source strength
would be relatively low at this time. To corroborate this,
an evaluation was made to determine the values after three

years or more of aging. Shipping at any later date will

result in still lower values of nuclear source strength and

decay heat.

The computer code ORIGEN (Reference 5.3) was used for this

purpose. The values presented are those for Region 2 of the

core which received the highest burnup and, as such, would

present the limiting case. Table 5-5 shows the gamma source

strengths at selected decay times from one to five years
after the shutdown of this core in March 1979. The values

presented represent the number for each of twelve specific
energy groups. Tables 5-6 and 5-7 are a comparison of the
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TABLE 5-6

TMI-2 CORE REGION 2 FUEL SOURCE STRENGTH (2)

GAMMAS PER SECOND PER METRIC TON OF URANIUM

AT VARIOUS DECAY TIMES

Mean Decay Time

Energy One Two Three Four Five

(MeV ) Year Years Years Years Years

0.30 1.12+15 4.86+14 2.23+14 1.11+14 6.22+13

0.63 4.83+15 9.21+14 6.51+14 5.42+14 4.77+14

1.10 9.99+13 4.69+13 2.36+13 1.27+13 7.47+12

1.55 2.94+13 1.38+13 6.79+12 3.54+12 1.98+12

1.99 4.63+13 1.94+13 8.16+12 3.44+12 1.45+12

2.38 1.68+12 8.32+11 4.14+11 2.06+11 1.03+11

2.75 1.18+11 5.96+10 3.01+10 1.52+10 7.96+9

3.25 3.67+9 1.86+9 9.43+8 4.78+8 2.48+8

3.70 3.77+3 3.61+3 3.57+3 3.56+3 3.56+3

4.22 2.38+3 2.28+3 2.25+3 2.25+3 2.24+3

4.70 1.12+3 1.08+3 1.07+3 1.06+3 1.06+3

5.25 7.08+2 6.78+2 6.71+2 6.69+2 6.68+2

NOTES •. (1) Earliest shipping date.

(2) Fuel assembly loading = 0.467 MTU.
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TABLE 5-7

COMPARISON OF GAMMA SOURCE TERMS
—

TMI-2 FUEL VERSUS HIGH BURNUP FUEL

(One Year Decay Time)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Ratio of

Mean Gammas per Second

Energy per Metric Ton Column (3) to

mlumn (2)
(MeV)

0.30

TMI-2 Hiqh Burnup Fuel

5.82+151.12+15 5.2

0.63 4.83+15 3.14+16 6.5

1.10 9.99+13 1.22+15 12.2

1.55 2.94+13 4.10+14 14.9

1.99 4.63+13 2.02+14 4.4

2.38 1.68+12 2.09+13 12.4

2.75 1.18+11 1.59+12 13.5

3.25 3.67+9 5.01+10 13.5

3.70 3.77+3 8.42+6 2233.0

4.22 2.38+3 5.31+6 2233.0

4.70 1.12+3 2.51+6 2233.0

5.25 7.08+2 1.58+6 2233.0
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> gamma source terms for the low burnup TMI fuel after one

year of decay time with those of high burnup fuel (33,000

MWd/MTU versus approximately 3200 MWd/MTU). These tables

4 to 15, below 3.7 MeV (a high energy cutoff). For the high

energy gamma groups, the source terms are

larger by a factor of 2000. Hence, the total gamma source

strength for TMI fuel is considerably lower than fuel of

normal burnup.

A similar evaluation was made of the neutron source term in

the TMI fuel. This source strength is from spontaneous
fissions and (a,n) reactions, at a typical neutron energy

level of 5.0 MeV. During the period of time of interest,

the source strength for the TMI fuel is approximately 1000

times less than that for typical high burnup fuel. The

neutron source strength is virtually negligible from a

shielding standpoint. This is of importance in recognizing
that a separate neutron shield would not be required in a

spent fuel cask.

Also of importance is the thermal power of the fuel occur

ring from decay heat emanating from gamma emission. Again,
the computer program ORIGEN was used to determine this

thermal power for each of the three core regions as a

function of decay time. The results shown in Figure 5-4

> depict the corresponding thermal power of fuel with high
burnup. The decay heat level, after three years of burnup,
is approximately an order of magnitude less than that

expected for high burnup fuel. The average values for the

entire core and for a typical assembly are given below:

Total core heat load after three years
- 30 kilowatts

Maximum fuel assembly heat load - 190 watts.

These heat load values are approximately two orders of

magnitude less than the design values normally used for

spent fuel shipping or wet pool storage for individual

assebmlies. In the normal design case, high burnup fuel and

approximately 120 days of fuel aging are assumed. It is not

expected that there will be any thermal limitations
associated with either dry storage, dry shipment within a

spent fuel cask, or storage in a wet pool. In the latter

case, the natural circulation present in the pool should be

adequate to assure cooling (if sufficient water volume is

present) .

5.2.5 Damaged Fuel Conditions

There have been two separate and independent assessments

made of the TMI-2 fuel core after the accident itself.
These assessments were based on operating records, instru
ment readings (primarily pressure drops and thermocouple
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evaluations) , and computer ized reconstructions of the

accident. These" two evaluations represent an optimistic and

a pessimistic boundary on the core conditions. The more

optimistic evaluation was performed under the auspices of

the EPRI-NSAC study team (Reference 5.5); this evaluation

focused on most of the major structural damage occurring in

the central region of the core and extending approximately
one -ha 1 f of the axial length down into the fuel (this

corresponds to the amount of the fuel that was uncovered

during the accident). In this study, it was assumed that the

outer peripheral fuel assemblies were relatively undamaged
from a structural standpoint, with the possible exception of

the fission gas plenums . These were assumed to have been

breached due to the thermal creep of the cladding . (Note :

PWR fuel rods are typically pressurized to 600 to 800 psi
with helium during manufacture. Fission gases would migrate
from the fuel to the plenum gap during the accident thermal

transient . During the accident , the gas pressure in the

fuel plenums and axial gaps of the fuel may have exceeded

2000 to 3000 psi . ) The more pessimistic study, referred to

as the Rogov in report analysis (reference 5.4) predicts

major fuel damage and perhaps melting of the fuel cladding
itself. The Rogovin study assumed that a sufficient amount

of the core reached a temperature where a solid "almost

welded" structure may have formed between various fuel

components. It was also expected that a portion of the fuel

had dropped to the lower regions of the reactor vessel.

Based on these conflicting opinions and lacking observa

tional information, it is obvious that provision and plan
ning must be made for handling both intact fuel and debris

( fuel fittings, cladding, U02 powder, etc. ) . Provision must

also be made Cor handling or separating fused formations of

fuel which are larger in cross section than the fuel

assembly. Even with the "intact" assemblies, there will be

considerable damage and embr i ttlemen t of the cladding.
There will probably be some bowing of the individual fuel

rods. The fa i led rod plenum (or some other portion of the

f uel ) may project out into the flow passage. Fuel handling
and packaging techniques must be well thought out to

minimize any possible further damage of the fuel. Canning
is required to prevent the spread of fuel material to other

portions of the containment vessel and pools during
handl ing.

5.2.6 Criticality Conditions for Fuel Debris

There is no commercial reactor experience related to loading
pieces (debris) of LWR fuel into spent fuel cans. Ulti

mately, this debris must either be stored within racks in a

spent fu«l pool or be placed within a can and shipped off-

site in a spent fuel cask. The operational safety questions
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relate to the nuclear source strength within the container

and the precluding the possibility of criticality. As noted

in Section 5.2.3, the source strengths will be very low.

However, the capability of assessing them prior to actual

loading is not possible due to the segregated nature of the

fuel.

Criticality concerns are not straightforward. A separate
evaluation was made of this question. The analysis
evaluated a single, water-filled can approximately 9 inches

square in cross section and 15 feet long located in an

unborated fuel storage pool. Pool water boration reduces

the probability of criticality; however, accommodation for

unborated water will probably be required, since off-site

storage pools will probably be unborated. Both the fuel

geometry and the fuel enrichment are unknown. From the

standpoint of geometry, it can be conservatively assumed

that the fuel will be in virtually any shape and size

corresponding to the can dimension, and that any metal to

water ratio may exist within the can. A detailed evaluation

of this question requires a series of parametric studies

equating various fuel sizes, shapes, and various metal-to-

water ratios so that a worst case configuration could be

established. A study of the literature (Reference 5.6)
contains information that is useful for this purpose -

Specifically, an infinitely tall cylinder 10.6 inches in

diameter can be shown to be slightly subcritical containing
a heterogeneous oxide fuel at 3.0% enrichment. In this

reference case, the U02 could be in any shape and size, as

well as the metal-to-water ratio. The infinite water

reflector can be assumed which is the worse case. Using
hand techniques, the 10.6-inch diameter was determined to be

equivalent from a criticality standpoint to a square cross

section approximately 9.4 inches on a side. Evaluations of

the can indicate that the can will be fabricated from

stainless steel and will have a wall thickness typically
between 0.08 and 0.10 inches thick. The effect of the

stainless steel wall on reactivity is essentially negligible
in this case.

The preceding evaluation was conservatively based on the

3.0% maximum initial enrichment in Region 3 of this core .

This upper (no burnup) limit was utilized due to the fact

that there are many regions which are blanketed by control

rods during the short burnup history. As a result, there

are axial regions of the core that would have experienced

very little burnup. Hence, this upper limit is not an

unrealistic assumption, particularly in view of potential

licensing questions.

The critical ity concerns related to the canning of debris

are of sufficient importance that it is recommended that
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further analyses be performed. These problems would be

minimized to some extent at the TMI-2 site where the pools
are bora ted. However , at unloading facilities and in the

licensing of spent fuel casks, a more comprehensive
evaluation would be required.

The total uncertainty in the physical status of the TMI-2

core requires that a number of alternative paths be devel

oped for the hand 1 ing scenarios. These paths could be

simpl if ied to a certain extent if initial information and

testing techniques were developed early on. Hence, it is

recommended that at the earliest practical time a means be

developed for obtaining a visual scan of the core. In

addition, it is recommended that a measurement tool be

developed for determining ( in the case of visually intact

fuel) structural integrity. A possible tool concept for

this purpose is noted as Item 14 Reference 5.7. This tool

tests the central guide tube of the fuel assembly and

determines the relative strength of the guide tube. This

can be used to estimate the axial strength of the assembly.

5.3 Fuel Handling and Packaging Evaluation

5.3.1 General

The purpose of this specific study is to evaluate the

technical aspects of fuel handling within the containment

and spent fuel (auxiliary) buildings, and the provisions for

packaging the fuel in a form which is suitable for either

extended pool storage or for shipment off-site. This study
is divided into three specific technical areas which are

1 isted below:

Handling Interface Evaluation - This involves the physi
cal movement of the fuel or debris from the reactor area

and containment building, through the fuel transfer

tunnel, to the pool areas in the auxiliary building. It

includes discussion of- temporary storage in storage racks

and the isolation of the contaminated from the

non contaminated during handling operat ions. It also

includes a preliminary evaluation of the loading and

unloading of the fuel package from the spent fuel cask at

a rece iving facil ity .

*

Canister Design
- This is an evaluation of the canning

requirements tor both "intact" fuel and debris. It also

includes a discussion of canning techniques. A con

siderable number of interfaces exist between handling
requirements for on-site movement of the intact fuel and

debris handling. The can must function as a containment

boundary for use with the shipping cask and also permit
long-term, on-site storage in the TMI pools.
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Scoping of Operational Procedures - Included is a preli

minary evaluation of the types of techniques and opera

tional factors which must be examined prior to the

removal of the fuel from the core. Included in this are

the transport of the fuel from the core- Included in

this are the transport of fuel between buildings and the

canning operations. These procedures are defined in

sufficient detail to allow a preliminary evaluation of

potential hazard areas to be developed.

5.3.2 Fuel Handling Interface Evaluation

5.3.2.1 Handling Operations at the Reactor

(1) Fuel Hoisting (Removal from the Reactor Fuel Basket)

If the fuel bow or twist is excessive (typically 1/4 inch),

the fuel handling bridges probably cannot be utilized

without modification. Also, if the structural integrity of

the assemblies is not adequate for vertical lift with the

normal top-end grappling, a different grapply system must be

provided on these units. The fuel assembly must be provided
with additional structure of verified integrity. (This

additional structure could reduce the bow and twist allow

ance discussed above. ) The auxiliary crane units also

provide little flexibility for grappling and for working
around mechanical lifting interferences that could develop
from distortion of the fuel. Obviously, the standard

lifting gear cannot be used to lift debris.

If the fuel handling bridges in the Fuel Transfer Pool (FTP)
and the Fuel Storage Pools (FSP) cannot be utilized (see

Figure 5-5 which is schematic of the three pools), auxiliary
service hoist trolleys to replace the existing trolleys and

designed to accommodate potentially damaged fuel handling
are an acceptable alternate. These crane hoists should be

of the hook and cable type versus telescoping tubes in order

to provide great hoisting flexibility and to accommodate

tooling to fit between the hook and the fuel assembly.

Another alternative for hoisting an intact assembly would be

the use of the existing overhead cranes with modified aux

iliary hoist control. Special systems would be required to

ensure adequate water cover over fuel at all times ( inter

lock) and hoisting control flexibility such as extended slow

speed operation, small vertical and horizontal positioning
tolerances, and overload sensing capabilities. However ,

auxiliary service hoist trolleys installed on the fuel

handling bridge would decouple existing crane functions and

fuel handling. An auxiliary hoist trolley should better
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accommodate the anticipated manual operations in the

defueling operation.

Communications with GPU personnel (Reference 5.9) indicate

that operating experience with these existing fuel handling
units by itself would suggest alternative fuel hoisting
end fitting distortion, fuel could be packaged and the

packages handled by intermediate hoisting tools suspended
from crane hooks. Final engagement should allow for manual

positioning corrections. Hoisting and translation should be

preceded by visual verification of a positive engagement of

the fuel assembly being grappled.

(2) Fuel Transfer Carr iage/Upender (Movement Between the

Containment and the Auxiliary Building)

An evaluation of the interfaces between packaged fuel assem

blies and the fuel transfer carriage basket was performed by
reference to Babcock and Wilcox drawings of the fuel

transfer system: (Reference 5.9) .

44-54-009-03

44-54-011-02

44-54-017-08

44-54-040-30.

The evaluation was used to develop any limiting or potential
dimensional interfaces such as the maximum canister length
or largest allowable cross section.

The maximum packaged fuel length that could be accommodated

by the carriage basket was investigated. Assuming the stop

assembly (Item 1170, 44-54-011-02) could be relocated, the

limiting interference would be the flange of the transfer

tube (Item 3367, 44-54-040-30) on the reactor side. Use of

this maximum length might require removal of the pool

emergency cable system (Item 0022, 44-54-017-08), but

insufficient detail was available to say with certainty.
The maximum, uninterfered length would be 15 feet 1/8 inch.

The maximum square cross section that could be contained

within the 15.25-inch octagonal inside diameter of the

basket would be 11.48 inches. However, since the "worst-

case" criticality (square) cross section has been calculated

at 9.4 inches (see Section 5.2.6), this 11.48-inch dimension

is not limiting and is noted for reference purposes.

Therefore, a square fuel assembly structural packaging
cavity should not exceed 9.4 inches. Assuming the 9 . 4 -inch

dimension (13.3-inch diagonal) is limiting, it appears, so

far as the basket is concerned, that cylindrical packaging
of the fuel for containment purposes (already within a

structural package) could be performed in the fuel transfer
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pool and still utilize the carriage for transfer to the fuel

storage pool. (See Figure 5-5).

The required structural capacity of the unit was qualita

tively evaluated. The added weight of providing the

packaging for the fuel assembly, as discussed above and in

detail later, would not increase the fuel -pi us- control- rod

packaging for the fuel assembly, as discussed above and in

detail later, would not increase the fuel-plus-control-rod
weight of 1700 pounds (which the carriage routinely

accommodates) by more than 35%. For the present study, it

was assumed that conservatism in the structural design of

the unit could accommodate this, but this should be verified

when the packaging system design is finalized.

( 3) Fuel Storage Rack (Storage in the Auxiliary Building

Specially designed packaged fuel racks will be required for

the failed fuel (Burns and Roe Drawing W.O. 2555/2066 R.15).

Typically, for seismic reasons, racks are limited to 3/8 to

1/2 inch maximum cross-sectional clearance between the fuel

and the rack. In this case, the packaged, damaged fuel

would not be expected to fit existing slots in the Burns and

Roe design. However, new racks could be designed to accom

modate any packaging systems envisioned using state-of-the-

art technology.

(4) Storage Pool Isolation (Prevention of Contamination

Between Pools)

Contamination control could be a significant challenge
during the defueling and canning operations. Four areas

could be potentially isolated from each other (see

Figure 5-5). They are the following:

Fuel Transfer Pool (FTP)

Spent Fuel Storage Pool A (FSP A)

Spent Fuel Storage Pool B (FSP B)
• Cask Loading Pool (CLP).

However, from preliminary evaluation, it appears that the

FTP and FSP A would not be easily isolated during defueling.
The potential to isolate the FTP and FSP A from FSP B and

FSP B from the CLP appeared more feasible. These isolations
could be accomplished by a module canal lock system
installed in the area where the isolation gates now fit (see
Figure 5-5). The locks would permit isolation and trans

fers; whereas, the existing gates permit only one of those
functions. The locks would be relative low volume, tempo
rary water barriers that could be isolated via gate closings
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and piped for multiple water inventory changeouts when so

isolated. The changeouts would affect decontamination .

Mechanical or chemical decontamination capabilities could

also be added to the lock systems. One-tenth decontamina

tion factors at each of the two envis ioned locks would

provide a hundred- fold decontamination factor for the

packaged fuel and , as a result, would prevent excessive

contamination of the shipping cask exterior during loading.

With this two-lock system, there is only provision for

structural packaging. This should be done to the fuel in

the higher background area of the FTP and all contamination

containment packaging should be done in FSP A.

Our evaluation indicates that the above isolation/
decontamination concept would be compatible with the exist

ing water cleanup/cooling systems of the reactor facility.
However, temporary submerged demineralizer systems in these

pools might be preferred to the facility systems based on

radiation exposure experience associated with use of these

units as reported by GPU. (Reference 5.0).

5.3.2.2 Fuel Packaging and Spent Fuel Cask Interfaces

Cask Evaluations

Interface evaluations with the three candidate truck casks

are more easily visualized by reference to Figure 5-6.

Obviously, the NLI 1/2 cask is most restrictive with its

smaller 13. 37 5- inch diameter. The fuel cavity length could

be increased to 176.37 inches using elliptical heads (an

unlicensed modification) as envisioned for pressure integ
rity of the containment packaging if canning considerations

mandate extra length . Scaled and more detailed drawings of

these casks are shown in Section 5.4. The Fort St. Vrain

cask with its larger cavity offers the most flexibility in

this regard .

As explained in Section 5.4, various considerations with

rail casks cloud consideration of their use in defueling.
However, a large rail cask could conceivably be utilized as

a "bucket" to move fused pieces of debris directly through
the containment hatch and outside to the auxiliary building .

In addition, a special handling cask with inside cavity
diameters in excess of 40 to 45 inches could be developed
for the same funct ion . A cask such as th is wou Id we igh in

excess of 100 tons. Care in moving these casks near safety-
related items must be evaluated while in the containment

building.
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5.3.2.3 Off-Site Receiving Facility Considerations

A generic interface evaluation of the packaged fuel with an

off- site receiving facility was made. The receiving

facility could be assumed to provide some of the following
functions for the fuel:

(1) Analysis of Fuel Condition

(2) Fuel Storage
(3) Chemical Reprocessing
(4) Ultimate Disposal as Waste.

The facility must be able to receive and unload the shipping
cask. As a result, the design of the fuel packaging system
should be small enough to minimize hindrance with implemen
tation of the above four functions and to permit the cask

receipt to be made. The following minimal package criteria

were established. The packaging system should:

Provide pressure retaining capability and contamination

control

Provide internal sampling capability to the package

Permit a coarse "dryout" of a wet container and alter

nately a water filling via a fill and drain system.

A pressure retaining cylindrical can with a welded end cap

providing vent, fill, and drain capability for the enclosed

fuel would meet the first three requirements. It would not

accommodate these possible requirements:

To provide an alternative for remote mechanical wet or

dry unpackaging

To provide alternative can cross sections to preclude

mandatory repackaging for more efficient storage, or to

accommodate handling preparatory to reprocessing, or for

hot cell analysis and examinations.

Space and equipment limitation present at potential receiv

ing facilities could require mechanical uncapping and/or
packaging that opens or disassembles mechanically to expose

the fuel. For example, a research facility that must

unpackage may not have remote, metal-cutting equipment.
Also, it is probably more likely that the facility lacks the

room or has insufficient size ( typically a length equal to

twice the can length is needed to permit axial unpackaging ) .

Here, a specially designed can that parted on an axial

center line would be desirable. However , this design would

compromise the degree of containment integrity provided by
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the welded cap on the cylindrical can. This can could be

placed within the storage can.

Reprocessing and storage facilities which can handle cans

with square cross sections could also experience difficulty
if cylindrical cans were employed. However, for storage

facilities complete interface evaluations would be required
on a site specific basis. Interface items to be addressed

for these proposed facilities would include among other

things:

Dimensional suitability
Structural and seismic integrity

Criticality evaluation

Thermal environment

Corrosion environment.

Since facilities selection is not feasible at this stage of

the study, the first three requirements for the can will be

assumed controlling. In any case, the handling flexibility
desired in the packaging system must be decided before the

design of the package is finalized.

5.3.3 Preliminary Canning Design

5.3.3.1 Introduction

Any TMI-2 fuel for which there is doubt concerning struc

tural adequacy for lifting should be provided structural

integrity for further handling. Augmentation of the axial

structural strength of the fuel should be provided as soon

as feasible during the defueling operation. One possible
concept is the use of a handling shroud to provide
structural integrity. This shroud would be a thin-walled

can which fits around and holds or "girdles" the assembly
somewhat like a "second skin." Variations in the design of

the shroud could accommodate a spectrum of fuel damage. For

the present considerations, confinement of contamination is

not possible except to preclude further structural failure.

However, if it is necessary to remove debris, an underwater
vacuum system could be used to provide an alternative for

removing the fuel from the reactor and packaging the fuel

pieces.

Contamination confinement is an obvious final requirement of

the packaging system. To provide this function, a second

packaging unit would be provided over the shroud. It is
referred to in this report as the "can.

"

A common feature of any packaging system design is the

following material and bail features. The material must be

compat ible with both dry and wet potent ial storage and
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shipping environments. Notably, the TMI pools are bora ted

whereas many pools utilize demineralized water. Austenitic

stainless steel (e.g., 304 or 316 stainless steel) has

historically served well in similar applications and will be

assumed in all following designs.

Questions could arise regarding stress-corrosion cracking of

these austenitic stainless steels in the presence of

caustics and chlorides. Caustic could appear from the

combination of water and rubidium, the decay product of

Krypton 85. Chlorides could appear from contamination of

the water systems by chloride-containing substances

inadvertently introduced to the pool water. However, both

mechanisms are dependent on stress, temperature, and concen

tration. In addition , packaging systems would have to be

exposed to temperatures in excess of about 120°F regardless
of concentration for either contaminate to be of concern in

this context. This is not anticipated due to the low ther

mal heat load of the fuel. If higher temperatures must be

considered, then quantifying the concentrations is necessary

to determine if tne combinations of temperature and concen

tration would require stress-relieving of welds or other

accommodations. The level of oxygen, chlorides, or other

pool contaminants would influence pitting concerns that

could suggest consideration of titanium or other corrosion-

resistant alloys for the packaging system. However, until

chloride levels are shown to be a problem, the austenitic

stainless steels would be preferred in light of the lower

cost.

The design of the handling bail for the can should allow

simple engagement of a tool that links the crane hook. This

tool would permit avoidance of submergence (i.e., contami

nation) of crane hook block and cables while maintaining the

required water cover (typically 8 feet) over the fuel. It

also would provide the opportunity to design both manual

positioning and visually verified engagement capabilities
into the tooling. Finally, bail design should minimize the

can axial length due to the limited spent fuel cask cavity
lengths (see Figure 5-6) that packaging units must

eventually fit within. Common to all packaging designs are

the dimensional constraint of the various candidate casks

that could be used to ship the fuel. Various options are

presented in Table 5-8. Figure 5-7 clarifies the dimensions

listed in the table.

The required clearance between concentric cans (if double
containment is desired) are expected to be approximately 1/8
inch to 1/4 inch total. This range is based on the

fabrication tolerance and operating experience with spent
fuel racks and casks. Listed wall thicknesses are based on

structural calculations that were used to size minimum
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TABLE 5-8

SELECTED PACKAGING SYSTEM DIMENSIONS FOR CANDIDATE TRUCK CASK (IN INCHES

i

oo

Dimension

Cask Case

KL1

Damaged

Fuel

[Hagonal

Q

12.688

MLI II 12.313

SL.1 III 12.2-9

NAC IV i'.nl

NAC V 12.374

Bow,

Distortion,

etc.

Al lovance

(I.e., ®;
rr- e.5362)

0.430

0.17]

0.125

n. S? *

0.214

Fuel-to-

Exoskeleton

Qeir

2

Critical

Square

(I.e., 9.4

minus

Exoskeleton

Exoskeleton

Wall

ssranee Cavity (i.e., Thickpa
S) £)//r+ 2 (&) 0

0.125

0.250

0.250

u.125

0.250

u.303

0.443

0.489

0.215

0.400

0.078

(14 CA)

0.078

0.094

(13 GA)

0.078

0.094

Exoskeleton-

to-Can

Clearance

2

ranee

0.125

0.250

0.250

u.125

0.250

Can Wall

Thickness

ft

0.078

(14 GA)

0.078

0.094

(13 GA)

0.078

0.094

Can-to-

Cask I.D

Clearance

2 Sl!
0.125

0.250

0.250

0.125

0.250

Total of:

® + 2 ®*
2 <a ♦ 2 <a
2 0*20

Cask I.D.

13.375

13.375

13.375

13.500

13.500

Cowtats

1/8- CU'S

1/4" CL.'S

Increased

Thlckness

Wall

1/8" CU'S

1/4" CL.'S and

Increased Wall

Thickness

FSV VI 12.844 0.546 0.250 0.067 0*078 0.250 0.250 3.760 17.760 14' Sch. 10 Plfx

Can

NOTES:

(1) See Figure 1-3.

(2) Green fuel cross section.

(3) fey require spacer sleeve to accomodate excess to cask I.D.



CAN DRAIN CASK INSIDE DIAMETER

SHROUD _/

SHIPPING/STORAGE CAN

PACKAGING DIMENSIONAL INTERFACES
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values. These were necessary to provide reasonable fits

within the smaller cavities . However , fabrication and

handling difficulties using these minimum wall thicknesses

could preclude their use. Development and demonstration of

candidate systems would resolve these concerns .

Resulting fuel distortion allowances (column 2) were derived

by subtracting the sum of these clearances and thicknesses

from internal cavity dimensions of the candidate casks .

More disposition definition should be developed before

either selecting from these alternatives or creating addi

tional ones. Note that column 4 shows that all of the

cavity diameters are critically safe.

5.3.3.2 Handling Intact Fuel

An optimistic scenario wherein (some of the fuel is intact

and capable of handling) must be anticipated. This fuel is

probably located at the outer periphery of the core. As a

worst case situation regarding packaging system design , the

accident could have rendered the nonfuel components (i.e.,

control rod assemblies , axial power shaping rod (see Figures
5-2 and 5-3) as a fixed component of the fuel assembly.

Therefore, the "design" fuel for this case would be as

follows:

NOTES

• Normal Length: 165 5/8"
Maximum Length: 171" Includes allowances for

irradiation growth, ther

mal expansion at 212 °F ,

and added length of non-

fuel bearing component.
Normal Cross Section: 8.536"

Maximum Cross Section: Maximums that could be

9. 4-9. 5" (estimate) accommodated by cand idate

casks are shown in

Table 5-7.

Weight : 1682 lbs. Normal green fuel plus
control rod assembly.

The fuel canister design concept was influenced by antici

pated methods of lifting the damaged fuel. These lifting
techniques include :

Grappling of fuel via empty instrumentation tube(s) below

the suspected structural damage level.

Gr ipi 1 ing of fuel assembly via side access below the

suspected structural damage level U .e. , after removal of

neighboring assembly( ies) ] .
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A handling shroud concept shown in Figure 5-8 would accom

modate the first two methods. The shroud would be "bottom

loaded." Once the fuel was lifted completely, the pads (see

Sections AA and BB of Figure 5-8) would drop down and could

support the fuel if needed. The need would arise if axial

failures of the fuel occurred during further handling.

The intended handling sequence is shown in Figure 5-9- The

grapple head would be placed within the shroud. The grapple

cap would be secured and the grapple would move the shroud

into its holder for loading. This would permit the grapple

to lower and to engage the fuel. Meanwhile, the shroud is

being supported by the holder. Sequence (V) to (?) shows

shroud loading .

It might be desirable to let a portion of the grapple remain

with the fuel. This would require a disconnect designed

into the grapple. But, at this stage of the study, a reus

able grapple was assumed. The next step would require set-

down of the shroud. Sequence (?) of Figure 5-9 shows the

shroud after setdown in the fuel transfer carriage basket.

In Sequence (T) , the grapple cap is shown being removed,

thus freeing tne grapple which would likewise be removed.

The grapple cap detail can be seen in Figure 5-10 showing
the release pin and removal hinge. The handling cap

(Figure 5-10) is then installed (Sequence (5)). Note the

screwed retaining clip shown on the left side of Section AA,

Figure 5-8. This permits remote mechanical unpackaging at a

receiving facility, if required, by removal of a screw.

Also, in this figure, note that the design of the bail would

minimize the shroud's axial length and permit visual verifi

cation of the handling tool engagement from above. Finally,
in Figure 5-9, Sequence (?) , the fuel shroud is shown after

being loaded into a can and ready for shipment.

A side access shroud which would accommodate the fuel lift

ing method for badly distorted fuel as shown in Figure 5-11.

The fu?l would be side loaded into the 90° half-section

shown cn the left. A holding frame would incline this sec

tion tc ensure that the fuel did not topple when released

from the grapple that removed it from the core. With the

grapple clear, the mating half (on right) would be posi
tioned. Figure 5-12 shows the fuel loaded in the shroud.

Note that *nd overlaps would prevent lengthwise displacement
and resulting disengagement of the halves. Then the spring-
loadpd latches would be remotely set. This would mechan

ically lock the halves together.

The preceding procedure is conceptual in nature. If possi
ble, it is desirable to combine all of the canning opera
tions and to have one basic canning procedure and can
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design. This canning operation would logically be combined

with the core defueling to minimize handling.

5.3.3.3 Handling Debris

Some of the fuel may be disintegrated to the point of

debris. This debris might consist of:

•

U02 pellets

Cladding

U02 powder

Cladding fines

Other fuel hardware fragments in a size spectrum ranging
from visually discernible to fine particulate.

Debris would probably be located in the upper, central core

region, or on the reactor vessel bottom ( see Figure 5-13 ) .

Frozen core sections are not directly addressed but some

form of remote sectioning would be assumed to render them

dimensionally equivalent to either intact fuel or debris.

The first steps of the approach to package debris would

possibly be to utilize remote underwater tools (hook and

tongs). They would be used to manually segregate and free,

large-scale fragments into cans for collection. Once the

larger fragments were cleared, an underwater vacuum debris

system would be placed on the core periphery (see

Figure 5-14). Alternatively, the vacuuming of fines could

be performed prior to removing large fuel component pieces.
The vacuum system would be operated remotely and should

include a:

Vacuum

Remotely positioned vacuum intake hose

Settling pot and filtering pot(s) with replaceable
element( s)

Discharge hose or pipe and other interconnecting hose or

pipe.

The settling pot would serve as a coarse filter. By
utilizing turbulence in the settling region and centrifugal
action provided by baffling, it would disentrain the coarser

debris. Determination of the number of pots required would

require better definition or estimation of the particle size
distribution (this is a recommended development area) . The
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final stage of this system should require filtration as

provided by the filtering pot or pots for the fine parti
culate. These units are illustrated in Figures 5-15 and

5-16. The vacuuming system is illustrated as discrete

components but , after a design def init ion, an integrated
skid package unit would be intended. Maximum use should be

made of operationally proven equipment which is commercially
available. Critically safe geometries should be incorpora
ted throughout the design. The boron concentration in the

pool water should preclude criticality. However, a neutron

multiplication counter measuring channel is shown on the

filter pot. Licensing concerns could require verification

that Keff of the debris is within acceptable limits during

loading. Note that it would be desirable to utilize a

commercial vacuuming system if one were available .

Af^.er loading of the replaceable filter elements, they would

be capped and the capped unit transferred for shipment

canning. Clements within the fuel can units are shown in

Fiqure 5-17 ,

5.3.3.4 Conceptual Design of the Shipping Can

It is felt that all of the fuel will require canning to

prevent leakage and pool contamination during storage.

Also, if the shroud concept is employed for handling , ( note

that it is not a pressure vessel nor does it provide
absolute confinement of fuel contamination ). Placing both

the fuel and the shroud into an additional can , provides
contamination confinement. This is shown in Figure 5-18. A

square cross section to facilitate various disposition

options would be possible . However , disposition decisions

would be required as well as design decisions relating to

the pressure-retaining requirements of the can.

A drain for the can would permit a pressurized draining of

the can interior. This in turn would drain both the exo

skeleton and fuel. All shroud concept designs should be

either inherently free draining or should be provided with

separate drains. However, fuel and can displacement weights
of approximately 2000 pounds would preclude buoyant floating
of drained an J packaged fuel. The drain system could con

sist of a drain leg and a pressure leg. The drain leg would

be affixed to the can cap and be the length of the can . It

would fit into the clearance between the can cross section

and the sidewall during cap installation. Both legs would

be provided with remote valves and remote quick disconnects .

This system would permit both connections to be on the can

upper lid.

Tht can cap rnay require welding to the pressure vessel

depending on :he pressure retaining requirements. (Also a
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valve pressure seal

shown {dotted] in th

ical ly secured cap
f aci 1 it ate unpackagi
requirements would a

bility of this can.

seem probable if it

fission gas was rele

decay level of the

requirements. Note

also be comparable

(probably less than

and piping guard could be necessary as

e figure.) As an alternative, a raechan-

is shown in Figure 5-19. This would

ng at a receiving facility if shipping

ccept the low internal pressure capa-

Lower pressure retaining requirements
is confirmed most, or all, of the free

ased during the accident. Also, the low

fuel results in pressure retain ing

that temperatures of the aged fuel will

to the temperature of the can itself

200°F).

5.3.4 Preliminary Scoping of Operational Procedures

5.3.4.1 Packaging

It is expected that the normal reactor defueling operations
will be impossible because of the fuel condition. Two

obvious alternatives exist as to the location for canning
the fuel- As discussed earlier, criticality limitations on

can geometry fix a can diameter that should fit in the fuel

transfer carr i age/upend er "as-built." Therefore, canning
could be done either in the FTP or the FSP's. The following
factors related to each of the areas are listed for canning
locations (see Figure 5-5):

FUEL CANNING LOCATIONAL FACTORS

Canning in the

Fuel Transfer Pool

Canning in the

Fuel Storage Pool

With additional isolation

system(s) , contamination

can be confined to a

smaller area.

Lower background radiation

and contamination potential
to canning personnel .

Canning Operat ions can

combined and hand 1 ing

operat ions min imized.

be More operational space.

Lower contamination of can

exterior.

Reduced operational
restrictions (due to

proximity of surrounding
critical equipment) .

Lowe r ope rator fatigue
since personnel protec
tive clothing requirements
should be reduced
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Based on the above list, canning in the fuel storage pool

appears advantageous from the standpoint of reduced operator

exposure- Canning in the FTP permits a more efficient

operation and can reduce contamination. Of course, as the

fuel condition is defined, the degree of confinement will be

better known. If the conceptual shroud previously defined

is used, definition of the fuel condition will fix the

degree of confinement that could be expected . If it is

decided to perform the canning operation in the fuel trans

fer pool an effective isolation barrier should be provided
between the two pools (where none now exists) to prevent the

spread of contamination .

One method of confinement when using the transfer tube as a

lock could be utilized between the FTP and FSP A. Addi

tional equipment required would be the installation of sup

port piping and a 30-inch gate valve on the reactor side of

the transfer tube. Another modification would be the pro

vision for a remote mechanical disconnect between the two

fuel transfer carriage subassemblies in place of the perman

ent bolted connections that now exist. Also required would

be an additional drive on the reactor side that could

remotely connect to the basket half of the carriage assembly
in the transfer tube and move it into the reactor side

upender (and reverse the procedure).

The system would then operate as follows:

(1) Shut both Vcilves.

(2) Flood FSP, transfer tube, and FTP-

IS) Load damaged fuel in FTP carriage.

(4) Open FTP valve.

(5) Move fuel irto tube and disconnect drive.

(6) Shut FTP valve.

(7) Flush tube.

(8) Open FSP valve.

(9) Connect drive and move fuel to FSP.

( 10 ) Unload fuel from carriage into FSP.

(11) Return carriage basket to FTP providing isolation via

valves .

( 12 ) Repeat clef uel ing transfer steps as above as required .
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Since this approach would require blind remote connections

and substantial equipment modification, it will not be

pursued further until better contamination control criteria

are developed. it does appear though to have generic

application to future reactor or retrofit designs to better

accommodate the potential for damaged fuel defueling.

Therefore, the FTP will be considered only for fitting the

shroud.

Usimi the FTP for fitting the exoskeleton and the FSP A for

canning has been previously discussed. Locks could be

fitted into the gate clearances between the FSP A and B and

between FSP B and the CLP. This scheme will serve as the

selected candidate to develop one alternative de fuel ing

procedure .

5.3.4.2 Defueling Procedures

Prel i .ninary to any procedure definition, these parameters

were qualitatively reviewed for their impact on the details

of the procedures:

Critical ity control

Contamination control

Protective clothing requirements

Radi at ion environment

Humidity and temperature

Degree or mechanization of defueling equipment

Visibility

Special nuclear material accountability and safeguarding
control

Preservation of accident data unique to core condition.

If investigation of the the core condition shows it to be

compose 1 of ba*ily damaged (but intact) fuel and debris, the

foil wing procedure could be used. The following procedure

implicitly recognizes requirements resulting from the above

parapet- ers .

First, the handling tools , dummy failed fuel, fuel cans ,

debris vacuuming system, and the shipping cask(s) and all

other planned equipment should be "checked out" at an

uncont<iminated pool or facility (see Section 4.0, "Recommen

dation;;"). This procedure has a precedent in the testing
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operations of the TMI submerged, demineralizer system.

Checkout should address all design functions and maintenance

capabilities of the equipment. Checkout should be completed
with both direct viewing as well as with underwater tele

vision viewing. This checkout should be done by operators
who would perform the defueling as a portion of their train

ing. The overall objective of this checkout would be to

familiarize operators with streamlined procedures on reduc

ing total operator exposure during the actual defueling.

The next, or parallel, step would involve operator training.
It would formally address in the classroom and, then, in

practice and demonstration:

(1) All nine parameters above.

( 2) Facility, facility procedures, and equipment and tool

ing familiarization.

( 3 ) Emergency procedures .

(4) Step-by-step defueling from core to shipping cask.

The defueling and canning procedure could be expected to

proceed in a generic manner with steps similar to the fol

lowing procedure. Various operational concerns related to

the exact sequence of operation must include decisions on:

(a) using single or double canning (or handling shroud)

(b) the sequence of collection (i.e. when vacuuming,
intact fuel removal, etc. ) is performed

(c) location of canning operations (i.e. containment build

ing auxiliary building)

This generic procedure will undoubtedly vary in many ways

from the final method selected due to factors in defueling
wh ich have not yet been determined . However , the proced ure

is presented to illustrate the types of steps which must be

taken.

DRAFT HANDLING PROCEDURE

Step No. Description

( 1) Establish and implement all access and adminis-
trative control subsystems of the packaging
procedure.

(2) Expose core for defueling by removal of plenum
assembly and incore detectors (if possible).
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£ No. Description

(3) Position a cannister in FTP to package relative

large debris fragments.

(4) Using manual tooling and underwater television,

inspect, inventory, and package large debris frag

ments. Capping of the canister and transport to

FSP will be repeated as required until all large

debris fragments are removed.

(5) Inspect to confirm that no large debris fragments

remain.

(6) Install core debris system.

(7) Install and check out neutron multiplication mea

suring system in core debris system.

(8) Manually position vacuum intake to remove core

debris.

(9) As the vacuum system is loaded, replace with fresh

elements and stack loaded elements into the canis

ter. Cap and transport to FSP.

(10) Inspect to confirm that no core debris remains and

remaining fuel is accessible to hoisting.

( 11 ) (Assuming conformance to the criticality control

plan), select one radius on which assemblies touch

side-to-side toward core center (i.e., at 0°, 90°,

180°, or 270°).

(12) Position the handling shroud over peripheral
assembly on radius selected in Step No. 11.

(13) Inventory f uel , grapple, and load into the shroud.

(14) Inspect removed fuel during loading. Inspect
adjacent fuel in core after loading to guide
selection of the handling shroud and grapple
method (i.e., top end, instrumentation tube

internal, or side) for removing next assembly
toward center .

( 15 ) Move fuel to fuel transfer carr iage/upender .

(16) Free grapply, secure canister, and transport fuel

to FSP. Store fuel. Complete inventory. Prepare
to load next assembly in accordance with Step
No. (14).
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No . Description

(17) Proceed toward center, repeating Step Nos. (13) to

(16).

NOTE: Major revision in the procedure should be

anticipated as core physical data is

obtained during Step No. (17). The degree
of "free-standing ability" of fuel assem

blies progressing toward the core center

could impact the removal sequence (i.e., a

"radius-at-the-time" or "concentric rings")
and would determine whether "lateral sup

port shims" (i.e., mechanical structures to

replace the sidewise support to a remaining
damaged assembly formerly provided by the

removed assembly) must be inserted. Also,

distortion and interference may require
freeing two, three , or even four sides of

an assembly to clear interferences before

the assembly itself can be removed.

(18) Reactivate core debris system as required during
defueling.

( 19) Complete defueling.

(20) Prepare core for repair work.

NOTE: With all fuel/canisters in FSP now, the FTP

can be isolated. Storage or canning for

storage or shipping can proceed in the

FSP-

(21) To can fuel-position can vertically on FSP bottom

in "loading holder.
"

Hoist shroud into can.

Position and secure can cap. Store and complete
inventory.

If required, drain can interior.

Move to first decontamination lock and

decontaminate.

(26) Move to FSP B and store or proceed to second
decontamination lock in preparation for cask

loading. Decontaminate in second lock.

(27) Move to CLP.

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
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(2H) Load can into cask and position can spacer insert,

1 f required.

(29) Secure cask and drain, if required.

(30) Drain cask loading pool, decontaminate cask, and

load cask on truck trailer in preparation for

shipment.

Others have shown that with poisoned higher density racks

and storage of 250 containers of damaged fuel in the exist

ing pools, that 10 years of normal reactor operation is

possible at TMI-2 following recovery.

5.3.4.3 Operations Evaluation

Manpower Requirements

Other manpower estimates were reviewed at this stage of

scoping the defueling. Four shifts could be staffed

yielding a total of 87 persons. The staffing projections
are listed in Table 5-9a. Obviously this staffing level

could be varied to reflect local radiation limits and to

maximize operational efficiency.

A shielded area should be provided where personnel could go

if one phase of the operation outpaced the other and where

the second team could stand by. Hands-on work would require
two teams if conditions require the use of respirators,
which would limit the continuous work span.

Operations Hazards Analysis

In analyzing the impact that core damage determination will

have on definition of the packaging system, a frozen

eutectic is assumed as the worst potential case, pending
actual cor** inspection. A packaging system for this case

could result in special casks used for containment building
defueling. In between this extreme and 100% rubble would be

damaged fuel assemblies and fuel debris with defueling fol

lowing original design routings. Under the most favorable

of conditions, the packaging system could be no more than

leaker cans used with routine defueling.

Various personnel , equipment, and institutional hazards will

effoct the success of the recovery operation. They will all

require complete definition of level or potential for NRC

licensing concurrence prior to a final design of the defuel

ing scheme. Those that affect the packaging and which must

be evaluate J are listed in Table 5-10.
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TABLE 5-9a

DEFUELING MANPOWER ESTIMATES*

One program manager. (1 total)

One video specialist and a helper. To maintain the video

equipment and perform repairs as necessary. (2 total)

One coordinator or shift supervisor per shift. ( 4

total) .

Two teams of two people per shift for each series opera

tion (i.e., 2x2 per operation per shift) of (1) placing
damaged fuel in exoskeleton or debris vacuuming and

movement of fuel exoskeleton to transfer tube, (2) sup

port of movement through tube , canning and movement of

fuel in spent fuel area, and (3) loading cask and pre

paring cask for shipment. Radiation control and tracking
to maintain accurate records of the location of assem

blies and wastes which may be generated would be the

responsibility of the various teams. (48 total)

Health Physics personnel. 3 two-man teams for each

operation above (i.e., six per shift), should also be

familiar with the equipment and procedures. (24 total)

Fuel engineering personnel. Two per shift, would monitor

the operations and fuel condition from the control

center. (8 total)

TOTAL CENSUS - 87*

*Actual crew size may be 2-3 times larger to minimize

operator radiation dose .
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Once the damaged fuel conditions and the institutional

factors are defined, the other hazards can be addressed by

training, equipment design, redundancy, and administrative

control .

5.3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

5.3.5.1 Fuel Handling

Detail development of these procedures and equipment will

require better definition of the core (and its fuel) condi

tion. Therefore, the importance of timely information

retrieval on the actual core condition cannot be over

emphasized. However, if confirmation is not possible,
alternates must be available. Therefore, alternate defuel

ing procedures and equipment will be discussed in the fol

lowing. As a minimum, due to fission gas releases recorded,

leaker fuel must be assumed.

Normal defueling procedures and fuel handling equipment as

originally conceived could be used for defueling , if core

inspection and fuel damage assessment can confirm that:

(1) The fuel deformation external to the design envelope
(bow) is less than 1/4 inch.

(2) The fuel twist is less than 3-4°.

( 3) The structural integrity is adequate for a vertical

lift.

(4) The structeral integrity is adequate for horizontal

positioning of the fuel (with only bottom side fully
supported) .

(5) Tc p end fitting distortion does not preclude grapple
er gagement .

(6 ) Debris and/or distortions have not created mechanical

interferences between top end fittings and lifting
grapple, between assemblies in the core, or between

assemblies and the core support structure.

If, however, fuel damage creates a fuel envelope requirement
in excess of 8.8-inches square or precludes top-end
grappling, auxiliary service hoist trolleys replacing the

existing fuel handling bridge trolleys would provide a fuel

hoisting and handling alternative. Modification of existing
crane hoist controls for damaged fuel handling is another
alternative but would preclude other recovery work during
fuel handl ing.
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•

Criticality considerations (i.e., 10.6-inch diameter or

9. 4-inch square cross-section) force any potential
packaging system to easily fit within the existing fuel

transfer carriage basket. Minor modifications would

permit a maximum packaging system length of 15 feet 1/8
inch to fit the carriage. The cross section dimensions

could be increased using a poisoned canning system.

New pool storage racks will probably be required that

will accommodate the new packaging system.

Contamination control between fuel pools could be pro

vided by pool isolation locks and still permit pool-
to-pool transfers if contamination control requirements

justify.

The NLI 1/2 legal weight truck cask is the limiting
licensed shipping cask with a 13-3/8-inch inner diameter

by 175. 2 2- inch long cavity. Potential packaging system
alternatives appear feasible that would fit within this

cask. Cask size definition is a major factor in select

ing an appropriate can size.

Generic requirements of potential receiving facilities

that would "study, store, or process" the fuel could be

accommodated by potential packaging systems.

5.3.5.2 Preliminary Package Design

Of primary importance in development of the can design
and resulting operational procedures is to minimize to

total number of canning operations and hence the number

of cans required. However, certain canister concepts,
such as the shroud may be required to augment the

weakened state of the fuel .

Fuel for which structural integrity cannot be confirmed

could be provided with an external metal shroud. This

would be fitted as soon as possible after initial defuel

ing fuel movement. If debris is present, underwater

vacuum systems provide an alternative for packaging the

fuel. If frozen or large fused sections are present,
remote sectioning could be done to render them dimension-

ally equivalent to intact fuel or debris. Alternately, a

transfer casket or "bucket" could be employed . The can

material would be an austenitic stainless steel unless

future chemical contamination potential was verified that

would preclude its use. Simple, low-axial height and

easily viewed handling bails for grappling appear desir
able for potent ial packaging system alternatives.
Dimensional constraints appear to allow several alterna-
tive systems. The use of a handling shroud could
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accommodate either reasonably intact fuel, fuel that was

excessively bowed, or fuel that required other than top-

end grappling.

• A vacuum system for debris could consist of both settling

and filter pots. These pots would have replaceable
elements that could be remotely packaged after loading.

The system would be designed as a packaged unit for

submergence in the core shelf area. The pots and the

elements would be integral with or capable of being
f itted into the storage can.

The shipping can would provide contamination confinement

as required by the degree of fuel damage. It would per

mit draining and water filling. Configuration and pres

sure retaining alternatives are envisioned to accommodate

various disposition options. The storage can may be

designed to serve as an additional containment within the

slippery cask.

5.3.5.3 Operational Procedures

If fuel damage warrants either a vacuum system for debris,

cans, and contamination control locks between the storage
and cask loading pool s as noted in this report, then

defueling procedures would involve:

Training
Cold Checkout

Fragment Removal

Debris Removal

Fuel Assembly Removal

Transfer to Auxiliary Building

Canning
Contamination Control

Shipping.

If contamination control is required, the fuel transfer tube

could be modified to a contamination control lock by modi

fying the transfer carriage and adding a gate valve at the

reactor end of the tube. Also, if fuel damage required,
"lateral support shims" (i.e., box- like structures simu

lating fuel envelope) could be replaced for removed fuel

assemblies to provide lateral support to remaining fuel.

5.4 Shipping Cask Evaluation for Off-Site Fuel Movement

5.4.1 General

Included in this section is an evaluation of the spent fuel

casks which could be utilized for moving the core off-site.
Included are the considerations related to the interfaces
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between the casks and the TMI-2 site, other unloading

(receiving ) areas . Also developed are preliminary cask

handling procedures for handling canned fuel. This

evaluation takes into account that the fuel movement will

probably not occur until 1983 or later based on current

projections. As noted previously, there is a possibility
that fuel will be stored on-site for an extended period .

Preliminary indications are that it would probably take one

to three years to ship all of the fuel from the site- This

study examines the available casks that are currently
licensed or could be licensed within the United States for

this fuel movement, the licensing of these casks in light of

current and projected NRC requirements, and the operational
procedures necessary to handle the spent fuel casks.

Viable transportation modes for most of the TMI fuel ordi

narily would include legal weight truck (LWT), overweight
truck (OWT), and rail systems. The LWT systems are the

NAC-1 (NFS-4), the NLI 1/2, and the GA FSV (Fort St. Vrain)

casks . Overweight truck systems include the TN-8 and pos

sibly the HTGR Peachbottom (Vandenberg) casks. The possible
licensed LWR rail systems are the NLI 10/24 and the GE

IF- 300 systems which are covered in this section. It is

also possible that smaller casks (not normally employed for

LWR fuel ) could be used for moving fuel debris to a research

facility. The potential availability of all the casks must

be reviewed in light of the anticipated requirements for

their use during the 1983-85 time period.

The report conclusions present a preference for LWT casks .

This is due to easier handling , licensing , simplified opera

tional procedures , and greater potential for operation at

other unloading sites. Nevertheless, an effort has been

made to def ine and describe the two rail casks which are

applicable. The larger fuel cavities available with these

casks permit them to be utilized for both of f -site use and

potentially for on-site handling. However , it is believed

that licensing, particularly for the packages handling
debris, will be extremely difficult. The OWT casks are not

considered to be a viable option for utilization in Penn

sylvania, both due to their lack of availability and due to

the need for overweight permits. Summary data on all of the

licensed LWR casks is presented in Table 5-10.

5.4.2 Description of Licensed LWR Shipping Cask Systems

5.4.2.1 Legal Weight Truck (LWT) System

The LWT casks considered for this application are shown in

their relative proportions in Figure 5-22 (refer to

Figure 5-6, Section 5.3 for cavity dimensions). A minimum

of three dedicated casks would be required to move all of
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the fuel envisioned from TMI within a reasonable time

interval. We believe that the shipper will find that the

use of this number of identical casks will reduce the

administrative effort needed to prepare for and to execute

these shipments. At the present time, only NAC (Nuclear
Assurance Corporation, Atlanta, Georgia) could provide a

suitably sized cask fleet. However, with sufficient lead

time, it is very likely that GA (General Atomic), LaJolla,

California, would augment their present fleets with the

required number of casks, provided they were offered a

suitable contract for cask service. All of these casks can

be operated with the cask cavity dry, due to the low heat

load of the TMI-2 fuel.

(1) NAC-1 (Nuclear Assurance Corporation, Atlanta, Geor

gia) - LWT Cask

This is a legal weight LWR truck cask capable of shipping a

single PWR fuel assembly, or any container that will fit

into its 13.5 inches diameter cavity. Three of these casks

are now in service out of a total of six constructed (one is

owned by Duke Power and may be available to other users).

These are the oldest design of all LWT casks now certified

by NRC and recent restrictions on their certification give
cause to hesitate to include all of them in any long term

planning. The only restriction that would affect their use

in transporting the TMI-2 core would be the increased

frequency of testing, including additional dimensional

measurements that might lower their in-service efficiency.

Lifting yokes for this cask can be either of two options:
One is a "J" hook; the other a manually attached eye hook.

Both hooks require that the crane hook be moved horizontally
to disengage or engage the lifting yoke. With the crane

block and hook well down inside the 10.5 foot x 10.5 foot

pool and cable played off the spools to a wide separation,
horizontal movement may be restricted. This should be kept
in mind during cask evaluation. Design and fabrication of a

new remote-operating yoke is not considered to be a major
problem.

(2) NLI 1/2 (NL Industries, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware) -

LWR Cask

This cask is also capable of shipping a single PWR assembly
or any container that will fit into its 13.375 inches

diameter cavity, provided accommodation is made for a

1/2-inch drain line running down the inside edge of the

cavity. Five of these casks are currently available. in

the spring of 1980, the certification was renewed by NRC for

another five years. This cask is estimated to have the

least licensing difficulty of any of the casks. It also has

the smallest cavity cross section. The lifting yoke system
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for these casks has good remote operation capabilities;

however, a yoke adaptor for single palm hook engagement

would expedite handling. The adaptor is almost mandatory

from an operational convenience standpoint, since the

procedures require that the yoke be attached to and removed

from the hook frequently.

This dry cask has its drain outlet at the top. It is

drained by pressurizing the fuel cavity and forcing the

water up through the drain line (bottom to top). When the

last of the water is expelled, it is followed by a surge of

compressed air (10 to 15 psig). Provision must be made in

the cask work area to handle this pressurized, wet gas

through an effluent control system.

The metallic O-ring seal on the cask inner head is suscepti
ble to being damaged. We would recommend, as a part of the

NRC 1 i censing amendment review for this operation , that a

head modification be proposed as a licensing amendment to

allow replacement of the metallic "O" ring head seal with an

elastomer "O" ring. This change would prove to be practical
as a time saver for the user. The problem is that if the

metallic seal is damaged, it is not discernible until the

cask is out of the pool. If the head seal will not hold

pressure, then the cask must go back into the pool, the head

lifted off, and brought back to the surface and the seal

replaced. All of this amounts to an extra cask handling

cycle. Replacement of this $150 seal before each use will

not preclude damage during seating. An elastomer seal can

recover from bumps that will ruin a metal seal. The

metallic seal is necessary when this cask is being used at

its rated thermal capacity, 10.5 kilowatts. It probably is

not necessary at the low decay heat loads of the TMI-2 fuel.

This cask is considered to be a prime candidate for the TMI

job.

(3) Fort St. Vrain ( FSV ) Cask (General Atomic, La Jolla,
California )

This is a legal weight HTGR fuel cask, not an LWR cask.

However, GA is in the process of reviewing its design
applicability for hauling low burnup or aged LWR fuel. Its

cavity is over 10 inches longer and twice the cross-

sectional area (17.76 inches diameter) of the NAC-1 and the

NLI 1/2. This could be useful for larger fuel pieces. The

current design revisions include inner head seating and

sealing and a revised lifting system. There is no neutron

shield on the cask. However, none should be needed for

TMI-2 fuel due to its low neutron source strength. Three of

these casks now exist. Two are used infrequently for HTGR

(Ft. St. Vrain) fuel movements and are owned by Public
Service of Colorado. The other is owned by General Atomic.
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The large cavity capacity and volume of this cask makes it

especially attractive . The certification uncertainty is

cause for caution in committing to its use ; however , it is

likely that this uncertainty could be resolved in a timely
manner. Once the licensing uncertainties are resolved, this

cask will be a very viable candidate for this job. (Partic

ularly since it is the only cask designed to directly load

and unload into a hot cell.)

5.4.2.2 Overweight Truck Casks

(1) TN-8 (Transnuclear, White Plains, New York) - OWT Cask

This is an overweight truck cask (approximately 35- ton cask

weight) with a capacity of three PWR assemblies. The three

fuel channels are an integral part of the cask structure,
thus the envelope cross section is limited to 8 . 5 inches

square. We believe that this is too restrictive to allow

this cask to be a viable candidate for TMI-2 use with the

present failed fuel dimensional uncertainty. As a point of

information, TN is preparing a design revision to their TN-9

cask model (this is similar in size and appearance to the

TN-8, but is dedicated to BWR fuel) to provide the option of

a cavity with removable basket.* The cavity diameter will

be about 18 inches. TN projects that casks could be

available in the United States by 1982.

Any potential user of an overweight system is cautioned to

consider the system's vulnerability to local regulatory
agencies

'

arbitrary discussions. This is particularly true

in the State of Pennsylvania which is especially restrictive

to overweight truck shipments (see Figure 5-28 ) .

(2) Peachbottom (or Vandenberg Cask) One Unit Owned by
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Barnwell, South Carolina; One Other

Unit in Existence) - OWT

This is a 35-ton OWT cask with cavity dimensions of

116 inches in length by 36 inches diameter. Both cavity and

pay load must be shipped dry. This cask would be a viable

candidate only if it became necessary to ship short, large
(up to 36 inches diameter) canisters which have to be loaded

in the spent fuel pool. This situation is not very likely
because of criticality considerations . The certificate on

this cask expires December 31, 1980. Its ope rational usage
for spent fuel is tentative beyond that.

*Personal Communication with K. Goldman, Transnuclear.
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5.4.2.3 Rail Shipping Cask Syatem

(1) IF-300 (General Electric, Morris, Illinois)

This is a 70-ton LWR rail cask designed to haul 7 PWR assem

blies or 18 BWR's. The cask cavity is 37.5 inches in

diameter. This cask system has been in service since 1975

and is operationally proven. The TMI site has a rail spur

capability and was designed for shipping fuel off-site using
these GE casks.

The lifting yoke is a "J" hook so, like the NAC-1, block

clearances for horizontal travel would have to be verified

before this cask could be considered for use.

Like all multi-element casks, we are concerned regarding the

possible licensing delay if the IF-300 should be selected to

haul TMI-2 fuel from the present core. We doubt that rapid
approval would be forthcoming. The IF-300 would be more

time consuming to decontaminate after loading than any of

the legal weight truck casks because it does not have a

smooth outer surface and no contamination barrier-type skirt

has been developed for it.

(2) NLI 10/24 (NL Industries, Wilmington, Delaware)

This is a 100-ton rail cask designed to haul 10 PWR assem

blies or 24 BWR assemblies. Its cavity diameter is

45 inches. Like the IF-300, we doubt that the advisability
of requesting tne NRC to consider licensing it to haul TMI-2

fuel canisters. Two casks could be made available but are

not now in operation.

This cask is not considered to be viable for the TMI-2

application because of its large size. A silhouette of the

10/24 is shown (Figure 5-23) in the TMI decontamination pit.
Decontamination work obviously would have to be done else

where. Handling this cask in the 10.5-foot x 10.5-foot pool
would be a tedious operation. We believe also that a

special mobile head-handling gantry would be required.

(3) General Rail Considerations

A preliminary evaluation was made of rail handling possibil
ities at the TMI site. It appeared that either the GE IF-

300 or NLI 10/24 could be used. A point of caution concerns

the rail track/rail car interface leading into the site.
Rail cars with three-axle trucks (such as the NLI 10/24) may
have potential problems in negotiating the curve at the
start of the siding as the track leaves the main line and
enters a bridge approach that is shared with road traffic.
Under these conditions, rocks, etc., that lodge in the track
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recess intended for the wheel flanges, can cause derailment.

The curve radius is within that allowable for these trucks;

and if the recesses were cleaned prior to each use, there

should be little problem, but administrative controls in

this regard usually are weak. Two-axle rail trucks (such as

employed on the IF-300 car) would be less susceptible to

this type of derailment. An incoming (empty) cask would be

headed toward the river if it derailed. An outgoing

(loaded) cask car might come to rest interfering with the

main line traffic of the railroad.

5.4.3 NRC Licensing Criteria for Shipping Casks

We have previously assumed that all off-site shipments of

TMI-2 fuel would be made in NRC certified casks. We further

assume that any casks now certified for the shipment of

spent nuclear fuel will require a certificate amendment

prior to shipping severely damaged fuel. This amendment

would be requested by the cask owner (who would be under

contract for this movement) even though there may be no

structural modifications to the cask system. There are good

reasons for the cask owner to do the processing of the NRC

licensing amendment. The best is that it is the most

expeditious way and the owners are most familiar with the

NRC SAR and licensing restrictions. The owner may agree to

do this work as a condition for selling his services. The

licensing amendment cannot be initiated until the internal

shipping container is well into the design phase. Since the

fissile material cannot be assumed to have any structural

integrity, a fuel particle size for optimum reactivity

probably will need to be considered. Similarly, it should

be assumed that at some time during loading, draining,

shipping, filling, and unloading, the system will experience

optimum water-to-metal ratio and maximum neutron reflection.

Unless the above assumptions can be shown to be unwarranted,

the fuel container design almost certainly will be based on

an always-safe (criticality) geometry. Further considera

tion of these individually safe geometries must be made for

interactions between them during canister loading and

storage. Packaging inefficiencies will be expected with

multi-element casks. It is expected that not as many TMI-2

canisters could be included in the package as the cask

design can accept as PWR assemblies. If this is the case,

the economics of the transport service will swing in favor

of the LWT mode.

A final problem is cask availability. The shipper (TMI)
must be certain that the cask(s) selected for canister

capability and NRC certificate amendment will be available

in the quantity needed whenever the core is ready to be

moved. If the opening of an AFR coincides with the TMI

shipping schedule, available casks may be in short supply.
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5_»_4.4 Fuel Loading Location Options

There are two possible locations for loading the spent fuel

cask at the TMI site. These are the spent fuel cask loading

pool and the fuel service pool. Operational considerations
at both locations are presented here.

5.4.4.1 Spent Fuel Cask Loading Pool

The TMI fuel pool is a specific-purpose (dedicated) design
and is the better of the two possible available options for

cask loading. Its use would be denied only if , for some

reason, the packaged fuel cannot be moved from the reactor

service pool into the spent fuel storage pool via the

transfer tunnels or that it is being used for other TMI

recovery operat ions. Al though no standard operating
procedures now exist for loading spent fuel at TMI, these

can readily be deve loped from the generic procedures
furnished by the cask owner. Before developing these

procedures based on the AE
•
s cask handling design concept,

it will do well to consider some changes that will:

Eliminate handling the cask closure heads with special
tools

Permit greater lateral movement of the hook within the

confines of the pool boundary.

These will, in turn, decrease turnaround time.

In our interpretation of the present concept, the pool is

dry whenever the cask is lowered into the pool or removed

from the pool. This is done to avoid wetting the block and

ropes and preventing the spread of contamination as pool
water drips from them. Since the pool must be full of water

until the head is set into place, the design technique
requires that the head be attached to a special tool -- a

grapple on the end of a segmented pole which, in turn, is

suspended from an auxiliary hook. The most expedient method

of handling a head in this manner is to leave the head and

grapple in the pool all the time, from a tie-off point at

least 2 feet (for LWT) from the edge of the pool. The upper
section may have to be removable to allow the fuel bridge
crane access directly over the cask. In practice, the head

would be removed from the cask for inspection before the

cask goes into the pool. The head is then replaced and the

cask lowered into the dry pool, and the pool is filled with
water. Next, the head is grappled using the special tool,
lifted from the cask and set aside, still in the pool.
After loading the cask with fuel, the head is replaced,
released from the grapple and the grapple is returned to its

pool -edge holder.
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Using the above system in the TMI pool with a rail cask is

impossible; there is not sufficient room in the 10.5-foot

square cross section. Removal of the head before going into

the pool and replacing it later is possible, but not

practical. With truck- cask size closure heads, the

procedure will work, but it wastes time because it requires
that operational procedures be performed in series that

could be done in parallel. Also, if a seal ring protector
is to be used, it, too, would require remote handling in the

pool rather than simply placing it on top of the cask before

the cask is submerged . In addition, placement of the

closure head should not be attempted using nonrigid (cable)

slings. The torsional pendulum effect on the slings is too

much to control adequately. The preferred method of head

placement is to suspend it by slings from the lifting yoke
and seat the head just prior to latching onto the cask to

return it to the surface. To accomplish tis without wetting
the block (wetting the hook should be of little concern),

two additional fixtures are needed. One is a yoke extension

about 20 feet long (see Section 5.4.4, Appendix B), and the

other is a shelf about half the depth of the pool on which

the cask can rest (see Section 5.4.4, Appendix C). This

concept is in use at various sites (e.g., the Duke Oconee

pools) , and the only thing out of the ordinary for this

application would be the folding capability of the shelf.

With this system, the pool does not need to be drained to

facilitate cask handling. The cask is picked up by the yoke
and placed on the shelf at a level 22 feet below the curb.

The lift pin of the yoke adaptor will be just above the

water surface. Next, the yoke is released from the hook.

The extension is attached to the hook and the yoke to the

shelf is folded against the walls of the pool, then lowered

to the floor of the pool. Now the cask is at the -44 foot

level with respect to the curb, the yoke lifting ete, or

bottom of the extension, at the -22.5 foot level. The hook

is at the -1.5 foot level, just below pool water level with

the block still dry. Exact dimensions for the above will

vary depending on the cask model selected, but the system
should be workable with any of them. When the fuel is

loaded, simply attach the head to the yoke in the normal

manner, seat the head, latch on to the cask, and return it

to the shelf. Remove the extension and then complete the

removal of the cask from the pool to the decontamination

area. A step-wise summary loading procedure is given in

Appendix A (Section 5.4.4).

The use of a shelf for loading will eliminate the need to

empty and then to refill the loading pool, which has a

capacity of 35,000 gallons of water. Also, use of the

extension on the hook eliminates the need for the block to

travel about 22 feet down into the pool, where its
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horizontal travel may have to be restricted to prevent

cables from contacting the pool curbing.

The feasibility of using the decontamination pit as a cask

shelf was investigated and rejected. The floor elevation is

too high (several feet) to permit use of hook extensions of

the necessary length. It would have entailed the installa

tion of a gate between the two pools. The use of a 5-foot

thick crash pad in the pool might resolve the extension

length problem, so this may be a possibility to keep in mind

for the future when ordinary spent fuel will be shipped from

the site.

Even if smooth exterior surface truck casks are used (rail

casks typically have cooling fins on their outer surface),

it is recommended that a jacket (contamination-barrier) be

fitted to the cask body prior to each loading. This jacket

functions as a barrier to the spreading of contamination

from the pool water and will reduce decontamination time and

measur -bly improve turnaround time.

5.4.4.2 Fuel Service Pool

It is possible that canistered fuel could not be moved via

the normal route through the transfer tunnel (a situation

where the "fused" fuel assemblies cannot be separated into

suitable sizes). In this case a transfer cask will be

needed. The "fused" fuel must be loaded into the transfer

cask inside the containment building. There is adequate
crane capacity (500-ton polar crane) to handle the cask. It

appears that the cask movement could be routed through the

containment building to the building hatch. This movement

needs further study when the area becomes accessible for

operational needs and the recovery equipment is in place .

Space is available in the containment building to

decontaminate the cask, but it is said to be limited and

wash water may recontaminate other areas. Access by highway
vehicle is available but would require repeated opening of

containment into a yet-to-be-built air lock. Rail cars

cannot be accommodated because there is no siding planned
into this new air lock. A siding, if used, would be a very
short branch off the rail line into the turbine building. A

large cavity rail cask could be used to move the fuel or

fuel segment to the auxiliary building.

A clearance study indicates that, if casks were to be loaded

in this area, the present fuel handling crane (bridge) could

not be used because the bottom of the masts would not clear

the top of any LWR cask in the canal. The top of the fuel,
if still intact, would have to be brought to within 5 to

6 feet ot the surface (elevation 346 feet) to clear a

16-foot cask sitting at the 308.5-foot elevation. However,
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with the low fuel burnup condition, that much water might

suffice. it appears that the use of an existing "shelf" at

the 322-foot level could serve as a cask resting location,

so that a yoke extension could be used in lieu of wetting

the hook.

5.4.4.3 Appendix A -

Summary Loading Procedures Using

Recommended Modifications

(1) Bring the cask from the transport vehicle to the

decontamination pit.

(2) Fill and flush the cask with demineralized water.

(3) Remove the head and inspect the pressure boundary
seals. Set head aside.

(4) Move the cask to the shelf* in the loading pool.
Detach the hook** from the yoke**.

( 5) Attach the extension** to the hook; then attach the

yoke to the ex tens ion .

( 6 ) Lift the cask a few feet to allow clearance for the

shelf sections as they fold away.

( 7 ) Lower the cask to the bottom of the pool . Disengage
the cask.

( 8 ) Remove the yoke from the pool and attach the cask head

to the yoke slings while the fuel canister is being
loaded into the cask.

( 9 ) Return the yoke to the pool and place the head into

position before engaging the yoke to the cask. Engage
the cask.

( 10 ) Raise the cask above the cask shelf level .

( 11 ) Move the shelves into place .

(12) Lower the cask onto the shelf.

( 13 ) Release the extension from the yoke .

( 14 ) Remove the extension from the hook.

*See Appendix C, following.
**See Figures 5-23, 5-24, and 5-25.
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(15) Reengage the main hook to the yoke and move the cask

to the decontamination area.

(16) Perform the functions for preparing the cask for

shipment.

(17) Move the cask to the vehicle.

5.4.4.4 Appendix B - Lifting Adaptors (See Figure 5-22)

Figure B-l Sister Hook Single Palm Extension - The sister

hook of the cask handling crane is not particu

larly suited to mating with cask lifting yokes
in use today. Some of the available yokes, for

specific casks, can use the lifting eye in the

sister hook. If these yokes must be removed

and attached very often, a lot of time will be

used just in getting the pin in and out . An

adaptor of the type, illustrated in Figure 5-24,

will allow expeditious use with most of the

existing yokes and with the other adaptors. If

it is decided to used the folding shelf concept
for cask handling, this adaptor should be

used.

Figure B-2 Yoke Extension - The extension is used in lieu

of wetting the block when placing the cask into

the cask loading pool . The hook-to-yoke-to-
cask arrangement is used to lower the cask to a

level that about covers the yoke . Then the

extension is used between the hook and yoke to

lower the cask the remaining distance to the

bottom of the pool. The procedure is reversed

for cask removal .

Figure B-3 NL Yoke Adaptor
- The NL yokes use a lift pin

through the strongbacks to mate with the palm
of a hook or the lifting eye if that is what is

available. The NL "A" yoke also features

optional double pins, the spacing of which is

designed specifically and exclusively for the

sister hook of a Whiting redundant lifting
system. The lifting pin through the strongback
is not a satisfactory system if the yoke must

be detached and replaced even occasionally, A

simple adaptor left permanently in place (but
removable) allows the yoke to be engaged by the

single palm hook without withdrawing and

inserting the lifting pin.
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5^4.4.5 Appendix C - Cask Sit-Down Shelf (See Figure 5-25)

This structure is a framework of 8-inch box sections with a

split platform on top hinged at opposite edges. The plat
form is made of 10 inch, 22 pound "I" beams welded edge to

edge, about 13 beams on each side. All four edges of this

weldment are closed by welding 10-inch channel, as shown. A

piano-type hinge is used. The platform, or shelf, is

airtight and the buoyancy effect is about 85%, so little

effort is needed to raise them. This would be done by

hydraulic (water) cylinders , controlled from the surface .

The structure fits as snugly into the pool cavity as

construction tolerances will permit . Any three beams will

support the 2 5- ton cask, assuming independent end supported
beams and center loading. The cask bottom diameter will

always cover at least 7 beams.

When folded, the opening into the bottom of the pool will be

]ust under 9 feet square instead of 10.5 feet square . This

is adequate for handling LWT casks and their lifting yokes.

When in use , the pool will be full and the shelves will be

in the closed position . The cask will be lowered to the

shelf level and the yoke released. An extension will be

added between the hook and the yoke, and the yoke reattached

to the cask. The cask will be raised 4 or 5 feet to allow

the shelves to fold back against the pool walls . Gravity
actuated safety latches will hold the shelves against the

pool walls, even though the hinge placement of each shelf is

such that the shelf center of gravity is nearer the wall

than is the center line of the hinge. The shelves remain in

this position until the cask is brought out of the pool.
The cask is raised to about 4 to 6 feet above the shelves ,

then the shelves are made to close . The cask is set down

and the extension is released from the yoke. The hook is

reattached to the yoke and the cask is removed. The shelves

remain closed awaiting the next loading cycle.

The diagram (Figure 5-25) is conceptual. Load distribution
at the bottom of the pool must be taken into account, par

ticularly for drop-accident conditions .

Judging from the depth of the pool, it is likely that the

plant architect-engineer intended eventually to install a 4-

to 5-toot thick crash pad on the floor of the pool . Not

only would this affect the design of the base of the support
structure but also would affect the length of the proposed
extension for the hook ( Figure 5-24 ) .
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5.4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

i

5.4.5.1 Cask Selection

Shipping cask certification for damaged fuel should be

directed initially toward casks of the single assembly truck

cask (LWT) design, because:

The cask certification amendment at the NRC should be

more readily accomplished.

Fuel being shipped to examination facilities for research

facility must move by truck casks due to facility limita

tions.

The remote handling of the heavy closure heads on rail

casks is very difficult, even with special handling
tools.

Information developed for the single-assembly cask will

be useful in cert ify ing multi-assembly casks if it

becomes apparent that certification of the latter is

warranted.

Regulatory controls and inconsistencies at the local level

weigh heavily against the use of overweight truck casks.

5.4.5.2 Recommended Actions

The selection of a specific highway cask may be limited

by the size of the canister within which the fuel is

shipped. Cask selection and canister design should

proceed with the responsible parties in close

communication.

When the cask selection is finalized, prepare detailed

casks handling procedures for each. This will cause

potential operating problems to surface, including the

need for additional special tools.

Perform "dry runs" at the TMI facility with the cask

selected. It would be particularly desirable to do this

before the cask handling area becomes excessively con

taminated. A dry run will help train the operators and

will provide a final check on the adequacies of the

operating procedures .

If the cask is to be loaded in the fuel service pool, and

if the fuel handling bridge is to be used, the fuel masts

will have to be shortened to clear the top of the cask.

(Neither "if" is considered very likely. )

i
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1-JL Spent Fuel Shipping Logistic and Safety Considerations

5 . 5 . 1 General

It has previously been assumed that all of the fuel from the

TMI-2 reactor will eventually be canned and moved off-site

in a shipping cask to either an interim hot cell location

for laboratory- type examination, or to an interim pool

storage location. The pool storage may be preparatory to

reprocessing or wet storage.

In the current "millieu" associated with the shipment of

nuclear spent fuel, there is almost as much uncertainty with

attaining the requisite approvals for shipping as there is

in f ind ing a suitable storage location. It is recognized
that the fuel itself will probably not be moved until 1983

or later. However, the problems which have been fomenting
in the area of spent fuel transportation have existed and

perhaps become worse in the last 3 to 5 years. As a result,

a current evaluation of the shipping considerations concern

ing cask availability, routing, estimates of the shipping
duration, and costs which are incurred can probably be

accurately projected.

The specific areas examined are:

Can fuel be shipped off-site?

How many canisters will be shipped and how much fuel can

be shipped in a given spent fuel cask?

What are the possible or likely shipping distances?

What is the expected duration of the shipping campaign?

What type of routing problems and restrictions can be

expected?

In the preceding portion of this study (Section 5.4), it was

noted that both truck and rail shipments are theoretically
possible. Also, it is believed that the TMI site could

accommodate all of the NRC-licensed casks. However, truck

shipment ( LWT) was shown to be the preferred alternative

because of its greater operational flexibility and due to

our belief that it's NRC Certificate of Compliance could be

more easily amended for this type of failed fuel shipment.
The logistics studies to be presented show that rail

shipments, while requiring less operational time and fewer

shipments, will probably involve a more lengthy shipping
campaign. Under ideal conditions, the comparative costs

between rail and truck shipments are expected to be within
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10% of each other when the shipping distance exceeds

500 miles.

5.5.2 Shipping Campaign

From two to four truck shipping casks should be made avail

able for this operation. Whereas there is no specific
constraint concerning the length of time to remove all of

the fuel from the TMI-2 site, a reasonable period is 18 to

24 months. For scoping purposes, four transport distances

300 miles, 750 miles, 1500 miles, 3000 miles
- were

examined. Table 5-9b presents shipping cycle times and the

total shipping campaign duration utilizing either two,

three , and four truck casks or one 7-element rail cask .

Even though there are 177 assemblies to be shipped, it was

assumed that failed fuel considerations would lead to

approximately 30% more packages (225 to 235 shipments). As

can be seen from this table, a bare minimum of either two

truck casks or one rail cask would be required to accomplish
these shipments within a reasonable time period for even

movement to a nearby reactor. For shipping distances in

excess of 1500 miles from the TMI site, at least three to

four truck casks or again one rail cask would be desirable.

A further question to be examined is the requisite number of

casks available. Table 5-10 is a listing of the currently
licensed spent fuel casks now available. The current

commitment for utilization of these casks is not known. It

will probably depend upon the national availability of an

AFR location or the widespread transshipment of spent fuel

between reactors with suitable storage space. As noted

previously, we recommend that new casks be identified and

reserved for this purpose at the earliest practical time

after a date for possible shipment is determined. Our

opinion is that this equipment could definitely be made

available if a firm commitment is made with the cask owner.

5.5.3 Shipping Economics

There are a number of uncertain factors involved with

estimating spent fuel shipping costs . Table 5-11 presents

the assumptions used to scope the approximate costs to move

all of the fuel from the site. The only remaining factor to

be evaluated parametrically is the actual distance from the

site to the receipt location. Figure 5-26 is an estimate of

the approximate unit cost ($/kgU) of shipment, and the total

cost for shipping the fuel core . This data was factored

into the various possible disposition economics scenarios

discussed in Sections 6.0 and 7.0. Shipping costs from an

interim storage site to a final or ultimate location was

also considered in that evaluation. The cost of shipping
can represent a significant portion of the near- term cost of
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DISTANCE

(miles)

300

750

1500

3000

TABLE 5--9b

SUMMARY OF SHIPPING LOGISTIC DATA

CYCLE TIME.DAYS CAMPAIGN DURATION. MO.
#

TRUCK RAIL IT 2T 3T 4T 1RAIL

3 7.3 23.0 115 - 8.0

4.6 12.3
- 17.3 11.5 - 13.5

7.2 20.7
- 27.6 18.4 13.8 22.7

12.4 37.3 .

- - 31.7 23.8 40.8



TABLE 5-10

CHARACTERISTICS OF LWR SPENT FUEL CASKS

Cask Name:

Nuclear Fuel Services

West Valley, N. Y.

Nuclear Assurance Corp.

Atlanta, Georgia

General Electric Co.

San Jose, California

Transnuclear

White Plain.

, Inc.

,
N. Y.

NL Industries, Inc.***

Nuclear Division

Wilmington, Del.
NSF-4 NAC-1* IF-300 TN-8/9 TN-12 NLI-1/2 NLI-10/24

Transport Mode LWT LWT OWT/Rail OWT Ball LWT Rail

PWR/BWR Assemblies

Per Cask 1/2 1/2 7/18 3/7 12/32 1/2 10/24

Loaded Weight Tons 22.5 22.5 63.5 34.5 97 22 90

Cavity Dimensions

(Diameter x Length)
Inches 13.5 x 178 13.5 x 178 37 x 180 (9 aq. x 168)

(5.5 sq. x 178)

48 x 180 13.375 x 178 45 x 179

Overall Dimensions

(Diameter x Length)
inches 50 x 214 50 x 214 64 x 208 68 x 192

(68 x 202)

96 x 265 40 x 193 103.5 x 224

Gamma Shield

Material Lead Lead Uranlun Lead Steel Lead/Uranium Lead

Neutron Shield Borated Water Borated Water Water Organic Organic Water Water

Cavity Coolant Water Water Water Air Air HeHub Helium

Cask Exterior

Surface Smooth Smooth Corrugatad Copperas Copperas Smooth Stainless

Steel Fins

U. S. NRC License Yes Yes Yes Yes Pending** Yes Yes

Number of Units

(Operational /Under

Construction)

2/0 4/0*

(Two owned by Duke

Power Co. )

4/0*

(One owned by
Carolina Power

and Light)

(1/D*

(One owned by
Commonwealth

Edison Co.)

0/0 5/0 2/0

LWT -

Legal Weight Truck

OWT -

Overweight Truck

*NAC-1 and the NFS-4 cask designs are essentially identical.

••This license application has been withdrawn.

***nl Industries Is not In this business (9/30/80) and is considering leasing equipment to NAC (Atlanta, Ceorgla).



TABLE 5-11

SPENT FUEL SHIPPING ASSUMPTIONS

CASK LEASE COSTS

TRUCK CASK

RAIL CASK

$1000/day
$3500/day

AVERAGE TURNAROUND TIMES AND SPEEDS

30

24

24

TRUCK - SPEED

TMI TURNAROUND

RECEIVING FACILITY TURNAROUND

MPH

Hours

Hours

RAIL - SPEED

TMI TURNAROUND

RECEIVING FACILITY TURNAROUND

6

48

48

MPH

Hours

Hours

SHIPPING TARIFFS*

TRUCK

RAIL

$2.

$16.

25/Mil<

00/Mil<

AVERAGE SHIPPING CASK CAPACITY (TMI-2 FUEL CANNED)

TRUCK

RAIL

0.4

2.5

I MTU

> MTU

SHIPPING DISTANCE IS 15% GREATER THAN NORMAL-ROUTE

MILEAGE.

th special safeguard provisions.
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disposition of the TMI core. This is particularly true if

the fuel were to be shipped to a distant location.

5 . 5 . 4 Institutional Problems Involved with Spent Fuel

Shipping

There are currently many factors at work within the United

States to make shipping of spent fuel, either by truck or

railr a difficult and time consuming operation. References

5.11 and 5.12 list some of the current problems for so-

called "normal" spent fuel shipments. Table 5-12 highlights
the major areas to be considered.

• Cask Licensing - The NRC Certificate of Compliance for

any of the casks noted in Table 5-10 will have to be

amended to handle the TMI fuel. It is expected that only
canned fuel will be shipped.

Routing Considerations - Reference 5.13, the NRC regula
tion guide on safeguards, and Reference 5.14 proposes DOT

routing provisions*, delineates a number of provisions
related to the movement of spent fuel. These provisions
include specialized routing , the use of surveillance

vehicles, routing preapproval by state officials, and

embargoes of major population centers.

The most problematic concern for the TMI core disposition
will probably be related to routing of shipments around the

periphery of major population centers. Several case studies

were performed for this study by Mr. David Joy of Oak Ridge
National Laboratory looking at possible receipt locations of

the TMI fuel. Figure 5-27 illustrates (a non-TMI routing
plan) the number of cities which must be bypassed to accom

modate the NRC (and possibly DOT-MTB ) regulations. The

typical routing expected is longer than the normal route

distance by about 15-25%. This will be reflected in the

relative inconvenience of the operation and perhaps the

overall duration of the shipping campaign.

There are also shipping restrictions related to the weight
of the package being shipped and the size of the vehicle.

Currently, the legal weight truck minimum in the United

States is 73,280 pounds GVW (gross vehicle weight). Since

1977, there has been a "push" to extend this to 78,000 to

80,000 GVW for federal highways. Figure 5-28 illustrates
the states that have not increased to 80,000 pounds and

*D0T-MTB Docket HM-164, Highway Routing of Radioactive
Materials.
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TABLE 5-12

SUMMARY OF SPENT FUEL SHIPPING INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

TRUCK (IFfiAL WEIGHT)

• MOST SUBJECT TO LOCAL INTERVENTION DUE TO VISIBILITY ON

HIGHWAYS

•

ROUTINGS
-

MUST BYPASS URBAN AREAS > 100.000 PEOPLE

•

DOT/NRC
-

INTERFACE WITH RESPECT TO USE OF HIGHWAYS-

SECONDARY ROADS

•

DOT HEARINGS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY C0NCERNIN6 ROUTING-LOCAL

EMBARGOS. ETC (DOT-MTB. HM-164)

■ LARGE NUMBER OF SHIPMENTS ( 225
-

12-21 MO. DURATION

REQUIRED)

•

WILL PROBABLY NEED 3-4 IDENTICAL CASKS
-

ARE THEY AVAIL

ABLE?

'

HANDLING AND LICENSING EASIER

OVERWEIGHT TRUCK

■

SPECIAL HIGHWAY PERMITS NEEDED

• ONE CASK AVAILABLE

• DEDICATED FUEL CAVITIES (MODIFICATION BEING EXAMINED)

BALI

•

LESS VISIBLE. LESS SHIPMENTS

• OPERATIONAL HANDLING MORE DIFFICULT LEADING TO MORE SITE

INTERFACE PROBLEMS

• LICENSING DIFFICULTIES ARE GREATER

• KAILROAD-NUCLEAR INDUSTRY CONFLICTS STILL POSSIBLE

QQVLKNMtNT CASKS

• NOT SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR COMMERCIAL LWR FUEL OR

FACILITIES

• POTENTIALLY USABLE FOR SHIPPING DEBRIS IN SHORT CANISTERS
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shows that a literal "chain" stretches across the "mid-

U. s." This limits any major overweight "East-to-West
"

traffic flow. Also limiting on the East Coast (for

North-to-South movement) are the states of Connecticut,

Maryland, and Pennsylvania- This consideration further

emphasizes the difficulty in employing overweight truck

shipments (typically 100 to 105,000 GVW) from TMI where

special highway permits would be required. [Note: Spent
HTGR fuel has been moved in the early 1970,s from the Peach

Bottom reactor (also in Pennsylvania) using a 105,000 GVW

shipping cask system.] Most LWT spent fuel casks are

designed to be very close to the 73,280 pound weight limit.
Canned fuel and shipping containers may cause this limit to

be exceeded. (This should be examined as a portion of a

study of cask/shipping can interface study. )

Routing limitations are affected by local ordinances and

prohibit ions against radioactive mater ial shipments . At

present, there are over 100 such local ordinances . Oak

Ridge National Laboratory maintains a listing of these

local ities. Since the "picture" is changing constantly,
there is no need to present that data here. It should be

noted that the proposed DOT regulations in HM-164 would

assert federal "authority" over interstate shipments and ,

while not simplifying the logistic problems, should at least

present a national coordination of radioactive material

routing.

5.5.5 Safety and Environmental Aspects of Spent Fuel

Shipping

There has been widespread movement of radioactive material

throughout the United States for over thirty years. How

ever, the majority of the material shipped has been low

level (in particular, waste material) and small quantities
(short-lived medical isotopes). High-level shipments such

as spent fuel have been far less, and rarely have amounted

to more than one million miles per year over the road,

including both defense wastes and fuel and commercial power
reactor spent fuel. To date, although there have been

accidents with rad ioact ive material shipments, there has

been no release of high-level nuclear material. The princi
ple underlying shipping safety is containment of the radio

active material during a sequence of extreme "hypothetical"
accidents which in summation are far more severe and improb
able than any naturally occurring accident. These scenarios

are described in 10 CFR 71 and 49 CFR 171.

To look at actual safety or environmental impact of any

given shipment, it is necessary to examine the specifics of

the situation. This can be accomplished in three stages:
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Accident probability
Accident scenario

Shipping cask/radioactive material design and interface.

These areas are developed in the following paragraphs.

5.5.5.1 Accident Probability

Reference 5.16 examined the probability (based on statistics

of billions of highway transport miles and thousands of

accidents) of a loaded truck being in (1) any accident and

(2) being involved in a serious accident. The latter cate

gory does not equate to the "hypothetical" accidents pre

viously discussed. In fact, they are typically far less

severe. The exact definition is presented in Table 5-13.

The probabilities are:

(1) Any Highway Accident — 2.5 x 10"6/mile
(2) A Severe Accident — 7.2 x 10"9/mile.

Table 5-13 evaluates the probabilistic frequency of (1) any

accident and (2) a severe accident for the TMI-2 shipping
scenario. This table indicates that a minor accident

(fender-bender) could occur. However, the probability of a

highway accident of any major damage to the transport
vehicle (other than to flame anti-nuclear hysteria) is very

small. Statistics for rail transport are in the same order

of magnitude, but since there are less shipments to move the

same amount of material, a lower probability of an accident

would result.

5.5.5.2 Accident Scenario

Reference 5.17, NuReg/CR-0811 , is a scoping study which

examines the generic technical aspects of spent fuel cask

transportation accidents. The study looks at the following
factors:

(1) How is the radioactive material released from the fuel

cladding?

( 2 ) How is the material released from the spent fuel cask?

(3) What accident scenario is required to breach the

cladding or the cask containment?

(4) How much and what type of material would be released?

(5) What are the mechanisms for material dispersion (i.e.
wind, fire, environment, etc.)?

( 6 ) What is the biological effect?
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TABLE 5-13

TMI-2 SPENT FUEL SHIPMENT ACCIDENT PROBABILITY SUMMARY

SEVERE ACCIDENT DEFIN ITION

Collision

Vehicle Speed, MPH

0-50

50 - 70

> 70

SHIPPING MILEAGE ESTIMATE

Shipment to interim storage from TMI

(750 miles x 225 shipments)
= 168,750 miles

Shipment to geological repository
from interim storage

(1500 miles x 225 shipments) = 337,500 miles

Total
-

506,250 miles

PROBABILITY CALCULATION (BASED ON 225 SHIPMENTS)

(A) Any Accident (506,250 miles) x (2.5 x 10"6) = 1.25

(b) Severe Accident (506,250 miles) x (7.2 x 10"' ) =

.0036.

Fire

Fire Duration, Hour

> 1

1/2 - 1

0 - 1/2
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The results of this study are abstracted below:

"Calculations were performed to estimate cask and

fuel assembly failure thresholds when faced with

various challenges F mainly impact environments .

The calculations indicated that gross cask failure

is unlikely, and that such a conclusion can be

demonstrated. It was also seen that the failure

threshold for fuel rods subjected to impact is

probably much lower than the cask itself.

Calculations were also performed to develop a

range of radionuclide source term estimates for

several "extra severe" scenarios which would

reflect the inherent uncertainties that exist in

data or models concerning fuel and fission product
behavior. Possible effects on public health of

the variability of these source terms were

examined by performing radiation dose calculations

using standard environmental transport and dose

evaluation models . The results were used to

indicate which portions of the radiological source

terms have the greater influence on estimated

public health impacts. Findings showed that the

potential release of respirable fuel dust has the

greatest effect on radiation dose estimates,

particularly with respect to the lung and bone

organs. In addition, if the cesium and/or
ruthenium fission products should exist as

volatile species , these materials would also

become significant dose contributors . The other

volatile fission products (krypton, iodine , and

tellurium) were found to be minor dose

contributors under nearly all release variation

conditions .

"

This study defines the low probability of a severe accident

breaching the cask containment occurring and the relatively
minor radiological impact . The study also shows that the

form of the fuel is relatively unimportant from a structural

standpoint, except where the release of "fine" particles is

possible. This latter factor emphasizes the need of sepa

rately canning fuel debris.

5.5.5.3 Specific Shipping Cask/Radioactive Material Form

Even though the specific cask and fuel form are not known,
certain "limiting" assumptions can be made for the TMI-2

situation:

( 1) A legal weight truck spent fuel cask is employed.
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(2) An additional container or shipping can is employed.

(3) The fuel cladding is failed. Some of the fuel debris

is in a "fine" particulate form. However, all of the

free Kr-85 and other volatile fission products have

been released. Also, most of the ces ium has been

leached out by the water in the core primary loop.

(4) The fuel is shipped "dry."

(5) The fuel has aged for over three years and has a decay
heat load of about 0.2 kilowatt per cask or less.

In this scenario, clearly the greatest accidental danger

(biological) is the release of the "fines" present in the

debris. It is generally felt that the primary cask cavity
could prevent the release of this material. However , a

sealed can would serve as an additional barrier to release.

The inner container or can is also required for fuel storage

and handling purposes. We feel that the NRC would require

canning of damaged fuel shipped off-site.
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6.0 TMI-2 FUEL DISPOSITION OPTIONS

6. 1 Introduction

There are a number of potential alternatives for disposition
of the damaged TMI-2 core. After canning is completed, the

overall questions regarding disposition of TMI fuel are not

significantly greater than for any other current-generation
LWR fuel . Some of the possible options are interim

solutions, since final disposition of LWR spent fuel in the

United States is not expected to be resolved until 1990 or

later. Temporary storage at the TMI fuel pool, preparatory
to either the proposed diagnostic evaluation of selected

fuel segments or to total off -site shipment, is expected.
This study examines the technical aspects of alternative

short- and long-term disposition options. Specific focus is

directed towards the current state-of-the-art, industry, and

technical problems, and possible variations in operations
and techniques at various sites. Also included are generic
institutional problems related to these alternatives. The

study is generic and does not examine specific sites other

than to portray possible technical problems.

Three disposition alternatives were studied and are noted

below:

(1) Chemical Reprocessing - Until 1977, it was generally
assumed that all spent LWR fuel would be chemically
reprocessed to recover the useful uranium and pluto
nium. This is obviously not the current situation.

However, reprocessing at a later date is certainly a

possibility. This study examined the current status

and technical factors associated specif ically with

reprocessing of TMI-2 fuel. Discussion is made of both

the variations in chemical processes developed for

domestic governmental and commercial facilities. The

study also examined variations to plutonium recovery
such as coprocessing or partitioning of the plutonium
with the waste. We project that domestic reprocessing
would not be available until 1990; hence, an interim

period of wet storage would be required for the 5 to

6 years prior to the initiation of reprocessing.
Another possible option is foreign reprocessing.

(2) Wet Storage
- Most spent LWR fuel is currently being

stored in pools at operational reactors and govern
mental facilities. The TMI-2 fuel will be stored under

pool conditions at the TMI facility awaiting possible
of f -site shipment . Long-term wet storage of fuel
either at a reactor or an AFR, preparatory to final
d isposit ion in the spent fuel form, is also likely.
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Wet storage of spent fuel has been common practice

since the mid-1950' s, and few technical problems are

foreseen. The damaged TMI fuel will, however, require

canning and storage in special spent fuel racks.

(3) Dry Storage
- This option consists of taking canned

TMI-2 fuel and locating it within either a storage

vault or hot cell, specially designed spent fuel or

concrete caissons. There is little domestic experience

with this type of storage. Due to the low decay heat

load of the fuel, the small quantity of fuel which has

to be handled, and the relatively low source term. The

possibility of interim dry storage of at least portions
of the fuel core is a real consideration. In addition,

the research examination of some of the fuel will be

performed at various hot cells under dry conditions.

Each of these options is examined in this section, and each

appear to have certain merit. Table 6-1 summarizes the most

important factors for each. In the near term, actual dis

position options must consider the wet and dry storage

alternatives.

The evaluations presented in this section focus primarily on

the technical details of storage and reprocessing. In all

off-site conditions, the interface with the spent fuel casks

being utilized to deliver fuel and remove fuel from these

facilities must be considered. In addition, the effect of

the canning operations at the TMI-2 fuel pool must also be

included. Due to the uncertainty in the site(s) to be

utilized, these interface studies have of necessity been

generic. However, it is believed, based on prior experi

ence, that the major technical factors have been

highlighted.

6.2 Chemical Reprocessing of TMI-2 Fuel

6.2.1 General

One of the alternatives available for the disposition of the

damaged core at the TMI-2 reactor involves chemical repro

cessing. By reprocessing fuel, the value associated with

uranium and plutonium, separative work, and conversion steps
is recovered and economic benefits realized when these

materials are reused through recycle. Since the fuel value

for TMI-2 level with low burnup is greater than the esti

mated costs associated with reprocessing, an economic

incentive exists for the reprocessing option. The cost

associated with domestic commercial reprocessing has been

estimated to be approximately $265/kilograms uranium (1980

dollars) . This estimate includes costs for the separation
and purification processes and the uranyl nitrate conversion
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TABLE 6-1

DISPOSITION ALTERNATIVE COMPARISON

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

ECONOMIC VALUE OF 2-2X ENRICHED U-235

IMPROVED WASTE FORM

EFFECT OF PLUTONIUM SEPARATION ON U-S- PROLIFERATION POLICY

NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL 1990

POOL STORAGE

ADVANTAGES PROVEN TECHNOLOGY

LOW ST0RA6E SPACE REQUIREMENTS

DISADVANTAGES
•

PROJECTED J_A__J_. OF ST0RA6E SPACE BY 1983

•

TEMPORARY SOLUTION

DISADVANTAGES

COULD MAKE USE OF AVAILABLE HOT CELL SPACE

TMI FUEL HEAT LOAD IS LOW AND FREE FISSION GASES RELEASED

CAISSON STORAGE IS SITE-INDEPENDENT

NOT A LICENSED TECHNOLOGY

TEMPORARY SOLUTION
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to uranium hexafluoride (UF6). It was also assumed that

these costs are incurred during a period when the facility

is fully operational and has processed light water reactor

fuel. This approach is compatible with possible government

ownership of a domestic reprocessing facility. The

schedules which include fuel availability after 1985,

following interim storage , would be on a similar economic

basis .

For each metric tonne of heavy metal recovered, cost savings

are realized in areas of uranium not mined , purified , and

converted to oxides, in enrichments above natural which

results in less separative work, and in conversion to

uranium hexafluoride (UF6). This particular study assumes

the recovered plutonium will be used in breeder fuel.

Initial estimates indicate that current domestic reprocess

ing costs will be approximately 20 to 25 million dollars for

the 8 3 MTU of TMI-2 fuel. The value of this fuel when

recycled is about $55 to $60 million.

There are six reprocessing facilities within the United

States which were examined and included as candidates for

processing the TMI-2 fuel. Three of the candidate

facilities were studied in detail, the other three having
been eliminated by considerations of size, condition of

plant, etc.

Reprocessing of spent fuel has been successfully demon

strated in overseas facilities located at Wind scale and

La Hague. They were not technically evaluated as potential
candidates. This is partially due to our lack of detailed

knowledge of their process , and the uncertainty related to

resolution of differences between the United States prolif
eration position and international agreements . Prel iminary
data indicate that their reprocessing charges would be high
and that overseas shipments and return of recovered product
and waste would be both extremely costly and present
institutional problems. However , because both fo reign
facilities are equipped with chop-leach headend and utilize

the Purex process, they should be able to process the

damaged core , with some headend modifications possible .

6.2.2 Technical Review of Selected Reprocessing Facilities

Government-owned facilities are available to handle either

highly enriched or depleted to slightly enriched uranium.
In the zirflex process, the zirconium cladding around the
metal fuel is first removed in an ammonium nitrate-fluoride
mixture followed by uranium metal dissolution in nitric
acid. Fuel decladding by this method significantly reduces
the processing rate. This rate could be improved if modern
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chop-leach equipment used for commercial fuel were incorpo
rated into the facility. Subsequent processing operations,

including the basic PUREX extraction, partitioning, and

heavy metal purif ication steps , were also restricted for

criticality control. The large process tanks and pulse

columns limited uranium enrichment to 1 to 1.2% (note that

TMI fuel enrichment is expected to range from 1.7 to 3.0%).

To process fuel with higher fissile content , significant
modifications to process equipment would be required . The

product forms have been uranyl and plutonium nitrate

solutions which were converted to their respective oxides or

plutonium metal.

Since the fuel from TMI-2 contains uranium enriched up to

3% , process ing would be accomplished using the HM flowsheet

specifically modified to handle enriched fuel.

A chemical method involving mercury-catalyzed acid dissolu-

tion of the aluminum-uranium fuel is the normal approach for

obtaining the heavy metal process solutions. This method

would be suitable for uranium fuel contained in stainless

steel or Zircaloy provided the cladding was in small pieces
to maximize the surface area of the fuel exposed to the

dissolving solution . However , none of the government-owned
process lines are equipped with a chop- leach headend which

will require the alternate method of electrolytic dissolu

tion to be used for the dissolution of integral fuel rods

and assemblies. Since most experience with electrolytic
dissolution has been with stainless steel cladding, addi

tional development work would be required before dissolution

of Zircaloy by this approach could be considered practical.

Once the heavy metals are in solution, the capabilities for

pertorming any type of PUREX operation using any number of

potential flowsheet conditions at government facilities are

possible. The only process related restriction is due to

the lack of geometrically favored equipment which limits the

process concentrations of U-235 to below 6 grams/ 1 iter.

During dissolution specially designed inserts have been

placed in the dissolver vessel to hold the fuel tubes in a

critically sale confi (juration .

Purified product solutions of uranyl and plutonium nitrate

can be converted to a variety of product forms. Both metal

and oxide forms of plutonium are routinely made. However,
only solutions of depleted to slightly enriched uranium can

be convet ted to the oxides . Enriched uranyl nitrate solu-
tions are shipped off-site before conversion to uranium
hexaf luor ide .

Commercial reprocess ing facilities are different from

existing government facilities in that they were designed
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specifically to handle light water reactor fuel. This has

necessitated compliance during process design with NRC

regulations and criteria regarding design, construction, and

release of liquid and gaseous effluents. Release limits are

normally not as restrictive for government facilities

although they may be required if commercial light water

reactor fuel is processed in those facilities.

The canned fuel from the TMI-2 core would be remotely

transferred from the storage pool to the feed mechanism of a

shear where fuel segments are chopped into 2- to 5-inch

lengths for maximum exposure to the acid dissolvent. After

dissolution, feed solutions are clarified and adjustments
made in acidity and heavy metal concentration to permit fuel

processing using different flowsheet conditions. Partition

of uranium from plutonium is performed electrolytically
which reduces the concentration of contaminants in the

product streams and lowers the volume of solid waste.

Additional purification cycles are used in both the uranium

and plutonium cycles with the products being purified uranyl
and plutonium nitrate solutions.

There are no commercial facilities to convert the liquid
plutonium nitrate stream to a solid form (plutonium oxide)
or waste conversion facilities. The plutonium facility may

not be needed if this stream is included with the waste or

is coprocessed with the uranium.

6.2.3 Preliminary Facility Assessment

Nontechnical factors have had a significant impact on the

reprocessing of commercial LWR spent fuel and could affect

the selection of a facility for the processing of the TMI-2

core. Because commercial reprocessing of fuel has been

deferred indefinitely, government ownership of a private
facility appears to be a prerequisite. Similarly, the

reprocessing of privately owned fuel in a government

facility, built and operated with public funds, would be

difficult to resolve.

In terms of government facilities, the Hanford PUREX Plant

is not currently operational and would require expensive
equipment modifications to satisfy current operational and

emission regulations. It would probably have to be licensed

by the NRC for commercial light water reactor fuel. Modifi

cation and use of a currently operating government produc
tion facility would necessitate a reduction in weapons
production capacity until the expensive process modifica-
tions could be implemented. This would probably be

unacceptable .
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b.J.4 Core Parameters Affecting Reprocessing

In order to properly evaluate the viability of the repro

cessing option, specific information is required concerning

fuel characteristics, reactor operating conditions, and the

condition of the core. This in turn defines the final pro

perties of the fuel and enables the canning, shipping, and

storage alternatives to be compatible with the reprocessing

requirements . Where necessary fuel condition information is

not available, best assumptions have been made in this

Study.

6.2.4.1 Fuel Characteristics

Approximately 142 metric tons of solid material will be

removed from the damaged core for reprocessing. Included

are 8 3 tonnes of heavy metal actinides and 59 tonnes of

cladding and nonfuel bearing components. The average

enrichment of the uranium now in the three core reg ions is

2.2* with a maximum of 2.7% existing in Region 3. The

maximum burnup occurred in Region 2 (3518 MWd/MTU) which

produced approximately 2 . 1 kilograms of plutonium/MTU . The

average core concentration of plutonium is 1.85 kilograms of

plutonium/MTU . because of the low burnup, most of the

plutonium exists as Pu-239 (91.3% average), with remaining

average isotopic concentrations of 7.1% for Pu-240, 1.5% for

Pu-^41, and 0.05% for Pu-242. Both the low burnup and long

cooling period before reprocessing will result in optimum

handling and processing conditions for the spent fuel.

Cladding materials and most of the nonf uel-bear mg com

ponents associated with the fuel have low solubility in

nitric acid solutions. Their concentrations in the product
solutions will be insignificant compared to contributions

from processing conditions and chemical additives . Most of

the silver- indium-cadmium contained in the control rods will

dissolve during the dissolution step. However, their low

distribution coefficients in tributyl phosphate will result

in removal with the high level liquid waste stream.

6.2.4.,. Assumpt ions

The following list of assumptions are those which have been

made. Besides assumptions pertaining to fuel properties,
those associated with core, canning, and storage operations
are included when they have an impact on the reprocessing
alternative.

1 . The damaged core contains both integral tuel rods/
assemblies and randomly mixed debris containing uranium
fuel.
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2. Both types of fuel will be canned in containers suitable

for a chop-leach dissolution headend.

3. A nondestructive analysis method will be used to deter

mine the uranium content of the canned fuel prior to

shipment. This information would be helpful but is not

mandatory for the reprocessing option.

4. Interim storage of the canned fuel will take place until

an acceptable facility is identified and a schedule

approved.

5. Plutonium could make a positive contribution to the fuel

worth through eventual use in breeder reactors .

6. Estimation of reprocessing costs for the TMI-2 core at a

commercial facility is based on a schedule which

projects imminent hot operation or is during a period
when the facility is already operating.

7. The possibility of a commercial facility in a processing
mode which would produce a purified plutonium product
solution has not been eliminated.

6.2.4.3 Fuel Reprocessing Alternatives

The PUREX process is considered "standard" for spent fuel

reprocessing. The basic steps include actinide extraction

into a solvent, tributyl phosphate (TBP) , which eliminates

most of the fission products with the high-level aqueous

raffinate. Next, uranium and plutonium are partitioned
using chemical reductants or an electrolytic process of the

type installed at the BNFP. The separated streams for the

partition step undergo additional purification cycles with

the final purified products being separate, uranyl nitrate
and plutonium nitrate, liquid solutions.

For proliferation reasons, this approach to chemical

reprocessing is not presently considered to be acceptable .

Alternatives have been suggested and studies conducted at

the BNFP and worldwide which have demonstrated a high degree
of flexibility for changing the basic PUREX process

flowsheet to meet proposed weapons proliferation criteria.

6.2.4.3.1 Coprocessing

This approach to chemical reprocessing involves partial
partitioning where the uranium to plutonium ratio is
controlled in the aqueous stream from the partitioning step.
For the TMI fuel, this would involve all of the plutonium
remaining with the uranium product, resulting in only one

product stream. A typical ratio for breeder application is
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20 to 25% plutonium. This coproduct may then undergo
additional purification from fission products, depending on

whether the low or high decontamination flowsheet is used.

For the low decontamination flowsheet, a controlled amount

of fission products is extracted with the actinides and

remain with the coproduct stream without further decon

tamination. With both the low and high decontamination

flowsheets, the organic stream containing the bulk of the

uranium from the partitioning step undergoes additional

fission product purification. Therefore, the product forms

from the coprocessing alternative are a pure uranyl nitrate

solution and a uranium-plutonium coproduct solution with or

without a controlled level of fission product impurities.

6,2.4.3.2 Plutonium with High-Level Waste

The final alternative for the plutonium would be to discard

it with the high-level waste. This could be accomplished
using the high decontamination coprocessing flowsheet.

After the plutonium is partitioned from the uranium, the

aqueous stream would be sent directly to waste .

The process high-level waste typically consists of a nitric

acid solution containing the fission products and particu
late matter removed from the process streams. The major
point of origination is the dissolver in the chop-leach

portion of the process. The plutonium nitrate stream would

be separately partitioned and then diverted and mixed with

the dissolver liquid. The mixture of the two sol ut ions

would be stored in waste tanks pending national resolution

of the disposal of nuclear high-level waste material,

6.2.4.4 Plutonium Questions

The major question which must be resolved before the damaged
core at TMI-2 is reprocessed concerns the "fate" of the

plutonium. Since the economics for reprocessing are

improved if the plutonium could be used in breeder fuel,
this is the preferred position and offers the greatest
economic incentive- Even if plutonium is not recovered, the

value associ ated with the uranium alone is considerable .

This is particularly true for the TMI fuel where the enrich

ment value is high (2.2% average). A suitable product
containing plutonium would be obtained from the coprocessing
alternative or could result using a reprocessing flowsheet

where no partitioning between uranium and plutonium occurs.

This would involve a series of extraction and stripping
cycles to remove the fission products, resulting in a

pun f ied uranium-plutonium coproduct solut ion in the same

concent r at ion ratio as the feed solution. In this form the

uranium-plutonium mixture would have little value. A sig
nificant conversion effort would be necessary to produce the
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20 to 25% plutonium mixture needed for breeder application.
This approach is too expensive to justify further considera

tion. The economics for the reprocessing option would als°

improve if the government were to purchase the recovered

plutonium. This acquisition currently seems unlikely .

The final alternative for the plutonium would be to discard

it with the high-level waste. This could be accomplished

using the high decontamination coprocessing flowsheet .

After the plutonium is partitioned from the uranium, the

aqueous stream would be sent directly to waste.

6.2.5 Safety Considerations

With each of the candidate reprocessing facilities and with

each of the alternate reprocessing flowsheets, safety

considerations were evaluated. The major concern inside the

reprocessing facility is criticality control . External to

the operations is control of the gaseous and liquid
emissions .

6.2.6 Product and Waste Handling Alternatives

Each of the candidate facilities has different capabil it ies

for handling the products and wastes generated during

reprocessing .

At the present time, however, suitable facilities do not

exist for the long-term storage of coproduct solutions or

mixed oxide which would eventually be converted to breeder

fuel. Use of a government-owned facility would require
resolution of the question as to whether wastes from

commercial fuel can be solidified along with wastes from

weapons production .

6.2.7 Conclusion

Chemical reprocessing of the damaged core at TMI-2 is a

possible disposal alternative . Favorable economics could be

realized solely through recycle of uranium and do not depend

upon the recycle of plutonium. Even if the plutonium were

to be discarded into the high-level waste, the fuel worth of

the enriched uranium could justify its recovery. However ,

the economics would be improved if the plutonium were

eventually used in breeder reactors.

The technical aspects associated with reprocessing of the

TMI fuel have been studied, and it has been verified that

the fuel could be reprocessed. Any of the three following
scenarios are possible :
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' Normal Reprocessing -Separation into distinct uranium,

plutonium, and high-level waste streams.

' Coprocessing
- The plutonium stream remaining with the

uranium, and the high-level waste streams as normal

reprocessing.

■ Plutonium as Waste - The uranium waste stream is distinct

(as in normal reprocessing ) and the plutonium remains

with the high-level waste stream (high-DF flowsheet).

The processing or chemical separation process can accommo

date the damaged physical form of the TMI fuel and the

incorporation of nonfuel material (control rods, burnable

poisons, etc.) with the fuel stream. The canning of the

fuel of the TMI reactor must be such as to accommodate the

mechanical "headend" of the Separations Facility to permit
the "chop-leach" to be performed.

Institutional problems related to the following questions

prevai 1:

1. When will domestic reprocessing be available (if ever)?

This is estimated to be 1990 at the earliest.

2. How will the waste form be handled? Solidification of

process wastes has been shown on laboratory or pilot
scale processes. There is considerable question as to

when the process will be available for waste solidifi-

cat ion and as to what form the waste will be permi tted

to be converted to.

3. Plutonium disposition? The plutonium can be either

separated for breeder or military uses, remain with the

uranium, or remain with the waste. Each of these

options pose technical , political , and safety questions
which will not be resolved in the next few years .

4. Foreign reprocessing? It appears foreign reprocessing

plants could handle the TMI fuel. Again, certain

technical questions involving fuel form and facility
enrichment limits are not known by AGNS. However,
consideration of the United States "exporting" waste

material and the shipping overseas would be highly
controversial.

5. Facility selection? Only a facility specifically
des igned for commercial LWR fuel could satisfy licensing
requirements for reprocessing and be able to conform

with government regulation regarding emission standards.

Two of the three faci lities are capable of reprocess ing
the enriched fuel using any of the candidate flowsheets
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once the heavy metals are in solution. However, for the

coprocessing alternative producing a mixture of uranium

and plutonium, suitable facilities do not exist for

either interim storage of coproduct solutions or

conversion to mixed oxide.

The important facility requirement for reprocessing the

TMI-2 core is believed to be the possession of a chop- leach

headend.

6 . 3 Wet ( Pool ) Storage

6.3.1 Introduction

The most practical near- term means of storage of the TMI

fuel would appear to be wet storage at the TMI facility.

Storage of spent fuel in a pool is a well-proven technology.
The majority of spent fuel in the United States is now being
stored in these pools. The only clear distinction between

the TMI fuel and the vast majority of other LWR spent fuel

assemblies is the badly failed condition of TMI fuel. As a

result, as noted in preceding sections of this report, this

fuel will be canistered. This appears to be a prerequisite
for this failed fuel to assure that it is isolated from the

pool water to prevent contamination.

The options open for the disposition of TMI spent fuel in

addition to the TMI pools are as follows:

At another reactor pool (preferably at a nearby facility)
At a regional Away-From-Reactor (AFR) storage pool
In pool spaces at national laboratories.

The availability of off-site spent fuel pools is difficult
to predict at this point in time. This is due to the

projected nonavailability of wet pool storage space within
the United States projected in the 1983 to 1985 period.
Using state-of-the-art, high-density "poison" rack design ,

results in relatively small storage space requirements .

Preliminary estimates of the space required indicate an area

of approximately 250 square feet, which does not represent a

major portion of existing fuel pool areas.

Table 6-2 summarizes the key results and recommendations for
this study. Reference 6.2 indicates that over 50 domestic
LWR applications have been received by the NRC since 1974
for reracking spent fuel pools. Current studies by AGNS
indicate that a number of companies are now involved in the

design, licensing, and fabrication of high-density racks for
reactor pools. Licensing difficulty is compounded when
there is outside intervention and a requirement for public
hearings. The remainder of the technical considerations are

normally "straightforward .

"
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TABLE 6-2

SUMMARY OF PUQI STORAGE STUDY RESULTS

_L____A_.

•

WET STORAGE PROBABLE FOR SOME FUEL (EITHER SHORT- OR

LONG-TERM)

'

FUEL WOULD BE CANNED (STAINLESS STEEL) AND STORED

VERTICALLY IN SPECIAL HIGH-DENSITY STORAGE RACKS

• TECHNICAL PROBLEMS RELATED TO FUEL CANNING INCLUDE CAN

SIZE. CRITICALITY PRECAUTIONS, AND POSSIBLE CAN

CORROSION IN BORATED POOLS

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

•

STORAGE
-

APPROX. 250 SQUARE FEET FLOUR SPACE
-

APPROX. 21 TO 22 FEET HEIGHT (MINIMUM)

•

CASK UNLOADING
-

PIT APPROX- 8' x 8' x 3V DEEP
-

CRANE APPROX. 25+ TONS (TRUCK CASK)

• SPENT FUEL RACKS
-

FUEL SLOT DIMENSION TO FIT 10- TO

11-INCH SQUARE CAN
-

MINIMUM SPAC

ING APPROXIMATELY 12 INCHES

(CENTER-CENTER)

POSSIBLE STORAGE LOCATIONS

•

TMI SPENT FUEL POOLS
• NEARBY REACTOR (SPACE AVAILABLITY PROBLEMS)
•

AFR (1983 EARLItST DATE OF STARTUP)
•

GOVERNMENT FACILITY (LICENSING/COMMEFCIAL FUEL

FACILITY MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED)

RFC0MMENDAT1UNS

• EXAMINE SEVERAL POSSIBLE LOCATIONS (INTERFACE STUDY)

• DtSIbN LEAKER CAN/STUKAGE RACK CONFIGURATION
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6.3 .2 Technical Considerations

The primary technical areas to be considered are listed

below:

Space
- How much pool floor space is required to store

the spent fuel?

Fuel Can Dimensions - The physical geometry of the fuel

can and its compatibility with available fuel racks.

'

Fuel Pool/Fuel Can Compatibility - The effect of the

canned fuel on the fuel pool water must be evaluated.

Nuclear Criticality/Structural/Seismic/Thermal Considera

tions - These areas are evaluated for any reactor spent
fuel pool when a reracking modification is planned.

Pool Depth
- A depth of water is required over the fuel

itself for shielding and handling purposes.

Spent Fuel Cask Handling Capability - There is a need to

have suitable equipment and spaces to receive the spent
fuel casks which have shipped the fuel from the TMI

reactor facility.

Handling Accident Problems - Evaluation of handling
cranes and racks for accidents , such as cask drops or

fuel element dropping.

Preliminary evaluations indicate that the technical factors

noted above would not normally preclude fuel storage at any
reactor or currently proposed AFR facility. However, pools
at government laboratories or facilities, which were not

designed specifically for commercial LWR fuel, would have to

be evaluated on a "case" bases.

The amount of fuel to be handled or the number of cans to be

stored has previously been assumed to be approximately 225

to 2 50 . To comply with shipping considerations, we can

assume that the overall envelope per can will probably be

less than 10 inches in square cross section (as noted in

Section 5.2, criticality considerations could limit this to

9.4 inches) by approximately 15 feet in length. Spent fuel
racks are typically designed in a "honeycomb" fashion

, with
stainless steel walls comprising the structure of the rack
and serving to segregate (or position) adjacent assemblies.
Figure 6-1 shows a typical design of a "fixed" rack using a

neutron poison to minimize spacing. The poison is not a

structural material and is typically "vented" to the pool
water to permit "outgassing" of the poison material. Racks

may either be "free standing on the pool floor" or mounted
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to a grid structure for seismic stability. A "movable" rack

design can be employed for shallow pools (30-foot depth or

less). This type of structure requires a floor grid struc

ture for rack stability purposes .

Using current NRC-licensed technology, a center-to-center

lattice spacing of about 12 inches can reasonably be

obtained. High-density poison racks are approximately 30%

more costly than "flux trap" nonpoisoned racks. They permit
a 30 to 35% increase in compaction, which may be critical in

this application. Most domestic spent fuel pools are now

being reracked using poisons to obtain optimum pool loading.

The estimated (1980) cost for high-density racks (non-leaker
can assumed) is approximately $5000/MTU.

From a pool space allocation standpoint, about 250 square

feet of floor space would be needed. The aging and low

burnup of the fuel reduces the source strength considerably.
As a result, it is estimated that only approximately three

to five feet of water is required over the fuel for shield

ing. Normally, a minimum of 9 to 11 feet is prescribed in a

reactor pool. Figure 6-3 shows the estimated radiation

level in a pool for high burnup PWR fuel in a pool after

five years of aging. Note that 4-1/2 feet of water provides

adequate coverage to reduce the dose levels to about

1 mR/hour. The source strength of TMI-2 fuel after three

years of aging (mid-1982) is approximately five to seven

times lower than for this case. Hence, the minimum depth of

water required in the pool is about 35 feet (for fixed

racks). However, in this situation, there will be no

capability of moving the fuel directly over the racks . In

the minimum water depth case, a movable type of rack would

have to be employed. In addition for off-site shipments,
the fuel would have to be unloaded in a deeper area,

typically at least 35 feet in depth. It is expected that

the fuel would remain in the shipping cans utilized with the

spent fuel cask.

The compatibi lity of the fuel can material with the pool
water and the rack structure must be ascertained. The

current state-of-the-art fuel racks are typically fabricated

from stainless steel. It is expected that the fuel storage
can will also be fabricated from a stainless steel alloy
( see Section 6.3). Conversely, fuel pool walls are normally
lined with stainless steel. At PWR reactors, the water is

typically borated even though many other plants are filled

with demineralized water. If the TMI fuel is positioned in

a sealed can, the only concern related to the interaction
between the fuel and the pool water is the long-term
possibility of in-leakage through the seal. In the event of

in-leakage, there would be a potential for fuel pool contam

ination. Thermal concerns should be minimal due to the
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extremely low decay heat levels. The interaction of the

pool water and the materials used for the rack structure and

the fuel can must be examined for possible corrosion

mechanisms. It is believed that Type 304 stainless steel

alloys should be adequate; however, more costly corrosion

resistant metals for the can could be utilized to preclude

any possible problems if long-term storage is envisioned.

Current day reactor fuel pools and expected AFR locations

are serviced by demineralizers to maintain pool activity

levels below set limits. Evaluation of potential wet

storage areas will have to consider the adequacy of the

capacity of the installed demineralizer system if one is

available. The stability of the poison material must be

considered during the fuel rack design portions. The poison

position in most fuel storage racks is vented to the pool
water.

The technology associated with high-density spent fuel racks

has been refined for a reactor application over the last

five years, as shown in Figure 6-2. The poison material for

a spent fuel rack, normally composed of a boron carbide

composite in a matrix, may be mounted on either two or four

sides within the fuel slot hole. The poison axially extends

to match the active fuel length of the assembly. The poison
selected must withstand the radiation exposure (gamma) for

the projected fuel lifetime. The NRC requires that a means

of verifying poison efficacy be provided. Hence, either

inspection ports or removable poisons may be supplied . The

former is the more common situation. Preliminary examina

tions indicate that TMI-2 fuel should be a lesser problem
than in reactor pool installations which cannot assume the

prior aging of the fuel (as with TMI). Hence, any of

several poison composites would be acceptable. The fuel

slot within the rack must be designed to accommodate the

cross-sect ional dimens ion of the fuel can . For "normal
"

PWR

fuel, this slot would be from 8.75 to 9.0 inches square.

For canned fuel, as in this situation, the slot dimension

would have to be opened to accommodate the can dimens ions .

Normally, from 0.125- to 0.18-inch clearance is required on

each side. However, due to the lack of present knowledge of

the fuel size, or the size of the shipping can , it may not

be possible to design the racks until these areas of

information have been defined. In Section 5.4, it was noted

that the fuel may be shipped in a cylindrical can.

Obviously, racks could be fabricated to store this type of

container; however, they would require a larger storage area

and are not recommended.

There are certain technical areas which are historical ly
evaluated for any racking of a spent fuel pool. The speci
fic NRC guidelines are noted in Reference 6-3. In essence,

they address nuclear criticality, thermal or fuel decay heat
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loads, seismic-structural aspects of the rack/can structure,

and the pool and handling accident scenarios. These will

have to be examined on a case basis considering the specific

design characteristics expected. The design situation for

this aged low burnup fuel should not present any major

technical problems .

If the fuel is shipped to a wet pool storage site, there

must be a means at the site of handling the fuel casks and

unloading the fuel. As noted in Section 5.4, site interface

problems are minimized for truck casks which are lighter,

smaller, and do not require special rail lines directly into

the facility. The facility handling equipment (cranes ,

unloading areas, yokes, etc.) must have the capability of

handling the cask and assuring that certain hypothetical

handling accidents cannot occur. These accidents include

crane failure, cask drop, etc. The mere existence of a pool
of suitable size does not assure that the fuel could either

be brought into or out of the facility.

Table 6-3 presents a list of items to be evaluated for an

of f-site wet pool installation preparatory to a decision

being made to receive fuel. As further information becomes

available on the availability of various sites, a portion of

the feasibility study should include evaluating these

factors. Reference 6-5 presents the results of a survey of

the design and interface characteristics of a number of

possible pool sites .

6.3.3 Institutional Problems

Wet storage of spent fuel will always be viewed as an

interim solution. Arguments have been made that movement to

a pool off site involves the possible hazard of off-site

shipping. Based on facts, this is more of an emotional

argument with little technical basis.

It is inevitable that a certain quantity of fuel will be

stored, if only for a period of a few months, at the TMI

facility pending disposition. However , utilization of any
off-site facility is dependent upon availability of adequate
space, licensing, and operating constraints, along with the

situation in the time frame needed.

6. 3.3.1 TMI Fuel Pool

There is a need to store the bulk of the fuel for a time

period extend ing probably into the early 19 90
'

s when a

program for ultimate disposition of fuel is hopefully in

place. Storage of the remaining fuel for a 5- to 10-year
period (1980 to 1990/1992) may be found within the TMI

facility itself. Certainly, the most economic application
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of pool storage would be at any of the pool areas currently

constructed and on the TMI site itself. Figure 5-5 illus

trates the available areas and the size and depth data .

However, there is also a conflicting need for pool space for

storage of equipment prior to decontamination. In addition,

there may be public pressure to move all of the failed fuel

off-site. Storage on-site would involve reracking selected

areas of the pools and is expected to be the simplest

alternative since off-site shipment is not required in the

near-term.

6.3.3.2 Reactor Pools

Another possibility is transshipment to another reactor

pool. In all likelihood, another reactor, particularly one

within several hundred miles of the TMI site, would offer

various handling and logistic advantages. It is expected
that the reactor sites would be technically capable of

handling the shipping casks and unloading the fuel as well

as being designed and licensed to accommodate LWR type fuel.

The primary disadvantage at this point in time is the

expected nonavailability of storage space. Reference 6.6, a

report by a DOE official to Congress, indicates a potential
shortfall in reactor on-site storage space in the United

States by 1983 of 380 MTU. Even if a mutual sharing

arrangement could be made with another utility or reactor

plant with adequate storage space, and suitable technical

and licensing questions resolved, there could be consider

able pressure brought to prevent or block such types of

spent fuel transshipment . This problem has occurred pre

viously with Duke Power. Their program includes movement of

fuel from their Oconee to their McGuire plants. This is a

relatively short shipping distance (less than 100 miles).

However, this movement has been delayed for over two years
and is not resolved at present (mid-1980). Currently, the

Carolina Power and Light Company transships fuel between

their Robinson and Brunswick plants. Commonwealth Edison

has proposed similar fuel movements from their Dresden

plants. Arguments used to prevent shipment have included the

concern with possible shipping dangers .

6.3.3.3 AFR Storage

In recent policy addresses by the Department of Energy
( DOE ) , Reference 6.6, the government has made known its
intent to store spent nuclear fuel at an away-f rom-reactor

facility (AFR). The rationale being that there will be

insufficient at-reactor storage space available beyond the
1983 time frame, and that the resolution of a means of
ultimate spent fuel disposition will not be addressed until

1985. This lack of storage space could lead to plant shut
down. The expected near- term sites involve utilization of
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off-site for research interests, GPU should consider on-site

pool storage of canned fuel for most of the core.

6.3.4 Facility Licensing

A major area to be evaluated is the NRC licensing

requirements for any facility used for storage.

• At TMI - A modification to the 10 CFR 50 license would be

required to accommodate the procedures and equipment

(canisters, racks , etc. ) utilized.

Transshipment to Another Reactor - The facility would

also require an amendment to the 10 CFR 50 operating
license to accommodate the TMI-2 fuel. (Precedent has

been established at such places as the Carolina Power and

Light-Brunswick installation. )

AFR - A license for the facility would be required in

accordance with 10 CFR 72. The facility license would

specifically discuss the storage of failed (canned)

fuels.

Government Facility - Unknown.

6.3.5 Implementation Considerations

Implementation of each of these storage schemes can be esti

mated. The current length of time for the NRC to approve a

licens ing amendment for re racking of a reactor fac i 1 i ty is

about 2 to 2-1/2 years. The time to design, construct, and

fabricate (and possibly test) the pool storage racks and

cans is also about 2 to 2-1/2 years. However, these two

tasks can be performed in parallel if necessary. Hence , a

minimum of 2-1/2 years would be required to implement use of

the TMI pool. The same time would be required for use of

another LWR power reactor site. Licensing time could be

extended for transshipment and for some necessary facility
modifications. Hence, our estimate is a 3- to 3-1/2-year
lead time until initial storage is available (mid-1983).
AFR's are needed nationally by 1983. However, based on the

current status of the government effort to purchase at least

one of the inoperative reprocessing plant pools, the date of

earliest availability is projected to be 1984 or beyond .

Similarly, the utilization of government facilities (based
on Reference 6.5) could take from two to six years depending
on the facility, modifications required , etc . As can be

seen, the lead time between initiation of specific action

for storage and the time of initial receipt can extend from

two to eight years. We suggest that tentative selection of
several sites be identified as early as possible to complete
more detailed studies of the places considered.
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is about 10 kWt and for dry rail casks (NLI-10/24) is 70

kWt. Hence, the TMI-2 fuel is relatively cold, thermally,

and would not be expected to present heat load problems
^

to

any of the designs, with the possible exception of the no

cooling" vault. Since this study is conceptual, a detailed

thermal analysis was not performed. However, prior studies

of dry-canistered fuel (Reference 6.9) indicate that the

thermal gradient across the fuel bundle for this "aged" fuel

is extremely small (<50°F). In addition, the likelihood is

that all of the free fission gases have been released from

the fuel. Hence, since the canister will perform the

containment function and the thermal load is very low, the

dry storage does not appear to present a critical technical

problem.

6.4.3 Vault Storage Concepts

The vault concepts considered for spent fuel storage consist

of four possible designs. A vault is defined as a dedicated

dry storage building. These four-vault concepts include:

( 1) vault with forced air cooling, ( 2) vault using heat

pipes for cooling, (3) vault cooled by a natural draft, open

to the outside environment, and (4) vault with no cooling,

sealed to the outside environment. There are numerous

variations of these four concepts, but for simplicity, only

the four basic concepts are discussed. All the vault

concepts have many features in common, i.e., they store many

unit quantities of packaged reactor fuel and protect these

packages from accidents. They differ mainly in the method

used to remove radiolytic decay heat.

6.4.3.1 Forced Air Cooling

The vault concept with forced air cooling is shown in

Figure 6-5. This is typical of the design of most existing
vaults and hot cells. It utilizes well-understood existing

technology and many existing facilities, particularly large
hot cells, could be modified to store canned TMI-2 spent

fuel in this manner. Nearly all nuclear facilities employ
forced air ventilation followed by High Efficiency Particu

late Air (HEPA) filtration to remove radioactive particles
from the air prior to its exhaust to the environment . If

any existing facilities were to be used for fuel storage,

they would probably employ forced air cooling. As an

example, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (Idaho Falls,
Idaho) has designed, built , and is operating two types of

dry spent fuel storage facilities (Reference 6 . 10 ) . The two

installations, the Peach Bottom Storage Vaults and the

Irradiated Fuels Storage Facility (IFSF), are both forced

convection cooled storage vaults.
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The obvious disadvantage of the forced air cooling is that

it is an "active" system and requires the continuous effec

tive operation of the ventilation and filtration systems.

This disadvantage is reflected in yearly operating costs and

safety considerations. The forced air system requires an

accident analyses to determine what happens when components

of the system fail, which often requires costly secondary

backup ("fail-safe") systems or mechanisms.

6.4.3.2 Natural Circulation Cooling

The vault concept shown in Figure 6-6 relies upon the

natural convection (or passive cooling of air) to cool the

fuel assemblies and is open to the outside environment.

Nukem GmbH of Germany (Reference 6.11) and Ontario Hydro of

Canada (Reference 6.12) both have proposed a dry storage

concept for spent fuel that utilizes a concrete vault cooled

by natural convection. Loss of cooling due to the failure

of mechanical equipment is impossible. The major disadvan

tage is in the area of safety. Since the air currents do

not develop enough force to overcome the resistance of HEPA

filters (due to the pressure drop across the filters), it is

unlikely that absolute filters could be used. Therefore, to

ensure the safety of the public, the radioactivity in the

spent fuel must be protected by multiple barriers. A case

can be made that the cladding of some fuel elements (in this

case the majority of the TMI-2 core) cannot be classified as

a barrier, since they may contain cracks, holes, etc.

Therefore, to ensure a minimum of double containment of the

spent fuel, the fuel rods (or entire assemblies) would be

canned. In the case of TMI-2, even a double canning might
be considered. Note that for proposed geological (reposi

tory) burial, multiple canisters have been proposed.

6.4.3.3 Heat Pipe Cooling

The vault concept shown in Figure 6-7 rel ies on heat pipes
to cool the fuel assemblies. A heat pipe is a "passive"
heat-transfer device consisting of a sealed metal tube with

an inner lining of wicklike capillary material and a small

amount of fluid in a vacuum. Heat is absorbed at one end by
vaporization of the fluid and is released at the other end

by condensation of the vapor. Fluid circulation is enhanced

by the capillary action of the wick and gravity. The tubes

are completely sealed and would provide no pathway for

release of radioactive material from the vault to the envi

ronment. The tubes may be finned to increase their heat

transfer ability. The system is passive and does not

require ventilation on a routine basis. A backup low capa

city (low flow rate) ventilation system may be desirable to

take air samples , allow major repairs/modifications to the

heat pipes , provide clean airflow control for nonrout ine
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the TMI-2 site or a remote site depending upon the needs of

the particular situation.

The caisson concepts reviewed include : ( 1 ) caissons with

natural convection cooling, ( 2) caissons with heat pipe

cooling, and (3) caissons with no cooling. In addition,

each of the concepts is reviewed on the basis of aboveground

storage and below ground storage. The caisson, or silo,

concepts of storing spent fuel are all similar in that only

small quantities of packaged reactor fuel are stored in each

caisson and that there are many caissons ,
in contrast to

large vaults containing multiple elements .

6.4.4.1 Natural Circulation Caisson

The caisson concepts with natural convection are shown in

Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11. The aboveground storage con

cept, Figure 6-10, uses a large concrete structure for each

caisson to provide shielding and protection from natural

phenomena. Outside air is allowed to enter at the bottom of

the concrete caisson, and natural convection currents move

the air upward and out openings provided at the top of the

structure. A concrete plug is provided at the top of the

caisson for insertion and removal of spent fuel. Since the

heated air is vented to the outside environment without HEPA

filtration, the spent fuel must be confined within at least

two containment barriers . These barriers would probably
consist of a metal container with a metal overpack.

If the caissons are placed underground, the soil would act

as a radiation shield and missile barrier; therefore, the

need for a massive concrete structure is eliminated.

Figure 6-11 illustrates a possible design utilizing natural

convection cooling for spent fuel stored underground. In

this case , the spent fuel would be placed in double contain

ment and placed into caissons within an engineered berm.

Vents are provided on the top and bottom of the storage
caisson and pass through the soil to the outside environ

ment. No filtration is provided because of the secure

containment of the spent fuel.

6.4.4.2 Heat Pipe Caisson

Caisson storage using heat pipes for cooling, both above and

below ground, are shown in Figures 6-12 and 6-13, respec

tively. The concept of aboveground storage, Figure 6-12, is

very similar to the natural convection aboveground storage
shown in Figure 6-10. The relative size of the concrete

structure and normal operations would be the same for both.

A conceptual design combining natural convection and heat

pipes for cooling stored spent fuel assemblies has been

7.3-184
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fuel that employ caissons, or silos, below ground with no

auxiliary cooling. It was demonstrated that the use of an

engineered berm would alleviate some of the design problems

concerning earthquakes, floods, and heat removal. The

details of such a berm are discussed in Section 6.4. It

would be possible at some locations to fabricate caissons

directly in the ground without a berm. If this were pos

sible, it could eliminate the expense of designing and

building a berm.

The spent fuel will be placed in the caissons in an array

equally spaced. Assuming that the caissons were built on

25-foot centers (conservative spacing) and only one assembly

was placed in each caisson (there are 177 caissons in the

TMI-2 core), it would take only 2.5 acres of land area for

storage. This is an extreme case and obviously far less

land area would be required if a closer spacing were chosen.

Since TMI-2 fuel is relatively "cold," the minimum spacing
would probably be dictated by handling equipment and opera

tions rather than soil heat loading. Space for handling

equipment , access roads , etc . , would perhaps bring the total

to five acres ( see Section 6.4.5.2).

6.4.5 Eng ineered Berm

6.4.5.1 Engineered Berms

The caisson storage concepts discussed in this report may

require an eng ineered berm. This would be decided by a

safety analysis. The cost estimate assumed that the below-

ground concepts would require an engineered berm, while the

aboveground concepts would not. By using an engineered
berm, the entire caisson assembly may be placed in soil

above grade level . The berm is erected from materials

having known permeability and ion exchange propert ies . The

caissons are thus isolated from the natural soil, which

could be acidic. This approach also allows a three-

dimensional dry-well monitoring system to be installed

before the berm materials are set in place. Any leakage
which can be postulated is monitorable while still within

the berm, thus giving several months notice before escaping
the engineered system (Reference 6.17). The use of a berm

also helps in determining that the containment systems will

not be breciChed during a design basis seismic event or a

tornado. It is much easier to calculate the effect of

design basis accidents if the properties of the soil are

known, as in the case of an engineered berm.

An example of an engineered berm is shown in Figure 6-16. A

clay pad is laid at the existing grade level and is covered
with a layer of relatively large aggregate. The purpose of
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the clay and gravel layers is to break the capillary commu

nication between the original soil and the berm. The

aggregate is then covered with another clay layer to provide

additional capillary contrast. The remainder of the berm is

constructed of a homogeneous fill having known ion exchange

properties and a pore structure which is more open and free

draining than the clay pads. In the fill, located above the

clay pads, is laid a horizontal network of monitoring pipes.
The berm material is added and capped with another rela

tively impermeable clay layer. The toe of the berm is open,

in the manner of an earth fill dam, to provide an escape

route for water which may pass through any breach in the

clay cap. A monitorable surface drainage system is provided
for surface run-off from the berm.

In the case of underground caisson storage concepts , holes

are excavated in the berm and corrugated caissons ( or con

crete "si los" ) are set in place. Large aggregate is placed
around the metallic caisson. The purpose of the aggregate
in this case is to: ( 1 ) break the capi llary communication

between the caisson itself and the soil , and (2) insulate

the metal from any acidic soil. The caisson may be equipped
with a dip leg for monitoring purposes which is, in turn,

equipped with a valve and a pressure gauge. An accumulation

of water or change in activity level inside the caisson can

be detected via this route. Beside each caisson is a dry
well which, coupled with the underlying pipe network, yields
a three-d imens ional "fix" on any leaked rad ioac t i v i ty . The

cover blocks are designed to seal the top of the caisson .

Since caisson breathing will be minor and since tornado

criteria (3 psi) is not sufficient to break a properly
designed cover-block seal, there is no reason to provide for

continual airflow. If , however, the need arises, a small

HEPA f i Iter could be mounted on the dip tube and the valve

left open.

6. 4 . 5. 2 Siting Factors

Depending upon the degree of compaction and spacing (one to

three assemblies or more per container) , the caisson storage
concepts might take from 1/2 to 2-1/2 acres of land, and the

vault concepts would require less than 1/2 an acre for the

actual storage urea . The "support" facilities, however,
could require five acres or more (for an independent facil

ity). These support facilities would include utility dis-

tribut ion, storage areas, operating areas, worker's change
rooms , rest rooms , offices , rece iving and shipping facili-

ties , parking are.i , access roads, cleared security areas

ru-ir perimeter fences, etc. The ret ore , the space required
for e i». her vault or caisson storage will probably requ ire a

minimum of 5 to 10 acros for a stand-alono facility. If the

storage of TMI-2 fuel were to be at an existing facility,
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such as a national laboratory, most of the support facili

ties (roads, parking, etc.) would be available, and the land

area required specifically for the TMI-2 dry fuel storage

would be reduced.

The possible decision to store TMI-2 spent fuel on-site (in

a caisson or possibly a spent fuel cask, at or near the TMI

reactors site) depends upon trade-offs of technical feasi

bility, political factors, economics, and comparative risks.

The feasibility of the concepts may be measured by the

ability to store the fuel safely for an extended period of

time, to meet all government laws/regulations/codes , and to

be approved by appropriate authorities. A dry spent fuel

storage faci 1 i ty would require the preparation and approval
of a safety analysis that would confirm the facility's

ability to operate safely even during design basis accidents

(e.g . , tornadoes or earthquakes) . This has to be contrasted

with the political realities associated with such things as

local public acceptance, political pressures, and GPU

company pol icy.

The last general area of concern, economics and schedules,
is postulated below. It is expected that a new facility
would take five to eight years to bring to an operational
mode, unless special consideration was received from the

Federal government. A storage facility built as an exten

sion ot an existing nuclear facility could, perhaps, be

operational in three to five years. If political realities
did not preclude on-site aboveground (TMI) caisson storage
of spent fuel, the actual construction of the caissons could

be \ e r formed tu coi ncide with the cann i ng of the fuel.

Hence , cons iderable schedule time could be saved .

6.4. »> Cost Est imates

Initial irapi tal costs and annual operating costs were es t i-

mated for the dry storage concepts under consideration. All

of the storage concepts were assumed to accommodate

disposition of the entire core. The costs would be less if

more than one TMI-2 tuel assembly were placed into -ach

container or caisson. This is particularly true foi the

caisson concepts. All ot the concepts are based u\ on a *tual

construction taking between 2 to 4 years and being opei ited

lot AO years. It was assumed that the bel<>w ground caisson

cone* pt s would require an engineered berm whi le the atove-

grounl concept s wou Id not .

It is also important to note that the capacity of all the

storage concepts is enough to hand le a single TMI-2 core ,

but not large enough to ohtain cost savings from "economy of
seal".

"

For example , it one were to double the capacity of
the vault concepts, the costs (capital and operating) would
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not double. They would increase by about 30 to 50%. If the

caisson storage capacity were to be doubled, the costs would

also not double, but in this case, they would increase by

perhaps 60 to 80%. It would appear that for a relatively

small capacity storage system, the caisson concepts have an

economic advantage , but for larger capacity storage centers

(say 500 to 1000 assemblies), the vault concepts may be more

economic.

6.4.7 Conclusions

The storage of TMI-2 spent fuel in a dry environment appears

to be feasible. For small quantities of spent fuel (e.g. ,
the core of TMI-2), it is more economic to store the fuel in

caissons rather than in large vaults . The most timely and

least costly approach appears to be storing the TMI-2 fuel

at an existing nuclear facility. For instance , previous
studies (Reference 6 . 24 ) have surveyed existing hot cell

facilities in the United States to determine their ability
to receive, handle , disassemble , and reconstitute full-

length light water reactor spent fuel assemblies . Several

of the hot cells examined would be adaptable to the storage
of TMI-2 fuel.
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7.0 ECONOMIC AND SCHEDULE EVALUATION

7.1 General

Scoping evaluations were performed related to the economic

comparisons of a number of TMI-2 core disposition options.
These evaluations were based on a combination of published
data, detailed cost estimates, and best judgment. Three

specific interim alternatives for disposition , as noted in

Section 6.0, were examined on a parametric basis to obtain

the range of possible costs . Specif ically, the interim

options
-- chemical reprocessing, pool storage, dry

storage
—

were addressed, utilizing a number of possible
scenarios related to off-site shipment date, storage period ,

and the initial availability of a waste repository for

high-level nuclear material. Table 7-1 presents the cost

centers addressed for each specific case . Costs associated

with on-site canning and storage were not addressed. It

must be noted that such factors as inflation , time-val ue of

money, and accountability for 0&M labor were developed in a

simplified manner due to the unique nature of this problem.
These studies should be utilized solely to scope the magni
tude of the extra costs involved with the core disposition.
Circumstances and the accounting procedures used may cause

these values to change considerably, however the general
conclusions derived from these results will still be valid.

7.2 Economic Study Results

7.2.1 Chemical Reprocessing

Three cases were developed , each of which are summar i zed in

Table 7-2. The cases represent the following scenarios :

Case 1 — Mature (Domestic) Reprocessing
--

Reprocessing
starts in 1990 with recovered uranium and

plutonium.

Case 2 -- Mature (Domestic ) Reprocessing
--

Reprocessing
starts in 1990 with no value for plutonium.

Case 3 --

Foreign Reprocessing with equivalent (to United

States) values for recovered uranium and

plutonium.

Cases 1 through 3 assume on-site pool storage prior to

reprocessing. Case 2 (no plutonium recovered) could

describe either a coprocessing option or direct disposal of
the plutonium with the high-level waste. In either event ,
the relative value of recovered plutonium does not greatly
affect the results of these studies. In other words, the
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TABLE 7-1

TMI-2 FUEL DISPOSITION COST CENTERS

1.0 Shipping Costs

1.1 Shipping to Storage Site

1.2 Shipping to Repository

1.2.1 Spent Fuel to Repository
1.2.2 Reprocessing Waste to Repository

2.0 Interim Disposition Costs (Off-Site)

2.1 Chemical Reprocessing

2.1.1 AFR Storage
2.1.2 Reprocessing
2.1.3 Recovered Products (Benefit)

2.2 Pool Storage
2. 3 Dry Storage

2.3.1 Vault

2.3.2 Caisson

3.0 Repository Waste Disposal Cost

3.1 Reprocessing Waste

3.2 Spent Fuel
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TABLE 7-2

REPROCESSING SCENARIOS

ASSUMPTIONS

Initial fuel off-site shipment
- 1983

Reprocessing start date - 1985 - Case 3
- 1990 - Cases 1 and 2

Geological repository open
- 2000

CASE NUMBER: 1 2 3

DESCRIPTION

IDEAL

REPROCESSING NO PU VALUE

FOREIGN

REPROCESSING

1.1 Shipping 1,590,000 1,590.000 6,620,000

2.1.2 Repro

cessing

21,920,000 21,920,00 62,050,000

3.1 Repository

Disposal 7,280,000 7,280,000

3.1.3 Recovered

Product

(Benefit)*

(53,820,000) (49,950,000) (53,820,000)

TOTAL COST (23,030,000) (19,160,000) 14,850,000

DOLLARS/KgU (280.80) (233.65) 181.20

•(Benefit)
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disposition of plutonium does not represent a major economic

variable for TMI-2 fuel.

The reprocessing cases do illustrate that the recovery value

of the uranium for the TMI fuel is large. If there is a

viable, reprocessing option available, the TMI fuel (more so

than full burnup fuel ) would represent a prime economic can

didate for such reprocessing. Reprocessing overseas. While

seeming less attractive than the "idealized" domestic cases,

appears attractive when the cost of storage prior to "throw-

away" of the fuel in a Federal Repository is added . In

summation, reprocessing to recover uranium has the potential
for the greatest economic impact on this study if it is

allowable with this fuel.

7.2.2 Pool Storage

Three different pool storage scenarios (all related to a

throwaway fuel cycle) were examined including on-site pool

storage and early or late opening of the federal repository.
These cases are summarized in Table 7-3. The following
scenarios are presented :

Case 4 —

Only TMI Storage
- TMI-2 on-site storage until

repository opens in 2000 (typical).

Case 5 — Both TMI and AFR Storage
- TMI-2 on-site storage

(8 years average) plus ten years AFR storage
-

Repository opens in year 2000 (typical).

Case 6 —

Long-Term AFR Storage
-

Twenty years of AFR stor

age until repository opens in year 2005 (late).

The costs for these three cases range from $12 to

$31 million. Obviously, the major factors in these cases

are the shipping cost and the duration of off-site AFR

storage.

On-site storage obviously is the least costly alternative,
particularly since th is evaluation does not factor in any
unusual costs for this . This conclusion is probably reason

able so long as there is an operating crew at the TMI site.
If it is necessary to either decommission the plant or move

the fuel off-site, cases 5 and 6 then become more

realistic .

7.2.3 Dry Storage

Three different dry storage scenarios were examined includ
ing vault and caisson storage and the effect of a dedicated
(small capacity) versus a nondedicated (large capacity)
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CASE SUMMARY

CASK

TABLE 7-3

POOL STORAGE SCENARIOS

NO AFR TMI & AFR LONG-TERM AFR

DESCRIPTION STORAGE

2000

STORAGE

1990

STORAGE

Initial Shipment 1985

from TMI

Initial Shipment _____ 2000 2005

From AFR

Repository Opens 2000 2000 2005

1 . 1 Shipment 1,590,000 1,590.000
to AFR

1. 2 Shipment to 5,030,000 4,260,000 4,260.000

Repository

2.2 AFR Storage 10,750,000 18,200,000

3. 2 Repository 7,280,000 7,280,000 7,280,000

Disposal

TOTAL OOST $12,310,000 $23,880,000 $31,330,000

DOLLARS/KgU 148.49 288.06 377.93
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facility. Table 7-4 summarizes the cases studied. The

following scenarios are presented :

Case 7
-- Dedicated Vault Storage

- Vault constructed

strictly for storage of TMI fuel .

Case 8 — Nondedicated Vault Storage
- Hot cell with appli

cability for dry storage of other fuel .

Case 9 — Caisson Storage.

The total costs range from $25 to $45 million. This appears

to be a less attractive option than pool storage. However,

if an AFR or other pool site is not available, this repre

sents a possible contingency or "back-up" option. It may be

desirable to use on-site caisson storage for small quanti
ties of severely damaged fuel.

7.3 Cost Assumptions

This section documents the means utilized to develop the

costs presented in preceding sections in accordance with the

cost centers presented in Table 7-1. "Annualization" of the

f ixed costs associated with capital expenditures for the

TMI-2 recovery is a simplifying technique to permit compari
son. Typically for a commercial or public utility this

would include:

depreciation of equipment
return on capital investment (ROI).

Another unique area is the operation and maintenance (O&M)
costs associated with on-site canning and storage, off-site

storage, etc. Normally, this work force is already in-

place. Hence, the operational labor at a facility is

prorated based on total facility operation costs.

To simplify the problems associated with uncertainty in

annualizing capital and prorating O&M cost, the following
two guidel ines were used:

Specialized Capital
- The installed "cost" is denoted -

the annualized "fixed charges" merely includes a lin

earized depreciation for the duration of the storage
period.

O&M - An estimate of the number of direct man-years

required is presented. An estimate of $50,000 per man-

year including both labor and materials was utilized .

In other questionable areas, there are published estimates
of total charges and also estimates of approximate
annualized costs (e.g., AFR costs). In this situation, both
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TABLE 7-4

DRY STORAGE SCENARIOS

ASSUMPTIONS

Initial TMI-2 Fuel Off-Site Shipment
- Vault
- Caisson

Shipping Distance
- TMI to Storage
-

Storage to Repository

1980

1985

2000 miles

1000 miles

Initial Date of Repository Operation 2000

Case

DESCRIPTION

1.1 Shipment
to Storage

1.2 Shipment to

Repository

2. 3 Dry Storage

3.2 Repository

Disposal

TOTAL COST

DOLLAR i/KgU

DEDICATED

VAULT

3,500,000

1,980,000

32,500.000

7,280,000

$45,260,000

551.95

8

NON-DEDICATED

VAULT

3,500,000

1,980,000

12,500.000

7,280,000

CAISSON

3,500,000

1,980,000

20.900,000

7,280.000

$25,260,000 $33,660,000

308.04 410.49
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values are presented and the published charge used as a

basis .

7.3.1 Shipping Costs

The cost assumptions were delineated in Section 5.5 of thin

report and are as follows:

Distance (Miles) $/KgU

750 19.23

1000 23.94

2000 42.32

3000 60.82

$/Entire Core

$1.59 Million

1.98 Million

3.50 Million

5.03 Million

Overseas Shipment
- 80 $/KgU

7.3.2 Interim Disposition Costs

7.3.2.1 Chemical Reprocessing

The costs estimated with domestic reprocessing as a mature

industry are presented in Reference 7.1.

Domestic Reprocessing

Foreign Reprocessing
(Reference 7.2)

$265/KgU or $21.92 Million

$750/KgU or $62.05 Million

• Recovered Uranium (benefit) $604/KgU or $49.95 Million

Recovered Plutonium (benefit) $ 47/KgU or $3.87 Million

7.3.2.2 Pool Storage

The costs associated with wet storage at an external reactor

(AFR or any other facility not dedicated solely to TMI-2

fuel) are as follows:

AFR Pool Storage

(Reference 7.3)

$130/KgU or $10.75 Million

Independent estimates of temporary costs are $15-20/KgU/year
during the initial years of receiving fuel and $8-12/KgU/
year afterwards; hence, the preceding charge was utilized
for up to 10 years storage. The graduated scale assumed

was :

up to 10 years storage @ $130/KgU or $10.75 million

20 years storage @ $220/KgU or $18.20 million
. 30 years storage @ $300/KgU or $24.81 million.
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. Spent fuel (throw away) disposal-$88/KgU or $7.28 Milli

. Reprocessing Waste (including -$77/KgU or $6.34 Milli

transportation) .
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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the sequence of events which occurred during

the TMI-2 accident as these events relate to fuel and core component

behavior. It also identifies the highly unique, fully typical data which

can be provided by an examination of the TMI core. These data can be used

for advancing analytical method development, licensing criteria, safety,

accident consequence mitigation, and the design, operation, and maintenance

of light water reactors. In addition, the report outlines potential fuel

and core component examinations, depending on the condition of the core,

and presents guidelines for transporting the fuel and the core components

and for selecting examination and disposal facilities. Finally, the report

considers the Task 7.2 recommendations on in-place TMI-2 core damage

examination, and makes recommendations for TMI-2 fuel experiments,

examination, and coordination with other tasks.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the initial meeting of the Technical Working Group, held on

September 11-13, 19/9. 17 specific tasks in seven general areas were

identified. The group agreed that most of the 17 tasks required a

Technical Planning Group to develop a detailed definition of each task and

to clarify its goals and methods of implementation. Among the tasks

requiring detailed definition was one designated as Task 7.4, Fuel

Experiments and Examination. The goal of Planning Group 7.4 was to develop

a program plan for the detailed technical examination of the TMI-2 fuel and

core components. To prepare the plan, members of Planning Group 7.4 met

November 20, 19/ i and February 7-8, 1980; and exchanged much

correspondence. This report is a compilation of the efforts of Planning

Group 7.4, and represents the final program plan for Task 7-4.

The report begins with a summary of the sequence of events which

transpired during the TMI-2 accident. The estimated core condition is

Jiscussed and serves as a basis for examination recommendations which

follow.

Tne next four report sections present rationale and justification for

performing the TMI-2 fuel and core component examinations. These sections

indicate how examination data could be used to make a broad range of

impro^-nents to a number of generic LWR technologies.

One of the technologies to be advanced by TMI-2 is the development and

assessment of computer models used to describe the course and consequences

of sever- damage accidents. The development of such models would improve

risk assessment and accident consequence analysis, and could be used to

evaluate reactor design change recommendations.

TV* TMI-2 experience could also supply critical data in the area ot

future licensing criteria, since it appears that rulemaking hearings may be

neld to evaluate new reactor siting criteria and severe core damage

accident anil/sis requirements.
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Data for accident consequence mitigation is a third area to which the

TMI-2 examination would contribute. The TMI-2 examinations will reveal if

inherent mitigation of severe accidents is possible in existing reactor

designs; if any features of present designs exacerbate accident conditions;

and will provide guidance for the development of inherent accident

mitigators.

The fourth technology to which the TMI-2 examination would contribute

is reactor operation and maintenance. These include such items as improved

indications of reactor status, improved equipment testing procedures,

better decontamination procedures, and development of techniques for

accident recovery.

Another section of the report is devoted to core examination

recommendations. This section presents recommendations for a broad range

of intact assembly and fuel debris examinations, and for examinations of

internal core components and techniques for core hydraulic measurements.

Other sections of the report address support questions such as removal,

packaging, and shipping of core samples; examination facility criteria;

fuel disposal; and coordination with Task 7.2 on core damage assessment.

The last section of the report presents the final recommendations of

Planning Group 7.4. These recommendations will now be considered by the

Technical Working Group and the Joint Coordinating Committee.

Implementation of the tasks approved by these bodies will be at the

direction of DOE.

Applicable post irradiation examination techniques are detailed in

tabular form in Appendix A.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the reconmendations of the Technical Planning

Group tor Fuel Experiments and Examination, Task 7.4. The purpose of this

task has been to develop a plan for the detailed technical examination of

the TMI -2 tuel and core components. The recommended program and its

foundations are discussed herein.

Section 2 sunmarizes the sequence of events during the TMI-2 accident

and indicates the estimated condition of the reactor core. Sections 3

through 6 present objectives and recommended programs to obtain data for

development of analytic methods, future licensing criteria, safety and

accident consequence mitigation, and design, operation, and maintenance of

future light water reactors. Section 7 discusses major considerations in

removal, packaging, and transportation of TMI-2 fuel and core component

samples, and provides recommendations for areas of further planning and

study. Section 8 discusses the core examination that should be performed

to provide the data identified in Sections 3 through 6. Sections 9 and 10

discuss the criteria for selection of TMI-2 examination and archiving

facilities and the guidelines for disposal of the fuel and core component

samples, respectively. Requirements for data from Task 7.2, Core Damage

Assessment and Core Removal, are identified in Section 11. Recommendations

for near- and long-term tasks are presented in Section 12.

Appendix A reviews specific examination techniques that may be

applicable to examination of the TMI-2 core.
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2. ESTIMATED TMI-2 CORE CONDITION

The purpose of this section is to briefly summarize the sequence of

events at TMI-2 as they relate to the behavior of the core materials.

Thus, the stage will be set for the following discussions on why and how

the TMI-2 core should be examined. For core examination planning purposes

only, this summary is based primarily on the Rogovin Report ,
and thus

represents a worst-case core damage scenario. It is recognized that other

evaluations completed to date predict less damage. However the planning

group recommends that the worst case scenario be used to fully identify

potential resource requirements.

2.1 Sequence of Events

The sequence of events described below occurred after the reactor was

shut down. Core damage occurred due to a loss of adequate decay heat

removal capability. The core experienced no damage during the first 100

minutes into the accident. During this time, the core was fully covered by

water, even though the pilot operated relief valve (PORV) remained open,

causing a decrease in pressure and a loss of coolant inventory from the

primary coolant system.

At 73 minutes into the accident, the primary coolant pumps in the B

loop were stopped and at 100 minutes, the A loop pumps were stopped. As a

result of continued loss of coolant through the PORV and the accompanying

loss of primary coolant flow, the core began to uncover. The two-phase

steam and water mixture which remained homogeneous while the primary pumps

were operating now separated, and steam collected in the high regions of

the primary system. The calculated steam-water mixture level in the core

2
during this period is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1 was derived from

calculated heat and mass balances and a variety of data taken from such

instruments as the ex-core source range detectors and in-core self-powered

neutron detectors (SPND) (see Reference 2). Below the mixture level, the

coolant was near or at its saturation temperature and adequate heat

transfer from the fuel rods to the coolant prevented fuel rod damage.

Above the mixture level, relatively inefficient heat transfer occurred, and

fuel rod temperatures increased dramatically.
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Between 102 and 112 minutes, the core was no longer completely covered

by water (see Reference 1, pp. 511,516). Based on core damage estimates

and heat transfer calculations of the boildown of the water, the coolant

mixture dropped to 1.2 + 0.15 m (4 + 1/2 feet) above the bottom of the core

(see Reference 1, p. 511). A steady state coolant mixture level may have

been achieved after about 120 minutes (see Reference 1, p. 511), although

Figure 1 indicates a gradual decrease up to 174 minutes (see Reference 2).

At 130 minutes, the primary system pressure began to rise, and at about

140 minutes, the PORV block valve was closed, stopping the loss of primary

coolant (see Reference 1, p. 512). The primary system pressure continued

to increase and the coolant mixture level in the core began to rise.

During this period of core uncovery, from about 102 to 174 minutes

after reactor shutdown, the fuel rod temperatures rose. Cladding

temperatures reached 1150 to 1650 K (1600 to 2500° F) within 30 to

40 minutes after the core began to uncover, causing all of the fuel rods tc

burst within 50 minutes of uncovering— that is, by about 150 minutes into

the accident. The rate of cladding oxidation and hydrogen generation and

release increased as the fuel rods continued to heat. The Rogovin report

states that between 32 and 39% of the zircaloy in the fueled region, and

between 26 to 31% of the total zircaloy in the core was probably converted

to zirconium dioxide at 174 minutes into the accident. During this period,

temperatures rose to 2500 K and higher, but did not exceed the melting

point of U02 (3100 K). Approximately 50% of the fuel rod cladding was

embrittled by oxidation. The cladding may have formed a eutectic liquid

with the ZrOp and flowed into the fuel-cladding gap of the fuel rods when

it reached temperatures of 2175 K (3455° F). The eutectic then reacted

with the
U02 fuei t0 form a l i q u i d phase of Zr-U-0. Estimates of the

amount of "liquefied fuel" produced varies from a small amount in the uppet

portion of the highest power central fuel assembly to 10% of the fuel in

the upper half of the core. Other core components were also damaged:

...Inconel grid spacers had been melted to at least 4 feet

from the top; ...and the control rod guide tubes and

instrumentation tubes remained in place and intact, although
oxidized to a greater or lesser extent. . .(see Reference 1,

p. 512)
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Instrumentation tubes and control rod guide tubes survived

longer than the neighboring fuel rods because they were not

significant heat sources and because they served as "percolator
tubes" during depressur ization, in which steam bubbles, formed

in the annul i. caused liquid water to percolate above the

average level in the core to reach higher temperature regions
bot.>iv evaporating. The net effect was to produce a much higher
mass flow of steam, as well as velocity of steam flow, through
the infiuli between the guide tubes and the control rods (and in

the double annul i of the instrumentation tubes) than occurred in

the subchannels between neighboring fuel rods. Thus, the guide
tubes, control rods, and instrumentation tubes stayed much

cooler tnan otherwise expected during depressurization and,

consequently, lagged significantly in temperature rise compared
with their surroundings. Their heatup started later, and the

heat absorbed by them was transferred by radiation from

neighboring fuel rods and by conduction-convection interaction

with the steam in the fuel subchannels (see Reference 1, p. 512).

At 174 minutes, with the coolant mixture level at about 1.5 m (5 feet)

above the bottom of the core, one primary coolant pump in the B loop was

turned on for 1^ minutes. This produced a sudden influx of water to the

core from the once-through steam generator B. Since the cladding was

embrittled due to oxidation, the entering water would have produced a

thermal shock to the cladding, causing fragmentation of the Zr0« and

UO^. This would have either formed a debris bed above the axial midplane

of the core or increased the size of one already present. Although

suustantial quenching of the rods occurred, the debris bed itself remained

hot and i n steam.

The next major change in core condition occurred between 222 and

?26 minutes into the accident. The source range monitors showed a sharp

increase in act w ity. the primary system pressure increased even though the

block vaW" was open, and the cold leg temperatures of both steam

generators increased. Temperature estimates from thermocouples and SPN[)s

indicate that temperatures of 800 K (1000° F) were reached at locations

0.25 to 0.75 m (10 to 30 inches) above the bottom of the fuel rods. This

behavior is discussed in the Rogovin report;

From the above evidence, we believe that the debris bed and

shattered '<>n- produced in the prior period were further

consolidated by additional formation of liquefied fuel to form a

crust in the bed, wh u h spread over much of the core. This
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crust effectively sealed the debris bed off from cooling by

steam percolation, and a steam bubble was formed below the

debris bed. This allowed additional oxidation of the fuel rod

stubs by dryout, producing damage to a greater depth in the

core. The debris bed and crust were penetrated by the increasing

steam pressure below, and much of the bed and crust suddenly

slumped to lower levels in the core, part of it dropping or

dripping into the water in the lower part of the core. The

sudden local pressure generation may have forced a radial

displacement of part of the core material into the region
between the core and the downcomer. Also, in some assemblies,

liquefied fuel flowed down the small channels surrounding the

instrumentation tube to reach levels as low as 10 inches from

the bottom of the fuel in the rods, or lower, producing the

activation of levels 1 and 2 SPNDs observed and forming a hot

casing around it below the average water level in the core.

This then would have formed a steam jet through the annul i of

the instrumentation tube to keep the upper part of the tubes

cooled enough to survive until the overall system cooled below

about 2600° F...(see Reference 1, p. 519).

As one result of the additional oxidation, core slumping,
and formation of liquefied fuel, more hydrogen was formed by
reaction between zircaloy and steam. Additional sources of

hydrogen would be oxidation of the stainless steel upper end

fittings on each of the fuel assemblies and oxidation of some of

the UO? to a higher oxidation state... (see Reference 1,

p. 519).

The condition of the core was summarized as follows:

We believe the condition of the core at this time to be

roughly as follows: the debris bed plus crust has been lowered

in the core so that its lower boundary may be as low as 4-1/2 to

5 feet from the bottom of the fuel in the fuel rods, and its

upper boundary may be as low as 3 feet from the top of the fuel

stack in the original fuel rods; its density has been increased

toward 90% of full density; it rests on fuel rod stubs that may

be no more than 5 to 6 feet long; and many assembly sections

contain drips of frozen liquefied fuel reaching as far down as

10 inches from the bottom of the fuel. This would indicate that

at least 50% and perhaps somewhat more of the Zircaloy in the

core has reacted or been embrittled (see Reference 1, p. 519).

Based on available instrumentation, no apparent change in the condition of

the core occurred after the event between 222 and 226 minutes.
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2 • 2 Condition of Core Components

This subsection summarizes the condition of the core components based

on the preceding sequence of events. General damage to the core is

expected to be in the shape of an inverted bell. Embrittled, fragmented

cladding exists near the top periphery of the core and extends downward and

toward the core centerline (a bell-shaped volume). At the center of the

core, the damage may extend down to 4 or 5 feet above the bottom of tne

core.

2.2.1 Fuel Rods (UP, Fuel, Zircaloy-4 Cladding)

All of the rods are expected to have ballooned, ruptured, and released

fission products. Some flow blockage may have occurred. Rods at th<

periphery will be partially intact. Rods toward the center were embrittled

j.ie to oxidation and fragmented during the course of the accident. A

U-Zr-0 eutectic formed and probably resulted in several large areas of

fused core components. Stubs of rods, perhaps 5 to 6 feet long, remain.

The debris bed rests on these and at locations of grid spacers.

2.2.2 Control Rods and Axial Power Shaping Rods (80% Ag-15% In-5% Cd

Absorber, 304 SS Cladding)

Since the melting points of the Ag-In-Cd alloy and the 304SS are about

1075 and 1675 K. respectively, these rods melted over much of the same

volume of the core in which the fuel rods were oxidized. The Ag-In-Cd

alloy probably remained in place since it is an insoluble metal. Bo.h

materials contributed to formation of the debris bed and fusing of portions

of the rubole.

2.2.3 Bur lable Poison Rods (B^C-ALgOg Absorber, Zry-4 Cladding)

The zircaloy cladding oxidized over the same region as the cladding on

the fuel r )(}<>* so these rods are in the same fragmented condition. The

rods are probably in place, but the boron absorber is known to leach out in
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the presence of water in a radiation environment. Gadolinia burnable

poison rods (U02-Gd203) in two test assemblies are also oxidized and

fragmented.

2.2.4 Spacer Grids (Inconel 718)

Since the melting point of Inconel 718 is about 1550 K, the grids

would have melted over most of region of the core in which the fuel rods

were oxidized.

2.2.5 Guide Tubes (Zry-4)

The zircaloy guide tubes oxidized over the same region as the fuel rod

cladding, contributing to the material in the debris bed,

2.2.6 Central Instrument Thimble (Inconel 718 Oversheath)

Since some of the thermocouples and self-powered neutron detectors

were not affected, some of the instrument thimbles are expected to be

partially intact. The Inconel oversheath is probably badly damaged, but

the several layers of materials present in the thimbles may have

contributed to the instrument's survival.

2.3 Core Examination Objectives

The foregoing is a summary of one postulated sequence of events and

represents the expected worst-case condition of the TMI-2 core. It is a

possible scenario, but not the only one. Therefore, two of the key

objectives in examining the TMI-2 core are: (a) to obtain data which will

elucidate the accident scenario, and (b) to evaluate the adequacy of

existing accident analysis and damage prediction tools.

Attaining these objectives may require that maximum temperatures for

some or all core components be estimated from evidence of component

melting, eutectic formation, oxidation, and changes in microstructure,

mechanical properties, or dimensional integrity. Zircaloy cladding should ^
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be examine I for bowing, ballooning deformation, and rupture. The

stoichiometry of the fuel pellets and the debris bed should be determined

to assess U02 oxidation. The radial and axial extent of damage, and the

mechanical, chemical, and thermal -hydraul ic characteristics of rubble beds

should be determined to evaluate the extent of core blockages and areas of

reduced coolability. Fission products retained in the fuel and deposited

on cold surfaces should be measured to evaluate fission product release,

transport, and deposition during the accident.
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3. DATA FOR ANALYTICAL TOOL DEVELOPMENT

AND ASSESSMENT

The TMI-2 accident graphically illustrates the need for development

and assessment of analytic models to describe the course and consequences

of severe damage accidents in light water reactors. The TMI-2 core

represents a wealth of data from which the adequacy of present analytic

techniques can be confirmed, guidance for the need for further development

of analytic methods can be derived, and the need for new models identified.

Additionally, examination of TMI-2 will provide unique data.

Specifically, TMI-2 will provide data on actual commercial nuclear fuel

rods and assemblies in a severely damaged reactor that includes other core

components. Areas of interest in which TMI-2 may provide unique data

include the magnitude and extent of coplanar flow blockage due to rod

ballooning, debris bed formation and coolability, U0? dissolution by

molten zircaloy, and relocation and freezing of the liquid solution.

3.1 Subtask Objectives

The objective of this subtask is to identify the data obtainable from

TMI-2 relevant to core and materials behavior phenomena which may be

applicable to the formulation or confirmation of analytic models for

assessing the course and consequences of accidents in light water

reactors. Such analytic models could be used for improved risk and

consequence analyses and for the design of features to prevent severe

damage accidents.

3.2 Recommended Programs

The data required for the development and assessment of new or

extended models and the data obtainable from TMI-2 are listed in Table 1.

The plan for acquisition of the data is presented in Section 8, Core

Examination.
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Another important effort in this subtask is an evaluation of those

present under-development analytic methods used in light water reactor

accident analysis to confirm that key data needs have been identified and

that plans have been made to satisfy them.

TABLE l. Examples of Required and Obtainable Data for Developing and

Assessing Models for Severe Core Damage

Data Needed Data Obtainable

1. Copl mar flow blockage

UO2 dissolution by molten

zircaloy

Liquid zircaloy relocation

and freezing and slag
form u ion

Debris bed formation and

coolabil ity

High temperature oxidation

kinetics of solid and liquid

zircaloy, and UO?

Rod fragmentation upon

quenrnf ng

1. Radial and axial extent of core

blockages and areas of reduced

coolabil ity

2. Extent of UO? dissolution by
molten zircaloy

3. Radial and axial extent of liquid

zircaloy relocation and freezing,
and slag formation

4. Radial and ax;al extent of

formation and physical, chemical,
and hydraulic characteristics of

debris

5. Extent of oxidation of zircaloy
and UO?

6. Thermal shock fragmentation
of embrittled fuel rods and other

core components during reflood

Peak temperatures in the core 7. Peak core component temperatures

Fission product release,

transport, and deposition

J. Extent and kinetics of inner

surface cladding oxidation

10. Cladding deformation and

rupture

11. High temperature metallurgica
interaction between core

materials, (e.g. . eu tec tics)

8. Fission product retention in fuel

and deposition on core components
and within the primary systm
piping

9. Extent and thicknesses of inner

surface cladding oxidation

10. Bow, ballooning, and rupture of

zircaloy cladding

11. Interactions between core

materials
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TABLE 1. (continued)

Data Needed

12. Molten fuel and cladding
interaction with coolant

and associated energetics

13. Neutron absorber material

behavior during severe core

damage accidents

14. Hydrogen evolution

15. Behavior of molten fuel

Data Obtainable

12. Evidence, if any, of rapid deform

ations and failures of components
from pressure pulses, and the

formation and dispersal of liquid
fuel droplets

13. Extent of damage to absorber

materials and interaction with

other core components

14. Hydrogen evolution can be assessed

by measuring the extent of UO?
and zircaloy oxidation

15. Molten fuel is not expected in

TMI-2, but any evidence of it

will be investigated
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4. DATA FOR FUTURE LICENSING CRITERIA

As a result of NUREG-0660, core degradation and melting beyond the

design basis may be considered in future safety reviews. This could

involve new criteria, new analysis requirements, and new design approaches

for all classes of accidents. Rulemaking hearings for siting criteria and

for severe core damage accident consequence mitigation are planned for 1980

and 1981. The technical bases for the rulemaking may have to be developed

after the fact since the time for conducting the requisite R&D programs

extends beyond 1981. The TMI-2 core examination program will provide a

source of technical data for developing the basis for future licensing

criteria.

4.1 Subtask Objectives

The overall objective of this subtask is to identify those data from

the TMI-2 core examination program upon which future licensing criteria

could be based.

4.2 Recommended Programs

The assessment and development of potential licensing criteria require

information in the areas of the coolabil ity and condition of severely

damaged reactor cores. This information includes:

1. The thermal -hydraulic response of core rubble up to

extended periods of dryout, both in the reactor vessel and

in the reactor cavity

2. The thermal, chemical, mechanical, and structural

interaction of melted fuel with concrete, steel,

refractories, soil, etc.

3. The modeling of fuel behavior above 1480 K (2200° F)

including rubble formation, flow blockage, and the extent

of fuel liquefaction and relocation.
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In addition, this task of assessment and development need not focus

only on expanding the licensing requirements for Class 9 accidents. The

TMI-2 core damage may be far in excess of what has been considered in most

of the present licensing and safety analyses for nuclear plants; yet

despite this damage, the TMI-2 core has remained cool able and the off-site

radiological release for this accident has been at very low levels. Thus,

it is expected that the TMI-2 fuel experiments and examination will provide

detailed data and information that can be the basis for an assessment (and

possibly some relaxation) of current licensing criteria and regulatory

requirements for postulated accidents. Specific areas which might be

addressed include:

1. Greatly improved definition of what constitutes a coolable

geometry

2. Assessment of 10 CFR 50.46 criteria for peak cladding

temperature and maximum local metal reaction

3. Assessment of the 10 CFR 50.46 criterion for total hydrogen

generation

4. Modifications to calculations of the radiological

consequences of an accident.

Because the TMI-2 core remained coolable, it is important to measure

the hydraulics (flow distribution characteristics) of the core. These

measurements in conjunction with the characterization of the damage (e.g.,

rod ballooning, fragmentation, cladding melting and fuel liquefaction, and

slag and rubble formation) will permit an improved definition of what

constitutes a coolable geometry.

Determination via microstructure of cladding peak temperatures and

measurement of the extent of cladding oxidation and fuel rod fragmentation

in the TMI-2 core will allow assessment of the 10 CFR 50.46 criteria for

peak cladding temperature and maximum local metal reaction.
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Initial analysis indicates that the 10 CFR 50.46 hydrogen generation

criterion is conservative with respect to vessel or containment damage, but

may not be with respect to damage to support systems within the

containment. The estimation of hydrogen generation from fuel and cladding

oxidation in the TMI-2 core and the assessment of damage within the

containment could be used to assess the hydrogen criterion.

Measurement of the fission products retained in the fuel, those

deposited on surfaces within the core and within the primary system, and

those dissolved in the primary water will permit improved requirements with

respect to calculations of the radiological consequences of an accident.
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5. DATA FOR SAFETY AND ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCE MITIGATION

As a result of the President's Commission report and other related

studies on the TMI-2 accident, future reactor safety reviews may require

detailed evaluations of plant design features which mitigate the

consequences of beyond design basis accidents. Data from examination of

the TMI-2 core which will be useful for evaluating these design

considerations are identified in this section. These data will provide

information to:

1. Evaluate inherent mitigators which may have acted during

the accident in minimizing core damage or fission product

releases.

2. Gain insights into potential additional mitigators, either

inherent or specifically engineered, which may have

prevented further core damage or releases.

3. Evaluate core component design features which enhance or

degrade core coolabil ity during an accident.

4. Identify material incompatibilities under accident

conditions.

5.1 Subtask Objectives

The overall objective of this subtask is to identify those data from

TMI-2 which can be used to improve reactor safety and reduce the

consequences of an accident. This will include identifying what TMI-2 data

are needed, justifying the data needs, specifying how the data will be

utilized, and specifying when the data should be obtained.

5.2 Recommended Program

The careful disassembly of the TMI-2 core will reveal its final

condition. Various examinations of the core components will provide a

description of the conditions and environment experienced as a result of
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the accident. This information, coupled with the B&W design information,

will provide insight into potential design-rel ated modif ications which will

enhance reactor safety. The program will investigate reactor system* ,

subsystems, and components, and their performance during three stages of

the accident listed below:

1. Up to initiation of severe core damage

2. During the period of severe core damage

3. During the period of radioactivity release from the

containment.

There are presently no mechanistically-based analytic models for

safety evaluation of the complete course of a core melt accident. Bounding

analyses have typically been employed, but these are generally inadequate

for evaluating various detailed core designs or design-related accident

consequence mitigators. Therefore, the proposed program includes some data

requirements for the reactor vessel internals, in addition to the core

design itself, which will be used to more thoroughly identify those design

features which tend to mitigate or aggravate the severity of core damage or

core melt.

Specific core and internal components data needs are listed in

Table 2. "his table also indicates why the data are needed and how they

will be used. These data will generally be obtained during core removal

after the vessel head has been removed. However, some data can be obtained

now and periodically up to the time of head removal; these are also

indicated in Table 2.

The physical, mechanical, and metallurgical properties and

characteristics of the core and components listed are needed to evaluate

the overall integrity of the components and design features. Some of the

existing design features in TMI-2 will be evaluated to determine their

effect on the course and consequences of the accident and whether they

acted to mitigate or aggravate the event. These features specifically

include the following:
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TABLE 2. Data Needs for Safety and Accident Mitigation

i

no

oo

Data Source and Type

Physical, mechanical metallurgical

properties of

- Core

- Cladding
- Fuel pellets
- Fuel end fittings
- Spacer grids
- Control rods

- Guide tubes

- Core support structures
- Weld material
- Pressure vessel (include

seals, gaskets, "0" rings,

studs)
- Flapper valve

- Bypass flow geometry

Chemical analysis of fission

products

Debris collected near grid spacers

and end fittings

Phenomena or Feature Evaluated

Effects on coolant blockage

Integrity of components and

designs

Accessibility and removability of

components

Materials interactions

Interaction potential of Zr,

Inconel, SS, and other materials

Retention in fuel/cladding

Retention in containment

Retention in control materials

(e.g., formation of Agl)

Potential for coolant blockage

A k

When/Where

In situ and removal

In situ and during removal, hot

cell

In situ and during removal

Hot cell

Hot cell

Hot cell

Hot cell

Hot cell

In situ and during removal



TABLE 2. (continued)

Data Source and Type Phenomena or Feature Evaluated When/Where

Debris bed Geometry, coolabil i ty/f low paths In situ and during removal , hot

cell

Control rod system System operability of component Now, and during removal, hot

degradation cell

- Components
- Electrical (wires, etc.)
- Hydraulic systems
- Mechanical systems



1. Core support and upper plenum structure

2. Bypass flow configuration

3. Fuel assembly spacer grids

4. Core formers

5. Material incompatibilities and eutectic formations at high

temperatures.

From the examinations, it will be possible to provide more detailed

evaluations of future reactor safety improvements and design features.
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6. DATA FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Examination of the TMI-2 core will provide information that can be

used to evaluate the operation and maintenance of light water reactor power

plants and potential revisions to operation and maintenance procedures.

6.1 Subtask Objective

The objective of this subtask is to gather data from the examination

of the TMI-2 core components which would be applicable to the operation and

maintenance of light water reactor power plants.

6.2 Recommended Program

The programs to improve reactor operation and maintenance should begin

with a review of operation and maintenance procedures prior to and

following the accident. Reconmendations could then be formulated which

rfould lead to the collection of operation and maintenance related data

during the course of the fuel and core component examinations. Examples of

tne types of improvements to reactor operation and maintenance during both

normal and accident situations include:

1. Improved safety instrumentation including ability to

survive accidents.

2. Techniques for removal and replacement of damaged core

components.

3. Techniques for assessment of core component structural

integrity.

4. Techniques for debris removal with minimum reactor

contamination.

5. Improved techniques for core component decontamination.
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Improved training of maintenance personnel.

Modifications to control rooms.

Improved techniques for minimizing radiation expos

during fuel handling operations.
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/. REMOVAL, PACKAGING, AND TRANSPORTATION OF

TMI-2 FUEL AND CORE COMPONENT SAMPLES

The treatment of TMI-2 fuel and core component samples from the time

of their removal to their arrival at an examination facility must be

carefully controlled to prevent sample damage or alteration. The purpose

of this section is to address the major aspects of this problem and to make

recommendations tor areas of further planning and study. The subtasks of

selecting, handling, and shipping of TMI-2 samples for scientific

examination will have a broad range of generic applicability to

uWR technology. This section relies heavily on the Allied-General Nuclear

Services study of the TMI-2 core disposition.

7.1 Subtask Objectives

The objectives of this subtask are to develop a representative TMI-2

core sampling plan and to develop fuel debris handling, packaging, and

transportation techniques which preserve TMI-2 scientific data and have

generic applicability to LWR accident recovery technology.

7.2 Recommended Program

This section is divided into discussions of sample removal, packaging,

and transportation.

7.2.1 Removal

For pluming purposes it should be assumed that the TMI-2 core

contains both relatively intact fuel elements as well as fuel debris in a

variety of configurations. Removal of these samples must be preceded by

the establishment of a core sampling plan. This plan will attempt to

■ucur. that the specimens selected for analysis are representative of the

entire spectrum of core damage. Formulation of a detailed plan must await

the results of tne early core damage assessment activities; however, the

general features of tn<- sampling plan are clear. The plan must consider

the full ring** of core damage from integral fuel assemblies (undamaged,
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distorted, failed) to debris (large, small, fused, loose). The damage must

be sampled as a function of radial position and height within the core.

Any small loose debris, present in the vessel plenum structure or below the

lower core grid plate, must be sampled to determine the extent of debris

migration. If it can be shown that the damage is radially symmetrical,

then a smaller sampling plan from a certain core segment may be

acceptable. In addition, all of the in-core structures must be sampled and

analyzed. These include the plenum assembly, core barrel, control rod

guide tubes, core support shield, vessel thermal shield, flow distributor,

and the instrument guide tubes. The extent of sampling of these structures

will be highly dependent on their apparent damage.

The actual removal of the bulk of the core is not expected to be

significantly different from the removal of the examination specimens.

Very general guidelines for this process are discussed in Reference 4.

Because of core distortion, it is likely that the main and auxiliary fuel

handling bridges will require modification. Special grapples and tongs

will be required because of the reduced structural integrity of the fuel

assemblies. Underwater cutting capabilities will be required because of

the likelihood of fused debris. Tooling will be developed for core debris

and examination sample removal. Special removal procedures may be

necessary, including such things as the addition of a load cell to lifting

equipment to measure extraction forces, or specifying very small

acceleration values to prevent relocation of very loose debris. An

underwater vacuuming system to collect fine debris will also be required.

7.2.2 Packaging

A variety of buckets, containers, and shipping cans will be required

for examination samples. Conceptual designs have been developed for such

devices which are also required for general core removal (see

Reference 4). Once early core damage assessment has been performed, a

better idea of the size range of the examination specimens will be

available. Fabrication of the shipping containers should then begin. The

design of the containers should follow, as closely as possible, the designs

selected by GPU for bulk core removal.
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The integrity of the examination samples during handling and shipping

is very important to the success of the examination. Therefore, it is

recommended that a tech i que be developed to encapsulate highly embrittled

fuel examination samples for shipping. The encapsulation technique would

be used on critical samples which, if damaged, could compromise the value

of their subsequent study and analysis. Ideally, the encapsulation

material would be applied in si tu prior to removal of the sample from the

core; the material would not degrade in the radiation and thermal

environment, and would be removable so that hydraulic flow tests could be

conducted on some debris samples. Some organics (such as resins, waxes,

gels, and silicone formulations) or low melting metal alloys may meet some

or all of these requirements. It is recommended that early encapsulation

studies be initiated, and that candidate materials be screened by

laooratory experiments, so that an encapsulation technology will be

available prior to the start of core removal.

7.2.3 T r anspqr t at ion

During removal of a damaged core, the use of large spent fuel casks to

reduce the number and cost of shipments should be emphasized. Many of the

debris samples selected for examination will, however, be fairly small.

Therefore, a study must be initiated to identify suitable radioactive

material shipping casks for transportation of these smaller debris samples.

A transportation option which should be evaluated is that in which

none of the examination samples would be shipped until all (or most) had

been remo/ed from the core, packaged, and stored at an interim TMI location

in one of the spent fuel pools. Then, a large cask would be used to

transport all of the samples to a central remote handling facility in a

single (or very few) shipment(s). At the central facility, the samples

could be photographed, catalogued, decontaminated, and repackaged for

shipment to analytical laboratories. The central facility could house a

TMI jrehive facility where samples remained in controlled storage while

specific examination plans were formulated. This procedure could also

reduce the number of shipments originating from TMI, and thereby reduce the

impact on the overall TMI-2 recovery etfort.
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8. CORE EXAMINATION

The TMI-2 core postirradiation examinations will be extremely

important due to the nature of the accident and the intense amount of

public and scientific interest that it generated. Questions relating to

core behavior during the course of the accident extend beyond previous fuel

behavior studies or analysis of design basis accidents. The information

obtained from these examinations will be vital to understanding what

actually happened, and determining the risk of other accidents which might

occur. Many of the analytical techniques that will be required to evaluate

both fuel and core components will involve advanced methods that depend

heavily upon the expertise and knowledge of the analyst. State-of-the-art

postirradiation examination techniques will be used to supplement the

special analytical methods and to provide a complete and thorough

evaluation.

8.1 Subtask Objectives

The basic objective of the examinations is to provide the data

identified in Sections 3 through 6. These data will be obtained by

performing those examinations and analyses required to determine the core

thermal history and the chemical, ceramographic, metallurgical, and

physical changes that occurred in the fuel and core components during the

course of the accident.

8.2 Recommended Program

This section is divided into three subsections. Subsection 8.2.1

discusses the examination of the fuel assemblies, including structural

components and control elements. Subsection 8.2.2 discusses the

examination of other core components such as instrumentation, experimental

assemblies, and reactor vessel internals. Hydraulic tests to characterize

coolant channeling and flow blockages are discussed in Subsection 8.2.3.

In addition, Appendix A contains a summary of the analytical techniques

available for obtaining specific types of data. Appendix A can be used to

determine what specific analyses could be used to perform the recommended

examinations.
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8.2.1 Fuel Assembly Examination

The design of the TMI-2 fuel assembly is shown in Figure 2. Its

overall fuel rod length is 12.75 ft. In addition to extensive fuel

assembly debris, it is likely that part-length and perhaps even some

full-length fuel assemblies will be present in the TMI-2 core. The fuel

rods of the part-length assembly provide one of the most important data

sources. The deformation and integrity of the cladding is important for

coolabil ity assessment. The mechanical properties and damage structures

are needed to evaluate fuel rod performance during the incident. The

oxidation (both inner and outer surface) should be measured to assess the

temperature history as well as to provide data on hydrogen generation. The

presence of eutectic reactions (with grids or other components) should be

ascertained. Cladding microstructures should be evaluated to determine the

axial temperature profiles. The inspection of the part-length fuel

assemblies should also include fuel assembly geometry measurements, e.g.,

bow, twist, water channel spacing, flow blockage determinations. These

examinations will determine if there was an axial or radial pattern to the

damage.

Relatively intact full-length fuel assemblies are most likely located

near the core periphery. As with the part-length assembly, the fuel

assemble configuration (e.g., bow, twist, water channel spacing,

deformation) and resultant coolabil ity should be determined. The upper enj

fitting configuration, and the hold-down spring relaxation properties are

needed before fuel disassembly to provide temperature data. After

disassembly, metallurgical examinations of the upper end fittings and

hold-down springs are needed for oxide and secondary phase measurements.

The grids should be inspected to determine any axial gradient in the

microstructure, possible eutectic formation with the fuel rods, and extent

of oxidation. The fuel rod characterizations should include dimensional

and mechanical integrity tests.

Cladding mechanical properties and metallurgical analysis should yielJ

data on axial temperature gradients, oxidation, and hydrogen absorption.

Fuel analysis for retained fission products, structure (UO- or U^0Q),
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extent .if oxidation, swelling, and melting should be performed. Gamma scans

and fuel .*od neutron radiographs should indicate fuel relocatinn within the

rods.

Metallurgical and mechanical tests of the upper and lower fuel rod

springs should give data on the temperature conditions at the ends of the

rods. Mechanical and metallurgical inspections of the control rod guide

tubes are necessary since the guide tubes are the structural members of a

fuel assembly and provide paths for control rod insertion. Metallurgical

examinations of the lower end fittings should yield temperature data on the

part of the core that did not become uncovered during the accident. Since

the upper and lower fittings are of the same material, variations ir

performance based on environmental differences should be evident.

The control elements, consisting of the control rods, the axial power

shaping rods (APSR), and the burnable poison rods, must be thoroughly

examined. The short axial power shaping rods are a silver- indium-cadmium

alloy clad in 304 stainless steel attached to a CF3M (a cast stainless

steel) spider (as shown in Figure 3). These rods were parked in an

operating mode in the lower four feet of the core; therefore, metallurgical

and mechanical analysis of the ASPRs can provide indications of the

condition in the region above the core. The control rods (also

silver-injium-cadmium alloy clad in 304 stainless) were inserted into the

core at the time of reactor scram. Rod deformations in the poison area,

(i.e., creep-collapse) may provide time- temperature information when

coupled wth the metallurgical data. Eddy current integrity checks may

provide specific failure locations for further analysis. The

silver- indium-cadmium poison in the rods has a low melting point

( 1075 K). Examination of the poison zones should provide insight into

shutdown responses during accident conditions. By examining meltinu or

remelting profiles, information about the time-temperature history may be

obtained. Metallurgical determinations of poison-cladding compatibility,

secondary phase segregation, etc., should also be conducted. If there was

a large cladding breach, erosion patterns in the poison may give

information about flow patterns in the core during the the accident.
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The burnable poison rods (Figure 4) are pelletized alumina-boron

carbide (AlJk-B-C) clad with zircaloy-4, the same cladding material

as the fuel rods. The rod geometry (ballooning or creepdown), integrity,

and types of defects, can be compared to the fuel rods. Excessive swelling

resulting from poison volume changes upon reaction with the coolant may

n^\'c occurred. Metallurgical determinations (for oxides and secondary

phases) can yield information about the thermal history. The burnable

poison rod assembly spiders are made of CF3M and 17-4 PH (a stainless

steel). They should be thoroughly examined and compared to other examples

of the same materials in the core. Examination of the Al-O^-B-C
pellets could yield data about system mechanical and thermal shocks. Since

the pellets are normally very strong, if the pellets are not intact,

transient severity estimates can be made, and the stresses and the

corresponding temperatures can be approximated.

The burnable poison rod assembly retainers are other components which

>ho,ld be examined. The retainers are manufactured from 304 stainless

steel and Inconel X-750 material. Metallurgical and hardness examinations

should provide temperature history information of the top of the fuel

assembly.

8.2.2 Examination of Other Core Components

Fifty-two fuel assemblies in TMI-2 are instrumented with in-core

deteciurs consisting of a string of self-powered neutron detectors and a

thermoe uuple, as shown in Figure 5. If intact, this instrumentation can te

removed prior to core access. Damaged instruments can be retrieved durinc

core removal. Metallurgical investigations of instruments may provide tine

temperature histories. Selected instruments should be recalibrated to helo

understand some of the anomalies in the online measurements made during tie

course of the accident. Detailed planning for examination of the it -core

instrumentation is being addressed by Planning Group 1.0, Instrumentation

and Electrical Equipment Survivability.

The condition of the control rod drive mechanism lead screws shown in

Figure 6 will reflect the temperature, reached in the upper part of the
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core. Analysis of oxide layers, metallurgical structure, hardness, and

melting will provide a good preliminary estimate of the temper ltur*1

conditions across the upper core.

The pressure vessel surveillance capsule shown in Figures 7a ard 7b

can provide an estimate of the environment in the reactor vessel. There

are six such capsules in TMI-2. The capsules contain vessel samples,

welding samples, dosimetry, and alloy temperature monitor specimens. An

examination of one of these capsules could provide boundary temperature

estimates. The initial specimen inspection should include mechanical

testing and metal lurgical determinations. Also, the specimen holder should

be inspected for oxidation and microstructural changes. Since the frimary

value of the surveillance capsule specimens will be to aid the pressure

vessel requal if ication, it is important that these examination

recommendations be integrated into the requal if ication program.

TMI-2 contained several experimental assemblies. These include

GdpO^-UOp fuel rods and some borated graphite burnable poison rods.

Detailed inspection of the gadolinia rods should provide data on the effect

of Gdp03 on UOp fuel during accident conditions. Melting, gas

release or gas retention, phase changes, and microstructure changes can be

measured as a function of axial position to assess behavior over a range of

conditions. Investigation of the borated graphite behavior should provide

an estimate of the upper limit of the core temperatures. The borated

graphite is very stable at high temperatures; thus, the major changes would

be caused by water corrosion. Possible graphite-cladding reactions may be

present and may help provide temperature history data.

8.2.3 Core Hydraul ic Tests

The loss of ability to cool the TMI-2 core during and after the

accident due to flow restrictions, flow blockages, and degradation of heat

transfer was a major concern. The fact that the core remained coolable

despite apparent major damage means that hydraulic tests on portions of the

core will greatly improve understanding of reactor accident heat removal.

Full- and partial-length bundles, representative of moderately and severely
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damaged fuel, should be selected for flow testing and subsequent

sectioning. The bundles should retain the control rods and in-core

instrumentation so their influence will be present in the tests as it was

in the accident. The number of bundles and their location in the core

should be selected to provide sufficient information to permit mapping the

core deformation and regions of severe and moderate flow restriction. Dati

collected in these flow tests will consist of axial and radial pressure

loss and velocity profiles as a function of flow rates. The velocity

profiles are extremely important for analysis of flow redistribution withi i

the test arrays. The test fluid may be suitable liquids, gases, or

two-phase mixtures.

Identical flow tests must be performed on undamaged reference bundles

assembled from unirradiated materials. These reference flow tests must be

performed in the same test equipment that will be used later in the TMI-2

bundle tests in order to check out the test facility and eliminate as many

extraneous effects as possible.

After the TMI bundles have been flow tested, they should be cast in a

suitable potting material and sectioned transversely for determining

deformation and coolant channel flow area reduction as a function of axial

position. Deformation and loss of flow area can be determined from

enlarged photographs of the sections. The sections should be made at

sufficiently close intervals to permit construction of accurate deformation

profiles of the individual rods and of the bundle as a whole. These data

will aid the analysis of the flow data and the verification of deformation

models.

The heat generation and removal characteristics of massive sections of

solidified fuel and fuel rubble can also be studied by flow tests. These

data will provide estimates of maximum temperatures reached in certain

regions of the TMI-2 core, may give evidence on whether or not the maximum

temperatures occurred before or after the fuel bundles fragmented, and will

provide important data for modeling coolable geometries of severely damaged

cores. To obtain the necessary data, massive sections of debris

representative of known regions of the core should be placed into large
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flow housings. Flow tests should be conducted using suitable liquids,

gases, or two-phase mixtures. Hot test fluids, in combination with

suitably located thermocouples, will provide data on effective thermal

parameters, temperature distributions, etc.

After the flow test, the conglomerates must be characterized for

properties such as volume fraction of the constituents, porosity, density,

heat capacity, thermal conductivity, etc. These data will be needed for

analysis of the flow tests, will provide input for estimating heat

generation, cooling, and temperature levels during the accident, and will

become important for constructing predictive models for severely damaged

cores .
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9. CRITERIA FOR TMI-2 EXAMINATION FACILITIES

This section presents recommendations for general criteria for

facilities and organizations responsible for examination, analysis, and

temporary storage of fuel materials and samples taken as part of the TMI-2

Information and Examination Program. The development of these general

criteria will enable early identification of potentially acceptable

facilities and organizations and allow for accurate cost estimating and

planning for all of the tasks necessary to ensure removal of materials from

TMI-2, shipping to examination locations, relocation to archival storage

facilities, and ultimate disposal. More specific requirements will have to

be prepared for each examination, analysis, and storage task.

The following subsections discuss general and specific examination

facility criteria. Potential United States examination facilities are

1 isted.

9,1 Subtask Objectives

There is broad interest in participating in TMI-2 core examinations by

domestic remote handling facilities. The objectives of this subtask are to

develop examination facility criteria, identify unique examination

capabilities, and encourage broad participation in the postirradiation

examination of TMI-2.

9.2 Recommended Program

9.2.1 General Criteria

9.2.1.1 Applicable Experience. The facility processing contaminated

components and samples should have experience in related tasks. Desirable

experience includes:

1. Hot cell operations, material archiving, and retrieval

systems with thorough material records
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2. Irradiated and contaminated materials receiving, handling,

decontamination, and storage

3. Postirradiation examination (PIE) data interpretation and

analysis

4. Equipment, component, and materials requal if ication or

certification

5. Use of accurate equipment for radioactive materials analysis

6. Nondestructive and destructive examination of radioactive

material

7. Familiarity and experience with documentation and QA

requirements for government radioactive material licenses

8. Coordination of work with other related facilities.

9.2.1,2 Qual ity Assurance. The examination, processing, or storage

participant will be required to have an organizational and facility QA plan

including, but not limited to, the following:

1. Inspection and documentation of material as received

2. Traceability records for work performed

3. Handling and storage procedures and criteria to prevent

degradation of materials prior to analysis

4. Calibration and/or statistical records for processes or

equipment used in analysis

5. Organizational QA independence.
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9.2.1.3 Safety and Security. The performing organization shall have a

safety program that ensures operations are conducted in a manner that

protects the health and safety of employees and the general public and that

minimizes danger from all hazards to life and property. The safety program

shall comply with applicable federal, state, and local health, safety, and

fire protection regulations and requirements. In particular, the safety

program shall conform to applicable DOE (DOE Order 5483.1) and OSHA (29 CFR

1910 and 29 CFR 1926) safety regulations.

The facility in which work is performed shall have appropriate

approved safety assessments under which authorization to perform the work

is defined.

The performing organization shall have a security program which in

combination with administrative controls and facility features, ensures

that materials are secure from theft, loss, or sabotage. If handling of

special nuclear materials is involved, the program shall conform to the

provisions of the DOE Order 5632 Series, as applicable.

9.2.1.4 Licensing Requirements. Any organization that receives,

possesses, uses, or transfers radioactive material shall be licensed in

accordance with the applicable regulations in Title 10, Parts 20, 30

through 35, 40, 50, or 70 of the Code of Federal Regulations (Private

Facilities) or be operated under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, and the Department of Energy

Organization Act of 1977 (Government Facilities).

9.2.1.5 Documentation and Configuration Control. The performing

organization shall have a documentation and configuration control system

which ensures the latest approved procedures and processes are used in

handling or examination of materials or samples. Details, procedures, and

special processes for accomplishing examinations shall be prepared,

approved as required, and utilized in performing work tasks. The

configuration control system shall ensure positive identification of

materials and their location, and pertinent data, such as special handling

requirements and fissile material content.
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*•'•!•<> Performance Management System. The performing organization shall

use the TMI-2 standard reporting system presently being developed by the

Technical Integration Office. The reporting system must include schedule

and cost analysis reports. The performing organization should have a

proven record of maintaining established schedule and cost agreements. All

schedule and cost estimates shall be required in sufficient detail to allow

proper evaluation.

9.2.L7 Institutional . The performing organization and facility location

shall satisfy a nunber of institutional guidelines. The following is a

partial list of items to be considered:

I. Compliance with EEO, minority business, and other federal

and state requirements

2. Disclosure of any current or pending litigations

3. Community acceptability

•J. Public affairs and image

5. Possession of required state, regional, local, and federal

permits.

9.2.2 Specific Criteria

9.2.2.1 Facility Requirements. Facilities are required for processing

TMI-2 fuel components and samples that will enable the nuclear community

and general public to gain the maximum information possible from the events

that occurred. The processing of components will require facilities to

perform the following services:

I. Receiving of high level radioactive material packaged in

standard licensed shipping casks and containers
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2. Removal of material from casks for general inspection

including dimensional, photography, radiography, weight,

visual
,
etc.

3. Disassembly and assembly of fuel and core components and

samples in controlled environments

4. Decontamination of shipping containers

5. Ensuring interim storage in a controlled environment for

fuel and core components material prior to disposition

6. Packaging and shipping of fuel and core components material

for further analysis or disposal.

Specific equipment which may be required includes:

1. Ventilation equipment adequate to meet federal radiological

standards for the following:

a. Stack gas monitors (particulate and gas)

b. Air monitoring in facility containment (particulate

and gas)

2. Fuel handling equipment (strong backs, pallets,

manipulators, etc.) compatible with requirements (e.g.,

acceleration, deceleration, velocity, handling forces) for

disassembling and handling highly damaged, brittle fuel

assemblies, and capable of disassembling fuel bundles with

brittle, ballooned, previously molten, or fractured fuel

rods

3. Biological shielding adequate to meet federal guidelines

for exposure to radioactive components and samples
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4. Chemical and mechanical decontami nation equipment to meet

federal contamination control guidelines for handling and

shipping classifications

5. Equipment to provide remote handling, disassembly,

receiving, inspection, and analysis (e.g.. manipulators,

turntables, fixtures, etc.) of radioactive hardware within

allowable personnel exposure guidelines without damage or

degradation to the fuel component or sample under

investigation

6. Receiving facilities, including cranes and manipulators for

unloading components and samples from shipping containers

and casks

7. Examination/analysis equipment necessary to perform state-

of-the-art nondestructive and destructive examination of

fuel and other radioactive material

8. Personnel with capabilities for interpreting and analyzing

(e.g., recognized technical expertise in PIE, metallurgy,

chemistry, materials science, etc.)

9. Facilities for obtaining, interpreting, and storing

photographs, radiographs, microfilm, etc., of fuel,

components, and samples as required

10. A readily accessible facility location that can be easily

entered by licensed commercial carriers.

9.2.2.2 Examination, Analysis and Testing. The facilities and

organizations responsible for performing specific examinations, analyses,

and testing of fuel materials and samples from TMI-2 should have the

capabilities for performing state-of-the-art nondestructive and destructive

examinations. In order to minimize health hazards, the potential for loss

or damage, and redu^ program cost, it is desirable that the facilities
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identified for the examinations have sufficient in-house analysis

capability to minimize the need for sample relocation for examinations.

Further, it is desirable that the facility have the capability for

temporary archive storage of the fuel materials and samples.

9.2.2.3 Disposal or Retention. Following examination and processing, all

material will be identified for disposal or retention. Items will be

packaged in accordance with DOT standards for shipment, if required.

Packaging will ensure contamination-free handling during disposal or for

the retention time identified. All storage will be in a protected

environment to ensure contamination-free retrievabil ity and all disposal

will be made in an officially designated disposal area in conformance with

requirements at that facility. Shielding requirements for radiation levels

at package surfaces will conform to established regulations.

9.2.2.4 Decontamination. Shipping casks will undergo initial

decontamination at the TMI-2 site to the level required for transportation

to the examination facility. Cask decontamination at the examination

facility may require a deionized water flush, a detergent flush, or steam

cleaning. Sample material decontamination may require all of the above

plus chemical treatment. The examination facility is responsible for

handling and disposal of the decontamination solutions.

9.2.2.5 Segregation. Selected TMI-2 samples may require segregated

storage to prevent physical damage or cross-contamination with other

samples. Damaged fuel will require secondary, water and gas tight

encapsulation tubes. Some small solid samples (cladding, etc.) may require

dry storage.

9.2.3 Potential TMI-2 Examination Facilities

Table 3 contains a listing of potential domestic facilities for

examination of TMI-2 fuel and core components. The list was formulated by

contacting the members of Planning Group 7.4 and, in some cases, the

laboratories directly. The list is believed to be complete; however,

additions to the list are welcome. Determination of whether these
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facilities meet all of the general and specific criteria outlined above has

not yet been made, but the nature of their ongoing work indicates that they

are qualified to participate In the TMI-2 fuel and core component

examinations. It is reconroended that the Technical Integration Office

continue to develop specific examination criteria and match these with

established administrative and technical capabilities of these

laboratories. This will permit competitive bidding except in those cases

where a laboratory has unique capabilites.

TABLE 3. Potential Domestic Facilities for TMI-2 Fuel and Core Component
Examinations

Industrial Laboratories Government Laboratories

Babcock and Wilcox Company

Battelle Colunbus Laboratories

Combustion Engineering, Inc.

Exxon Nuclear Company

General Atomic Company

General Electric Nuclear Center

Rockwel 1 International

Argonne National Laboratory-East

Argonne National Laboratory-West

Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Sandia National Laboratories

a. In addition to the facilities listed, several universities with

remote-handling facilities may be qualified to participate in the TMI-2

examinations.
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10. FUEL DISPOSAL

Advance consideration must be given to the disposition of the TMI-2

fuel and core component samples once their examinations have been complete:!

Interim and ultimate disposition of the TMI-2 core has been considered (see

Reference 4). This study, which considered chemical reprocessing, pool

storage, and dry storage, concluded that definitive recommendations are

presently impossible because of political, institutional, and economic

uncertainties. However, a likely disposition sequence would almost

certainly begin with a period of temporary pool storage at TMI or

elsewhere. Dry storage in special caissons or in existing vaults (such as

those located at government hot cell facilities) was found to have some

economic benefits because of the extremely low TMI-2 core decay heat.

Chemical reprocessing with disposal of high-level waste was recognized as

the best technical solution, but one which would probably not be available

until the mid- to late-1990s.

10.1 Subtask Objectives

The objectives of this subtask are to recommend general guidelines for

the disposal of fuel examined under the TMI-2 Information and Examination

Program, and to ensure that disposal options are in-place and adequately

funded when the TMI-2 fuel examination begins.

10.2 Recommended Programs

Since the fuel selected for examination will be only a small fraction

of the core, Planning Group 7.4 does not recommend pursuing disposal

options independent of those being developed by the utility. We suggest

that the facilities selected to perform the technical examinations be

responsible for storing the fuel for a short interim period of < 1 year,

while the examination results are reviewed and analyzed. Thereafter the

fuel samples should be properly contained and shipped to the facility

holding the largest part of the core, and from that point on be handled by

the utility or its agent as part of the general TMI-2 core debris.
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Specifically we recommend:

1. Monitoring of TMI-2 core disposition plans and prepare a

program to integrate the disposal of fuel examination

samples into these plans.

2. Storage of the fuel for an interim period followed by

shipment to the designated TMI-2 core disposition site.

3. Ensuring that fuel and core component specimens prepared

for examination can be disposed of when the ceramograph or

metallographic examinations are completed,

4. Providing for archival storage of specimens for future

examination and experiments as identified by advances in

technology.
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11. REQUIREMENTS FOR DATA FROM TASK 7.2, CORE DAMAGE

ASSESSMENT AND CORE REMOVAL

The principal objective of Planning Group 7.2 is to determine the

examinations needed to establish the undisturbed condition of the core

prior to its removal. It is imperative that the results of the

examinations be used at the earliest possible time to further refine the

planning presented in this report since, as stated earlier, the Task 7.4

planning is based solely on analytic estimates of the extent of core damage.

11.1 Subtask Objective

The objective of this subtask is to coordinate, to the maximum extent

possible, the core damage assessment and fuel examination planning.

11.2 Recommended Program

It is particularly important to Task 7.4 planning that information on

the following items be obtained at the earliest possible time:

1. Radial and axial extent of fuel assembly damage

2. Presence and extent of a rubble bed

3. Symmetry of damage

4. Apparent structural integrity of core components

5. Extent of damage to control rods

Information of this type is needed to finalize plans for the selection

of samples for archiving and for detailed examinations. It is recommended

that a very close liaison between the groups responsible for implementation

of the Task 7.2 and 7.4 plans be maintained so that final Task 7.4 planning

reflects the best assessment of actual core damage.
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12. RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommendations of Planning Group 7.4 are listed below.

1. The fuel and core component examination plan will be highly

dependent on the results from the Task 7.2 (core damage

assessment) activities. Accordingly, a technical

evaluation group should be maintained to revise the plan

presented herein as the Task 7.2 activity progresses.

2. It is evident that the data obtained from implementation of

the Task 7.2 and 7-4 plans may differ in value and may be

applied in a different fashion for each of the areas

described in Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 of this report. Thus,

it is recoomended that a small number of experts from each

of these areas be retained to evaluate and catalog the data

for application in their areas of interest and expertise

and to provide an overview of examination procedures.

3. Further develop specific criteria for the detailed

exami nation of selected TMI-2 fuel and core components.

These should include the following:

a. Intact fuel assemblies

b. Debris of various anticipated forms

c. Pressure vessel surveillance capsules

d. Exper imental assembl ies

e. Debris flow tests.

4. Assess candidate examination laboratories against the

criteria presented in Section 9 and identify in detail the

technical capabilities of each facility.
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Integrate disposal plans of examined fuel and core

component samples with the plans for ultimate disposal of

the TMI-2 core.

Assess present regulatory guides to identify inconsistencies

and instances where the TMI-2 accident reveals either

excessively conservative or nonconservative criteria. Use

the results of this study to further define the examination

and analyses programs.

Evaluate reactor accident analysis methods to more precisely

define the state-of-the-art and ascertain that key data

needs have been identified and that plans have been made to

satisfy them.

Review accident consequence mitigation design studies (such

as those of Zion and Indian Point, the Floating Nuclear

Power Plant and the current EG&G Idaho study) to ascertain

that key data needs have been identified and that plans

have been made to satisfy them.

Establish a TMI-2 fuel and core component archive facility

so that samples of scientific interest may be preserved for

future examinations.

Develop schedules and cost estimates for implementation of

the examination program.

Evaluate environmental effects on fuel.
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APPENDTX A

ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR EXAMINING TMI-2

FUEL AND CORE COMPONENTS

The principal characteristics needed in the TMI-2 fuel and component

examinations have been selected from criteria recommended by Planning Group

7.4 members. These data characteristics are divided into ten major

categories listed in Table A-l with the major components to be examined,

and principal regions or locations from which samples will most likely be

taken.

The analytical techniques that will be needed to provide basic

information for each of the ten categories are presented in Tables A-2

through A-ll. The objectives in preparing this information were to:

1. Identify techniques for obtaining microstructural and

macros true tural information

2. Identify the chemical, microchemical , or other analytical

techniques that would be needed to analyze the range of

potential materials or composites

3. Identify core component metrology requirements

4, Identify NDT techniques that can be used to support

destructive analysis

5. Identify the analysis techniques that will require expert

interpretation prior to the final reporting or transmitting

of data

6. Obtain thermal-hydraulic information for fuel bundles or

bundle segments

7. Discover where archive samples will be needed.
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In each of these tables, appl icable measurement techniques are indicated,

along with the specific parameter or information to be obtained. Practical

degrees of accuracy and precision for each technique are also included, if

they are available, although equally precise methods of sample selection

and removal are considered to be equally important to a successful

evaluation. However, limited or poor understanding of sample location or

history could have a greater impact on data analysis than experimental

uncertainties.

For illustrative and comparative purposes, comments on each of the

analytical techniques are also included in the tables. In addition, ways

to use and apply the data are suggested. The listing order of each

measurement technique is purely arbitrary—no attempt is made to rank the

techniques with respect to accuracy, applicability, or usefulness. In many

instances, the techniques complement one another, so the use of more than

one method may be necessary to verify examination results.

It will be apparent that the scope of the presented material is great

enough to cover all possible examination subjects, from an intact fuel rod

to a pile of rubble. The most appropriate selection of an examination

technique, or an experimental method, cannot be made, however, without

consideration of the specific sample to be analyzed. As an example,

elemental and isotopic distribution can have quite different meanings,

depending on whether one is analyzing a sample of an intact rod or a piece

of debris from the rubble bed. Many of the techniques will also be highly

dependent upon the knowledge and expertise of the individual performing the

analysis. For these techniques, the skill of the interpreter will be as

important to proper evaluation of the information as the analytical

technique itself. In addition, many of the newer techniques may require

some development or calibration before they can be applied to the myriad of

special analysis problems that are likely to be encountered.

The basic objectives of the examinations will be to determine the core

thermal history along with the chemical and physical changes that occurred

to the fu?l and core components during the course of the accident. The

bulk of the important information will be obtained from microstructural

examinations or chemical analysis.
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The microstructural evaluations would include the extent of cladding

oxidation and oxygen uptake, the type and extent of fuel-zircaloy

interactions, the occurrence of fuel oxidation and/or reduction, evidence

of grain growth, liquation or melting of stainless steel components, and

characterization of the debris bed. In most cases, these studies will

directly or indirectly answer temperature related questions (e.g.,

microstructural evidence of grain boundary liquation in stainless steel or

the formation of a U02-Zr eutectic are clear signs that the solidus and

eutectic temperatures, respectively, were exceeded). Similarly, a study of

ZrOp and oxygen-stabilized alpha layer thicknesses can be used to infer

the envelope of time- temperature conditions that could have produced the

observed microstructures. The amount and distribution of cladding hydrides

and the morphology of the alpha phase wfll provide information about the

mechanism of hydrogen uptake and the cooling history of the cladding.

The most useful tools for microstructural investigations will probably

be optical or scanning electron microscopy. For phase identification and

other crystallography studies (i.e., UO- lattice parameter measurements

to determine 0/M), X-ray diffraction and electron microprobe analysis

should prove useful. Electron channeling patterns obtained from SEM

analysis may also have some limited applicability in evaluating the complex

material structures that may be discovered in the course of this

examination.

An atlas of microstructures will probably have to be prepared to

assist in proper interpretation of the resultant microstructures. The PBF

tests of LWR fuel behavior, as well as the TREAT and SLSF tests, should

provide micrographs for a variety of well-characterized conditions.

Chemical characterization of fuel materials, cladding segments, and

debris rubble (particularly for retained fission products) will also be an

integral and important part of the evaluation. By measuring the amount and

type of fission products remaining in the fuel, a temperature-time history

can be estimated. Such measurements will necessarily be complicated by the

low concentration of fission products; however, careful radiochemical
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techniques involving wet chemical element separation should provide

adequate sensitivity for most isotopes. For stable isotopes, atomic

absorption spectrometry or neutron activation analysis may prove useful.

Gradients in fission product concentration will probably be most

advantageously studied with an ion microprobe which has better sensitivity

than the electron microprobe by several orders of magnitude and is also

capable of isotopic analysis. The utility of the electron microprobe in

fission product characterizations will probably be limited to the study of

more massive fission product concentrations (e.g., cesiun uranate phases).

If thin films of fission product are present (e.g., on grain boundaries),

surface analysis tools, such as scanning Auger microscopy analysis may have

to be employed. The jse of precision gamma spectroscopy will most likely

be limited to the interrogation of intact fuel elements for the longer

lived isotopes, but could help in the construction of a qualitative core

wide temperature map based on the temperature-dependent redistribution of

the fission products.

Fission gas measurements of the plenum gas from unbreached rods, if

any are left, will contribute to constructing the qualitative corewide

temperature map. However, direct measurements of the fission gas retained

in recovered fuel, whether from breached or unbreached rods, will assist in

establishing the amount of fission gas released during the accident. Some

of the techniques to be employed will involve total dissolution or melting

of samples followed by gas chromatography or mass spectrometry.

The 'i/drogen concentration of the cladding will also provide a

valuable piece of chemical information. The axial profile of hydrogen

concentration in the vicinity of a cladding rupture will help to determine

temperature history during the accident. Vacuum fusion and other

techniques can be used to determine hydrogen concentrations.

Two important considerations associated with sample selection are the

problem of sampling the core, and the fact that all of the core material

will have been wished in hot water for at least two years prior to the

examination. The continued presence of water in contact with the core
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materials means that the exposed surfaces may be considerably changed from

their condition during and just after the accident. Corrosion products,

other deposits, and subsurface leaching will have obscured and perhaps

destroyed parts of the evidence upon which to base the accident history.

Much effort will be required to separate changes that occurred during the

accident from those that have occurred since. As a result, special

examination and specimen preparation techniques may have to be considered.

All materials removed during the examinations must be documented in terms

of their location and orientation within the core.
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TABLE A-2. COMPONENT MELTING

Measurement

Technique

1. Visual

inspection
and

metallography

Parameter

Temperature

Practical

Accuracy

*5*C

Precision

Not

Applicable

I

no

Radiography Temperature

Axial

location

±1/2" *1/16'

Comments on Techniques

la. This technique is useful to determine

locations where temperatures exceed

the melting point of "low" melting

point alloys or alloy couples which

are either externally visible or which

can be made visible by sectioning.

lb. Some laboratory testing may be required
to accurately fix the melting point of

specific alloy couples found in the TMI

core if published data of sufficient

accuracy are not available.

Ic. Sectioning will be required to visually

inspect some components.

Id. Axial and radial location accurracy

will depend on spacing ana continuity
of the particular alloy or alloy

couple being studied. For instance,
axial location of temperature based on

Zircaloy cladding/inconel grid eutec

tic melting will be +1/2 of grid-to-

grid spacing. In the case of melting
of the Ag-In-Cd control alloy, the

axial location at which melting was

reached can be fixed within +1/2" or

better.

le. Design data and core location maps

will be required to fix axial and

radial locations.

2a. This technique is useful to determine

melting(slumping) of components in

locations where sectioning is too time

consuming or difficult. The technique
can also be used to obtain large quan

tities of data in a short time.

2b. See comments lb and le above.

Appl ication of Data

la. Three dimensional maps of melted and non-

melted alloy couples can be constructed

if melting has occurred. These maps will

provide approximate locations of the

regions where the melting point of the

particular couple or alloy being studied

was exceeded. In this case, the uncer

tainty will not be in the determination

of the melting point but in the exact

location at which the melting point was

exceeded. Location of the final axial

level of melting in the Ag-In-Cd control

rods can probably be reduced to an

uncertainty of +1 in. or better with

appropriate transverse sectioning or

radiography techniques.

2a. See comments in la above.
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TABLE A-2. (continued)

Measurement

Technique

?. Radiography
iCOnt mued'

Parameter

Practical

Accuracy Pr i»c IS ion

2d

3. Optical Temperature Not

Estimated

l(fC 3a

i

u>

4
. 0TA/T6A Melting

temperature

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

4a

Reaction

temperature

4b.

Comments on Techniques

S"3? th*s technique nil' be used on

continuous full length components such

as control rods and fuel rods, axial

location octroi should be excellent.

Radial location accuracy will depend
on control rod spacing and fuel rod

pitch, as well as on the availability
at rods from various regions within

the core.

Quality assurance radiographs may

provide useful preirradlation data.

Optical techniques have sucessfully
been used to measure the melting point
of Irradiated UO? fuels (Reference:

J. L. Bates, "melting Point of Irra

diated Uranium Dioxide," J . Hue 1 .

Hater., 36, 234-236 (1970). With this

approach, pellet fragments ire melted
in a V-f1lament furnace; onset of melt

ing Is observed optically and can be

recorded on f i 1m.

3a. This technique could be used to establish

the melting point of undamaged fuel and

damaged fuel within the core.

The reactions evaluated with this

approach would not be limited to the

melting point, but would include decom

position reactions and solid state

reactions as well. A shielded micro

probe and shielded x-ray techniques,

coupled with ceramographic evaluations

could be used to aid in the evaluation

of reactions in test samples and to

compare microstructures and component
distributions with those of fuels that

actually melted in the reactor.

The accuracy of fuel temperature esti

mates on an absolute scale will depend
on now well accident parameters are

known and how well they can be repro

duced from ex-reactor experiments. In

general, this method is not yery
accurate for indicating material temper
ature except possibly in small tempera
ture bands. Core drilling or physical
separation can be difficult and some

machining may be required to obtain

samples.

4a. Correlations obtained between sample
locations and the nature and type of

reactions which have occurred Including
eutectic reactions, will help to recon

struct the movement of material, slump

ing, and core geometry during the course

of the accident.
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TABLE A-2. (continued)

Measurement
Practical

Technique Parameter Accuracy Precisi

4. DTA/TGA

(continued)

Comments on Techniques

The optimum samples for use in this

evaluation would be irradiated samples

that had not melted but had the same

irradiation history as those portions

of fuel that exhibiteo melting. There

would be some value, however, in eval

uating the behavior of non irradiated

materials containing appropriate levels

of dopents to establish experience

and a data base prior to conducting

extensive post-irradiation examina

tions. This data base should be estab

lished prior to TMI-2 samples being

available for hot cell examination.

The DTA-TGA approach would also be

applicable to examining U02-Zr02-Zr
reactions under nonequilibrium condi

tions. Reactions of this nature may

be as important, if not more important,

in terms of forming liquid phase than

melting, per se, under equilibrium

conditions.



F

nts on Techniques

| 4 Mirrns(rijfh;ral r h .r-«_« wh4rh Ar bur

red in thp cladding during tn*» acci

dent -ill basical', be * function 3

3 variab^". time, temperature, and

processing history. Therefore, a

prec i i><_ tp*>n"-at _r* fi* * Ji no* be

possible, but a time-temperature

envelope -night be deduced. (Chem
ical composition, principally oxygen
my aHo be an additional variable

affecting the _,
♦
$/$ phase tran

sition. A mlcrostructure atlas pre

pared from available Information on

fuel anj co^e materials s-Ojei.ted t,

extreme conditions w*ern the temper
ature Is known should be employed.
The thermal -mechanical history will
have to be documented for each com

ponent.) Accuracy will be limited
to the variables -Men ..ontribute
to microstructural changes (residual
stress, radiation Induced stresses,
prior temperature history, etc.)

lb. Extensive metallographlc. i-r_y

diffraction, microprobe, and SEM

examinations have been performed
over many years on UO? fuel.

Thus, it should be possible during
postirradiation examination to

estimate the maximum temperature
experienced by the fuel.

ic. An atlas of microstructures can be

prepared from laboratory specimens
exposed to known thermal histories,
Cooling rates, and with known oxy-'
gen contents. Results from previous
LOCA/PCM/RIA tests performed in LOFT
and PBF may also be useful to deter
mine or confirm the time and temper
ature combinations which would

likely produce the observed micro-

structures. The time/-temperature
envelopes for different materials
«'ll be compared to narrow the tem

perature range at locations *ru re

Application of Qata

1« In Interpret i-- » srr

*\Qy pfl .-/« — .,.,.„_

structures, some of the *', 3« 'g ;>*/'*-
cal phenomena can be empioyea: '**2-#ery
occurs at about *■> *C, 'ecr/^tellwatior
Logins around 54 / _ and Is oasicel's com

plete by 620*C, pronounced grain growth
■ill occur above 700*C, the initial phase

change from <■ to o
♦

a « 11 occur at

825*C and the final transformation to all
",*-*<_ at about 960*C, depending o<- oxygen
content. Microstructural interpretation
based on these phase regions can ^r^.ice

only a rough estimate of temperature
since the transformations »re also sensi

tive to cooling rate and oxygen content.

n<j«*ver, prior beta and oxygen stabilized

alpha may be used to refine the threshold

temperatures, if prior temperature

history is known.

lb. If centerllne melting (2800*C ♦ SO*C) has

occurred m the fuel, a radius of melting
should be identifiable. In the region
uf 2500 C ♦ 100"C, large equlaxed yams
are formed? Columnar grains form at

about 1950*C * ISO'C. Between U*e colum
nar grain region and the as-fabricated

region, a ring of equlaxed grain region
Is generally observed. The lower temper
ature limit for the start of this
equiaxed region is about 1200*C ♦ 100*C.

These temperature rn^nes have been

established f
.
r f^e1 exposed to steep

temperature gradients as opp:se. to the
more or less isothermal pr .; ? 1 ,es exper
ienced by the T^il fuel; however, the/
will provide valuable benchmarks and can

be coupled with comparisons r isothermal
treatments given to archive specimens.



TABLE A-3. (continued)

Measurement Practical

Technique Parameter Accuracy Pr

1. Microstructural

evaluation

(continued)

X-ray Phase See

diffraction identification Comments

i

cn

Oxide See

morpho 1 ogy Comments

Comments on Techniques Application of Data

more than one material is avail

able. Time estimates from the acci

dent history can be used to further

refine the temperature estimates.

Id. Archive materials should be used,
if possible, in the laboratory sim

ulations. The samples should be

subjected to the estimated steam

conditions predicted during the

course of accident since the

effects of oxygen and hydrogen
uptake on the grain structural

changes must be considered when

making comparisons to the accident-

damaged materials.

2a. X-ray diffraction provides supple
mentary data for use in microstruc

tural evaluations (see comment la

above). For example, this technique
can be used to identify, confirm,
and quantify the presence of high
temperature phases, precipitates,
etc.

2b. Structures of transformed oxides

that have formed at high tempera
tures can be useful in estimating
maximum cladding temperatures
reached (V. F. Urbanic and

T. R. Heidrick, J. Nucl. Mater., 75,
251 (1978). For T > 1577'C. the
volume fraction is "10 in contrast

to 1-2 for oxidation at T < 1577*C.

2c. Metastable tetragonal Zr02 accom

panies the monoclinic phase in the

oxidation temperature range of

stable monoclinic Zr02 (T < 1150*C)
if the oxidation takes place in a

hydrogen containing atmosphere

(T. Nakayama and T. Koizumi, J.

Japan Inst. Metals, 31, 839, TS67.

Accordingly, an observation of outer-

surface oxide layers containing both

2a. X-ray diffraction would supplement the

microstructural interpretation discussed

in la and lb above.



TABLE A-3. (continue.))

measurement

Technique

2. *-ra>
diffract lon

(continued)

Parameter

Practical

Accuracy Precision

3. -'a-jtess Anneal ing See

Comments

la

i

3b,

4. xicrohardness Localized *b KHN Hot 4a

Estimated

5. Oxide

thickness
Temperature I wm 0.3 pm 5a.

5b.

n*A !'n Techniques Application of Data

w.noclinlc and tetraqonal modify i

lions would Indicate oxidation of

TMI-2 fuel cladding in a steam-

hvdrogen mixture. Under such a Sit

uation, the relative Intensity of

«-ra> diffraction peaks correspon

ding to monoclinic and tetragonal

ZrO? should be measured and com

pared with out-of-reactor simulation

tests.

Accuracy and precision depend on

equipment and hardness scale used

for the test.

Hardness tests on thermal simula

tions performed in the laboratory
on archive or duplicate materials

could be used to describe a time-

temperature envelope consistent

with measured data.

This technique can be used to pro

cess a large number of samples
relatively quiet ly.

3a. Hardness data f

compared with h

tory simulation

the time-temper
radial and axia

serve to locate

points more ace

there will be a

ness at the ax1

toy fuel claddi

temperature was

La above. )

rom core components can be

ardness data from labora-

s to assist in determining
ature envelopes. Core

1 hardness scans will also

temperature transition

urate ly. For instance,

n abrupt change in hard-

al location on the zirca-

ng where recrystallUatior
exceeded. (See comment

Hicrohardness measurements can be

used to define the oxygen enriched

a-zircaloy boundary.

Oxide thicknesses can be used to

implicitly establish a range of

temperatures to which the material

was subjected. If the oxidation

was slow, the established temper
atures would be more accurate than
if the reaction had proceeded rap

idly. The method is basically a

time- temperature correlation and
will depend upon how accurately the

time at iny specific temperature

region 1s known.

Metallography on zircaloy tubes will

provide measurements of oxide layer
thicknesses, oxygen-stablli.ed.

4a. The thickness of the oxygen enriched zir

caloy layer provides a 3rd variable which

can be used along with diffusion and time

data from the accident histor to help
define a temperature profile.

5a. Computer codes such as _u^, C08UD, and

SIMTRAN can utilize the »«-de and oxygen
stabilized alpha thickness s^asurements

to compare predicted reaction times and

temperatures which would have provided
those thicknesses. Verification of cur

rent "state-of-the-art" analytical models
to predict nidation under a accident

conditions will be one of the -;;er uses

of the TMI fuel examinations. u< >t

models currently employ parabolic rate

constants and may not be entirely vaiid

for the transient thermal exposure

history experienced by the TMI fuel rods.

5b. The appearance of such features as a



TABLE A-3. (continued)

Measurement

Technique

Oxide

thickness

(continued)

i

00
Elemental

diffusion

profiles

Parameter

Practical

Accuracy Precision

Temperature

imposed
chemical

gradients

Sample

position

±1/2 wt% Not

Estimated

6a

±1 um Not

Estimated

7. Precision Temperature Not Not

gamma induced Estimated Estimated

scanning isotopic
concentration

profiles

-

6b

7a

7b

Comments on Techniques

alpha-layer thicknesses and the

remaining metal or cladding wall

thickness. In the case of fuel

cladding, the thickness of reaction

layers on the inside surface can

also be measured and may provide

correlary information following
rod rupture.

5c. For zircaloy tubes in regions where

there is significant oxidation and

spall ing, the difference between

the remaining amount of unoxidized

zircaloy and the original wall thick

ness will provide a more useful

measurement of oxide thickness for

temperature correlation.

5d. Oxidation layer thicknesses on stain

less steel and Inconel components
will be a function of time, tempera
ture and the local oxygen potential.

5c

Quantitative elemental analysis,
element distributions, and concen

tration profiles could be deter

mined by an electron microprobe and

x-ray wave length dispersive tech

niques, and used to confirm the

basis of temperature estimates made

by other techniques.

The accuracy of this technique will

most likely decrease with increas

ing radiation levels. On highly
radioactive samples, the data will

be qualitative.

This is a nondestructive technique
that can be used to determine the

axial and radial concentration pro
files of radioactive isotopes in the

fuel and cladding.

Specific isotopes such as 137Cs,
137mBa. 134Cs> 106Ru_106Rh( and

144Ce_144Pr could be determined by

6a

6b

7a

Application of Data

second phase in the oxide or hydride

precipitates in the zircaloy wall will

also provide additional information on

temperature 1 imits.

Oxidation layer thickness ot stainless

and Inconel components can be utilized

along with reaction kinetics, thermody
namic data and time estimates from the

accident history to establish

temperature.

Chemical composition data will be used to

confirm the identity of microstructures

observed by metal lographic techniques.

(See comment la above).

Chemical composition versus location

(diffusion profiles) along with known or

determined diffusion constants and times

from the accident history can be used to

describe a temperature envelope.

Knowledge of isotopic distributions and

their mobilities in the fuel and cladding
can be used to assess temperatures and

temperature gradients experienced in the

fuel rods during the accident.



I
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TABLE A-3. (continue:))

Measurement

Technique

7. Precision

scanning
! cont mued)

8. Electron

microprobe

Parameter

Temperature
induced

elemental

distributions

Practical

Accuracy Precision

See

C

8a

ts

8b

8c.

Comments i>n Tpi_hn»gi|tS App 1 k. at ion of Data

gamma ray spectrometry. Elemental

penetration and distribution can be

used to predict or estimate upper

temperature 1 imtts.

Electron microprobe techniques for 8a.

estimating temperature are dependent
on measuring the distribution of some

element which migrates under a tem

perature gradient, then relating the

observed distribution to similar sam

ples of known temperature history.
The elemental distributions charac

terizing the high uniform tempera

tures experienced by the TMI fuel

during core uncovery may be altered

by subsequent lower temperature

migration, thereby complicating the

analysis. Changes In fuel morphology
may result In increased uniformity
of composition although resolldtfl-
catlon may well cause nonhomogene-
ittes to recur through the process

of coring and multiple phase

precipitation.

The location of a solid (formerly
liquid) interface can be determined

more readily by metallographlc tech

niques with the microprobe being
used to verify that the observed

change is not due to the presence of

some other material. This technique
is limited to determination of the

location of one temperature along a

temperature gradient—the melting
point of the material. In the

absence of a temperature gradient, it

indicates only that the material was

above or below the melting point.

Relatively volatile elements such as

cesium, tellurium, and rubidium

migrategrate to cooler regions under

a temperature gradient. High core

temperatures and flatter temperature

gradients such as occurred at TMI

may cause some elemental migration

Electron microprobe analysis would s.p

plement the microstructural eva
'

jat rjrs

discussed in Paragraph 1 above. Areas

where Incipient melting has occurred

could be more definitely analyzed and

thereby aid in reconstructing the events

leading to fuel damage and core sloping.



TABLE A-3. (continued)

Measurement Practical

Technique Parameter Accuracy Precision

Electron

microprobe

(continued)

& 9. Postirradiation Temperature Not ±5 9

1 heating of Estimated

§ cladding

Af mm

Comments on Techniques Application of Data

back toward the fuel center. The

experimental technique is to gather
a series of photomicrographs of

cesium distribution (for example)
and correlate the depth of penetra

tion of cesium along fuel grain

boundaries, etc., with temperatures

from similar fuel at known tempera
ture. Since cesium profiles can

only be measured by electron micro

probe in fuels with burnups greater
than -2%, this technique may not be

generally applicable to the TMI fuel

examinations except in local regions
of high cesium concentration. How

ever, an ion microprobe may be used

to determine qualitative concentra

tion profiles at much lower cesium

levels.

This technique is based on the mea- 9a.

suretnent of the rate of release of

Kr-85 during controlled heating of

irradiated fuel cladding samples.

(Swanson, et al., J. Nucl. Mater.,
3:302-310 (I960). The precision of

this technique is +3% where minimal

clad attack has occurred; the pre

cision degenerates to +8% where

severe attack is evident (Buzzelli,
et al., GA-A14459 (April 1978).

The Kr-85 annealing technique has been

used as means of determining in-reactor

fuel cladding temperatures. This method

is based on the measurement of the rate

of release of Kr-85 during controlled

heating of irradiated fuel cladding sam

ples. An increased rate of release of

Kr-85, which had impregnated the inner

surface of the cladding from fission

recoil, will occur when the maximum oper

ating temperature is exceeded during
annealing.



TABLE A-4. OXIDE THICKNESS

Measurement

Technique

I. Metallography

Parameter

<tde

ihic*ness/

alpha
stabilize

layer

Practical

Accuracy

.1 i\.

Precision

Estimated

nmcnts on Techniques

?. «<?*-*:ddv

Current

. ide

thickness

Alpha
stabi lized

layers

(possibly)

•I vm Sot

Estimated

li. Samples ->f mater' il tc *c cxzr'.r.ct

would b*> mounted In standard metal

lographlc mounts suitable for nude

thickness measurements at magnifi
cations up to 500X. For thicknes

ses less than 1 ; microns, scanning
electron microscopy cou'o be used at

magnifications up to 3,0001. micro

structural features, such as mor

phology, grain size and shape, and

fracture appearances would be

analyzed.

?a. Oi »de layer thicknesses measured by

eddy current techniques have been

perfected for zirconium oxide films

on Irradiated fuel rods. A specially
designed probe is used as the sensor.

Measurements can be made underwater as

well as in-cell. In addition, measure

ments can be made at discrete points
or as continuous traces along a rod

length. Accuracy 1s best on thicker

oxide layers (>2 mils) which should be

the case for most of the exposed

cladding material .

2b. Comparisons have been made between

thickness measurements obtained

using the eddy current technique and

the same measurements obtained by

metallography. Results compare very

favorably. At film thicknesses less

than 5 vm, the eddy current re

sults tend to be less accurate;

however, they should be satisfactory
over film thicknesses that range
from five to several hundred

microns.

2c. Practical accuracy will be limited

by (a) ability to accurately measure

oxide thicknesses on standards and

(b) the extent of oxide removal

caused by sliding contact between

the probe and any nonadherent oxide

layer.

la

2a

2b.

Application of Data

7nc oxide thicAnevs data ■•-' be useful

m postaccident neat transfer calcula

tions. Microstructural features sucn as

morphology, gram size and shape, and

fracture appearances -111 provide evi

dence of fuel rod damage that occurred

during the accident.

The data can be compared with calcula

tions from computer codes sucn as ZORO,

C08IL0, or SIMTRAN which predict both

oxide and oxygen stabilized alpha thick

nesses from given reaction time and

temperature histories.

Oxidation layer thicknesses on stainless

and Inconel components can be utilized

along with reaction kinetics, thermo

dynamic data, and time estimates from

the accident history to estimate

temperature.



TABLE A-4. (continued)

Measurement

Technique

2. NDT-Eddy
current

3. Color

standards

Parameter

Oxide

thickness

Practical

Accuracy

Not

Applicable
(material
and

operator

dependent]

Precision Comments on Techniques Application of Data

i

00

2d. Oxide thicknesses measurements can

be made quickly on a larger number

of rods or other components.

Not 3a. Because the color of zirconium oxide

Applicable film varies with thickness, a qual
itative indication of film thickness

can be obtained from observing film

color. A series of color standards

have been defined which correlates

with zirconium oxide film thickness.

The standards are applicable over a

thickness range of a few to several

hundred microns. However, because

of its qualitative nature, the

method is not appropriate for preci

sion measurements. In addition, the

oxide thicknesses on the zircaloy
fuel cladding at TMI will likely be

beyond the color sensitive range.

3b. This technique may be more useful

for estimating oxide thicknesses on

Inconel and stainless steel compon

ents in areas where the temperatures

were not extremely high and the oxi

dation effects were not severe.

3c. This technique is fast, nondestruc

tive, and can be used to process a

large number of samples or to view a

cross-section of components to ob

tain a 3-dimenslonal perspective of

oxidation outside heavily damaged
regions.

3a. The principal use of color standards

would likely be to provide a quick 3-

dimensional perspective of oxidation and

temperature distribution in the peri

pheral core region and, would therefore,

aid in the selection of samples for more

detailed examinations by one of the

other techniques listed above.



"

TABLE A-5. -> l^IDE CONlT.NTKATION

Measurement

Technique

1. Metal ;rj

^ot vacuta

extraction

Inert gas

fusion

Parameter

Hydride
:r lentat Ion

distribution

and

concentration

Hydrogen
concentration

Hydrogen
concentration

Pract k a 1

Accuracy

Not

Applicable

Precision

Not

Applicable

Comments on cchnlques

la. Metallography -ill provide n^o-ride

orientation and volv** fraction

information. Precipitation char

acteristics will be different for

t transformed Zircaloy rather than

for the a-materials.

lb. Metallographlc techniques can be

used to evaluate hydride concen

tratlons visually to *2CnVeldt we.

10 ppm Not

Estimated

2a.

*5%fl) at

50 ppm level

Not

Estimated

3a.

Measures total hydrogen pickup from

oxidation and fabrication.

Hydrogen content can be determin

ed by Inert gas fusion. In this

technique, metallic and ceramic

materials are heated to 2000* C In

high purity argon.

la

2i

2b.

Appllcat ion 'j1 Oat a

Orientation and volume fraction data

-111 be correlated - tn mechanical pro

perty test results, r. i_me fraction can

also be correlated with accident time

and temperature estimates.

Measurements on hydrogen concentration

in the fuel cladding -11 provide impor

tant information on the fraction of

hydrogen released from metal water

reaction that has been absorbed m the

zircaloy metal. If uptake Is signifi
cant, the hydrogen could contribute to

the fracture or shattering of the fuel

rods.

Axial mapping of hydrogen may help t:

estimate thermal gradients.

3a. See comments la, 2a, and 2b above.



TABLE A-6. WALL OR COMPONENT THICKNESS

Measurement

Technique

1. Metallography

Parameter

Wall or

component
thickness

Practical

Accuracy

* lym

Precision

Not la.

Estimated

Eddy current Wall or

component

thickness

* lum Not 2a,

Estimated

2b,

4^

OO

3. Ultrasonics Wall or

component
thickness

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

3a

4. Metrology Wall or

component
thickness

±25 pm Not

Estimated

4a

4b.

Comments on Techniques

This is a very effective and accurate

technique for measuring the thickness
of radioactive materials. Thickness
is determined by direct measurement

from a photographic print of a specimen
and a size standard in a metallographic
mount. The greatest uncertainty is

that of defining the measurement end

points on the photographic print.

This technique is for generating axial

wall thickness profiles for large num

bers of heavily oxidized tubular compo
nents. It is not useful for components
with complex geometries.

Difficulties may be experienced in

defining absolute dimensions or gradual
changes in dimensions. Calibration

standards must be used to produce sig
nal responses identifiable with

thicknesses.

Application of Data

la. Postaccident wall thickness data can be used

for heat transfer calculations and mechani

cal behavior predictions.

2a. See Item la above

Useful for lightly oxidized com

ponents with complex geometries.

3a. Same as Item la above

This is a very effective and accurate

technique for making measurements pro
vided the component to be measured is

available for direct, albeit, remote

handling. Micrometers, dial gauges,
calipers, etc. are capable of measure

ment accuracies to 10~3 centimeters
in some instances.

4a. Same as Item la above,

Useful for measuring gross cross-

sectional changes of lightly oxidized
structural components, e.g., Inconel

grids, stainless steel end fittings,
hold down springs, BPRA retainers,
etc.



TABLE A-7. DIMENSTIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL INTEGRITY

Measurement

Technique

1. Sulo probe

3. Stretch »ire

tecr ique

Parameter

water

channel

spacing

Assembly

Sow and

twist

Practical

Accuracy Precision

*?S »m

250 urn

ills

•25 v»

250 urn

Not

Estimated

i

00
Ln

4. Laser

profHome try

5. X-radiography

Fuel rod

diameter

Flaw

letec t ion

*2.5

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

_

Comments on Techniques

la. This me aThis measurement will provide rod-to-rod

spacing on the Intact portions of fuel

assemblies and wilt also provide informa

tion in situ fuel rod bow.

?a. This technique is more useful for measur

ing fuel assembly envelope dimensions to

determine overall bow.

3a. Both bow and twist measurements of the

entire fuel assembly are possible using a

stretch wire technique. By using the top
and bottom nozzle plates as reference

points. It is possible to measure bow in

the assembly to within So mils although

only a qualitative measure of the amount

of twist in the assembly is possible.
The position and distortion of the indi

vidual components within an assembly can

be determined with a Sulo type probe.
Channel closure, bow, and general distor
tion of the fuel rods and control rod

cluster tubes could be measured to accu

racies of 100 mils with this approach.

3b. Individual core components can also be mea

sured for distortion once they have been

removed from the assemblies. The stretch

wire technique can be employed to measure

the bowing of components such as fuel rods

control rods, and neutron monitors to

accuracies of *?0 mils.

4a. This technique will provide the overall

fuel rod envelope and its noncontactlng
nature is particularly suited for measur

ing fragile samples. It would only be

applicable to Individual rods or peri
pheral rods m the fuel assembly.

5a. X-radlography 1s not likely to be of much

use m examining the Irradiated fuel rod

assemblies or their components. The heavy

fogging of the radiographic film by the

activated components will result in little

or no detail.

Appl ication of Data

la. These data can be used to predict

thermal-hydraulic behavior m tn*- post-

accident condition if intact assemblies

still exist.

2a. Same as la above.

3a. Same as la above

4a. These data can be used to measure aver

age and local diametral strains as a

function of rod axial position (e.g.,
the amount of ballooning and its loca

tion). They can also be used to pre
dict thermal hydraulic performance.



TABLE A-7. (continued)

Measurement

Technique

Neutron

radiography

Parameter

Flaws,
defects

fissile

content 1

Practical

Accuracy

0.5 mils

Precision

0.5 mils 6a

6b,

i

00
CTi 6c

6d

7. Eddy current Flaw Not Not 7a,

detection Estimated Estimated

8. Dye

penetrant

Surface

flaws

Not Not 8a

Estimated Estimated

Comments on Techniques Application of Data

Neutron radiography is frequently used to

provide valuable postirradiation data. A

high flux (~2 to 5 x 106 n/cm2 sec)
neutron (both thermal and epithermal)
source is required. The neutron beam must

be well collimated (with L/D ratios of at

least 50 to 1) and the sample handling mech

anisms designed to minimize scattering in

order to provide adequate resolution. The

capabilities of computer assisted axial tom

ography using neutron radiography is rapidly
developing and should provide information on

fuel element distortion.

6a. This technique will locate cracks or

other surface flaws that would contri

bute to a degradation in the structural

integrity of various core components.
It will provide evidence of damage and

an indication of whether or not some

components which have not failed are

at or near the damage thresholds.

Fuel redistribution in a large number of

rods or a block of solidified debris may be

difficult to determine if the interior rod

images are observed in the radiograph. It

may be possible, however, to measure total

and axial fissile content with an accuracy
of -1 .

Neutron radiography would be an excellent

technique for characterizing defects and

structural aspects of the fuel assemblies
and their individual components. By util

izing the proper techniques, fuel rod condi

tions - such as centerline fuel melting,
internal void formation, fuel pellet crack

ing and fragmentation, and relocation of any
fuel fragments - could be easily resolved.

Dimensional changes should be repeatable and

accurate to 0.5 mils.

Radiography will be extremely useful for

detecting internal flaws in large section

components (e.g., end fittings and

spider-couplings).

Multi-frequency eddy current will be use

ful for locating flaws in tubular components
(e.g., fuel and control rod components).

This technique would be useful for detecting
surface flaws in regularly shaped components
such as hold down springs, end fittings, and

upper vessel internals.

7a. See 6a above

8a. See 6a above



TABLE A-7. (continued)

Practical

arameter Accuracy Precision Comments on Techniques Application of Data

8b. Oye penetrant would be the most effective

technique for the inspection of a large
number of samples.

■

i

OO

Measurement

Technique

2 ft

penetrant

(continued)



TABLE A-8. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Measurement

Technique

1. Uniaxial

and

biaxial

tension

.

S

Tube burst

3. Ring
compression

Parameter

Tensile

strength,
yield

strength,

ductility

Practical

Accuracy

±2 ksi

(strength)

±0.1%-

(ductility)

Precision

±2 ksi

(strength)

±0.1%

(ductil ity)

Transverse Not Not

strength and Estimated Estimated

circumferential

ductility

Ductility Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

Comments on Techniques

la. Tests under various loading conditions

should be conducted to evaluate mechani

cal properties of intact cladding, con

trol rod components, spacer grid
material, and end fittings.

lb. Samples should be selected from core

axial and radial locations which repre

sent the full range of expected property

changes (e.g., fully recrystallized mic-

rostructure, evidence of the low ductil

ity a
+ 8 phase region, or a fully

transformed prior e microstructure.

Ic. Uniaxial tension tests at room tempera
ture and elevated temperatures can be

performed on all the structures listed

above. For materials which were origi
nally anisotropic rings tensile and burst

tests will provide useful supplemental
information.

Id. All samples should be tested in the as-

received condition if possible. No

attempt should be made to remove oxide

layers or other deposits from the samples.

2a. The tube burst test is a good means

of evaluating the performance of

fuel rod cladding tested in a bi-axial

axial stress state. This test will

provide an indication of circum

ferential strength and ductility.

3a. In the ring compression test, the

circumferential direction of the

cladding is the major strain axis.

This technique may prove to be the

most adaptable for testing a wide

range of segments taken from various

locations within the core to provide
an indication of the amount of duc

tility left in the cladding and the

degree of embrittlement.

la.

2a.

3a,

Application of Data

These tests will determine post-

accident mechanical properties. The

data will provide documentation of

component mechanical properties

degraded by high temperatures, and

will include the effects of dis

solved oxygen and hydrogen which

are not normally present in PIE

specimens.

The tube burst tests would provide
information on the circumferential

ductility of oxidized samples. The

data, however, would not correlate

with the balloon-rupture character

istics of the fuel cladding during
the early stages of the transient.

Compression tests, along with bend

tests, will provide supplementary
information to fully evaluate clad

ding ductility and mechanical

behavior.



TABLE A-8. (continued)

i

00

Measurement

Technique

4. Sending

tlon

tests

6. Expanding
mandrel

7. Impact

Parameter

?u^ t ility and

embrUtlement

Practical

Accuracy

Not

Estimated

Precision

Nnl

[St imate.1

Changes in Not Not

component Estimated Estimated

elasticity

Strength and

ductility

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

Embr 1 1 1 ! etrw? n t Not

Estimated

Not

E s t imated

Commei 1 1 s or Techniques

4a. Experience with b«*nd testing of irradi

ated /irca: - 'u-1 ri adding at tempera-

tures to 1 300"f (/oo'c) indicates that

this test does not provide a sensitive

measure of embr ittlement as a result of

irradiation. The bend test should be a

more effective tool as an indication of

cladding embrlttlement and ductility
for heavily oxidized specimens.

5a. Changes in spring constant and permanent

set should be measured for the hold down

springs and fuel rod Internal springs
to evaluate changes in functional

integrity.

5b. Changes in lift-oft force and spring
rate can be measured on Inconel

spacer grids.

6a. Expanding mandrel tests have been used

successfully to duplicate pellet dad-

interaction resulting from fuel expan

sion. However, the stress state in the

cladding may not be representative of a

LOCA unless the cladding has been col

lapsed onto the fuel, which is not

thought to be the case for TMI-2.

7a. Recent research efforts have been

directed towards determining the impact

properties of irradiated zircaloy
(H. M. Chung and T. F. Kassner,

ANL-79-48, NUREG/CR-1344, January 1980).
Due to the highly strain-rate sensitive

nature of ?irca1oy, impact tests seem to

provide the most adaptable means of

defining appropriate embrlttlement

criteria. Impact tests will not

only be most useful in assessing the

degree of embrlttlement in heavily
oxidized specimens, but can help to

verify the applicability of newly
developed embrlttlement criteria.

4a

5a

7a

Application of Data

as 3a above,

Load/deflection tests will provide

data to evaluate the 'unctional in

tegrity of the various spring and

spacer components within the core.

This information should prove useful

In assessing changes in core geome

try during the course of the

accident.

Information obtained from impact

testing will provide data to evalu

ate embrlttlement failure criteria

under core-* > accident conditions

and can be used to compare with ex-

reactor tests.



TABLE A-9. RETAINED FISSION PRODUCTS

Measurement Practical

Technique Parameter Accuracy Precision

1. Microprobe Quantitative ±10% low Not

analysis and gradient
analysis

concentration

* high
concentration

Estimated

s

2. Ion

microprobe

Isotopic

analysis
Accuracy and

precision are

typical of a

semi

quantitative

technique

Accuracy and

precision are

typical of a

semi

quantitative

technique

Comments on Techniques

la. By use of a shielded electron microprobe
(EMP), quantitative and gradient analysis
could be performed on materials to 100 R/hr
at 1 foot for elements Atomic No. 11 (Na)
through Atomic No. 94(Pu).

lb. Fission products in the 1 range (total
elemental) could be analyzed to *1(#>.
Three elements could be step-scanned simul

taneously with a wave length dispersive

x-ray detector system for radial or

cross-sectional gradients.

Ic. The electron microprobe is useful for deter

mining retained fission products in both the

display mode or as a quantitative determina

tion of concentration with position along the

fuel radius. In the display mode, photo

micrographs of the elemental distribution in

a given area are prepared. A separate photo

micrograph is required for each element in

each area. Concentrations must be a few

percent or higher to produce a meaningful
signal.

2a. Isotopic analysis of retained fission pro

ducts can be accomplished using an ion micro

probe mass analyzer or ion microscope. If

shielded versions of these instruments are

not available in current facilities, work must

be done using thin sample techniques and seg
ments of fuel pin cross-sections. Displays
of isotope distribution, as well as quanti
tative isotope ratios as a function of

position can be obtained.

2b. The ion microprobe is useful for determining
relative concentrations profiles but not

absolute magnitudes. The sensitivity of the

ion microprobe is in the parts per million

range or better for most elements.

Application of Data

la. These data can be used to deter

mine the effects of transient

behavior on fission product dis

tribution or redistribution

within the fuel.

2a. Same as la above.

2b. The most likely application is

for determining 1-129, a low-

activity isotope which will be

present in low concentrations. A

quantitative core-wide, 1-129

concentration will contribute to

the determination of a radiolog
ical source time. Local varia

tions in concentration can

contribute qualitatively to

determining the temperature

range.



TABLE A-9. (continued)

^Vas.reHnert Practical

Technique Parameter Accuracy prn sion

3. :ne*-ist-> Chemical and »10% V't }*

U^t.ipK 1st imated

analysis

3b,

3c

& 4. Fission gas Fission gas ±3% Not 4a

' measurements F st imated
wo

Mass Contamination Variable Not

spectrometry and impurity

analysis

Estimated

5a

6. Precision Isotopic 2 to 5% Not

gamma distribution Estimated

spectroscopy

6a.

Comments on Techniques Appl Ic ;' i v j
'

Isotopii analysis by precision gamma ray

sp#m trov Opy would yield all products with

halflivps over 1Q0 days. £«oected products
would Include l37Cs-tt'mB*. ^4r-->. lo6*u-

1'JhKh, and l44Ce-l44Pr at accuracy

Of *1^<-

3a as la

[n addition to those constituents analyzed

by EMP or gamma detection, 9O0r-9oT might be

analyzed by separation and beta ^nT mg.

Other constituents might be analyzed by mass

spectroscopy.

The fission gases Xe and *r are routinely

measured in irradiated fuel by inert gas

fusion. Accuracies for Xe are in the 5%

range; those for Kr Are poorer due to Its

lower concentration. Sample size is limited

to about 1 gram.

If fission gas samples can be obtained,

measurements could yield total gas volume or

quantity to *5%. Mass spectroscopy analysis

would allow complete analysis for virtually

all expected constituents such as Hjt He,

Nj, 0?, CO, H^O. Kr, Xe, and 12 if present

present. Accuracies would be 0% relative

for each species present in amounts of at

least 2 volume percent. The void volume of

gas 1n the plenum of Intact rods could also

be determined to *5%.

A spark source mass spectrometer could be

used for trace impurity analysis of fuel seg

ments. The accuracy will depend on concen

tration: at 100 ppm, it will be 0.1-0.5%

relative, at 10 ppm, 10-50% relat ive; and at

1 ppm it would be 50% relative.

Precision gamma spectrometry techniques
involve the use of multichannel analyzers
coupled to high resolution Ge-Li detectors.

nalysis usually requires hot cell sample dis

solution prior to radio chemical analysis.
For a few Isotopes, chemical separation Is

needed. Under favorable conditions, accura

cies in the 2-5% range can be obtained.

4a, as la above

5a. This analysis might provide some

Information on the mass trans

port of various elements during
the course of the accident.



 



TABLE A-10. U02 OXIDATION (STOID-*IOMETRY)

Measurement r>rat t ical

Technique Parameter Ac < urar , Precision

I. Polro-a^. 0/U «.
^
v t Not la

Est inated Es* Imated

?- ^*^ 0/U •* (U) Not ?a

1st trTalf.l

3. "**--* .^j, imptr i. o/U Vit 0.0005 3a

Estimated

Not 3b,

Estimated

4. f..»* Lattice Not Not

distortion Estimated Estimated

4d.

Ttwnt % on Ti»chf t '} j*",

i rg^n-1n--nptal ratios by pO 1 anagraph y

- j id t-p the * .' accurate -atans »'

determining stoichiometry since compari-
■ ■■'". can ;e made with known standards.

ii yg*»n. to -T-et *l ratios * -" UO? #£** V

■jptprTtiined *
i l0%relatwe.

Another »ethod for determination
'

UOj
oxidation is uranium analysis (also Pu

if required) by coulometric techniques
for known UO? fuel weights. Accuracy
of elemental uranium could be quantified
to *5*_

Oat

Application of

la. Analysis of seated fue> samples for 0/U
■ill indicate the degree of oxidation of

exposed fuel during the course -* me

accident. Compartslons «ith adjacent seg
ments of cladding will indicate the rela

tive degree of o-yye-> partitioning between

the fuel and mt**ior zircaloy surfaces.

?a. Same as la above.

Fuel pellets *<>_ld first be exposed t .. a

He-Ht->-H^j atmosphere at elevated

t»?mperdtures. The initial Oxidation

rate data, acquired in a real-time mode

would be used to predict the oxidation

end point and to calculate the addi

tional oxygen-to-metal ratio. Precision

Is 0.0005.

3a. ThermogravlmetMc techniques should be

useful to analyze liquified fuel rubble

when dissolution of UO? in oxygen satur

ated • lr has taken place. The stoichto-

■etry in the (U, ZOO?., will provide a

measure of the ma* town temperature

reached above that of the liquids.

A thermo^r-i* imetric technique developed
by MrHpi i iy dnd Chi-alla ( •Determination
of )«ygen/Hct<_] Ratios for Uraniimi,
Plutonium, and (U. Pm) Mixed Oxides," J.

Nucl. Mater 39, 77-83. 1971) has been"
applied to botn-nonirradiated and Irra
diated fuels. The technique can be

applied to intact pellets, core staples
taken from Intact fuel, pellet frag
ments, or rubble. The accuracy of the

technique depends upon the success of

interpolating and eitrapolating
-

->,,

for pure UO? to UO? - fission

product and UO? - cladding - fission

product mixtures. Estimated uncertain

ties in 0/U values are ♦O.OOl to 0.01.

Qualitative and genera

neling patterns can be

examination of small s

patterns can be used t

changes or distortion

crystal lattice. Elec

analysis night also be

supplemental analysis

UO? variations or grad

I electron chan-

performed by SEM

amp Ies. These

0 determine

to the no?
tron microprobe
considered as a

for determining
ients.

4a. Crystal lographlc measurements -ill supple
ment the 0/U measurements by providing
Information on the mechanics of the oxida

tion pror^s, it H<ii also be useful in

analyzing liquefied fuel samples where

ternary phase infractions have '.re

place.



TABLE A-10. UO2 OXIDATION (STOICHIOMETRY)

Measurement

Technique

Electrolyte
probe

Parameter

0/U

Practical

Accuracy

±0.1

Precision

Not

Estimated

Electrochemical UO?
oxidation

Not

Estimated

Not

Estimated

X-ray
diffraction

±0.01 0/U
unit

±0.005 0/U
unit

Comments on Techniques

5a. An electrolyte probe technique developed
by Bones and Carney, ("A Galvanic Cell

Technique for the Rapid Measurement of

0/U Ratios In-Oxide Fuel Pellets,"
AERE-R-6301, 1969) has been applied to

non-irradiated and irradiated fuels.
This technique is most readily applied
to samples with flat surfaces due to the
need for electrical contact between

probe and sample. The accuracy of this

technique is similar to that described
in 3b above.

6a. Electrochemical dissolution of oxidized

fuel can be used to evaluate the charac

teristics of pellet surfaces. The

results are compared to laboratory
samples which have been oxidized under

controlled conditions and the oxidation
films characterized by x-ray diffrac

tion, SEM, or Auger analysis. The dis
solution products can also be used to

provide information on the chemical dis
tribution of radionuclides in the

sample.

7a. This method relies on standardized tech

niques. The specimen can be either a

polished metal lographic mount or a

powdered compact. Other phases in the
U-0 systems (e.g., U metal, U3O8) can

can be also identified by x-ray
diffraction.

6a.

7a,

Application of Data

This analysis technique may prove useful
in separating out the effects of low tem

perature oxidation occurring over the long
time period since the accident, as the

exposed UO? reacts with oxygen dissolved
in the coolant.

This information should be useful in

estimating core thermal history, determin
ation of gas atmosphere in contact with

fuel, mechanisms of fission-product
release, etc.



TABLE A-ll. DEBKlS ,<UH RUBbLt BED ANALYSIS

*easuf(«f?vr-t

Technique

>d^ analysts ?irH,-!«

sue. shape,

distribution

Practical

Accuracy

Not

Appl uable

Precision

!■ ahle

2. Sieve

analysis

Particle

size

Not

Applicable

Not

Applicable

Comments on Techniques

la. juant itativa metallography/microscopy
should play an Important rot' in eval

uating debris and character*; 109 the

rubble bed. Utilizing available

sttreologlcal methods, estimate*, of

volumes, size distn^j. -.om, and shape

relationships can be ottained from

photomicrographs of fuel poros't/,

multi-phase materials, particles and

fragments of the rubble, *-u . The

quality of the data obtained by these

techniques will depend on careful

sampling methods and the subsequent

sample preparation.

lb. Particles ot debris mounted for quan

titative metallography nay also pro

vide information on the composition
and thermal history of the particles.
Direct viewing of particles by
stereomicroscopy will help determine

shapes which could provide additional

Information about their history.

Ic. Quantitative metallography -ill prob

ably be most useful for classifying
small debris and individual particles.

2a. Sieve analysis will be the most prac

tical method for obtaining particle
size distribution in the size range
above 37 microns.

Appl icat ion of .<U

la Particle size and distribution data car

3- used to predict theoretical packing

density for input to thermal -hydraui ic

calculations.

?d as la above.

Pine particle Particle Not Not

size analysis size,
dlstr \r jt ion

Estimated Estimated

2b. Sieve analysis will also be the fast

est way to classify the debris Into a

weighted size distribution and to aid

In selecting individual samples for

more detailed analysis by quantitative

metallographlc techniques.

3a. For particles smaller than 37 microns.
Coulter counter analysis will provide
a size distribution. A multi-channel,
automatic optical particle size analy
ser counts the voltage pulses created

by passing particles through a light
beam which 1s directed onto a photo
diode. Such instruments are used to

size and count HTGR microspheres.

3a. Particle size analysis can be used to

characterize the degree of desintermq
and fuel fracture which occurred during
the course of the accident.



TABLE A-ll. (continued)

3.

Measurement

Technique

Fine particle
size analysis
(continued

Practical

Parameter Accuracy Precision

3b.

3c

4. Gamma and Composition Not Not

emission Estimated Estimated

spectroscopy

4a,

i

cn

4b.

5. Chemical

analysis

Composition Not Not 5a,

Estimated Estimated

6. Visual

examinations

General size, Not Not 6a

shape, and Applicable Applicable
distribution

6b,

Comments on Techniques Application of Data

Fischer subsieve analysis can be used

to provide the average particle size

for the fraction below 37 microns.

Separation of particles for more

detailed analysis may be desirable and

could best be done by alluviation or

using a microparticle separator such

as a Banco Unit.

These techniques can be used to deter- 4a

mine the composition and source of

individual pieces of debris.

The particles could be analyzed by

gamma spectroscopy and possibly by

alpha spectroscopy to determine the

Isotopes present in the debris.

Several transuranic materials such as

_41Au> 2^Au> ^2^ and 24*^
might be determined by alpha pulse

height spectroscopy. Accuracy would

depend on the nature of the sample.
Filter samples may be limited to qual
itative identification only. More

definitive samples with purification

may allow quantitative analysis.

Chemical analyses of the debris could

help determine the origin of the par
ticles. This information could be

used to complement and confirm

metal lograpnic and activity analysis.

One appropriate visual method for

debris size and shape analysis would

be to use a television optic system
supported by an image analysis com

puter system and a digital video-

signal recording or video tape system.

A Questar telescope coupled with an

Omni-scope (IX image) can also be used

for detailed analysis of selected

areas at considerable distances.

Data on debris composition indicating the

isotopes present can be used to predict
heat generation rates in the rubble pile
for input into thermo-hydraulic
calculations.



TABLE A-ll. (continued)

Measurement

Technique Par ter

7. Impregnation
and *eutron

radiography

Pack mg

density

Practical

Accuracy

Hi. I

applicable

Precision

Not

Appl icabie

Comment/, on techniques

impregnation of tn** rubble bed witn

epony or some other suitable filler

medium followed by the sectioning
would permit quantitative metal

lography that would determine density

and an estimation of the amount ■'

interconnected pj^osity that would

permit water flow through the bed.

Radiography could also be used to

estimate the resistance of the bed to

water f low.

Application of Data

7a. Analyses of the rubble bed packing den

sity and Interconnected flow paths which

would permit water f io* through the bed

-111 provide information .n the thermo-

hydraulic performance and coolabil ity

of a badly perturbed core geometry.

i
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